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D Preface .

Tachyon Errata .-

For Tachyon chip discrepancies and Tachyon User's Manual updates, please refer to the 3.3V Tachyon
Errata. The Tachyon Errata is available by ordering publication number 5965-14338.

Target Audience

This Tachyon User's Manual is targeted for a variety of readers It is primarily intended for technical man-

agers and hardware and firmware engineers who are evaluating the Tachyon fibre Channel controller chip
or designing it into their Fibre Charmel products. Those readers will want a thorough understanding of the _
contents ofthis book. Readers wanting to understand Tachyon functionality without delving into imple~
mention specifics can concentrate on Chapters '1 through 4. Readers wanting a general overview of
Tachyon‘s capabilities can obtain that information from Chapters 1 through 2.

Notes, Cautions, and Warnings

Note This is the format for the note callout. Notes highlight specific
‘ ‘ . - information for a particular section.

 

 

 

 
 

 

Caution g This is the format for the caution format Cautions describe situations
that should be avoided

WARNING This is the format for the warning callout. Warnings are primarily used

to describe conditions that may cause data corruption.- _ 

Document Use

This document is not a P‘ibreChannel tutorial and does not contain general information about the fibre

Channel architecture. Readers are assumed to understand both the Fibre Channel technology and the con-
lent of the Fibre Channel documents listed in the at the end of this section. Refer to “Related Publications”
on page \‘Xi

 

WARNING Tachyon is meant to be used according to this Tachyon User's Manual.

.. if it is not, Tachyon may enter an indeterminate state and/or produce
unpredictable results. in addition, if any of the Fibre Channel .

specifications are violated, the host is responsible for all error recovery. 

PTI 172434
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3 Chapter Surrunaries
- Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1 provides introductory information about the Tachyon Fibre Channel controller chip and how it
operates Chapter 1 provides a high-level introduction to Tachyon and includes a list of its features and a
block diagram of a generic Fibre Charmel host-bus adapter board with Tachyon as the controller. It also
provides general information about how the Fibre Channel protocol layers map onto Tachyon's functionalblocks.

Chapter 2 Architectural Overview

Chapter 2 provides an architectural overview 'of Tach'yon's transmit and receive processes including in
order and out of order reception of multiframe sequences Also, SCSI hardware assists with Tachyon acting
both as an initiator and as a target are described. Block diagrams ofTachyon's functional components are
used to illustrate all the overview, concepts. , , , .—_

Chapter 3 Architectural Details,

Chapter 3 provides detailed information about Tachyon's functionalityl The chapter provides all the details
about the transmit and receive operations for both non-SCSI and SCSI transactions, with Tachyon as the ini-
tiator and the target, and SCSI hardware assists, concepts which were introduced in Chapter 2. Both
Tachyon and host-based data structures used to accomplish these processes are illustrated and described.
ACK generation, messge completion, interrupt generation and avoidance, and exception conditions are

, , described. Tachyon‘s arbitrated loop operation, TOP/UDP hardware assists, and network management fea-
34; - tures are also discussed.

Chapter 4 Initialization and Configuration 
Chapter 4 protn'des Tachyon memory requirements, initialization and configuration information with exam-

- plesjand login parameters.

.Chapter 5 Registers

Chapter 5 presents detailed diagrams, tables, and descriptions of the Tachyon-based registers Initializa—
tion, alignment information, and programming notes are included.

Chapter 6 Data Structures

Chapter 6 contains detailed diagrams, tables, and descriptions of the host-based and SCSI data structures

needed to program Tachyon. Data structure initialization, alignment information, and programming notes
are included. 
Chapters 7, 8 and 9 Tachyon Signal, Electrical, and Mechanical Descriptions

Chapters 7, 8. and 9 are hardware-oriented chapters. Chapter 7 covers Tachyon‘s signal descriptions, log‘c
symbol, pinout, Physical Link Module (PLM) interface, PLL external connections, J'I‘AG scan test interface

and instructions, the Tachyon System Interface (TSI), functional waveform diagrams, and T81 and GLM tim-
ing information. Chapter 8 contains'l‘achyon’s electrical descriptions, including absolute maximum electri~

cal ratings, recommended operating conditions. electrical parameters, pull-up and pull-down values, and
external PLL components. Chapter 9 presents Tachyon’s mechanical descriptions, including dimensions
and thermal specifications. '

- PTI 172435
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Chapter 10 Error Information

Chapter 10 covers error detection and recovery, such as informationabout the types of errors Tachyon can
detect, tables of error Conditions for various Fibre Channel configurations and classes of service, and
detailed descriptions of possible errors, including Tachyon behavior and host recovery procedures.

Appendix A Application Notes

Appendix A consists of Application Notes, each of which discusses an aspect of Tachyon for a particular
implementation, including PCB layout suggestions, implementing Tachyon with alittie endian system, using
Tachyon in limited airflow applications, suggestions for improving performance, and information about
SCSI command forwarding.

Appendix 8 Host Driver Notes

Appendix B lists a number implementation tips for hostdbased drivers.

Appendix C Building Data Structures

Appendix D contains information for building data structures.

Appendix D 83/108 Encoding/Decoding

Appendix D describes the 88/108 Encoding/Decoding scheme performed by the F01 layer and built into
Tachyon. .

Appendix E Fibre Channel home Quick Reference

Appendix E is a fibre Channel Frame Quick Reference sheet This sheet shows specific field and bit infor-
mation for the 24 bytes of the PC Frame Header. Infon'nation for this sheet was taken from FOPH 4.3.

Terms and Abbreviations

The Terms and Abbreviations section contains a list of acronyms and abbreviations.

‘Glossary

The Glossary contains the definitions of key words and phrases.

index

The Index entries point to the mainlpage numbers for detailed information about that subject. Most of the -
entries do not contain the page number for every occurrence of that entry.

PTl 172436
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Document Conventions

Length of Queues

The length of a queue is actually the number of entries in a queue. Refer to “Producer and Consumer lndi~
ces' on page 19. Since a queue is zero-based, the programmed value for the length field of a queue length
register must be the number of entries minus one. Refer to f'I‘able 5.2 Length Registers Information" on
page 113.

Reserved

All fields labeled “Reserved”, “Reserve", “Rsvd”, “Res” or "R" should not be used and should be initialized tozero.

Remote Node

Remote Node means the same as a destination node, atresponder node, or a client.

Set and Clear

“Set" implies "set to binary one". “Clear" implies “clear to binary zero". When a bit is discussed without a
“set“ or “clear” indication, then the bit is set to one.

Word

A “Word" is 4 bytes (32 bits) long.

PTI 172437 "
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D _ Related Publications
ANSI Documents-

. Fibre Charmel Physical and Signaling Interface (FC-PH)
X3’I‘l l/Project 755D/Rev. 4.3

0 Fibre Channel Arbitrated hoop (PC-AL)

XSTI l/Project 960D/Rev. 4.54

Fibre Channel System Initiative (FCSI) Documents

. GigaBaud Link Module Family (GLM)
' FCSI-301—Rev 1.0

- Common P‘C-PH Feature Sets Profiles

F‘CSI-lOl—Rev. 3.1

- SCSI Profile _

FCSI-ZOl-Rev. 2.2

' IP Profile

F‘CSI-ZOZ—Rev. 2.1

0 fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop Direct Attach SCSI Profile (priviate loop)
FCSI~???-Rev. 2.0

 IEEE Document

- J'I‘AG Boundary Scan

IEEE Std 11491-1990
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Technical Support

Telephoner l-BOOrTACH YON (1-800-822-4966). A
E-mail: tachyon'@hp.com ' ’

Homepage

View Tachyon World Wide Web homepage: http://taehyonxosehpcom/

Pricing and Delivery

Contact your local HP Component Sales Representive.

Tachyon C Code

Sample Tachyon‘ C Code is available via anonymous ftp over the lntemet. The C code is available in two for-
mats: ' '

l. UNIX (shar) Format

Filename - ProgGuideCodeshar

This is a UNIX shar file of the C code .c and .h files. Instructions for unpacldng'the sample code
files are included at the beginning of the shar file.

2. ASCII Text Format \

I-‘tlename - ProgGuideCode

This is a concatenated ASCII file of all the .c and .h sample files. Each file is delimited by.
/" End of C file ‘ -*I

To access the files,

On your system, type: ftp rosegarden.extemal.hp.com

You will get a connect notice. .
At the name prompt type: ftp

At the password prompt, type your Intemet e-mail address, for example,

usemame@hostname.somewhere.companyname.com

 

At the ftp prompt, type: - cd pub/tachyon

At the ftp prompt, type: get ProgGuideCode.shar (or get ProGuideCode)

At the ftp prompt, type: quit

PTI 172439
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1. Introduction

Tachyon provides a very highly integrated Fibre'Channel (PC) interface controller in a single chip'soluu‘ort.
It supports both networking and mass storage over asingle h0st connection. in addition, Tachyon provides
a high performance controller at an inexpensive cost due to its significant number of design features.

1.1 Tachyon Features
- Provides a single chip Fibre Channel solution.

- Supports 1063, 531, and 266 Mbaud link speeds

- Supports Fibre Channel Class 1, 2, and 3 services.

0 Supports fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (PC-AL), Point-to—Point, and Fabric (Cmsspoint-Switched)
topologies. . .

-' Compliant with the .Fibre Channel Physical and Signaling lnterface(FC-PH).
- complies to here Channel System Initiative (FCSI) profiles.

. _ V Provides complete support of both networking and mass storage connections. .
- Complies to industry standard MlB-II network management.

. Supports up to 2—Kbyte frame payload size for all classes of service.

. Manages sequence segmentation and reassembly in the hardware.

'0 Generates automatic acknowledgment (ACK) frames.

- Maintains data structures and data buffers in host memory for a low cost, high performance adapter
implementation.

0 Allows chip transaction accesses to be kept at a minimum due to host-shared memory data structures

- Reduces host software support overhead due to the architecture design. Specifically, Tachyon:
o Manages interrupts to one or zero per sequence.

0 Manages the protocol for sending and receiving network sequences over Fibre Channel.

0 Manages the entire prorocol for peripheral l/O transactions via SCSI encapsulation over Fibre Channel
(FCP).

o Computes exact checlesums for outbound IP packets and inserts them in the data stream, thereby offloading
the host of a very compute-intensive task.

0 Computes an approximate checksum for inbound IP packets that partially offloads the checksum task from
the host. '

0 Contains hardware header/data splitting for inbound SNAP/1P sequences. offloading the data copy portion
from the host.

0 Supports up to 16,384 concurrent SCSI V0 transactions.

- Provides F‘CP assists for SCSI initiators and targets.

- Processes inbound and outbound data simultaneously due to full duplex internal architecture.

0 'Allows time-critical messages to bypass the normal traffic waiting for various resources via a low
latency, high priority path through the chip.

0 Interfaces directly to industry and ANSI standard 10-bit and 20-bit FC—O physical link modules.

0 Supports FC-PH-Z ACK_Porm F_CTL bits for ACK model control on reception.

w Supports parity protection on internal data paths.

0- Supports open broadmt replicate transmission and reception of FOAL. .
- Supports reception of fabric-addressed frames for a fibre Channel services server on 'FC-AL.

First Edition 1
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3 1.2 Host Bus Adapter Board

. A g’enerichbre Chennel host bus‘a‘dapte'r board contains the following components: ‘
l. A Backplane Connector, which connects the backplane interface chip to the host bus

2. A Backplane Interface Chip, which enables connection to PCI, EISA, a propriety bus, etc;

3. Tachyon, the Fibre Channel interface controller chip

4. A Physical Link Module (PLMj, for example. a 20-bit Gigabit Link Module (GLM)

Backplane Connector -

Backplane
Interface

Chip

 

Physical
Link

Module

 
Figure l.l Typical Host Bus Adapter Board Block Diagram
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3 1.3 Fibre Channel General Information

' . Fibre Channel supports both networking and mass storage interconnections. The Fibre Channel standard
defines a number of encapsulation methods. These methods enable both networking and mass storage pro-

' tocols to be transported over a single Fibre Channel physical interface. This Fibre Channel General infor~

mation section gives an overview of the Fibre Channel data hierarchy and describes how Tachyon manages
networking and mass storage (particulariy SCSI) devices. -

1.3.1 Fibre Channel Data Hierarchy

Fibre Channel technology defines a hierarchical structure for data transactions. The data terminology of
this hierarchy is defined below: ,, _

Exchange

The exchange is the highest level of the data transaction hierarchy. The exchange defines a conversation
occurring between two nodes. This conversation can be a long or short term interchange of information.
An exchange consists of one or more sequences An exchange is also known as an [/O transaction.

Sequence

Thesequence in fibre Channel protocol correlates to a data packet or datagram in networking protocols. A
sequence consists of a set of one or more frames. Each frame of a particular sequence contains a common

Sequence_lD. A node sends frames of a sequence unidirectionally to the remote node. The sequence
includes the corresponding Link Control frames (e.g., ACKs, BSYs, RIPS, etc.) that may be sent from the
remote node.

A sequence can be any length, but to satisfy various timing and complexity constraints, a node may not be
able to send the entire sequence all at once. The sequence can be divided into chunks, or frames, of data

 

Frame

The frame is the smallest unit of information interchange between two nodes. A frame must meet many stringent
constraints. Various fabrics and nodes may impose their own constraints. so some nodes may have to send frames of
varying sizes in order to satisfy these constraints. Frames have the following FC frame format:

Field Name Frame Header Data Payload .a
24#otBytes :4:

In
I l 

Figure [.2 Fibre Channel Frame Format

The Fibre Channel standard supports a frame payload up to 2112 bytes; however, Tachyon only supports an ,
outbound frame payload up to 2048 bytes. This outbound frame payload includes optional headers.

PTI 172442
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) The following figure shows an exchange example.

! Tachyon - Remote Node
g N__Port 1 ' , N_Pon 2
; Originatot Fab”: Responder

i First_Sequence. 1

i Stan of Exchange 0 Exchange 1/Sequence 13 .

3

Sequence 2

. AQ’S.......

, Data Frame

Last_Sequence
of Exchange

Sequence 3
A95-----------

End 0! Exchange 4 """"""

D ‘ Figure 13 Exchange Example
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-- 3 1.3.2 Networking Encapsulation

els, F03, F02, F‘C-l, and FC-O. Examples of ULPs include SCSI, IP, IPl, etc. The Fibre Channel Physical
Interface comprises Fibre Channel protocol levels F‘C—2,.FC-l, and F00.

The following 1i gun: shows a block diagram of Tachyon with the associated fibre Channel protocol layers.

Fibre Channel

Protocol Layers

ULPs (SCSl,lP, lPl-3,etc.) 3/ Fc“

' Login Mgmt, F03
Exchange Mgmt, SEQJD

Mgmt, Error Recovery.
000' Processlng. etc.

Eackplane Interface,
Sequence Mgmt.
Flow Control, etc.

 
]/ FC-1

FC-O
Physical Physical Characteristics
Llnk (Transmitters. Receivers,
Module ' Connectors, etc.)

|_.ink

 
Figure 1.4 Fibre Channel Protocol Block Diagram

Using the fibre Channel Physical Interface, P04 mapping protocols can transfer ULP data. For example, in
most networking protocol stacks, the concept of a data packet or datagram exists. The networking data
packet or datagram is analogous to the Fibre Channel sequence. To send a sequence, the Originator node
segments the sequence into frames. The ULP data packet is written to the data payload field of the fibre
Channel frame-(s). ~ Then the SOP, header, CRC, and 30? information is added. The Originator node trans-
mits these encapsulated frames across the Fibre Channel interconnection fabric. The Responder node '
receives and reassemble-s the sequence. When the data transmission is complete, the ULP manages the
remainder of the data processing.

PTI 172444
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D Mass storage fibre Channel exchanges map directly to device l/O transactions. However, networking
-' " exchanges are not as easily defined and networking exchanges can occur in many different ways. One way

is a “longterm” exchange. This is where a node sends data to another nodel establishes an exchange
between the nodes as a virtual link, and keeps .the exchange active. Another way‘is a “short term”

exchange, where a TCP connection is mapped onto an exchange. An exchange is created when an applica-
tion connects. An exchange is terminated when an application disconnects.

1.3.3 Mass Storage Encapsulation

Fibre Channel was originally intended as a follow-on technology to lower performance mass storage inter-
connects. In particular, Fibre Channel focused on improving SCSI and IF! technologies. The Fibre Channel
standards groups defined encapsulation methods for both of these protocols. Tachyon supports both SCSI
and [PI protocols, and provides special hardware assists for the SCSI protocol. These SCSI hardware
assists execute the encapsulation protocol in hardware to provide high performance and low latency l/O

transactions. The exchange originator transmits these encapsulated SCSI frames across the Fibre Channel
interconnection fabric. The responder receives and reassembles the fibre channel sequence. When the

sequence is reassembled, the remainder of the data processing is managed using upper layer SCSI protocol.

 

1.3.4 Fibre Channel Protocol for SCSI

This section includes Fibre Channel Protocol for SCSI (PCP) information and how a SCSI I/O transaction '
maps onto the F‘ibre'Channel transaction hierarchy.

'Each SCSI l/O transaction maps on a separate independent Fibre Channel exchange. For l-‘CP, an exchange

splits into three distinct phases: the Command Phase, the Data Phase, and the Status Phase. Each phase
involves the transmission and/or reception of one or more Fibre Channel sequences. These sequences pro-
vide a mechanism of flow control and notification of impending transfers between the initiator and the tar—

get device. The Comrnand Phase, Data Phase, and Status Phase‘are defined below:

 
Command Phase

The PCP Initiator uses the Command Phase to inform the target device of its intention to perform an V0
transaction. The Command Phase consists of a single frame SCSI Command Sequence (FCP_CMND) that

carries information to the target device(s). This information includes the direction of transfer, the length of
transfer, and the SCSI address. After the target device processes this SCSI Conunand Sequence, the trans-
action enters the Data Phase. If a Data Phase does not exist, the transaction will enter the Status Phase.

Data Phase

The Data Phase consists of a two step process:

I. The target transmits or receives data via the Data Sequence (FCP_DATA). The direction of transfer is
identified in the original Command Sequence. This data sequence may consist of one or more frames.

The target device sends a Transfer Ready (FCP_XFER_RDY) sequence to inform the initiator that it has
. the resources ready for a data transfer. The FCP_XFER_RDY sequence is an optional step for an PCP
. Initiator Read Exchange. When the initiator receives the PCP_XF'ER_RDY, the process moves on to the

second Step.

[\2

 

.Status Phase

The Status Phase begins when the last FCP_DATA completes. In the Status Phase, the target device sends a
single frame SCSI Status Sequence (FCP_RSP) describing how well the transaction proceeded. Oncethe
initiator processes this sequence. the SCSI l/O transaction is complete. ‘

 
M
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’3 1.3.5 Profile Support
Tachyon supports the PCS! profiles for FC—lP and PCP. Tachyon does not provide hardware assists for any
other profiles, such as [Pl-3. By using the generic sequence tmrisrfiit and receive capabilities of Tachyon;
the host can support any known profiles Hewlett-Packard will only test FCSI profiles for FGIP and FCP.
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‘) 2. Architectural Overview
I This section provides an architectural ovewiew of the transmit, receive, and SCSI hardware assists pro.

cases of Tachyon.

2.1 Transmit Process Overview

The following figure'illustrates the transmit procws overview.

Host-Based Data Structures Tachyon
’HeaderData Butters .

IMO . Structure

4. Optional .1.
T Portion 'T.u' .. __a

3 Outbound

Message Message
Channel 

Figure 2.1 Transmit Process Overview
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D _ A normal transmit transaction begins when the host creates buffers of datato be sent These data buffers
- are stored in host memory. The host creates aTachyon Header Structure which contains Fibre Channel

header infomation and resides in host memory. The host creates an Outbound Descriptor Block (ODB)
host data structure that defines the sequence of data to be transmitted. The ODB contains Fibre Channel

infomationr(e.g.. maximum frame size, class of service, exchange identifier, sequence identifier, etc.) that
is obtained from the host managed login parameters. The ODB contains a pointer (Fldr_Addr) to the

Tachyon Header Structure. Tachyon uses the Fibre Channel information in the ODB and the Tachyon
Header Structure to construct the Fibre Channel frame headers The ODB also contains a pointer '

(EDB_Addr) to the Extended Descriptor Block (EDB). The EDB contains Address/Length pairs (AIL pairs)
that define where the data buffers are located in host memory.

The Outbound Conunand Queue (OCQ) is an area in host memory consisting of an array of OCQ entries.
The producer index of the OCQ, known as the OCQ Producer Index, points to the next available OCQ entry
in which an 008 can be created. Once the host creates the ODB, it writes the index of that OCQ entry

(ODB) to‘ the OCQ Producer Index register. This notifies Tachyon that a new valid ODB exists. The OCQ
Producer Index isincremented to the next available OCQ entry for the‘following valid ODB.

If Tachyon's Outbound Sequence Manager (OSM) is nbt currently transmitting a sequence, the OSM per-
forms a DMA operation to move the ODB via the Outbound Message Channel from host memory into an
,intemal Tachyon resource. When the OSM reCeives the ODB, the OSM hm all'the information needed to
transmit the sequence. It has all of the Fibre Channel information to construct the Fibre Channel frame
headers and all of the ML pairs that point to the data in host memory.

The OSM retrieves data from the Outbound Message Channel in frame size packets for transmission. The
- OSM DMAs the first frame from the data buffer in host memory to the Outbound F‘rarne FIFO. Once the
entire frame is in the Outbound F‘rame FIFO, the OSM notifies the Frame Manager to begin transmitting the
frame onto the link. When the first word of the frame is transmitted onto the link, the OSM is notified. The
OSM then begins to move the second frame from host memory to the Outbound Frame FIFO. The first
frame is being moved from the Outbound Frame FIFO onto the link during the same time that the second

‘ frame is being moved from host memory into the Outbound Frame FIFO. This operation continues until the
, entire sequence has been transmitted. .

 

For a normal Class 1 (dedicated connection with ACKs) or Class 2 (connectionless transaction with ACKs)
transmit transaction, the remote node returns ACKs to Tachyon when the remote node receives frames.

. When’l‘achyon's Inbound Sequence Manager (ISM) receives a frame, the ISM first determines if it is an ACK
frame. If the frame is an ACK frame, the ISM passes the ACK to the OSM. The OSM verifies that the ACK is

‘ associated to the current outbound sequence and increments an ACK counter. The OSM maintains a count
of the number of frames transmitted for the sequence and the number of ACK frames received. When all

' frames of the sequence have been transmitted and the number of ACK frames equals the number of trans—
mitted frames, then the sequence has been transmitted successfullyto the remote node. For Class _3,'when
the remote node receives the frames, it does not retum ACKs to Tachyon. '

When the OSM transmits the sequence successfully, it notifies the ISM to generate an outbound_completion
--.message. The lSM sends this completion message to the host as an entry in the Inbound Message Queue
“(Iii/IQ). Completion messages contain information on the status of the transfer and any information needed
.by the host for queue maintenance. In this case. the outbound_completion message notifies the host that
e'the sequence has been transmitted successfully.
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3 2.2 Receive Process Overview
The ISM manages receiVe processes for foul-.typa of sequences: 1) Single. Frame Sequences, 2) Multifranie
Sequences, In Order, 3) Multiframe Sequences, Out of Order and 4) Mulu‘frame' Sequences, Deferred P_BSY
Mode.

The following figure illustrates the SIS and MFS receive processes:

H 't-B dD taStruct
as use a _ urea SFSBO

.. or MFSBO

IMO Entries
in5 aa

coma:ISIEIEI>aéé
ESnE

Tachyon
SFS or MFS

Buffer
Channel

 
Inbound

Data

Manager

ACK ' gétrgzundFIFO E ' E FIFO 
Figure 2.2 Receive Process Overview
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3 2.2.1 Single Frame Sequence Reception
'As Tachyon receives a frame, it stores the frame in the Inbound Data I’IFO while it verifies the Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC). Ifthe CRC fails, Tachyon discards the frame. Ifthe CRC passes, Tachyon noti-
fies the ISM of the received frame.

The ISM checks the frame to determine if it is a single frame sequence (SFS). If it is, Tachyon uses the next

available buffer in the Single Pi-ame’Sequence Buffer Queue (SFSB‘Q) and DMAs the SFS (fibre Channel
Header and data payload) to the host via the Inbound Data Manager and the SF‘S Buffer Channel. If the
entire SFS does not fit Into one buffer, Tachyon continues packing the remaining data into the next avail-
able buffer until it becomes full. If the buffer becomes full, the ISM provides a new buffer and the process
continues until the SF‘S is totally stored. When the DMA operation completes, the ISM transmits the ACK
frame (if the frame is Class I or Class 2) that is associated with the SF‘S.

Next, the ISM generates an inbound_sfs_completion message and passes it through the Inbound Data Man-

ager and Inbound Message Channel as an entry in the IMQ. After Tachyon sends the completion message,

Tachyonthen generates an intemrptto signal the host to process the received sequence. As its default,
Tachyon generates interrupts for inbound sequences. For the host to avoid unnecessary interrupts, inter-
mpt avoidance techniques can be used when any type of completion message is passed as an entry into the
IMQ. Refer to “3.3.8 Interrupt Avoidance Techniques" on page 33.

2.2.2 Multiframe Sequence, In Order Reception
As Tachyon receives a frame it is stored in the Inbound Data FIFO while the CRC is verified. If the CRC

fails, then the framers discarded If the CRC passes, the ISM'IS notified. The ISM first checks the frame to
‘ detemiine if itis 3 SF3, which in this case, it is not.

Next, the ISM checks if it is currently reassembling a multiframe sequence (MF'S). If the ISM is already reas-
sembling a multiframe sequence, the ISM checks the frame- to determine whether the frame belongs to the

current multiframe sequence. If it does not, the ISM generates a busy response (P_BSY) to be sent to the
remote node and the frame is discarded. The P_BSY informs the remote node that Tachyon does not have

' the resources available to reassemble another sequence at this time. If Tachyon is in the Deferred P_BSY

mode, Tachyon does not automatically send a P_BSY to the remote node. Refer to “2.2.4 Multiframe
Sequence, Deferred P_BSY Mode" on page 13. A

 

Ifthe ISM receives a frame for a MFS when it is not currently reassembling a MFS, Tachyon DMAs the frame

to host memory. The host uses buffers from the Multiframe sequence Buffer Queue (MFSBQ) to reassem-
ble a MP8. When Tachyon receives the fust frame of the MFS, a new bufferis provided from the MFSBQ
and the Fibre Channel Header information of the frame is moved into that buffer. Data payload of the frame

is packed into the following buffer. As subsequent frames arrive, the ISM checks if each frame is the next

expected frame of the sequence. Assuming that Tachyon receives the sequence in order, Tachyon discards
" the [fibre Channel Header and passes the remainingdata payload to the host to be packed into buffers. As

each new frame arrives, Tachyon processes it the same way, Tachyon packs the data payload into the cur-
rent buffer until it becomes full. Once it becomes full, the ISM provides a new buffer and the process con-

tinues. As Tachyon receives each frame and moves it into host memory, the ISM sends the ACK frame (if
the frame is Class 1 or Class 2.) that is associated with the MFS.

,When the last frame arn'ves, various fields in the Fibre Channel Header are saved in internal registers.

Tachyon passes the last frame, with the Fibre Channel Header discarded, to the host. The ISM generates an
inbound_mfs completion message and passes it as an entry on the IMQ, and'updates the IMQ Producer

' Index. After Tachyon sends the completion message to the host, Tachyon generates an interrupt to signal

the host to process the received sequence. As its default, Tachyon generates interrupts for inbound
sequences To avoid unnecessary interrupts,the host can use interrupt avoidance techniques when any type
of completion message is passed as an entry into the IMQ Refer to "338Interrupt Avoidance Techniques
on page 33.
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2.2.3 Multiframe Sequence, Out 01’ Order (000) Reception

_ The Out of Order Multifrarne Reception operates the sameas the in order multiframe reception until the,
* first 000 frame arrives When the ISM determines that the frame is 000, it generates an

inbound_ooo_completion message and passes it as an entry on the IMQ. Then the [SM restarts the recep-
tion by copying the entire 000 frame, including the Fibre Channel Header, and sending it to the host using
new data buffers Then the ISM processes the remaining frames in the sequence, assuming that the subse-
quent frames arrive in order. The ISM does not generate aninterrupt until the entire sequence has arrived.

At each point of. discontinuity, that is, when a new 000 frame arrives, Tachyon generates an inbound_ooo
completion message and uses a new buffer to restart the reassembly.

2.2.4 . , Multiframe Sequence, Deferred P_asr Mode

Tachyon is designed to reassemble one MFS at a time. When Tachyon receives a frame for a new MFS while.

a current MFS is being reassembled, Tachyon generates a- N_Port busy response (P_BSY) for the' frame(s)'
of that new Ml-‘S. The remote node that receives the P_BSY can retry the sequence later. .HOpefully, when
the remote node retries sending the sequence, Tachyon has completed the previous MFS so that it can

‘ accept the new MFS. ' -

This process works well when Tachyon communicates with only one other remote node, e.g., a client in a
client-server configuration. However, a server in a client-server configuration may be receiving MFSs from
many clients (remote nodes) at the same time. When Tachyon receives several new MFS frames, other than
the current MFS being reassembled, the new frames are P_BSY'd. The remote nodes resend the frames

causing even more interference with the current MFS being reassembled. These excessive retries may
cause the remote nodes to stop sending their MFS, which leads to upper layer error recovery overhead.
This overhead can be reduced by using the Deferred P_BSY mode.

in Deferred P_BSY mode, the host sets the Disable AUTO P_BSY bit in the Tachyon Configuration register
so that Tachyon does not automatically send a P_BSY to the remotenode. When Tachyon receives a new

MFS in Deferred P_BSY mode, Tachyon sends the new MFS frame to the host via the SF‘SBQ. Tachyon gen- -
erates an inbound_busied_frame completion message. The host stores this frame in a Deferred P_BSY
queue.

When Tachyon receives all of the frames for the current MFS it is reassembl'rng, it sets the Deferred ACK bit
in the inbound_mfs_completion message and defers the final ACK generation to the host. Tachyon does
this so that the host can send a P_BSY to one of the waiting remote nodes. This operation allows one of the '
waiting remote nodes to retry its MFS before the current remote node can start a new MPS. [n Deferred
P_BSY mode, Tachyon attempts to process MF‘Ss in a way that all remote nodes have fair access. ‘
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D , 2.3 _' SCSI Hardware Assists Overview

2.3.1 FCP Read for Tachyon as an Initiator

. An FCP Read transaction is considered “inbound" for Tachyon as an initiator. When the initiator host wants
’ to perform a Read transaction, it creates an entry in the host-based SCSI Exchange State Table (SEST).

, :Each used entry in the SES'I‘ contains exchange state information for one SCSI I/O trarisaction; An Inbound
. SEST Entry contains a pointer to the SCSI Descriptor Block (SDB). The SDB is a list of pointers to empty
buffers in host memory. The host pre-allocates these empty buffers to receive all the Read data for the
exchange. , - .

-: i : The initiator host sends an FCP_CMND for a Read to the target . The F‘CP_CMND requests the target to
‘ . send the SCSI read data. ‘

When the target is ready to transmitthe SCSI read data to the initiator; it may send an FCP_XFER_RDY,
_, which is an optional step for an PCP Read Exchange. When the initiator Tachyon- receives the
f FCP_XFER_RDY, it discards it. When the initiator Tachyon receives a frame for the Read data sequence
»_ from the target, the initiator Tachyon operates in one of two modes, 1) Out of Order Re'assembly mode or
. 2) In Order Reassembly mode. When the initiator host enables OOO Reassembly, then frames for a

'1 D ' . sequence from the target can arrive in any order. When the host enables In Order Reassembly, then frames' a": - must arrive in order.

For each frame received, Tachyon uses the Originator Exchange Identifier (OXJD) in the Fibre Channel
- Header as an index into‘the initiator host SEST. Once Tachyon has identified the apppropriate'lnbound
‘ 5351‘ Entry, the ISM DMAs the SCSI read data to the host buffers. Tachyon continues receiving the data
until all-of the data is packed into host buffers.

, pin the final phase of the FCP Read, the initiator Tachyon receives a FCP_RSP from the target. When the
. ISM receives the FCP_RSP, it passes the FCP‘RSP to host memory via the SFSBQ. This FCP_RSP notifies
the host that the PCP Read transaction is complete. Then, the ISM generates an.inbound_scsi_status com-

. pletion message and passes this completion message as an entry on the IMQ. The ISM interrupts the host
The interrupt avoidance rules apply here as well. Refer to “3.3.8 Interrupt Avoidance Techniques" on page33.
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 The following figure illustratw the PCP Read process for Tachyon as an initiator.
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Figure 2.3 PCP Read for Tachyon as an Initiator
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3 2.3.2 FCP Read for Tachyon as a Target
An PCP Read exchange is considered “outbound" for Tachyon as a target. For PCP Read transactions for

the target Tachyon, SCSI hardware assistsare not used. ‘

The target Tachyon receives an FCP-CMND for an F0? Read from the initiator and passes itto the target -
host The target host builds an EDB that defines where the Read data is located in the target host memory.
The target host may proyam the target Tachyon to, send an FCP_XFER_RDY via the OCQ to the initiator
indicating that it is ready to send the Read data The target host then programsthe target Tachyon to send
the requested SCSI read data via the OCQ to the initiator. When it is finished, the target host programs the
target Tachyon to send an FCP_RSP indicating that the PCP Read transaction is complete.

2.3.3 FCP Write for Tachyon as an Initiator

An PCP Wn‘te transaction is considered “outbound" for Tachyon as an initiator. When the initiator host
wants to perform a Write transaction, it creates an Outbound SEST Entry. The Outbound SESI‘ Entry con-
tains a pointer to an EDB‘that points to the:SCSl write data.

The initiator host sends an F‘CP_CMND for 3 Write to the target When the initiator Tachyon receives a -
FCP_XFER_RDY from the target, it checks the value-of the DATA_RO field. If the DATA_RO is zero, the ini-
tiator Tachyon manages the Write transaction. lithe DATA_RO field is non—zero, Tachyon passes this
PCP_XFER_RDY to the host. in this case, the initiator host is responsible for managing the data transfer.

When the initiator Tachyon sends all the Write data, it waits to receive an FCP_RSP from the target. initia—
tor Tachyon passes the FCP_RSP and an inbound_scsi_status_completion message to the initiator host.
This informs the host that the exchange completed.

2.3.4 FCP Write for Tachyon as a Target

An PCP Write exchange is considered “inbound" for Tachyon as a target. The target Tachyon receives an
PCP_CMND for an PCP Write from the initiator. The target host must create an SDB that points to an empty
buffer that receives the Write data from the initiator. When the target host has allocated enough buffers and
is ready to receive the data, it sends an PCP_XFER_RDY with the DATA_RO field equal to zero to the initia-
tor. lf the target host is not ready to manage the entire requested Write transaction, it sends multiple

.FCP_XFER_RDY3 to complete the transaction.

 

When the target Tachyon receives the SCSI write data. it operates in one of two modes, 1) Out of Order
Reassembly mode or 2) In Order Reassembly mode. When the target Tachyon receives all of the data, the
target Tachyon sends an inbound_scsi_data completion message to the [MO 01' the target host. The target
Tachyon then sends an FCP_RSP to the initiator indicating that the exchange has completed.
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) 3. Architectural Details .

I 3.1 Tachyon Internal Block Diagram

The Tachyon lntemal Block Diagram shows the high level chip architecture.
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" t ' - Figure 3.1 Tachyon Internal Block Diagram
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D 3.2 Circular Queues

3.2. 1 Overview

Tachyon and the host use five host-based circular queues to pass messages and memory descriptors

Circular queues that are located in host memory:

Outbound Command Queue (OCQ)
High~Priority Conunand Queue (HPCQ)
Inbound Message Queue (lMQ)

Single Frame Sequence Buffer Queue (SFSBQ)
Multiframe Sequence Buffer Queue (MFSBQ)

995059:-
Circular queues consist of four main parts:-

‘ l. The queue itself

2. The queue length
3. The producer index
4 The consumer index

Circular queues contain entries that describe;
1. Things that have been done
2. Things to do

3. Lists of resources that can be used by Tachyon

Each circular queue is a contiguous area in host memory that can be thought of as an array [0 to (n- 1)] of
entries (assuming ‘n' is the number of entries). All entries in all of the queues are 32 bytes in length. Queues
must contain a minimum of two entries, i.e., have a length of two, except for the [MO which must contain a

minimum length of four entries. Base addresses of the queues must be aligned on sizeof (queue) boundary,
i.e., 32 multiplied by the number of entries of the queue.
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3 3.2.2 Producer and Consumer Indices
.Producer and consumer indices for the queues are decribed in the following. three sub-sections: the OCQ
and HPCQ, the IMQ, and lastly, the SFSBQ and MFSBQ:

l. OCQ and HPOQ

For the two outbound queues, the OCQ and the HPOQ, the hostre the producer and Tachyonis the con-
sumer. As the producer, the host fillsin the OCQ or HPOQ entries, i.e, it creates ODBs or HPDBs After the

~ host fillsin an entry, it increments and writes to the OCQ or HPOQ Producer Index register. These pro-
ducer indices point to the next empty entry that the host can use to create ODBs or HPDBs. The OCQ and

HPOQ Producer‘lndices reside in Tachyon registers.

As the consumer, Tachyon processes the ODBs or HPDBs so that data can be transmitted. Once the 008 or

HPDB is processed, the entry is considered empty. When Tachyon proceses the ODB or HPDB, it incre '
ments and writes to the OCQ or HPCQ Consumer Index. These consumer indices point to the next ODB or

HPDB that Tachyon will process. The OCQ and HPOQ Consumer Indices residein host memory.

For the OCQ and HPOQ, the producer index exists in consumer space and the consumer index exists in pro-

ducer space. This eliminates the need for any Read operations of indices across the backplane interface,
which could reduce the performance of the host [/0 bus

. Refer to the following OCQ Producer and Consumer Index Example figure, which is applicable for the
HPCQ, as well .'

oco With Three Entries "Produced"

 
@As the consumer Tachyon processes __ ' (9

an (2)335??? it increments and writes to Consumer Indexthe nsumer n ex ' /
The OCQ Consumer index

points to the next 000 entry (008)
that Tachyon needs to process.

The Consumer Index resides in

host memory.
Queue Base

6)
As the producer. thehost fills in an
OCQ entry (creates an 008),
then increments and writes to

the OCQ Producer Index register.

The OCO resides in host memory.

- . . - The Producer Index points to the next
. ' I - empty 000 entry that the host can use

- to create an 008. The OCQ Producer

Index resides in a Tachyon register.

 
Figure 3.2 OCQ Producer and Consumer Index Example '

D ‘ ‘ - PTI . 172457 
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When an index points past the end of the queue (the index equals the size of the queue), it wraps to the
beginning of the queue.

The OCQ and HPCQ is said to be “full“ when the host has filled in n-l entries, ie, only one enuy remains.
The OCQ and HPCQ is “empty" when the consumer has processed all of the ODBs or HPDBs and the con-
sumer index equals the producer index. -

Refer to the following OCQ Full and Empty Example figure, which is applicable for the HPCQ, as well.

OCQ That Is "Full OCQ That Is “Empty"

{— Consumer Index

Queue Base

, ..............I

: Producer Index :
The OCQ is "lull' when the host has filled in .
n-1 entries, 5.9-. only one empty 9"er remains. The 0C0 is 'empty“ when Tachyon has processed

‘ all of the 0085. The Consumer Index equals the
Producer Index.

 
Figure 3.3 OCQ hill and Empty Example

pTl 172458
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. D - 2. IMQ
For the IMQ,Tachyon is the producer and the hostIS the consumer. As the producer, Tachyon fills'1n IMQ
entries, i.e., it posts completion.messages. After it posts a completion message Tachyon increments and
writes to the IMQ Producer Index. This index points to the next empty entry that Tachyon can use to create
a completion message. The IMQ Producer Index resides In host memory.

L As the consumer, the host processes completion messages to know the status of sequences. Once the com—
pletion message has been processed, the entry is considered empty. When the host processes a completion

fl message it increments and writes the IMQ Consumer Index. This consumer index points to the next com-

pletion meSage that needs to be processed The IMQ Consumer Index residesin a Tachyon register.-
For the IMQ, the producer index exists in consumer space and the consumer index exists'In producer
space This eliminates the need for any Read operations of indices across the backplane interface, which
could reduce the performance of the host l/O bus.

Refer'to the following IMQ Producer and Consumer index Example figure.

we With Three Entries “Produced"

® As the consumer, the host processes a
‘_‘- completion message, then it Increments

;:‘~: and writes the IMQ Consumer Index. , /——:Consumer Index'.
" The IMO Consumer Index points

to the next IMO entry (completion
message) that the host needs to
process. The IMQ Consumer Index
resides in a Tachyon register.

6)
As the producer, Tachyon fills in

(IMO entries, i.e.. posts Completion
Messages to the IMQ. Alter it posts 3
Completion Message. it increments
and writes to the IMO Producer Index.

 
Queue Base

. _ ® Producer Index
The IMQ reSIdes 'n'h°$.' memory. The IMO Producer Index pointsto the

next empty IMQ entry that Tachyon can use
to post a completion message. The IMO .
Producer Index resides in host memory.

 
Figure 3.4 IMQ Producer and Consumer Index Example
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3 When an index points past the end of the queue (the index equals the size of the queue), the index wraps to
the beg‘nning of the queue. _ -

The [MO is “full" when Tachyon has filled in n~2 entries, Le, only two empty entries remain. One‘ of these
entries is reserved for Tachyon to post an IMQ Buffer Warning completion message. This message notifies
the host to provide more empty IMQ entn’es All inbound and outbound processing stops until the host pro-
cesses the completion messages and provides empty IMQ entries. The IMQ is “empty" when the Consumer
has processed all of the completion messages and the consumer index equals the producer index. -

Refer to the following lMQ Full and Empty Example figure.

r:Consumer Index 1
, .............. .

mo That Is "Full" mo That Is "Empty"

Queue Base

The IMO is “lull“ when Tachyon has used up n-2 entries, ‘
i i.e.. only two empty entries remain, 
i Caution: When this occurs. Tachyon posts a butler warm The IMO is 'empty' when the host has processed

ir‘9 completion message and “‘9" all ”‘W‘md allot the Completion Messages. The IMO Consumer :
and outbound processing stops until the host Index is equal to the IMO Producer Index.
processes the completion messages.

 
Figure 3.5 IMQ Full and Empty Example
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D 3. SFSBQ and MFSBQ
. For the two inbound data buffer queues, the SFSBQ and the MFSBQ, the host is the producer and Tachyon

is the consumer. As the producer, the host fills in' entries With pointers to empty data buffers These data
buffers are used by Tachyon to store the incoming sequences. Alter the host fills in the eight pointers per
entry, it increments and writes to the SFSBQ or MF’SBQ Producer Index register. These producer indices

point to the current end of the queue. The SF‘SBQ and MFSBQ Producer indices reside in Tachyon regis-ters.

Instead of filling the enm'es incrementally, the host may choose to fill in all the entries in the queue at initial-

ization. If the host chooses this method, the producer index must point to Enny n-2. For example, if the
queue contains 8 entries labeled Entry 0 through Entry 7, then the producer index must point to Entry 6.
When this occurs, the queue is considered “full". Refer to the following figure and the following page for

more inlonnation about a “full" SFSBQ or MFSBQ. -

. As the consumer, Tachyon uses the pointersin the entries to store theincoming SPSs or MFSstn the desig-
': 'f , hated databuffers When Tachyon finishes storing the SFS or MP‘S, it writes tothe SFSBQ or MFSBQ Con—

sumer index register with the index of the SFSBQ or MFSBQ entry that it is currently using to store the SFS
or MFS. The SFSBQ and MFSBQ Consumer indices residein Tachyon registers.

Refer to the following SFSBQ Producer and Consumer Index Example figure. whichis applicable to the MFSBQ as
well.

SFSBQ With Three Entries 'Consumed"

As the consumer. Tachyon uses
the pointers in the entry to till in the

. 4. empty butters with SFS data,'then it
y 4,. , increments and writes to the SFSBO
” Consumer index register.

 
Tachyon writes to the SFSBO Consumer
index register with the index at the
SFSBQ entry that it is currently using to
store the SFS. This consumer index

resides in a Tachyon register.

Queue Base

As the producer of the SFSBO. the
host provides pointers to empty data

WWW "l this example. "13 “05‘ ~ The SFSBO resides in host memory.has tilled in all of the entries with

pointers to empty butters.

@--i>16&LEéFifiJéx":
The SFSBO Producer Index points to the end at the
SFSBO This producer index resides in a Tachyon register.

 
Figure 3.6 SFSBQ Producer and Consumer Index Example
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1‘ j When an index points past the end of the queue (the index equals the size of the queue), the index wraps to
" the begirming of the queue.

' The SFSBQ and MFSBQ are “full" when the host has filled'in nentries with pointers. With a “full" queue; the con-
sumer index points to the first entry. Entry 0. and the producer index points to the n-l entry. Entry n-2. When the
queues are “full". the data buffers of the pointers do not have any data in them. -

The SFSBQ and MFSBQ are “empty“ when Tachyon has used all of the available data buffers to store the SFSs or

MFSs. When this occurs. the consumer index equals the producer index. Before the consumer index equals the pro-
ducer index. Tachyon posts a buffer warning completion message to inform the host that it needs to provide more
pointers for more empty buffers. All inbound and outbound processing Stops until the host provides more pointers to
empty buffers.

Refer to the following SFSBQ Full and Empty Example figure. which is applicable to the MFS BQ. as well.

SFSBQ That Is "Full" SFSBQ That Is "Empty“
--""----'--.'l

. EConsumetlndex:

Queue Base

1' ..............r
‘ Producer Index -

L-‘ésagaatrnagqI ______________

. The SFSBQ is 'empty’ when Tachyon has used
The SFSBO is "lull' when the host has filled Up ‘ a" 0' the data bUflOIS to store the' SFSS The

”‘1 entries With pointers to empty butters. i.e.. ' Consumer Index equals the Producer index.
one entry temains empty.

Caution: When this occurs, all inbound and outbound

When the SFSBQ is "tull", none at the data processing stops until the host provides
butters have been used tor stating SFSs. ‘ more painters to empty data butters.

 
Figure 3.7 SFSBQ Full and Empty Example
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) This table summarizes the queua’ producer and consumer indices.
~

mum
m-m .
W

Table 8.1 Producer and Consumer Index Summary
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3.3 Completion Messages

Completion messages are 82-byte messages that Tachyon passes to the host via the Inbound Message Chan-
nel as an entry In the IMQ. The first word (4 bytes) of a IMQ entry indicates the type of completion mes-

sage. Depending on the type of conipletion message, the remaining 28 bytes of the entries contain
additional information or pad words. ‘ '

The additional information indicates to the host details of a sequence, status of a sequence, and error infor-
mation. The pad words are added to the end of all completion messages so that the completion message is
8 words (32 bytes) long The values of these pad words are undefined

The following table indicates the types of completion messages.

-.—Outbound completion message
Outbound completion message with interrupt

V Outbound High Priority completion message l

outfihflprLi Outbound High Priority completion message with interrupt

inbound MFS completion message

_inbound Out of Order MFS completion message
‘ inbound_si's ‘ ' . Inbound SFS completion message

‘ inbound Unknown Flame completion message with interrupt

Inbound Busied Frame completion message ‘

inbound Class 1 'Iimeout completion message

SFS Buffer Warning completion message

MFS Buffer Warning completion message

IMQjB‘ufi'er Wanting completion message

_} inbound_scsi_data inbound SCSI Data completion message

Inbound SCSI Command completion message

bad_scsi_frame‘§_ I: Inbound Bad SCSI completion message
Inbound SCSI Status completion message

Read Status completion message

. Table 3.2 Types of Completion Messages
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I 3.3.1 Outbound Completion Messages i

oaaagaa

—.oaaaaaaa aaagaaaaaaag .
Outbound completion message with interrupt

Outbound High Priority completion message

Outbound High Priority completion message with interrupt '

Table 3.3 OutboundCompletion Messages

  
 

  
  

    

Description

Outbound completion messages indicate that an outbound sequence from the OCQ has been processed or
has been interrupted by the occurrence of an error condition. Outbound high priority completion messages

gm . . indicate thatan outbound sequence (or frame) from the HPCQ hasbeen processed or has‘been interrupted
by an error condition. ‘

Refer to “3.3.7 Completion Messages with interrupts" on page 32

3.3.2 Inbound Completion Messagesin
'i. t  

 
 

 
 

 

Completion Message Name Description

gamma agagaggagaagagg

gaggmagamgaaga 
inbound unknown frame 1 Inbound Unknown Frame completion message with interrupt.

inbound busted frame Inbound Busied Frame completion message

' Table 3.4 Inbound Completion Messages "

Description

.Inbound completion messages indicate that Tachyon has received an entire sequence, a single unexpected
frame, a portion of an out of order sequence, or a Class 1 timeout. The inbound completion message con-
tains information on the success or failure of the reception, information on the buffers that store the
sequence, and the information required to reassemble an 000 sequence.

To indicate a successful reception for Class I or Class 2, Tachyon ACKs certain received frames. Tachyon
ACKs frames that have an inbound completion type of inbound_mfs_completion, inbound_ooo_completion,
or inbound_sfs_completion. Tachyon does not ACK frames with an inbound completion type of
inbound_unknown_frame or inbound_busied_frame.
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Unknown frames are frames that have PC Header fields that are not recognized by Tachyon. When Tachyon
receives an unknown frame, invalid frame, or a RJT, Tachyon passes the frame to the host via the SFSBQ

“ without processing it. These frames are passed to the host along with an) inbound_unknown_frame_completion_i message.
Tachyon sends an inbound_unknown_frame__completion_i message if one of the. following conditionsoccur.

1. [f the ACK Disable bit in the Tachyon Configuration register is set. The ACK Disable bit should only be
set for debug purposes.

2. if a frame with an EOthi (invalid delimiter) is received.

3. if the 801-" type of the frame is not recognized '

4. lfthe link control frameis not recognized (i.e. ,R_CTL [7. .4]: link control, R_CTL [3.0| >= 0111, or the
R_CTL fieldis not DEV_DATA, V1DEO_DATA, BSC_LNK_SERVICE, or XTD_LNK“SERVICE or
LINK_CNTL)

if a Class 1 data frameis received while no inbound Class 1 connection ls opened.
if the S_ID or D_ID does not match the [D of the connected node, for Class 1.

If a Class 1 data frame is received‘while an outbound Class 1 connection is opened.
[fan SOFcl is received while a Class 1 connection isalready open.
if an SOPcl is received while Tachyon is in loop mode.

10. If a LNK_CNTL frame with incorrect Sequence Context (FCTL [22])is received.
11.: [f a BSYis' received that'is not a BSY for the first frame of the sequence
12. If a RJT for an outbound frame is received - _

13. If an ACK is received that does not match the outbound sequence, arrives when OSM is in an
unexpected state, or is Class 1 and arrives when an inbound Class 1 connection is open.

14. if a frame that contains an optional Fibre Channel Expiration Header is received (DF_CTL. (6]is set to
EXP_SEC_HDR)

For more information about the inbound_unknown_frame_completi’oni message, refer to “33.7 Comple-
tion Messages with Interrupts"-on page 32. .

sosorzsas"

Tachyon generates an inbound_busied_frame to indicate that it has received an MFS frame while a previous
MFS reassembly or Class 1 connection is in progress. No response frame is transmitted. Tachyon sets the
Deferred ACK bit in the inbound_mfs_completion message indicating that the host is responsible for trans

mining the final ACK. The host sets the Clear Deferred P_BSY bit in the Tachyon Control register to return
to normal operation.

 

Ta'chyon generates an inbound_Cl_timeout completion message to indicate that a Class 1 connection has
been open and inactive for ED_TOV. Tachyon does not take further action.

Q_Index and Offset Information for Inbound Completions Messages

The second word of an inbound completion message contains a Circular Queue Index (Q_1ndex) and Queue
Entry Offset (Offset). This word indicates the end of the current _SFS or MFSt The Q_lndex references the
buffer queue entry that contains the address of the last data buffer that was used for this sequence or frag-
ment. The Offset references the position of this address within this buffer queue entry. Refer to “Figure 3.8

' Q_Index and Offset References for inbound Completion Messages” on page 29. Tachyon requires that the
host keeps track of the number and the order of the buffers allocated to Tachyort

The host keeps track of the buffers that contain data for the current sequence by saving the following ,
information:

I. The last data buffer from the previous sequence

2. The number and the order of the data buffers provided to Tachyon for the current sequence
3. The last data buffer for the current sequence.

PTI 172466
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3 SFSBO
. or MFSBQ Data Buffers

I Entries ' '

_;' Butter Address
Butter Address

Butter Address

:' Buffer Address

5 Butte AddSFSBQO,

Entry " ufler Address

‘SFSBQ or .
MFSBQ Butter Address

‘ 'Entry
SFSBO or

~ Mei-'SBO‘ Buffer Address ' End of the Sequencentry
Butter Address

SFSBQ or ~ ~ Inbound SFS.
2 MFSBQ Butter Address Mpg. or 000

g '~ Butter Address gompletlon Message

‘ a; ' " Butter Address .
3‘ ,2 l Int_Type
; '_ Butter Address .

=_ O_lndex Offset IMO Entry

_ Xter__Lan Message)

Into/Pad Words. IMO Entry
(Completlon

Into/Pad Words . Message)

Info/Pad Words IMO Entry
- (Completion

Pad Words .- . Message)

 

Pad Words

: (D The onset points to the address at the test data butler used tor the sequence.

® The 0_lndex points to the queue entry that contains the address 0! the last data butter used for the sequence.

 
Figure 3.8 QJndex and Oflset References for inbound Completion Messages

ngachyon generates an inbound_ooo_completion message for fragments of out of order sequences. As
§Tachyon receives each in order fragment of an 000 sequence, Tachyon must inform the host of the buffers

ithat were used and the starting and stopping position of this fragment within the sequence. Tachyon does
;not generate an interrupt {or each fragment of the sequence but waits until the last fragment of the
”sequence is received before generating an interrupt.

, PTI 172467
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3.3.3 Buffer Warning Completion Messages

Completion Message Name Description

_ _ 5" '5 lMQ Buffer Warning completion message

Table 3.5 Buffer Warning Completion Messages

 
  

 
 

 

Description

Tachyon generates an sfs_bul‘_warn or mfs_buf_warn completion message when only one SFSBQ or
- .Ml-‘SBQ entiy is available to receive data. This completion message informs the host to provide more data

buffers for the incoming sequences Because Tachyon generates the completion message when the last

entry is read,but not necessarily processed, the host has some time to respond to the completionmessage.
lfTachyon requires a data buffer and none are available, Tachyon does not send another interrupt to the
host; rather, the ISM freezes, ACK generation processing stalls, and inbound and outbound sequence pro-

. cessing stops. To prevent this from occurring, the host must provide data buffets and write the producer
‘ index as soon as an sfs__bufwarn or ml's_buf_wam is received

 

Tachyon uses the imq_buf_warn completion message to help the host manage inbound sequences. FOr
instance, a combination of inbound 000 completion messages and outbound completion messages without
interrupts could fill all the enm’es in the lMQ if all of the IMQ entries contain unprocessed completion mes-
sages, then Tachyon cannot generate an interrupt to allow the host to process the completion messages.
Therefore, when only two empty entries are leftin the [M0, Tachyon sends an imq_buf_warn completion
message indicating that the [MQ'is “full". The host must process all of the completion messages and provide
empty entiies, so that Tachyon can post more completion messages. The 000 completion messages are
not complete sequences, and the host must temporarily save the completion information to allow it to pro-
n‘de the IMQ entiies to Tachyon. When all of the IMQ entries are filled with unprocessed completion mes—

sages, the [SM freezes, ACK generation processing stalls, and inbound and outbound sequence prOcessing
stops until the host commits resources to empty the lMQ.
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.3.4 . SCSI Completion Messages

Table 3.6 SCSI Completion Messages

 

  
  

  

 

 

Description

As each phase of the fibre Channel SCSI protocol completes, Tachyon can generate completion messages.
However, it is recommended that the host use the Completion Message Disable bit in the Command

- Sequence and in the Outbound SESI‘ entry. Refer to “3.3.8 Interrupt Avoidance Techniques" on page 33.
This bit prevents Tachyon from generating 'a completion message until the target sends the Status sequence.

When Tachyon sees the Status sequence, it passes the sequence and the completion message to the host,
like any normal sequence reception.

-'I‘achyon sends an inbound_scchominand completion message with an interrupt to the host when an unso-
licited conunand SFS (the R__CTL field in the Tachyon Header Structure is set to 0x06) is received and SCSI

. ." § assists areenabled. Tachyon automatically ACKs frames that have a completion type of '
‘ inbound_scsi_command completion message only if the SCSI Command Auto ACK bit in the Tachyon Con-

figuration registeris set to one. ‘

Tachyon sends an inbound_scsi_data completion message with interrupt to the host when Tachyonis con-
figured as a SCSI target and all frames for the SCSI sequence have been received.

Tachyon sends an inbound_scsi_status completion message when a SCSI inbound status frame (header
R_CTL = 0x07) has been received and processed. The Circular Queue Index‘ and Queue Entry Offset fields
in the inbound_scsi_status completion message point to the SFS buffer that the SCSI status frame was

placed into. The SFS buffer contains the PC Header which contains the OX_ID value that the host uses to
locate the SES’I‘ entry associated with the SCSI transaction. Tachyon automatically ACKs frames that have
a completion message type of inb_scsi_status_completion.

 

A bad SCSI frame is an unrecognized or unknown SCSI frame. Tachyon passes bad SCSI frames to the host
via the SFSBQ. Tachyon'automatically ACKs frames that have a completion message type of
bad_scsi_frame only if the Bad SCSI Auto ACK bit is set in the Tachyon Configuration reg‘ster.

Tachyon sends a. bad_scsi_frame completion message if one of the following conditions occur.
I. Valid bitin the Inbound or Outbound SES'I‘ EntryIS not set to one.

2. If Tachyonis an initiator and the SCSI Direction bitin the Outbound SEST Entry does not match the
Inbound bit'in the OX_ID field of the Tachyon Header Stnicture.

3. If'l‘achyon is a target and the SCSI Direction bit in the Inbound SES’I‘ Entry does not match the Inbound
bit in'the RX_ID field of the Tachyon Header Structure. '
Relative Offset present bit'in the FC'I'L fieldis not set to one.

5. For In Order Reassembly mode the Expected Relative Offset in the Inbound 8381‘ Entry does not
match the received relative offset. (Tachyon receives an out of order SCSI frame during an In Order
Reassembly)

6. If’I‘achyonis an initiator and receives an inbound SCSI frame with an out—of-range SCSI OX_ID (SCSI
OX_ID greater than the length of the SES'I').

7. If'l‘achyon is a target and receives an inbound SCSI frame with an out-of—range SCSI RX_ID (SCSI
RX_ID greater than the length of the SES'I').

:‘-
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3.3.5 Frame Manager Interrupt Completion Message

> The P‘rame Manager may generate frame_mgr_interrupt completion messages to the host when certain linkconfiguration changes or errors occur. The frame_mgr_interrupt completion message informs the host that

it should read the Frame Manager Status register to detemtine any configuration changes or errors that
have occurred. Depending on thesituation the host may need to write to the Frame Manager Contml regis-
ter to release an error or to force the flame Manager to change states If needed, the host should write to

the Frame Manager Control register to allow transition from link failure. This interrupt process happens as
part of the Link Initialization process and any time the link has been broken. -

3.3.6 Read Status Completion Message (Debugging) .

Tachyon contains a debugging feature that may be used during hardware or software bn‘ngup.

When the host driver sets the Status Request bit in the Tachyon Control register to one. Tachyon writes a
block of data (Inbound Read Status Frame Structure), which contains information about Tachyon's most

. - _ important internal states at that moment, to the next available buffer in the SF‘SBQ. Tachyon then gener-
._ ; ‘ ates a read_status compleu'on message which points to that information.

3.3;7 {Completion Messages with‘Interrupts
Tachyon generates an intenupt by asserting the TSI Interrupt signal (INT_L) low after updating the IMQ

Producer Index. Refer to “7.7 10 Interrupt Signal" on page 243.
Tachyon generates an interrupt with every completion message (except the inbound_ooo_completion mes-
sage and the inbound_busied_completion message) unless the host programs it not to generate an interrupt
and the operation is successful. If the operation is not successful, Tachyon-generates an interrupt even if
the host programmed it not to generate an interrupt.‘

It is the host's responsibility to process all the IMQ entries up to the location where its copy of Tachyon's
IMQ Producer Index points. Ifthe host does not read all the entries up to its copy of Tachyon’s IMQ Pro-
ducer Index at the time that the interrupt was received, then the host may not see the completion message

~ that caused Tachyon to send the intemipt

 

The host informs Tachyon that it has serviced the completion messages by writing to the IMQ Consumer

Index register. Tachyon continues to generate an intemipt each time the host updates the IMQ Consumer

Index, until the IMQ Consumer Index equals the IMQ Producer Index, i. e. until the host has serviced all the
outstanding completion messages.

Tachyon can help the host avoid unnecessary interrupts for both inbound and outbound completions The
host is responsible for recognizing non-interrupting completion messages that are followed by a message
that requires an interrupt. As an example, while processing an inbound 000 seQuence, Tachyon may have

. generated several completion messages before receiving the entire sequence. At this point, Tachyon may
process an outbound completion message that requires an inten'upt. The host receives the interrupt and
notices thatseveral inbound completion messages are stored before the outbound completion message, but

‘ the final inbound completion message is not in the IMQ yet The host must save the information for the
inbound completion messages while waiting for the final inbound completion message.
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3.3.8 ' Interrupt Avoidance Techniques

Tachyon provides three techniques to reduce the number of interrupts sent to the host.

3 The first technique uses the following bits:
l. Completion Message Disable bit (Word 2, bit 26 in the ODB and the HPDB or.Word I, bit 10 in the

Outbound SEST Entry)

2. Completion Message Interrupt Disable bit (Word 2, bit 25in the ODB and the HPDB or Word I, bit 9 in
the Outbound SES’I‘ Enuy)

The host sets the Completion Message Disable bit to completely disable the generation of a completion
message. This feature is recommended for servicing SCSI requests when the host is the initiator Tachyon

manages the Command and Data phases of the transfer without notifying the host until the Status sequence
arrives from the device At this time, the host can manage the entire exchange with only one interrupt.
TachyonIgnores this feature if an error occurs during the operation In this case, Tachyon generates a com-
pletion message and interrupt that indicates the error.

The host sets the Completion Message Interrupt Disable bit to indicate that Tachyon should not generate an
interrupt for the completion message. The completion message is posted to the [MQ but the intenupt is not

generated. Itrs assumed that a subsequent transmission requires an interrupt, and the hostmay prefer to
see all of the completion messages at one time. The host may use this feature when it posts several
sequences at a time and only wants to know when all of them have completed. For example, when a SCSI
target device sends a FCP_XFER_RDY followed by the data sequence, the host may not want to receive an

interrupt until both are received. '

If the host never posts a command for Tachyon to generate an interrupt, Tachyon does not generate an
interrupt on its own. There are no timeout mechanisms for interrupts.

A second technique to reduce interrupts is explained in the following example. Suppose Tachyon posts a
completion message to the host and generates an interrupt. IfTach'yon generates more messages to the
host before the host has had a chance to process the first interrupt and acknowledge it by writing to the
Inbound Message Channel's consumer index, interrupts for these added messages do not have to be gener-

D ated. This means that only one interrupt is pending to the host at any time. It also means that the host can
tell if more messages need to be processed without taking the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) startup pen-
alty The host compares the [MQ producer index in host memory to the host's copy of the consumer index
before exiting its [SR

A third techniquers used during the processing of inbound 000 sequences. As Tachyon processes eachIII
order fragment of an 000 sequence, it generates a completion message, but delays the interrupt until the

entire sequence has been processed. ‘
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3.4 Acknowledgements (ACKs)

) 'hvo acknowledgment models are supported by Tachyon to' transfer sequences: the ACK_l model and the
" ACK_O model. The ACK_l model requires that one acknowledgment frame is returned for each correspond-

ing. frame sent. The'AClLO model requires that one acknowledgment frame is returned when the entire
sequence has been transferred.

3.4.1 Acknowledgement of Transmitted Frames

, When transmitting frames, Tachyon supports both the ACK_l and ACK_O models. Tachyon uses the ACK_O
bit in the 008 to determine which ACK model to use for proper flow control. The host determines whether
or not to set the ACK_O bit from the login parameters exchanged with the node with which it is communi-
eating.

[f the host directs Tachyon to use the ACK_l model, it expects to receive ACKs for each frame transmitted
to provide End-to—End flow control. If the host directs Tachyon to use the ACK_O model, Taclwon sends the

entire sequence without End—to-End flow control, and. then waits for the single ACK to return. '

If the ACK does not match the current outbound sequence, Tachyon sends the frame to‘the host as an
inbound unknown frame with no effect on the OSM. =

3.4.2 Acknowledgement of Received Frames

Tachyon relieves the host of many data communication management tasks. One of the largest of these
mks is the generation of ACKs for Class I and Class _2 communication. Class 3 frames, by definition, are
not acknowledged. 5 ' ' ’ ' ‘

ACKs for Class 1 frames have priority over ACKs for Class 2 frames in the ACK FIFO. Therefore, regardless
of the order in which the ACKs are queued, Tachyon transmits ACKs for Class 1 frames before it transmits

3 the ACKs for Class 2 frames.
“‘“ Tachyon uses the non. field ACK_Form assistance bits defined by F‘C—PH—Z.

The sequence initiator setsthe F‘_CTL bits apprOpriately to tell Tachyon which ACK model to use when
sending ACKs for frames received. These F_CTL bits specify the ACK_l, ACK_O, or, ACK_N models.

The following table shows the mapping of the F_CTL bits to the ACK model requested.

-—

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 
Table 3.7 F_CTL bits 12 and 13

If the initiator sets ACK_N in the F_Cl'L field and the ACK Generation Assist Enable bit is set to one,

Tachyon defaults to the ACK_O model; otherwise, Tachyon defaults to the ACK_l model.
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ACKJ Model for Received Frames

1 As a sequence recipient, Tachyon supports the required default ACK_l model. If the initiator does not indi-

‘) cate a preference, or indicates that ACK_l is to be used, Tachyon responds to each valid frame received
with an ACKJ frame. Tachyon generates the ACK from a copy of the received fibre Channel header.

To‘generate an ACK, Tachyon modifies the following'inbo'und FC Header'information.
l. in the F‘_CI'L field of the header.

a The Exchange Context and Sequence Context bits (23,- 22) are inverted.
b. The Sequence Retransmission bit (9) is cleared to zero.

c. The Abort Sequence Condition bits (5, 4) are cleared to zero, unless an error is detected. .
d. For Class 1, the Unidirectional bit (8) is set to one. ‘

2. The D_ID and S_lD fields in' the header are swapped.

3. The R_CTL field is changed to indicate an ACK frame.

ack_o Model for Received Frames

As a sequence recipient, Tachyon, also supports the ACK_0 model. To use ACK_0, the ACK Generation .
Assist Enable bit in the Tachyon Configuration register is set to one. The sequence initiator specifies, by
setting the ACK_Porm bits in the F_CTL field of the frame header, that ACK_O is to be used as described in
"FC—PH-Z Section 18.5". '

Tachyon follows the ACK_O rules defined in “FGPH, Section 20.3.2.2 (ACK__9)" except for rule “a)", which
states "if ACK_0 is supported by both Sequence initiator and Sequence Recipient, a single ACK_0 per
Sequence shall be used to indicate successful Sequence delivery or to set Abort Sequence bits. An addi-
tional ACK_0 shall be used within a Sequence to performSequence Interlock” Tachyon, as a sequence
recipient, does not know that XJD lriterlock is requested (because Tachyon does not store begin parame»
ters). Therefore, Tachyon does not send an ACK_0 frame for the first frame of the first sequence of an
exchange.

 
ACK_N Model for Received flames.

Tachyon does not support the ACK-N model.
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3.5 Busy Responses, Rejects, and ACK Aborts

3 3.5.1
When transmitting frames, Tachyon manages the Busy responses in several ways.

I. if the BSYIS in response to the first frame of the sequence and both the Sequence Interlock (lck) and
the Start Class l Connection (SOFcl) bitsin the ODB are not set to one, then:

BSYs, RJTs, and ACK_ABTs of Transmitted Frames

3. BSYs are sent to the host without any effect on the state of the OSM

2. .If the BSYrs in response to the first frame of the sequence and the Sequence Interlock (lck) bit'IS set inthe ODB then:

a. Tachyon re-transmits the frame up to 16 times If the frame has been busied 16 times, then Tachyon
terminates the sequence with a Retries Exceeded enor (the X bit is set to one in the

outbound_completion message). The OSM freezes.

b. If the first frame of the sequence is busied and the Retry Disable bit is set'in the Tachyon -
' Configuration register, then Tachyon-terminates the séquence with a Retries Exceeded error (the X

bitIS set to one in the outbound_complet_ion message). The OSM freezes.

3. If the BSYIS in response to the fust frame of the sequence and the Start Class 1 Connection (SDFcl) bit
is 'set in the ODB then: -

a. Tachyon rte-transmits the frame up to 16 times. If the frame has been busied I6 times, then Tachyon
terminates the sequence with a Retries Exceeded error (the X bit is set to one in the

outbound_completlon message). The OSM freezes.

b. If the first frame of the sequence is busied and the Retry Disable (rd) bitIS set in the' Tachyon

, .. . Configuration register, then Tachyon terminates the sequence with a Reu-ies Exceeded error (the X
‘ ~ bit'is set to one in the outbound_completion message). The OSM freezes.

) c. If a non--stacked fabric exists (the st bitin the Tachyon Configuration register is zero) and Tachyon
detects an inbound Class 1 connection opening after the frame is sent, it treats this condition as a
BSY frame received condition and retransmits the SOFcI when the inbound Class 1 connection

closes. Tachyon retransmits the SOFcl because a non-stacked fabric does not send a BSY if it has
forwarded an SOFcl.

4. If the BSY is in response to a frame other than the first frame of the sequence, then:

a. , Tachyon sends BSYs to the host with no effect on the state of the OSM.

If 21 RIP is received and matches the current outbound sequence, the RIP frame is sent to the host With an
inbound_unknown_frame completion message. The outbound sequence is terminated and an
outbound_completion message is sent to the host indicating the RIP.

If an ACK_AB'I‘ is received and matches the current outbound sequence, the out-bound sequence is termi-

nated and an outbound_completion message is sent to the host indicating the ACK_AB’I‘. The ACK_ABT
frame is not sent to the host.

If a RJ'I‘ or ACK_AB’I‘ isreceived that does not match the current outbound sequence, the RJ'I‘ or ACK-_AB’I‘
frame is sent to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message. This does not affect the
state of the OSM.
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35.2 Busy (P_BSY) and Reject (P_RJT) Responses of Received Frames

" When receiving frames, Tachyon may need to send a negative response to a received frame. This negative
response can either be a busy (P_BSY) or a reject (P_RJT) frame.

Tachyon generates P_BSYs under the following conditions

1. Sequence Terminated, N_Port resource busy; P_BSY Parameter Held: 0x01030000

Tachyon generates this P_BSY in response to 'an SOFcl frame that is received when directly connected
to another N_Port and an SOFcl was already sent but not acknowledged, or a connectionless multi.
frame sequence is currently being processed.

2. Sequence Active, N_Port resource busy, P__BSY Parameter Field: 0x02030000 .

Tachyon generates this P_BSY in response to a connectionless multiframe sequence data frame that

cannot be processed at the current time, because a Class 1 connectionis open or another connection-
less multiframe sequence is currently being processed.

Tachyon does not automatically P_RJ'I‘ frames because it does not store login or exchange information and,
therefore cannot perform login or exchange validation. Tachyon' passes frames with questionable charac-

teristics to the host as unknown frames. The host[8 responsible for inspecting and rejecting, if necessary,these frames.
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3.6 Transmit Details

3.6.1 Descriptions for the Transmit Process Blocks

I Refer to "figure 3.1Tachyon internal Block Diagram" on page 17. The host-based and Tachyon internal
blocks for the transmit process are described briefly below.

   
  

 
  

  
  
  

.The host uses the Outbound Comniand Queue (OCQ) to issue
commands that instruct Tachyon to transmit sequences with
normal priority. Each OCQ entry contains an ODB

 Host-based - The host uses the High Priority Command Queue (HPCQ) to
‘ issue commands to Tachyon and bypass OCQ traffic to transmit

single frames with high priority. The main purpose of using the
~=HPCQ is to provide error recovery and to send time sensitive

. ; frames that must be sent before ED_TOV expires. The host
' must use the HPCQ when sending Link Control frames, for '

3 example,‘ ACKs, P_BSYs, P_RJ’I‘s, etc Each'HPCQ entry con-
, tains a High Priority Descriptor BIOCk (HPDB).

outbound Messag Tachyon 'Ihe Outbound Message Channel Outbound Command manages
. _Channel the OCQ. Itis also known as the Outbound Message Channel.

- High Priority Message Tachyon The Outbound Message Channel High Priority Command man-
ages the HPCQ. It is also known as the High Priority Message
Channel.

Outbound Block Tachyon The Outbound Block Mover DMAs outbound data from host
Mover memory to the OSM.

IO Tachyon The Outbound Sequence Manager (OSM) manages the Fibre

': Channel protocol that sends an entire sequence of outbound
data, including processing all ACK frames and error handling.
The OSM programs the Outbound Message Channels to retrieve
a data sequence from host memory and segment it into individ-

j' ual frames for transmission. The OSM fairly arbitrates between

. processing ODBs from the OCQ and SCSI hardware assists. .

Outbound flame FIFO Tachyon The Outbound Frame FIFO buffers data before transmission to
prevent underr'un. This FIFO is sized to hold one frame. As
Tachyon sends the current frame onto the link, the Outbound

‘- Frame FIFO is simultaneously filled with the next frame, maxi-

; mizing outbound performance.

ACK FIFO The ACK FIFO holds amaximum of eight ACKs until they can be
: sent out

Table 3.8 Transmit Process Blocks
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Description

The flame Manager is Tachyon's front end. It is responsible for
the F01 functions of transmitting and receiving Fibre Channel
frames. lt1s capable of generating interrupts to the host when
certain link configuration changes occur to which the host must
respond. The interrupt process occurs as part of Link Initializa-

tion and any time the link has been broken. The Flame Manager
responds to a reset condition byinitializing all of its registers to
their default values.

 

Frame Manager

OS/CRC Tachyon 1
Generator

168/205 Tachyon

Encoder '

ZOE/“mm

Table 3.8 Transmit Process Blocks (Continued)

   
  
  
  
  

  

  

 

 

 The Ordered Set / CRC Generator encapsulates data into FC-l
frames generates a 82-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CR0) and

writes it into the frame and passes the encapsulated data to the
163/208 Encoder

 
  

  
 

 The [68/203 Encoder converts outbound 16-bit wide data into

two 8-bit pieces, each of which'IS encoded into a [0-bit transmis-

sion character using the 88/108 encoding algorithm.
 

  
 

The 203/108 Multiplexer is responsible for selecting the proper
width, either 10 bits or 20 bits, of the data path for the specific
typeof Physical Link Module (PLM) being used. The data width
is specified in the Parallel ID field of the PLM interface A 20-bit

data widthis used with a [00 Mbyte/sec link speed All otherlink speeds transmit [0-bit wide data
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3.6.2 Outbound Command Queue Transmit Details

Tachyon

Host Space Header Structure

008 Reserved
SOF EOF AL_PA

FLCTL D_ID

Tot_Len vc_io S_lD

N11. RX_|D Type F.CTL

Cs_lns Cs__Seed I , ~ Seq_lD S C

Queue Base
(/1 ID D_ID

O

3.-o
Consumer Index

. Trans_lD

Hdr_Addr

OX_ID RX_ID

Frameiij Hdr__lan

EDB_Addr

Optional ~ '
Portion ~

II
I{"41"

£08 Date Buffers

Buffer Address

E H F BuLLenAIL Pair ‘

Empty _ Buffer Address
OCQ Entry _.......

E H F BuLLen

Buffer AddressIon-U.—

E H F BuLLen

 

Buffer Address

E H F Bur Len

)5. Additional ,4,

Producer Index

 
Figure 3.9 Transmit Process via the OCQ
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The host controls outbound sequences (except high priority single frame sequences) with the OCQ. Each
outbound sequence is defined by an 8-word entry'in the OCQ, called the ODB. The 003:

Defines sequence size, framing, and flow control.
Points to the EDB.

Points tothe Tachyon Header Structure.

Specifies fibre Channel protocol options for the sequence.
Controls TCP/UDP checksurn assist parameters.

Controls outbound_completion messages for the sequence.

omewwr
The BBB consists of an lword long Address/Length (AIL) Pair(s) that defines data buffersin host memory.
The first word of the ML Pair'is the Buffer Address that defines the beginning of the buffer. The second

word of the ML Pair contains the Buffer Length that defines the number of bytes'in the buffer. The BBB
contains as many AIL Pairs as are necessary to completely define the data payload of the sequence

The Tachyon Header Structure defines all of the Fibre Channel sequence initial header field values not
defined in the ODB.

Tachyon’processes one single outbound sequence at a time by:

1. Reading the ODB
2. Updating the OCQ Consumer index
3. Reading the Tachyon Header Structure
4. Reading the EDB and the associated data

The host may send a single frame sequence without using the EDB by defining the entire frame with pay-
load in the Tachyon Header Structure. Refer to “3.6.8 Small Data Payload Transmit Processes" on page 47.
In this case, the End ([3) bit in the ODB must be set to one to indicate that the Tachyon Header Structure
contains the entire sequence and an EDB does not exist.

Tachyon waits for all ACKs from the remote node before processing asubsequent sequence.

lem in managing the frame(s). if the problem is non-serious, the fabric or the remote node may respond to
the frame with a-BSY. The BSY informs Tachyon to either retry sending the frame or‘stop sending the frame
at this u‘me and retry sending it later.

D As Tachyon transmits frames for the outbound sequence, the fabric or the remote node may detect a prob—

Tachyon provides a feature to allow it to manage the retries for the first frame of a sequence that gets bus—
ied. The host enables this feature by setting one of the interlocking bits (SOFcl or Lek) to one in the CNN.
field of the 008. When the host enables the interlocldng feature, Tachyon sends the first frame and waits
for an ACK. The ACK indicates that the remote node has the resources to handle a new sequence. [1'
Tachyon receives a BSY instead, Tachyon automatically sends the first frame again. Tachyon can retry 16
times to send the frame. If the Tachyon receives a BSY on the 16th try, Tachyon terminates the sequence by
setting the Retries Exceeded bit in the outbound-completion message.

if the remote node returns a BSY for any other frame but the first one when the host enables the sequence
interlock, or on the first frame if interlocking is not enabled, Tachyon passes the BSY to the host to be pro—
cessed. Tachyon does not have the arithmetic hardware necessary to retrace the DMA chains in host mem-

my to detenriine where the data is located for the busied frame. Tachyon relies on the host to determine if
it wants to retry the frame, to calculate where'the data is located, and then to resend the frame using the
High Priority Channel.

if the fabric or the remote node detects aserious problem with a frame, either the.fabn‘c or the remote node

may respond to the frame with a RJl‘. lfTachyon receives‘a RJ'I‘ frame in response to a transmitted frame,
it passes the RJT frame to the host, aborts transmitting the sequence, sends a completion message to the
host, freezes the OSM, and waits for the host to complete its error recovery procedures. The host is respon-
sible for managing the RJ'l‘ frame. ‘
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Interweavmg

. Interweaving allows the host software to intermix frames of multiple concurrent sequences. To enable
) interweaving, the host must set the.Continue Sequence bit in the CN'I‘L field of the ODB to one to indicate
-:‘ whether the End Of Sequence bit or EOFt (for Class 3 sequences) should be set in the last frame of the

. requested data transfer. The host can send the transferred data, or “sequence fragments,” with multiple
' 0085 rather than sending'a complete sequence with'only one ODB. in this manner, the host can program

many frames from different sequences to interweave through Tachyon.

As an example, interweaving may be used in some target applications. When large amounts of data slowly
arrive into buffers from several mechanisms, sequence fragments can be forwarded as they arrive instead of
each being buffered as an entire sequence before being forwarded.

When sending a sequence with the Continue Sequence bit set to one, Tachyon does not automatically
update the following fields in the Tachyon Header Structure.

1. E_C bit of the F‘_CTL field will not be set on the last frame of the sequence fragment if the E_C bit is set
in the ODB. .

1 2. Fill bits of the F'_CTL field of the last frame will not assume the values in the ODB. .

. §::_.. _ .3_ End of Sequence bit in-the F‘_CTL field will not beset to one on the last frame of the sequence fragment
3 4.. BOFt will not be appended to a Class 3 frame. ' '

When the host sends a sequence with the Continue Sequence bit set to~one (i.e., interweaan is used).
-l. Fibre Channel time-out rules may be violated, specifically the maximum time between frames, the Error

Detect Time-Out Value (ED_TOV). '

2. ACK_0 model is not .supported. A sequence time-out occurs if both the Continue Sequence bit and the
ACK-0 bit are set to one in the ODB.

3.6.3 Outbound Class 1 sequences

When the host wants Tachyon to send a Class 1 sequence, it builds the ODB and all associated data struc-

tures. The host posts the ODB to the OCQ entry referenced by the producer index. The host then updates
the producer index by writing the new index value to the producer index register in Tachyon. When
Tachyon notices that the producer index has changed and that the outbound channel is available, it DMAs
the ODB from the host memory location referenced by the consumer index. The consumer index then
increments Tachyon starts acting upon the request by first comparing the connection state with the ODB
SOFcl bit. If the SOFcl bit indicates that the host is requesting a connection and one is already established,
or if it assumes a connection is already established, Tachyon freezes the OSM and sends an
outbound_completion message with an error bit set to the host. The OSM remains frozen until the host
completes error recovery and Tachyon resumes normal OSM operation. Tachyon resumes normal OSM
operation when the host writes to the Tachyon Control register to unfreeze the OSM.

 

[f the host requests to send a Class 1 sequence and a Class 1 connection does not exist before the sequence

is posted, the host must create the Tachyon Header Structure for the sequence with the Initial Start of
‘ Harrie set to SOFcl and the SOF'cl bit in the ODB is set to one. Tachyon sends the Tachyon Header Struc~

ture as the connect request (SOFc l). The Header Length must not exceed the length of the buffer-to-buffer
receive size of the remote node determined during login.

The host driver must determine whether a connection exists or not, and set the ODB SOFcl bit and the

Tachyon Header Structure 805‘ field with the appropriate values.

If the host requests to send a Class 1 sequence and a Class 1 connection is already established, the host
must create the Tachyon Header Structure for the sequence with the Initial Start of Frame set to SOFil and
the SOFcl bit in the ODB cleared to zero.
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Independent of the Maximum F‘rame Length (fiame_l.en) value specified in the ODB, the entire amount of
data, indicated by the Hdr_Addr and Hdr_Len fields is sent in the first frame Therefore, the host must
ensure that the Header Lengthm the ODBIS less than the maximum frame size that the responderIS able to

7) accept so the responder does not overflow its FIFOs.
As Tachyon reads the Tachyon Header Structure from the host to send the first frame, Tachyon copies the
Tachyon Header Structure to intemal'registers for use in generating Fibre Channel headers for subsequent
frames The D_ID ( fibre Channel address for destination node), RX_ID (Receiver exchange ID to be used
for the current sequence), and SEQ_ID (Fibre Channel sequence identifier) fields are present in both the
ODB and the Tachyon Header Structure. Tachyon uses the D_lD and RX_[D fields from the ODB and the

SEQJD from the Tachyon Header Structure in generating the header for each frame. However, for future
compatibility, it is recommended that the three fieldsin the ODB and the Tachyon Header Structure match.

Tachyon assumes consistency between the ODB and the Tachyon Header Structure and therefore does notcheck for mismatches.

Once Tachyon sends the first frame of the sequence, it determines if either the Sequence Interlock bit or the
SOFcl bit is set to one in the CNTL field of the ODB. If either bit is set to one, Tachyon waits until the ACK

is received for that frame before continuing. Tachyon then uses the RX_ID value retumed in the ACK and
substitutes it into the Fibre Channel Header on all subsequent frames of this sequence.

If the Sequnce Interlock bit is cleared to zero, or if the Sequence Interlock bit is set to one and the ACK
received, Tachyon continues to DMA, data from the host in frame sized blocks and sends them with headers

automatically generated from the previously stored header. Tachyon increments the SEQ_CNT and also
tracks and inserts the correct Relative Offset field. Tachyon always fills the parameter field of the fibre
Channel header with the current Relative Offset value. If the host does not want the remote node to inter-

pret the parameter field, it must clear bit 3 of the F_CTL field.

As Tachyon sends the frames for the sequence, it also tracks the End-to-End credit (EE_Credit). EE_Credit
contained in the CNTL field‘of the ODB determines the number of frames that Tachyon can send to the
remote D_ID without receiving an ACK. Each time Tachyon sends a frame, EE_Credit decrements. Each

, - time Tachyon receives an ACK, EE_Credit is incremented. If EE_Credit goes to zero, frame transmission

.. : ' stops, and an ED_TOV starts. The ED_TOV timer continues until ACKs arrive. [I ACKs arrive, transmission

) resumes. If the ED_'I‘0V timer expires, Tachyon sends an outbound completion message to the 'IMQ with- one of the time-out bits (OT or AT) set to one. Then the OSM freezes.

When it is time to send the last frame of the sequence, Tachyon checks to determine if the E_C bit in the
CNTL field in the ODB is set to one. If it is, Tachyon sends the last frame with the E_C bit set to one. This
indicates that the connection should be terminated by the remote node. If the E_C bit is not set to one,
Tachyon sends the last frame with the E_C bit cleared to zero, which leaves the connection established

when the sequence has completed. Tachyon also sets the 803 bit to one on the last frame of the sequence.

Only multifrarne sequences can be sent when the SOFcl and E_C bits are both set to one in the CNTL field
of the ODB. '

When Tachyon receives the last ACK for the sequence it sends an outbound_completion message to the
host. This tells the host that it can de-allocate all memory associated with this ODB and inform any pro-

cesses waiting on its completion. A part of the outbound completion message is the transaction_id which
the host passed down in the ODB. The host may use this to match the completion with the send request.

If a sequence temiinates abnormally (an abort or a time-out occurs), Tachyon sets the appropriate error bit

in the status field of the outboundflcompletion message.

The remote node can send a Class I frame to Tachyon in an attempt to close the Class 1 connection that -

Tachyon opened. Tachyon accepts this frame and sends it to the host via the SF‘SBQ along with an
inbound_unknown_frame completion message. The host must recognize that the E_C bit in the F‘_CTL field
of the received frame is set to one so that the host can generate a link reset. Tachyon can then close the out-
bound Class 1 connection.

PTI 172481
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I Class 1 Error Recovery

Tachyon does not allow bi—directional data transfers in Class 1 connections. Thus, the only time an N_Port,
as the recipient of a Class 1 connection, may send frames is for error recovery. The host sends error recov-
ery frames through the High Priority Chanel.

To-ensure that flow control is-not violated during Classl Error Recovery, the following mles apply.
I. The host should send only one outstanding frame at a time. If more than one frame is sent, Tachyon

receives additional ACKs, which may consume inbound buffer resources. If inbound buffer resources
are depleted, inbound frames may be discarded

to
The host must process the ACK for the error recovery frame before sending any additional error
recovery" frames,

Host Managed Class 1 Connections

The host controls the state of the connection that is established with the remote node. The E__C field within
the ODB tells Tachyon whether to retain an established connection for subsequent sequences or to termi-'
nate the connection at the end of thecurrent sequence. Because of this, the driver must not mix Class 1_
sequences for another D_lD while a connection is established when posting new sequences to 'Tachyon.
The host may post a Class 2 or Class 3 sequence when it has a connection open. Tachyon sends this
sequenceusing' the intermix mode of operation. ‘ '

if: -; While‘a Class 1 connection is held open by the host for multiple sequences, SCSI assisted sequences are
blocked from being sent until the connection is closed. Therefore, for SCSI transactions, the Class 1 con-
nection must be closed to resume progress.

3.6.4 Outbound Class 2 Sequences

Class 2 sequences are managed in the same manner as Class 1 sequences, except the host does not need to
manage connections or the E_C bit of the ODB.

 
3.6.5 Outbound Class 3 Sequences

The host manages Class 3 sequences in the same way as Class 2 sequences, except that Class 3 does not use

EE_Credit flow control. When Tachyon sends the frames of the Class 3 sequence, they are transmitted as
fast as Buffer-to—Buffer Credit (BB_Credit) flow control allows. Also, since Class 3 does not use EE_Credit,
ACKs are not received for the frames sent Therefore, once Tachyon transmits the sequence, the OSM
immediately generates the completion message and sends it to the host. Tachyon automatically sends the

last frame of a Class 3 sequence with EOPt set to indicate that the sequence is complete.

:3.6.6 Transmitting L_Port Open Broadcast Replicate Frames

Refer to “3.9.7 Open Broadcast Replicate Support" on page 86.
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3.6.7 High Priority Conunand Queue Transmit Details

Host Space

. Empty

4 Queue Base HPCO Entry

.g . Empty a.
. HPCO Entry

.' High Priority

' ‘ I , HPDB _‘ Frame Structure

. . '. a ‘ Reserve
, . . HPDB. . '

, SOF EOF AL__PA

,5, . -_. R_CTL DJD.3 HPDB
VC_lD SJD

Empty . Type F_CTL ‘

HPCQ 5"er Seq_lD Seq_Cnt
OX_lD RX_lD

Empty ,1, Optional ,L
HPCO Entry ~ Portion - 

Tachyon Space

Producer Index

 
Figure 3.10 Transmit Process via the HPCQ

The host uses the HPCQ to send single frames or single frame sequences. The HPCQ allows the special

Fibre Channel error recovery frames to be sent when the Outbound Message Channel is blocked due to an
error. if an OCQ sequence is in progress, then Tachyon interweaves frames from me HPCQ with frames
:from the OCQ. When Tachyon finishes sending the OCQ sequence, then Tachyon sends all remaining HPCQ

frames before sending any other OCQ sequence. The host can use the HPCQ to send link control frames,
ACKs, and RJ'l‘s. The host can also use the HPCQ to retransmit frames that were busied by the remote
node. The host should send Class 1 frames via the HPCQ on an exception basis only, because Tachyon does

not check for an open Class 1 connection for a high priority frame. '

The host must never send a frame ivith an [30th to close aconnection via the HPCQ because Tachyon does
not interpret the high priority frame to affect connection status

PTI 172483
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' For Class 3, the EOE" field in the rim Priority name Structure must'be set to eon

‘ ._ 'l‘he HPCQ functions much like the OCQ, with a few differences due to the special nature of the high priority") frames. The first difference is in the host data structure that describes the data to be sent. As the Transmit
Process via the HPCQ figure shows, the entire frame must reside in a single buffer as defined by the High

‘ ~ _ Priority Frame Stnict‘lrre‘as referenced by the Hdr_addrinthe HPDB. Chained HPDBs cannot be sent.
Since the High Priority Channel only allows a single frame to be sent, it is the host’s responsibility to ensure a
that the length of each frame is less than the maximum allowed by the remote node or fabric.

Another difference between the HPCQ and the OCQ is that the HPDB contains fewer fields than the ODB
counterpart. The fields available in the HPDB are:

l. , 'l‘ransJD ,
2. Hdr_Addr
3. Hdr_Len

4. No_comp (26) and No_int (25) bits of the Control (CNTL) field.

Finally, Tachyon does not'wait for ACKs from the remote node before generating a completion message to ’

the host. Once Tachyon DMAs the high priority frame to the Outbound Frame (FIFO, Tachyon sends a
"-.-,-'r' - > hi'_pri_outbound completion message'to the host. If the frame-wasa Class 1 or 2 sequence, and the remote'

" ' node generates an ACKfor it, the ISM passes the ACK up to the host w an SFS and generates an
unlmown_frame_completion message. An exception to this rule is if the host uses the HPCQ to retransmit

. . a'busied frame {Or the current sequence being transmitted. In this case, the OSM recogniies the frame as an

i ‘ -ACK for the current sequence and reclaims the credit for it. The host is not notified of the ACK reception.

PTI 172484
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3.6.8 Sr'nall Data Payload Transmit Processes

Three methods are available for transmitting single frame sequences with small data payload; two methods
via the OCQ and one method via the HPCQ. Small data payload is defined as “the Tot_Len less than or equal
to FrameJen". The maximum RaineJen value for Tachyon is 2048 bytes.

3An example of a SFS With 'small- data payload is a FCP Command Sequence (FCP_CMND). Refer to “3.8. 11 .
PCP Wn'te Exchange - Initiator Tachyon" on page 75. '

Small Data Payload Transmit: Process via the OCQ with the BBB

[n the first method, the address in the BBB points to the small data payload. Tachyon may transmit small

payloads using this method, but this method is recommended for large payloads (payloads greater than
FYameJen value). Refer to “3.6.2 Outbound Command Queue Transmit Details" on page 40.

Place the Tachyon Header Stmcture in buffer “A".
Place the data payload in buffer “B”.
Build an EDB which points to buffer “B".

ODB Hdr_Addij points to buffer ‘5A". [Hdr_Len = 32 bytes]
-ODB BDB_Addr-points‘to‘EDB;' ‘ ' - : '

ODB Hdr_len = length of the Tachyon Header Structure. , .

ODB Tot_Len = length of the Tachyon Header Structure's optional portion + the data payload.
ODB E bit is cleared to ziaro. ' '

905399159099!"
Butter ‘A'

Tachyon
Header Structure EDB

Butter Address

E H F Bui_Len

Butter Address

E H F Buf_Len

,1, Additional ,1,
’T’ AIL Pairs ~
5...... .—X

 
Figure 3.11 Small Data Payload Transmit via the OCQ with the E03
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Small Data Payload Transmit Process via the Tachyon Header Structure

-. ‘ In the second method, the small data payload is stored in the Optional Portion of the Tachyon Header Stuc-
) mm. The Optional Portion of the Tachyon Header Structure is available for optional FC Headers (OHDR),

as well as for an optional small data payload This method is recommended for Clas 1, Class 2, Class 3
small payloads. . . . . . .

Place the Tachyon Header Structure with the small data payload into buffer “C”.
The ODB Hdr_Addr points to buffer “C”.

The ODB Hdr_Len is set to the Tachyon Header Structure (which is 32 bytes) + the optional portion
(this includes any optional headers and the data payload). The Hdr_len must not exceed flameien +
32 bytes. The data payload must be less than Frame_Len - 32 bytes.
The ODB Tot_Len = Length of optional headers (OHDRs) and the data payload.
The 008 E bit is set to one. ‘ '

939'»:-

9‘1“-

Bufler '0“

Tachyon
Header Structure

Reserved

SOF EOF AL_PA

FLCTL o_|o ' SquD DID

Type F_CTL CNTL FlX_lD

Seq_lD Seq_Cnt Cs_lns Cs_Seed

Hdr_Addr

 

Frame Hdr_le

508 Add!

 
Figure 3.1; Small Data Payload hansmit via the Taehyon Header Structure
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Small Data Payload 'l‘ransmlt Process via the HPCQ

[n the third method, the small data payload is stored in the Optional Portion of the High Priority Frame
Structure. The Optional Portion of the High Priority hame Structure is available for optional FC Headers
(OHDR), as well as for an optional small data payload Thls method is only recommended for Class 3. Class

lhand Class 2 sequences require that the host manually process the ACK frames. Thismethod is not to be
used for FC_'AL Refer to “3.6.7 High Priority Command Queue Transmit Details" on page 45.

1. Place the High Priority F‘mme-Slmcture with the small data payload into buffer "D”.
2. The HPDB Hdr_Addr points to buffer "D". The Hdr_Len in the HPDB = 32 bytes 4» the DATA portion 4» 4

bytes. The Hdr_len must not exceed Frame_Len + 32 + 4 bytes.

.3. The Optional Portion = OHDRs + the data payload

Bullet '0'

High Priority
Frame Structure

. j? Not Used
Not Used

.

‘ Not Used

Trans_lD

W,

Frame_Len

“ Not Used 
Figure 3.13 Small Data-Payload Transmit via the HPCQ
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3.6.9 Recommended Transmit Methods

Depending on the size of data payload, the class of service, and the management of ACKs, the following
transmit methods are recommended. .

_Cl&§s 1,0853 2,

Large Payloads Class 3' andF04“.R d d
ecommen e Transmit Method Small Payloads

Via the OCQ with theEDB pointing to the /
data payload

Via the OCQ with the data payload stored in

Clasa 3 Small ‘-
Payloads for

Via the HPCQ with the data payload stored

in the OptionaLPortion of the High Priority
Frame Structure

 I
the Optional Portion of the Tachyon
Header Structure . . ‘

Table 3.9 Recommended Transmlt Methods
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3.7 Non-SCSI Receive Details

3 3.7.1 Descriptions for the Receive Process Blocks
Refer to “figure 3 l'I‘achyon Internal Block Diagram" on page 17 The Tachyon internal andhost-based
blocks for the receive process are described briefly below.

Tachyon 'I‘he Frame Manager is Tachyon's front end. It is responsible for

the FC-l functions of transmitting and receiving Fibre Channel

108/208 Tachyon 4
De-MUX .

OS Processor

frames. It is capable of generating interrupts to the host when

certain link configuration changes occur to which the host must

208/168

' Decoder .

'I‘achyon
CRC Checker

respond. The interrupt process occurs as part of Loop Initializa-

tion and anytime the link has been broken. The flame Manager

Table 3.10 Receive Process Blocks

  
  
  
 

  
  

  

  
 

 

 

responds to a reset condition by initializing all of its registers to
their default values. ~ 

 

  
 
 

'I'he IOB/ZOBxDe-multjplexer is responsible for receiving incom-
ing encoded data, either IO—bits wide or 20-bits wide, from the
PLM and packing it into 20 bits for decoding. A 20-bit data width
is used with a 100 Mbyte/sec lin'k'speed. All other link speeds
transmit 10-bit wide data. The data width is specified in the Par-

allel ID field of the PLM interface.

  

The 203/168 Decoder is responsible for converting 20bit wide.
data received from the‘lOB/ZOB Demultiplexer from the trans-
mission codes used on the link into 8-bit data bytes.

 
 

 

 

  
  
  
  
  

  

Elastic Store/

Smoothing   
  

  

The Elastic Store is responsible for retiming received data from
the link clock (RX_CLK) to the internal clock (SCLK). The Elas-
tic Store holds [6-bit wide data.

 

’l'he Ordered Set Processor is responsible for detecting incom-
ing frame boundaries, verifying the Cyclic Redundancy Check
(CRC), and passing the data to the inbound FIFO.

  

Inbound Data FIFO 'I'he Inbound Data FIFO buffers frames while Tachyon verifies
their CRC. It also serves as highavailability, temporary storage
to facilitate the Fibre Channel flow control mechanisms. This

FIFO is sized to hold a maximum of four 2-Kbyte frames (includ-
ing headers), though different classes of service may affect the
BB_Credit that is used. Refer to “Login Parameters" on page
109.
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ISM Tachyon The Inbound Sequence Manager is responsible for receiving all
inbound frames, reassembling multiframe sequences, and estab-

' . lishing sequence completions. Data frames are received by the ~
‘ ' 'ISM in single frame sequences, in order multifi‘axhe sequences,

or Out of Order multifiame sequences. For Class 1 or Class 2,
for each data frame received, the ISM generates and sends an
ACK or BSY response to theACK FIFO. For each link comm!

' frame received, the ISM notifies the OSM of the type of
, response.

Inbound Data Manager Tachyon The Inbound Data Manager maintains the host buffer structures
‘ for sequence reassembly of incoming data frames.

, . TACHYON User’s Manual
 

  
  
  
  

  

 
  
  

 

 
  

 
 

 

Inbound Block. Mover Tachyon The Inbound Block Mover is responsible for DMAing inbound
data into buffers specified by the MFSBQ, SFSBQ, or the SCSI

. . . Buffer Manager.
 

The Inbound Message Channel is responsible for maintaining
the IMQ. Thisincludes supplying the Inbound Data Manager .
with the address of the next available entry in the IMQ and gen- ,.

4 crating an imq_buf_wam completion message when the number a
of available crimes in the IMQ is down to two. 

    
  

 

 
  

 

The Inbound Buffer Channel SFS is responsible for managing
the SFSBQ. It supplies addresses of empty SFS buffers to the

Inbound Data Manager and generates a low buffer warning
when the supply of SFS buffers runs low.

ASF‘S Buffer Channel

 

  The Inbound Buffer Channel MES is responsible for managing
the MF‘SBQ. It supplies addresses of empty MFS buffers to the

MFS Buffer Channel Tachyon

Inbound Data Manager and generates a low bufier warning
when the supply of MFS buffers runs low.

IMQ Host-based The Inbound Message Queue notifies the host of inbound and , j ,
_ outbound transaction information and status information. j.

Table 3.10 Receive Process Blocks (Continued)
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SFSBQ Host-based The host uses the Single Frame Sequence Buffer Queue »
(SFSBQ) to inform Tachyon of the location of the buffers that

are used to receive single frame sequences. The size of these
buffers is defined by the SPS Buffer Length register. Each
SFSBQ entry contains eight addresses to buffers packed into a
32-byte structure. The SFSBQ must be configured to pass error
frames to the host.

 

  

   
  

  
 

 
 

   
  
  
  
  
  

  

The host Uses the Multjframe Sequence Buffer Queue (MFSBQ)

‘ to inform Tachyon of the location of buffers that are used to .
receive and reassemble muififrame sequences. The size of these
buffers is defined by the MFS Buffer Length register. Each
MFSBQ entry contains eight addresses to buffers packed into 8.

~ 32-byte structure. If. the host never uses the ME‘SBQ, memory
may be saved by setting the MFSBQ length to two entries and

ensuring that these entries point to a safe place in memory in
case a WRITE occurs. ‘

 

Table 3.10 Receive Process Blocks (Continued)
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The Tachyon architecture diflerentiates'betw‘een 1) Single Frame Sequence Reception, 2) Muitiframe
, Sequence, In Order Reception, and 3) Multiframe Sequence, Out of Order Reception This differentiation is

; - due to Tachyon resources. Tachyon does not need to use resources to receive a single frame sequence.3 However, for multifiame sequences, Tachyon does need to use resources to manage the reassembly of
frames. Due to this resource demand, Tachyon reassembles only one incoming multiframe networking
sequence at a time. , ' ' . i .

Tachyon does not support reception of a Class 2 or Class 3 multiframe sequence if an inbound Class 1 con-
nection is open. However, Tachyon does support the reception of single frame sequences'while reassem-
bling a multiframe sequence. This process allows a host to receive short sequences while Tachyon is
reassembiing a longer incoming sequence.

 

'PTI 172492
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3.7.2 ‘Sin‘gle Frame Sequence Reception

. D . sssao
Entrles

Butter Address _

Data Butters

-

.

-

. ' H . End olSFS

Inbound SFS

Completion Message

Butter Address .
I' lnt_Type

, l (Completion

D l, Xler_Len Message)
‘ - ' ' PadiWords IMO Entry

(Completion
Pad Words Message)

Pad Words IMO Entry
(Completion

Pad Words '3 Message)
Pad Words

6) The Offset points to the address 0! the last data buffer. used her the SFS.

= @ The Q_lndex points to the queue entry that contains the address at the last data butter used for the SFS.

 
Figure 3.14 SF8 Reception
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The host uses the SP‘SBQ to inform Tachyon of the location of data buffers in host memory. 'l’achyon uses
these data buffers to receive the incoming sequences contained within a single frame. Each 32'byte SF'SBQ

' entry contains eight addresses. The size of these buffers is programmable and is determined by the SF‘S
.f Buffer Length register.

All buffers must be the same size, and must be a power of.2 bytes in length. The buffers must be aligned on
' sizeof(buffer) bOundaries. The host is the producer and Tachyon is the consumer of the SFSBQ.

As Tachyon receives a single frame sequence, it places the entire SFS (the Tachyon Header Structure fol~
lowed by the SPS data) in the buffer defined by the address from the SFSBQ. [I the SFS is larger than one
buffer size, then the remaining data is packed into the next buffers, as required, until all of the SFS is stored.

Next, Tachyon posts an inbound_sfs completion messageto the lMQ, generates an interrupt to the host, and
increments the SFSBQ Consumer Index register. - ' '

Since Tachyon only provides information on the last buffer used (via the Q_lndex and the Offset in the -
inbound_sfs completion message) and the data transfer length, it is the host’s responsibility to know the
location of the first buffer of the SFS by tracking where Tachyon left off from the previous SF’S. All the data
buffers used from the first buffer to the last buffer contain the current transfer. The host can either keep

,_._1 4 trackol' the index and buffer otfset to the first addressto 3 empty buffer, or calculate itzby using the transfer
length It is strongly suggested that the host keep track ofthe first address to an empty buffer, so that it
does not have to calculate the buffer in which the first frame starts. ~
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3.7.3 Multifrmne Sequence, In Order Reception

 
  

' '

_

 

  
  
  

  
  
 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
End 01 MFS

 
  

 
 

Inbound MFS

Completion Message 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 

 
  

 
 

Status Seq_Cnt

—

 
(Completion
Message)

 
 
 

 

(Completion
Message)

  
 

 

 
 

_ IMO Entry
(Completion
Message)  

1 (D The Ofbet points to the address of the last data buffer used for the MFS.
 

 
' ® The (Linda poinb to the queue entry that contains the address of the last dam bum: used for the MFS..x-

 
Figure 3.15 MFS In Order Reception
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The host uses the MFSBQ to informTachyOn Of the location of data buffers in host memory. Tachyon uses
these data buffers to receive and reassemble incoming sequences that have been split into an arbitrarily
large number of frames. Each szyte MFSBQ entry contains eight pointers to empty data buffers The size
of these buffers is programmable and determined by the MFS Buffer Length register. All buffers must be
the same size, and must be a power of 2 bytes in length. The buffers must be aligned on sizeof(buifer)

boundaries. The host is the producer and Tachyon is the consumer of the MFSBQ. ‘ ~ ‘

The host should select a buffer length to optimize the memory page usage in the host. This may include
making the buffer length equal to the size of a host memory page to allow page remapping alter a header/data Split

When the first frame of a new sequence arrives, Tachyon copies the Ta'chyon Header Structure into the
beginning of the next available MI-‘S buffer. Unlike the SFS receive process, Tachyon packs the data pay-
load of the frame into the next MFS buffer following the buffer with the Tachyon Header Structure. As each
new frame arrives, Tachyon discards the FC Header and packs the data into. the buffers. As the buffer
becomes full, the next buffer is used until the entire MFS is stored. Tachyon uses the buffers in the order
that they were placed in the MFSBQ. This allows the host to know which buffers have been ~used.- Once all
the frames arrive and the sequence is reassembled in memory, Tachyon posts an inbound_mfs_completion
message, generates an interrupt to the host to process the entire sequence, and inerements the MFSBQ Con-
sumer Index register. ' ' ' ' ~ ‘

Since Tachyon only provides information on the last buffer used and the data transfer length, it is the host's
responsibility to know the location of the first buffer of the transfer by tracking where Tachyon lefi off from
the last transfer. All the data buffers used from the first buffer to the last buffer contain the current trans-
fer. The host can either keep track of the index and buffer ofl'set to the first address to a empty buffer, or
calculate it by using the transfer length. It is strongly suggested that the host keep track of the first address
to an empty buffer, so that it does not have to calculate the buffer in which the first frame starts.
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3.7.4

' G)

Multifreme Sequence, Out of Order (000) Reception

The Offset points to the address at the last
date butler used It)" the 000 MFS fragment.

MFSBO

. Entries _.

Butler Address

; Buffer Address
Butter Address

Butter Address

Butler Address

Butler Address

Buffer Address-

Butler Address

Buffer Address

Butler Address
ll

Inbound coo"? '

Butter Address Completion Messages

Buffer Address Int Type -

Buffer Address

| _

. —
Butter Address ‘‘- _
Butler Address

9—
l lnl-_Type, a

® The O_lndex points to the queue entry that containsthe adfiess ol the last data buffer used for the 000

I first. Edition

MFS tragnent

Figure 3.16 MFS Out .0! Order (000) Reception
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‘ Multiframe sequence Out of'Order Reception begins the some as in Order Reception. When the first frame I
. of a new sequence arrives, Tachyon copies the Tachyon Header Structure into the beginning of the next
’-~: available MFS buffer. Tachyon places the data payload of the frame into the following buffer. As each sub—

. sequent frame arrives, Tachyon discards the PC Header and packs the data. contiguously into host buffers.
When the first 000 frame arrives, as defined by its SEQ_CNT field or its Relative Offset (R0) field, Tachyon
and the host process thisframe differently than the In Order Reception method. ‘ .

When Tachyon detects an 000 frame, the {SM generates an inbound_ooo__completion message that indi-
cates the in order portion of the MFS and the last MFS buffer used. Tachyon passes the completion mes
sage to the lMQ, but does not generate an interrupt until all frames of the sequence are received. Next, the
[SM obtains the next available buffer and copies the Tachyon Header Structure of this 000 frame into it.
The [SM obtains the next buffer and copies the data payload of this 000 frame into it. At this point. if sub-
sequent frames follow in order from the 000 franc, Tachyon discards the Tachyon Header Structures and
packs the data into the host buffers. Tachyon packs this data into each of the buffers on the MFSBQ,
obtaining a new buffer when the current buffer is full, until the entire W8 is stored.

if another frame arrives 000 from the previous 000 portion, Tachyon generates a new
inbound_ooo'_completion message, and the process is repeated. When Tachyon receives the last frame of
the sequence, Tachyon passes it to the. host and generatesuan inbound_mfs_completion message. VAtthis

' time, the ISM generates an interrupt to the host to process the entire sequence. With theinfonnation in
each of the Tachyon Header Structures thatlTachyon passed to'the host for each in order portion and the
information of the completion messages, the host has enough information to reorder the 000 multiframe
sequence.

3.7.5 Multiframe Sequence, Deferred P_BSY Mode

. Tachyon reassembles one MFS at a time. When Tachyon receives a new MFS while a MFS is being reassem— -
bled, Tachyon busies (P_BSYs) the frarne(s) of that new MFS. The remote node that was P_BSY'd can retry
the sequence later. ' -

This operation works reasonably well when Tachyon communicates with only one other remote node, eg.
when Tachyon is a client in a client-server configuration. However, a server in a client-server configuration
may be receiving MFSs from many clients (remote nodes) at the same time. When Tachyon receives several
new MF‘S frames, other than the current MFS being reassembled, the new frames are P_BSY'd. The remote -

nodes resend the frames causing even more interference with the current MF'S being reassembled. These
excessive retries may cause the remote nodes to stop sending their MFS, which leads to upper layer error
recovery overhead. -

 

To manage sequence congestion under light load conditions, Tachyon reassembles MFSs without help
from the host. To manage sequence congestion under heavy load conditions (more than one MFS is being" '
sent to Tachyon at a time), Tachyon uses help from the host and uses the Defen'ed P_BSY mode. The
Deferred P_BSY mode allows Tachyon to be used a aserver in a client-server configuration that allows fair
access to all remote nodes with reasonable performance.

Deferred P_BSY mode involves the following operation between Tachyon and the host.

1. Tachyon receives the first frame of a new MFS while reassembling an existing MFS. In Deferred P_BSY
mode, the host sets the Disable AUTO P_BSY bit in the Tachyon Configuration register so that Tachyon .

does not automatically send a P_BSY to the remote node. (With Tachyon as a client in a client-server
configuration, the Disable AUTO P_BSY bit would be cleared to zero and Tachyon would automatically
send a P_BSY.)

2. Tachyon sets the internal Tachyon Deferred P_BSY flag to indicate that it has switched to the Deferred
P_BSY mode. ‘ '
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. 3. Tachyon sends the new MFS frame to the host via the SF‘SBQ. Tachyon generates an
. . . inbound_busied_frame completion message. (This type of completion message does not generate an
3 interrupt to the host.) ‘

4. The host stores this frame in a Deferred P_BSY queue.

-, 5. When Tachyon receives-all the frames for the current MFS it is reassembling, it inspects itsin‘temal'
Deferred P_BSY flag. If Tachyon is not in the Deferred P_BSY mode (see Step 2, above), it generates
the final ACK for the MFS, as it normally would.

if Tachyon is in the Deferred P_BSY mode, Tachyon sets the Deferred ACK bit in the
inbound_mfs_completion message, and final ACK generation is deferred to the host. Before the host
sends the final ACK to the current remote node, it can send a P_BSY. to one of the waiting remote nodes.
This allows time for one of the waiting remote nodes to retry its MFS before the current remote node
can start a new MFS (this cunent remote node is not able to stream). In Deferred P_BSY mode,
Tachyon attempts to process MFSs in a way that all remote nodes have fair access.

Note For Deferred P_BSY mode to work properly, the remote node must
_' 4,1: , _ . interlock the fust frame ofzeach sequence, i.e.,- for every sequence, the

' ’ remote node must only send the first frame of the MFS and wait foran
ACK before sending the rest of the sequence. (Refer to the X_[D
interlock bit in the ODB data structure on p. [61.) [f the remote node
does not support this Operation, then the remote node should be limited

. to a Class 2 EE_Credit of one to force this mode. .
W—

6. When the host receives an inbound_mfs_completion message, it needs to inspect its Deferred P_BSY.
queue. If there is‘an entry in the queue, the host must create a P_BSY. frame for this entry. If the queue
is empty, the host should set the Clear Deferred P_BSY bit to One in the Tachyon Control register to
return to the normal mode. The host should then send the P_BSY via the HPCQ. The host should only
send one P_BSY per inbound_mfs_completion message received. ~ 
The host should time the frames in the Deferred P_BSY Queue and send a PLBSY for each item on the
queue before its ED_TOV expires. This forces the remote node to retransmit the first frame before

sequence ED_TOV expires. '-

7. If Tachyon sets the Deferred ACK bit in the inbound_mfs_completion message, the host needs to create
an ACK frame for the last frame of the sequence and send it via the High-Priority Command Queue. It
can create this ACK frame from information in the frame header sent to the host for the first MF‘S frame

received and the P_CTL and Seq_Cnt fields in the inbound_mfs_completion message.

The Deferred P_BSY mode is used with Class 2 MFSs only.

3.7.6 Expimtion/Security'Header Frame Reception

, Tachyon does not support frames or sequences that use Expiration/Security Headers. If Tachyon receives a
r 3 frame that contains an optional Fibre Charmei Expiration Header, Tachyon passes theframe to the host as

an SFS with an inbound_unknown_frame_completion message, without acknowledging the frame. The
host is expected to send a P_RJT frame to terminate the sequence. '

3.7.7 Open Broadcast Replicate Reception

Refer to “8.9.7 Open Broadcast Replicate Support" on, page 86.
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' 3.8 SCSI Hardware Assists Details

~> Tachyon supports SCSI [10 transactions (exchanges) using two methods The first method uses host-based
.;. transaction management. In this method, the host transmits and receives the various PCP sequences using

the general transmit and receive processes, as described in the previous sections. By using the host-based.
transaction management method, Tachyon reassembles only one SCSI unassisted multiframe sequence at a.trme.

The second method uses Tachyon’s SCSI hardware assists. With this method, Tachyon assists the host
transaction management through the use of a shared host data structure called the SCSI‘Exchange State
Table (5881'). By using Tachyon's SCSI hardware assists, the host can concurrently reaSsemble up to
l6,384 SCSI assisted sequences. .

Tachyon maintains an on-chip cache for up to 16 concurrent inbound transactions. Tachyon uses a Least
Recently Used caching algorithm to allow the most active exchanges to complete their transfers with the
minimum latency. ‘

3.8.1 Descriptions for the SCSI Hardware: Assists Blocks

Refer to “Figure 3.1 Tachyon Internal Block Diagram” on page 17. The Tachyon internal and memory-based
blocks for the SCSI hardware assisted transaction process are described briefly below.

SCSI Buffer Manager The SCSI Buffer Manager is responsible for supplying the
' Inbound Data Manager with addresses of butters to be used for

inbound SCSI data frames

SCSI Exchange In conjunction with the SEST, the SCSI Exchange Manager pro-
Manager vides Tachyon with the hardware assists for SCSI l/O transac-

‘ tions. It converts SEST entries to ODB format for the OSM'suse.

Register Block The Register Block contains various status and configuration
registers These registers are used for initialization, fatal error

' processing, and maintenance of the queues used to transfer data
between Tachyon and the host.

SCSI Read/Write The SCSI Read/Write Channel manages requests from the SCSI
Channel Exchange Manager and interfaces to the Tachyon System Inter-

face (TSI) arbiter blocks. '

The SCSI I-brchange State Table (SEST) contains SCSI Exchange
information. Refer to “3.8.24 SCSI Exchange State Table (SEST)"
on page 63.

 
Table 3.1 1 SCSI Hardware Assists Blocks
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3.8.2 SCSI ExChange State Table (SEST) ‘

' : :) The 8831‘ is a memory-based data structure that has shared access between Tachyon and the host. TheSESI‘ is an array of 32-byte entries. Each used SES‘I‘ entry corresponds to a current SCSI exchange, or l/O
operation. -

Each SES'I‘ entry contains the following ‘info'nnation:

l. lnl‘onnation supplied by the host driver for Tachyon to manage the exchange.
2. information stored by Tachyon to track the current state of the exchange.

For initiators in SCSI Write transactions, the Outbound SESI‘ Entries contain information indicating where
outbound data resides in memory and what parameters to use in the transmission of that data on the fibre
Channel link. For initiators in SCSI Read transactions, the Inbound SEST Entries contain information indi-
cating where inbound data is to be placed in memory. - ~

SEST entries are indexed by an Exchange Identifier (X_ID), either the Originator Exchange identifier
(OX_ID) or the Responder Exchange Identifier (RXJD). In an initiator application, the OX_ID indexes the
8881‘. In a target application, the RX_ID indexes the SES'I‘.

The starting address. of the 8851‘ is programmable and is defined by the SEST Base register. The length of
the SES’I‘ is programmable and defined by the SEST Length register. The'minimum SES'I‘ length is one
entry. The maximum 8351‘ length is 16,384 entries. The SEST must be aligned on asizeof (table) boundaiy
which must be a power of 2 bytes. When calculating the SES’I‘ alignment, if the length is not a power. of 2,
then the length value should be rounded up to the next highest power of 2 value.

As an example, if the SES'I‘ has I4 entries, the length is rounded up to [6 entries, and the sizeol’ (table)
equals 16 x 32 or 512 bytes. Therefore, this SESI‘ is aligned on a 512-byte boundary. The starting address
for this 8381‘ example must have the nine least significant address bits (bits 8..0) cleared to zero.

When the host determines that the destination is a SCSI target or a SCSI initiator, then the host may, during
N_Port login, advertise the number of concurrent sequences equal to its ability to support SCSI sequences,
that is, the number of SES'I‘ entries should be identical to the number of maximum concurrent sequences,
on the condition that only SCSI sequences are allowed Otherwise, the host should advertise the number of
concurrent sequences to be one. The number of concurrent sequences is specified in N_Port Common Ser-
vice Parameters, refer to “FGPH, Revision 4.8, Section 23.6.3 and 23.6.8.6".

 

IfSCSI assists are never used, then the SEST does not have to be configured. If the SCSI Enable (se) bit in
the Tachyon Configuration register is not set to one, Tachyon never attempts to access theSESl‘. In this

. case, host-bmed transaction management and the general transmit and receive processes are used.
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3.8.3 Invalidating and lie-Using Outbound SEST Entries

3 SCSI Transaction Completes Normally
l. The host receives an inbound_scsi_status completion message.
2. The host can immediately re-use the Outbound SEST Entry If the host does not immediately reuse this

Outbound SEST Entry, then the host should invalidate the entry by clearing the STE Valid (V) bit tozero.

_ Host Tex-minutes SCSl Transaction When It Is Still Active (e.g. Abort)

To refuse an Outbound SEST Entry that'is currently active, eg., to abort a request, the host must invalidate
the entry, terminate the exchange (if necessary), and also verify that the entryis unattached to a linked list
of SCSI outbound transactions.

1. To invalidate the Outbound SEST Entry, the host performs the following steps.

, a. Set the SCSI Freeze (sf) bit in the Tachyon Control register (bit 3) to one. 7
' . ~' - ' , ' = b. Poll‘the SCSI Freeze Status (38) bit'in the Tachyon Status register (bit 6) until Tachyon sets nth ‘

one. Continue servicing new lMQ entries while polling.

Clear the STE Valid bit 00 in the Outbound SEST Entry to zero.
. Clear the SCSI fieeze bit in the Tachyon Control register to zero.

Repeat a. throughd. once again, then proceed to t".

At this-point, the Outbound SEST Entry is invalidated, however, it cannot be used until it is

unattached from a linked list of SCSI outbound transactions. Refer to the Data Phase description of
the “PCP Write Exchange - Initiator Tachyon" on p. 75.

one!»
 

"WARNING 4 Failure to invalidate Outbound SEST Entries as described in Step 1. a.
through Step l. i. may cause data in the SEST to be corrupted.

 
invalidating an Outbound SEST Entry does not stop Tachyon from sending the data associated with this
SEST entry if Tachyon started sending the data before the SEST entrywas invalidated.

2. To verify that the Outbound SEST Entry is not attached to a linked list, the host performs the following
steps.

3. Determine if the entry has ever been attached to a linked list.

1) At initialization of the Outbound SEST Entry, clear the. Completion Message Disable bit to zero.

2) At initialization of the OutbOund SEST Entry, write to the Total Sequence Length field with a
. value that is known to'be different than the value that Tachyon will overwrite to this field (i.e.

the value ofthe length returned in the F‘CP_XFER_RDY frame from the target device).

3) After the Outbound SEST Entry is invalidated, read its Total Sequence Length field. if the Total

Sequence Length field contains the value that was written at initialization in substep 2 (above),
- then the Outbound SEST Entry was never attached to a linked list and it can be re-used. If the

Total Sequence Length field contains a modified value, i.e., if it contains the the value of the

length retumed in the FCP_XFER_RDY frame from the target device, then this Outbound SEST
Entry had been and may still be atttached to a linked list. '

PTl 172502
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b. Determine if the entry‘is'still attached to a linked list.

attached to the linked list anymore. At this point, the entry can be re-used.

2) If the host has not seen an outbound_completion message for this entry, then it must wait for
Tachyon to process the entry'In the' linked list AfterTachyon processes the entry, it posts an-
outbound completion message with the Host Programming Error (HE) bit set to one. When the
host receives this completion message, then the entry can be re-used.

D ' l) [f the host has seen an outbound completion message for this entry, then the entry is not

‘ .
WARNING Reusing an entry that is still attached to a linked list may cause data in

‘ the SEST to be corrupted.

3.8.4 Invalidating and lie-Using Inbound SEST Entries

SCSI Transaction Completes Normally

I; When the SCSI transaction completes normally, Tachyon invalidates and flushes the Inbound 8881‘Entry.

2.1‘achyonsends an inbound_scsi_status completion message When the host receives this completionmessage, then the entry can be re-used.

Host Terminates SCSI Transaction When It Is' Still Active (e.g. Abort)

To re-use an Inbound SEST Entry thatIs currently active, e.g., to abort a request, the host must invalidate
the entry byperforming the followingsteps.

I. Clear the STE Valid bit (V)In the Inbound SEST Entry to zero.

2. In the Tachyon Flush SEST Cache Entry register, write the SEST index of the Inbound SEST Entry that
is to be flushed and set the Update (up) bit to one. 

3. Poll the Tachyon Flush SEST Cache Entry register to verify that Tachyon has cleared the Update bit to
zero. Continue servicing new IMQ entries while polling

-l. Verify-that the STE Valid bit is cleared. Repeat Step I. through Step 4. until the Update bit is cleared inthis manner.

 

WARNING Failure to invalidate Inbound SEST Entries as described in Step I.
through Step 4. may cause data corruption. 

5. Perform ABTS protocol. When this is complete, the entry can be re-used.

PTI 172503
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3.8.6 SCSI Exception Processing in Tachyon

Tachyon manages the entire Fibre Channel Protocol for SCSI, with the following exceptions.
1. if any error occurs during an outbound sequence, Tachyon stops processing the SCSI exchange, sends

the host an outbounLcompletion message with the appropriate error bit set to one, and waits for the .host to recover from the error. ‘ " ' ‘ ~ ' ‘ ~ ‘

2. If an error occurs during an inbound sequence, Tachyon continues processing the SCSI exchange and
sends the host a bad_scsi_frame completion message. The possible error conditions include receiving
an ABTS frame, receiving a frame with an invalid OX_[D, or receiving a. frame with the OXJD out of
range (i.e., an OX_[D not in the range specified by the SES‘I‘ length).

if the target cannot handle the entire requested Write transaction, it sends multiple FCP_XFER_RDYS to
accomplish the SCSI exchange. In this case, the initiator Tachyon processes the FCP_XFER_RDY with a
DATA_RO equal to zero, but passes all other PCP_XFER_RDYs (in which DATAJZO is non-zero) to the host
for processing.
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3.8.6 ‘ FCP Read Exchange Example ” ‘

Initiator Fabric Target

‘ The initiator host selects _ ' FCP_CMND. EC=0 Command Phase
a valid OX_lD value

The target host selects
a valid RX__ID value

FCP_XFE FLRDY
EC; 1

Data Phase

SCSI hardware assists

The initiator Tachyon uses - ACK ‘ are "0‘ “5""
..~_ inbound SCSI hardware -------- ~ ...........

_ L . ‘ _‘ assists _ ‘ . FCP_DATA. 50:1

:1/ Status Phase
EC = Exohange Context bit

 
Figure 3.17 FCP Read Exchange Example
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3.8.7 FCP Read Exchange, 000 Remembly - Initiator Tachyon

OOO Reassembly mode enables Tachyon to receive and reassemble 000 sequences for inbound
exchanges.

To use 000 Remembly modezr

- The 000 Reassembly Disable (0d) bit of the Tachyon Configuration register must be cleared to zero at '
initialization. .

- SCSI Buffer Length must be a power of 2 bytes.

To receive inbound SCSI data, the initiator host selects a valid OXJD value which points to an unused loca-
tion in the SEST. Refer to ‘ Choosing X_D Values” on page 160. The OXJD value identifies this particular
exchange. Using the OXJD value, the initiator host builds an Inbound SEST Entry. The Inbound SBS'I‘ .
Entry includes the STE Valid bit, the Buffer Offset, and the address of the SDB. The SDB defines host buff-
ers where the Read data is going to bereceived. For 000 Reasembly, the SDB contains up to 64 pointers
to fixed length buffers and the SDB must be aligned on a 256-byte boundary. '

Inbound SDB

SEST Entry 000 Reassembty ' Data Butlers

Butter Address ’

Buffer Address

‘ Buffer Address

Buffer Address

Buffer Address 
Figure 3.18 FCP Read Exchange - Initiator Host Data Structures

The initiator host clears the EXchange‘Context bit in the F_C1‘L field of the Fibre Channel header to zero to

indicate that it is the originator of the exchange. ' '

Command Phase

Once the host creates the Inbound 8881‘ Entry, the host creates an FCP_CMND for an PCP Read exchange. _
The initiator Tachyon sends the F‘CP_CMND with a valid OXJD to the target Refer to “3.6.8 Small Data
Payload Transmit Processes" on page 47.
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Date Phase

The initiator Tachyon may receive an FCP_XFER_RDY from the target. This is an optional step for an initi-

' 3 ator for an PCP Read because the data frames contain all the infonnan'on needed to process them.
when Tachyon receives the optional FCP_XFER_RDY from the target, it ACKs the frame (if appropriate)

and discards the FCP_XFER__RDY. As each data frame is received, the, SCSI Exchange Manageruses the
'OX_ID to access the appropriate Inbound SES'I‘ Entry for the address of the SDB. The 808 and the R0 of
the data frame determine where data is to be placed in host memory. Tachyon does not examine the TYPEfield in the PC Header. - '

Tachyon maintains an lntemal cache of 16 Inbound 8831‘ Entries. If the SES’I‘ information associated with
,the received frame is not in cache, then Tachyon writes the “least recently used" cache entry back to the
host SESI‘. Tachyon then fetches into cache the Inbound SEST Entry associated with the received frame.
Then it DMAs the Read data to host memory. '

The initiator Tachyon automatically handles both single and multiple data phases for inbound data trans-
fers. ' .

.Status Phase
 

When the data phase is complete, the initiator Tachyon receives an FCP_RSP from the target. The
FCP_RSP is a FibreChannel information unit that contains the status information that the SCSI exchange ,

. , . has completed. The initiator Tachyon passes the F‘CP_RSP to the host via the SFS channel. The initiator

-¢ Tachyon sends an inbound_scsi_status_completion message to the inititator host This informs the initiator
host that the exchange is completed. The initiator host clears the STE Valid bit to zero which indicates that
the Inbound SEST Entry is no longer valid. ’

The FCP_RSP received by Tachyon as an initiator must be a single frame sequence. If the F‘CP_RSP is a
multiframe sequence (e.g., a large FCP_RSP is sent through a F‘abric that only supports small frame sizes),
the frames are processed as bad SCSI frames. It is a violation of the F051 SCSI Profile to send the PCP_RSP
as a multiframe sequence.

 The Byte Count in the Inbound SEST Entry is updated with the number of bytes received by Tachyon. The
initiator host should check this field to detect any lost data.
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3.8.8 FCP Read Exchange, In Order Reassernbly ~ Initiator Tachyon

—~. . For In Order Remembly mode for the initiator Tachyon, sequences within the data phase of thesameexchange must arrive in order.

To- use In Order Reassembiymode:

0 ‘ The 000 Reassembly Disable bit of the Tachyon Configuration register must be set to one at initializa-
tion. -

- Tachyon must be operating in an in-ordertopology, ie., point-to-point, a private Arbitrated Loop, a fab-
ric which supports guaranteedin order delivery (negotiated at FLOGIn), or a public Arbitrated Loop
using a fabric that supports in order delivery.

. The SCSI Buffer Length must be a multiple of 4 bytes. (For 000 Reassembly, the SCSI Buffer Length is
a power of 2.)

o The initiator host must clear the Buffer Offset and Buffer Index fields of the Inbound SES'I‘ Entiy to
zero. ' '

For the initiator host to receive inbound SCSI data, it selects a valid OX_ID value that points to an unused
locationin the SES'I‘ Refer to“ Choosing X_[D Values" on page 160. The OX'_ID value identifies this partic-
ular exchange. Using the OXl_D value, the initiator host builds an lnbound SI'LS'I‘ Entry. For In Order Reas-

sembly, the buffer addresses must be on a word-aligned boundary and the SDB must be aligned ona power
of 2 boundary equal to or greater than the SDB length. The SDB lengthis the number of entries multiplied
by four bytes.

The initiator host clearsthe Exchange Context bitin the I-‘_CTI. field of the Fibre Channel header to zero
since it is the originator of the exchange. .

Command Phase. I

The initiator Tachyon sends the FCP_CMND with avalid OX_ID to the target. Refer to “3.6.8 Small Datam) Once the host creates the Inbound SES'I‘ Entry, the host creates an FCP_CMND for an FCP Read exchange.
. Payload Transmit Processes” on page 47.

Data Phase

The initiator Tachyon may receive an FCE_XFER_RDY from the target. This is an optional step for an initi-
ator for an EC? Read because the data frames contain all the information needed to process them.

When Tachyon receives the optional FOILXF'ER_RDY from the target, it ACKs the sequence (if appropri-
ate) and discards the PCP_XFER-_RDY.

As each data frameis received, the initiator Tachyon determines if the frame is in order for the exchange. If

it is not in order, Tachyon passes the frame as a bad SCSI frame to the host via the SFS Buffer Queue, inval-
idates the SCSI table entry by clearing the V bit in the Inbound SES'I‘ Entry to zero, and sends a
bad_scsi-frame completion message to the host Indicating that an 000 SCSI frame was received errone-
ously. Refer to “3.3.4 SCSI Completion Messages" on page 31. If the host has set the Bad SCSI Auto ACK bit
in the Tachyon Configuration register to one, Tachyon generates an ACK (for Class I and Class 2) for the

‘bad SCSI frames and the host is responsible for the error recovery. If the host has cleared the Bad SCSI
Auto ACK bit to zero, the host is responsible for the ACK as well as for the error recovery. Tachyon man-
ages all subsequent data frames for that exchange as bad SCSI frames and passes these frames to the host
with a bad_scsi_frame completion message.

If the data frame is in order for the exchange, initiator Tachyon checks the OXJD of the data frame to
locate the appropriate Inbound SES'I‘ Entry. Tachyon does not examine the TYPE field in the PC Header.
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Tachyon maintains an internal cache of 16 Inbound SEST Enuies If the 8381‘ information associated with.
the received frame is not in cache, then Tachyon writes the “least recently used“ cache entJy back to the
host SESI‘. Tachyon fetches into cache the Inbound SEST Entry associated with the received frame.
Tachyon then DMAs the Read data to host memory.

An initiator Tachyon automatically handles bothsingie and multiple data phases for inbound VOs.

Status Phase

When the final data phase is complete, the initiator Tachyon normally receives an PCP _RSP from the tar-

get The initiator Tachyon passes the F'CP_RSP to the host via the SF‘S channel. The initiator Tachyon
sends an inbound_scsi_status_completion message to the inifitator host. This informs the initiator host that

the exchange is completed. The initiator host must clear the STE Valid bit to zero which indicates that the
Inbound 5551‘ Entry is no longer valid. ' '

The FCP_RSP received by Tachyon as an initiator must be a single frame sequence. 11' the FCP_RSP is a
multiframe sequence (e.g., a large FCP_RSP is sent through a Fabric that only supports small frame sizes);
the frames are processed as bad SCSI frames. It is a violation of the F‘CSI SCSl Profile to send the F‘CP_RSP
as a multiframe sequence. ' ' '

The Byte Count in the Inbound SES’I‘ Entry is updated with the number of bytes received by Tachyon. The

initiator host should check this field to detect any lost data. '
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3.8.9 FCP Read Exchange - Target Tachyon

F‘or PCP Read exchanges for the target Tachyon, SCSI hardware assists are not used.

The target host must set the Exchange Context bit in the F_C'[‘L field of the PC Header to one to indicate
_ that it isthe responder of the exchange.

Command Phase

The target Tachyon receives an FC_P_CMND for an PCP Read (mm the initiator. The target Tachyon sends
this FCP_CMND to the target host via the SFS channel. It the SCSI Command Auto ACK bit of the Tachyon
Configuration register is set to one, the target Tachyon immeditately returns an ACK (for Class I and Class
2) to the initiator Tachyon. ' - ' '

lithe SCSI Command Auto ACK bit is cleared to zero, then the target: host is responsible for sending the
ACK. The target host selects a valid, unused RX_[D value. Refer to “ Choosing X_lD Values” on page l60.
Even though this value points to an unused entry in the SEST, Tachyon does not use the SEST for this oper— .
ation (SCSI harware assists are not used for F'CP Read for the target). The RlLID is placed Into the header .

'_ji_1; ‘ of the ACK and sent via the HPCQ. - . . ' . . a -- - a - -

Data Phase

The target host builds an ODB, which contains the EDB address. The target host builds an EDB that defines -
where the Read data is located ln the target host memory.

Data Buffers

 
., Seq_lD 0 ID BunerAddross

loco Entry e H F Bul_Le

(008) CNTL RXJD BulferAddress

000 Entry CS_|ns Cs_Seed E H F Bul_Len

(008) ' . Butler Address

oco Entry E H F Bu1_Len

(ODE) ' Bufler Address

'- ‘ E n F aura"

,L Additional

T NLPairs TLoom—d

 
Figure 3.19 FCP Read Exchange — Target Host Data Structures
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The target host may send an F‘CP_XFER_RDY to the initiator host to indicate that it is ready to send the
. requested data. The tatget Tachyon sends the PCP_XFER_RDY(S) with the appropriate RXJD value to the“

D initiator Tachyon. Refer to “8.6.8 Small Data Payload 'h-ansmit Processes“ on page 47.
[I a problem occum while sending the F‘CP_XFER_RDY for the Read data, the target Tachyon notifies the
target host via an outbound_completion message. At that point, Tachyon's outbound channel freezes The
target host shOqu perform» the appropriate error recovery and unfreeze the outbound channel by writing to
the Tachyon Control register.

Using the OCQ. the target Tachyon then sends the appropriate SCSI Read data to the initiator Tachyon.

Status Phase '

The target Tachyon sends an F‘CP_RSP to the initiator. Refer to “3.6.8 Small Data Payload Transmit Pro-
cesses" on page 47.
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3.8.10 FCP Write Exchange Example

I l ."3“?" Fabi'ic Target
The initiator host selects

FCP CMN . éC=oa valid OX_iD value ' 0 Command Phase

The' target host selects
_ a valid RX_ID value

‘ FCP_XFER_RDY ‘
EC=1

outpound SCSI hardware. , . Data phaseassusts -

The larggt‘s‘ RX_lD
value is copied

 _ ACK . Thalarget Tachyon uses '
. . . . ------ - - - - ------- ' inbo'und SCSI hardware

‘ FCP_DATA, ec=o .

. .-
............ o

FCP_DATA, EC=0

]/Status Phase
EC = Exchange Context bit

 
Figure 3.20 FCP Write Exchange Example
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3.8.11 FCP Write Exchange - Initiator Tachyon»

- For the initiator host to perform an outbound data transfer, it selects a valid OX_[D value. Refer to “ Choos—
_ - ing X_ID Values” on page 160. Using the OXJD value, the initiator host builds an Outbound SEST Entry.

The Outbound SESI‘ Entry includes information about the frame size, the class to send the sequence with,
and writeable fields that the initiator TachyOn uses to manage the SCSI transfer. The Outbound 3831‘ Entry
also contains a pointer to the BBB. ' I

Outbound

SEST Entry. ' Data Butters

if V E D B_Otfset Butter Address
" E HFrm__Len CNTL F But Len '

- SEST Entry

Tot_Len ‘ Buffer Address
' Link 'RX_ID E'Hi'F But L

5557 Entry ' ‘ an
. . I' Trans_lD " Buffer Address '

‘ ‘ SEST Entry. l ' Hdr‘Add'
' ‘ "__ SEO_ID Hdr__len Buffer Address

is Additional ~ .
~ AIL Pairs ’3‘“l

g 2S nmam-o...“

 
Figure 3.21 FCP Write Exchange - Initiator Host Data Structures

The initiator host clears the Exchange Context bit in the F‘_CTL field of the FC Header to zero since it is the

originator of the exchange. Also, the Pill bits in the F_CTL field are set appropriately for non-word, multiple
outbound SES’l‘ transfers. ~

Command Phase

Once the host creates the Outbound 8881‘ Entry, the host creates the FCP_CMND for an PCP Write

exchange. The initiator Tachyon sends the PCP_CMND with 'a valid OXJD to the target. Refer to “3.6.8

Small Data Payload Transmit Processes” on page 47.

Data Phase

When the initiator Tachyo'n receives the PCP_XFER_RDY from the target, it- checks the value of the
DATA_R0 field. If the DATA_RO is zero, then this FCP_XFER_RDY indicates a single data phase, or the

fust of a multiple data phase transfer. The initiator Tachyon uses its SCSI hardware assists and manages
the data phase for this FCP_XFBR_RDY, independent of the host. Tachyon uses the information in the
SEST and the F‘CP_XFER_RDY to build an ODB to be sent through the OSM. [fthe OSM is busy, the SCSI

Exchange State Machine adds the request to alinked list of outbound transactions waiting for nansmission.
As the OSM becomes available to process a SCSI transfer, the SCSI-Exchange State Manager de—queues a

‘ waiting transaction and passes it to the OSM. The OSM transmits the Write data to the target Tachyon.
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Status Phase,

When the data phase completes, the initiator Tachyon receives an FCP_RSP from the target. The initiator
Tachyon passes the FCP_RSP to the host via the SFS channel. The initiator Tachyon sends an
inbound_scsi_stams_completion message to the inifitator host. This informs the initiator host that the
exchange completed“ The OXJD field in the F'CP_RSP is an index into the SEST and identifies the appro-

x: priate Outbound SEST Enuy. The initiator host must clear the STE Valid bit to zero widen-indicates that the
.: 42:3 . . Outbound'SESl‘ Entry in no longer valid; -‘ " ' ' ' ‘ . ' -:

The initiator host detenninesa successful transfer by the FCP_RESID field in the FCP_RSP. The
FCP_RESID field indicates the number of bytes not transferredsuccessfully. For a successful transfer, the
value of the F‘CP_RES[D field is zero. Refer to. “FCP‘, Section 7.4.2". ’
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3.8.12 FCP Write, 000 Reaseembly - Target Tachyon

000 Reassembly mode enables Tachyon to receive and reassemble 000 sequences for inbound
exchanges.

To use 000 Reassemblymode: - ‘ _ V ‘ ._ -. _ .
. The 000 Reasenibly Disable bit of the Tachyon Configuration register must be cleared to 'zem at ini-tialization.

0 SCSI Buffer Length must be a power of 2 bytes.

The target host must set the Exchange Context bit in the F_C'I‘L field of the Fibre Channel header to one to
indicate that it is the responder of the exchange.

Command Fhase

The target Tachyon receives an FCP_CMND for a PCP Write from the initiator. if the SCSI Command Auto
ACK bit of the Tachyon Configuration register is set to one, the target Tachyon immediately returns an ACK
to the initiator Tachyon, for Class I and Class 2.

It“ theSCSl Command Auto ACK bit is cleared to zero, then the target host is responsible for sending the
‘ ACK. The target host selects a valid RXJD value. Refer to “ Choosing X_ID Values" on page 160. 'l‘he

RX_[Dlls placed into the ACK header and sent via the HPCQ. ' -

Data Phase

[fit has not already done so, the target host selects a valid RXJD value. Using the RX_lD value, the target
host builds the lnbound SEST Entry which points to the SDB. The SDB defines host buffers where the

' Wn'te data is going to be received. For 000 Reassembly, the SDB contains up to 64 pointers to fixed length
buffers and the SDB must be aligned on a 256-byte boundary.

Inbound SDB - -

SEST Entry 000 Reassernbty Data Buffers

Butter Address

Butter Address

Buffer Address

Butler Address 
Figure 3.22 FCP Write Exchange - Target Host Data Structures
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[f the target host hm enough buffers and is ready to receive all of the data from the initiator, the target
Tachyon sends the FCP_XFER_RDY with the DATA_RO field cleared to zero. This is a single data phase

3 transfer.
[l the target host does not have enough buffers to receive the entire transfer or it does not want all of the

l ' , data immediately, the target Tachyon sends an FCP_XFER_RDY with BURSTJEN set to less than the total ~
amount of data. This FCP_XFER_'RDY indieates a multiple data phase u'ansfer. The DATA_RO field is set
to the ofi'set of the data block requested.

The target Tachyon sends the FCP_XFER_RDY(S) with the appropriate RX_ID value to the initiator. Refer
to “3.6.8 Small Data Payload Transmit Processes" on page 47.

As each frame is received, the target Tachyon checks the RXJD of the data frame to locate the appropriate
Inbound SESI‘ Entry. Tachyon does not examine the TYPE field in the.FC Header.

When the last data frame is received, the target Tachyon sends an inbound.swi_data.completion message
to the target host. The inbound_scsi_data_completion message informs the target host‘that all frames for
the SCSI sequence have been received.

— ~ Status Phase

The target host then sends an F0? _RSP to the initiator using one of the small data payload transmit meth-
> ods. Refer to “3.6.8 Small Data Payload Transmit Processes“ on page 47. .
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3.8.13 FCP Write Exchange, In Order Remembly - Target Tachyon

3 For In Order Reassembly mode, frames within a sequence mustarrive in order. For the target Tachyon for
. In Order Remmbly, sequences within the data phase of the same exchange may arrive out of order.

: .To use In Order Reassembly mode:

. The 000 Reassembly Disable bit of the Tachyon Configuration register must be set to one at initializa~
tion. ' .

o Tachyon must be operating in an in order topology, i.e., point-to-point, a closed arbiu-ated loop, a fabric
which supports guaranteed in order delivery (negotiated at FLOGIn), or an open arbitrated loop using a
fabric that sirpportsin order delivery.

0 The SCSI Buffer Length must be a multiple of 4 bytes.

- The target host must clear the BufferOtfset and Buffer Index fields of the Inbound SEST Entry to zero.

The target host must set the Exchange Context bit in the F‘_CTL field of the PC Header to one to indicate

that it is the responder of the exchange. ‘ ‘

Command Phase

The target Tachyon receives an FCP_CMND for a PCP Write from the initiator. if the SCSI Command Auto

ACK bit of the Tachyon Configuration register is set to one, the target Tachyon immeditately returns an
ACK to the initiator, for Class I and Class 2.

If- the SCSI Command Auto ACK bit is cleared to zero, then the target host is responsible for sending the
ACK. The target host selects a valid RXJD value. The RXJD is placed into the ACK header and sent via the
HPCQ. - .

Data Phase

II it has not already done so, the target host selects a valid RX_ID value. Using the RXJD value, the target
host builds the Inbound 5381‘ Entry that points to the SDB. The SDB contains as many buffer addresses as
necessary to receive the data. For In Order Reassembly, the buffer addresses must be on a word-aligned
boundary, the SDB must be aligned on a power of 2 boundary equal to or greater than the SDB length. The
SDB length is the number of entries multiplied by 4 bytes. ' '

 

If the target host has enough buffers and is ready to" receive all of the data from the initiator, then the

DATA_RO field in the F‘CP_XFER_RDY is cleared to zero and the BURS'I‘_LEN field is set to the entire
amount of data for the transfer. This indicates a single data phase transfer.

Before the PCP_XFER'_RDY is sent to the initiator; the target host writes this DATA_RO value in the
Exp_RO field of its Inbound 8881‘ Entry. The target Tachyon uses this value to verify that the receiving
frames are in order. The target Tachyon then sends the FCP_XFER_RDY to the initiator.

if the target host does not have, enough buffers to receive the entire transfer or it does not want all of the
data inunediately, the target Tachyon sends an FCP_XFER_RDY With BURS'I‘_LEN set to less than the total
amount of data. This FCP_XFER_RDY indicates a multiple data phase transfer. The DATA_RO field is set

to the offset of the data block requested. '

The target Tachyon sends the FCP_XPER_RDY(S) with the appropriate RXJD value to the initiator. Refer
to “3.6.8 Small Data Payload Transmit Processes" on page 47. ~
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As each data frame is received, target Tachyon uses the R0 value to determine ifthe frame is in order for
the sequence. If it is not in order, Tachyon passes the frame as a. bad SCSI frame to the host via the SF’SBQ,
invalidates the SCSI table entry by clearing the Inbound SEST Entry to zero, and sends a bad_scsi_frame
completion message to the host indicating that an 000 SCSI frame was received enoneously. Refer to
“3.3.4 SCSI Completion Messages" on page 31. If the host has set the Bad SCSI Auto ACK bit in the Tachyon
Configuration register to one, Tachyon generates an AGK (for Class I and Class 2) for the bad SCSI tr‘arne .
and the host is responsible for the error recovery. If the host has cleared the Bad SCSI Auto ACK bit to zero,
the host is responsible for the ACK as well as for the error recovery. Tachyon manages all subsequent data
frames for that exchange as bad SCSI frames and passes these frames to the host with a
bad_scsi_compleclon message.

If the data frame is in order for the sequence, the target Tachyon checks the RXJD of the data frame to
locate the appropriate Inbound SEST Entry. The Inbound SEST Entry helps 'I‘ach‘yon to detemrine- exactly
where within the buffers the datais to be placed. Tachyon does not examine the TYPE field in the Fibre
Channel Header. j

When the last data frame is received, the target Tachyonsends an i.nbound_scsi_data_completion message
to the target host. The inbound_scsi_data_compledon message informs the target host that all frames for
the SCSI sequence have been received. ‘ ' ‘ ' "

Status Phase.

The target host then sends an PCP _RSP to the initiator using one of the small data payload transmit meth-
ods. Refer to “3.6.8 Small Data Payload Transmit Processes" on page 47.
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3;9 Loop Details '

D . 3.9.1 ' FC-AL Specification Deviations
' Tachyon daes not support the following:

i. LIRP and LILP, the Loop Initialization Sequences that carry a [ZS-byte AL_PA position map. Byte 2 of
the LISA Loop Initialization Identifier is cleared to 0x00 to bypass these sequences.

to
The transmission or reception (in any loop state) of N_Port Primitive Sequences; NOS, OLS, LR, and
LRR. [f Tachyon receives a NOS or OLS after the link is established, it sets the NOS/OLS Received bit in
the Frame Manager Status register to one. Then ’l‘achyon sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion
message to the host if Tachyon is in the OFFLINE, OLD_PORT, or INITIALIZE state.

‘3 The reception of the LPE and LPB Primitive Sequences to Tachyon. Tachyon supports retransmission
of these Primitive Sequences to other devices. To program Tachyon to transmit these Primitive
Sequences, refer to “3. 9. 'll HOST CONTROL State” on page 88.

4:. Open Primitive Signal - selective replicate (OPNyr).. '!i..

5. Maintaining a minimum of six'words for an interfrarne gap. Tachyonreduces the interfrarne gap to a
minimum of two words if its elasticity buffer is approaching an_'error condition which would force re-
initialization of the'loop. _ ' ' .

Tachyon may exceed FGAL specifications for 266 and 531 MBaud data rates. The node delay through
Tachyon may be five and a half words before the delete mechanism in the elasticity buffer attempts to
remove one word. if a one word delay is included for the GLM, then this condition exceeds the six word
specification in PC-AL This condition does not occur for a 1062 MBaud data rate.

3.9.2 Power-On

. - ) At power-on or after a software reset, Tachyon asserts the Lock to Reference signal (a PLM interface signal)‘
‘ .. and holds its receiver in reset to 10 msec. During this time, Tachyon sources [dies from its transmitter.

After l0 msec,Tachyon de-asserts the Lock to Reference signal. The Flame Manager is initialized to the
Offline state.

3.9.3 Online

If Tachyon has acquired synchronization, it forwards valid Ordered Sets that it receives to the transmitter.
[f Tachyon hm not acquired synchronization or receives an invalid Ordered Set, Tachyon sources idles from
the transmitter. ' ’ 
Before the host writes the initialize conunand (instructs Tachyon to go online) to Tachyon, the host should
read the flame Manager Status register to determine if a failure condition (e.g., Laser Fault, Out of Synchro-
nization, or boss of Signal) exists. After the host writes the initialize command, Tachyon waits for any fai|~
the Conditions to clear before attempting to initialize. Any failure conditions which exist prior to the
attempt to initialize are not reported. it is possible for a failure to occurbetween the time the Frame Man—
ager Status register is read and the write required to program Tachyon to initialize.
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3.9.4 Initialization

To perform Loop Initialization, the host sets the appropriate address bits that correspond to the Loop Ini-
tialization phase in which Tachyon wants to acquire an address. Address bits fa, aq, ha, and sa in the Frame
Manager Configuration register correspond to the Loop Initialization phases LIFA, LIPA, LIHA, LISA,
respectively. _ A . . ~ _ '_ .

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

Frame Manager
Configuration Register

.Field Label

fa

Description

 
 

 
  

Loop Initialization Fabric Acquired  
 

Loop Initialization Previously Acquired

- Loop manmonnmwemwms —-

10.

7Lodp Initialization Soft Address

Table 3.12 Loop Initialization Bits

The host should set only one of these bits: aq, ha, or 53 bits. For more lnfonnation about the fa bit, refer to
“3.9. 15 Fabric Operation” on page 90. If the host sets the aq or ha bit, it must also provide a valid AL_PA in
the flame Manager Configuration register since Tachyon attempts to acquire the AL_PA in this register.
For valid AL_PA values, refer to the “PC—AL, Version 4.5, Section 10.4.2, Table 15, p.53”.. If the aq or ha bit is _
set and the AL_PA in the Frame Manager Configuration register is not available in the LIPA or LIHA phase, -
respectively, or the host sets the sa bit, Tachyon attempts to acquire an address in the LISA phase. In this
case,'Tachyon selects the first available bit in the AL_PA bit map which corresponds to the lowest AL_PA
available. When Tachyon acquires an AL_PA, it sets the aq bit and clears the ha and sa bits if they were set.

Tachyon generates a frame_mgr;internrpt completion message to the host At that point, the host can
determine the status of the initialization by reading the Frame Manager Status register. If loop initialization
succeeds, the ifsm and pfsm fields are set to MONITOR and OFFLINE, respectively. (if N_Port initialization

succeeds, the lfsm and pfsm fields are set to OLD_PORT and ACTIVE, respectively.) Also, the Link Up (lup)
bit is set. The host should verify that the Non-Participating bit is cleared to zero, indicating that Tachyon
was successful in acquiring an AL_PA.

The host must also verify the AL_PA acquired during the initialization process. If the host set either the aq
or ha bit and the AL_PA acquired during initialization was not the AL_PA programmed by the host, the host
may use the AL_PA that was acquired anyway, may try again to acquire. the desired AL_PA, or it may enter
the non-participating mode. If the host decides to enter the non-participating mode, the host must force an
initialization sequence (Refer to “FC-AL, Version 4.5, Section 10.1, p. 50").

. Internal Loopback Mode

0 When Tachyon is initialized in internal loopback mode, the Fabric Login Required bit (in the Frame
Manager Status register) may be set to one after initialization completes .

0 An internal loopback test failure may occur if the Receive Byte Clock (RBC) violates GLM RBC specifl- ‘
cations. Use of a loopback hood guarantees that the RBC meets GLM specifications. It is not necessary
to have a GLM present to perform an internal loopback test If R80 is being violated, remove the GLM
before performing the test.
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3.9.5 Loop Situations After Initialization

LIP Not Received 
if a Loop Initialization Primitive (LIP) is not received within two AL_'I‘IMEs after starting initialiration,
Tachyon attempts to initialize a an N_Port (Refer to “FGAL, Version 4.5, Seciton 8.4.3.21, p. 35"). When
this occurs, the loop state (lsfm) in the Frame Manager Status register indicates OLD_POR'I‘.

Initializing After Initialization

If the host attempts to initialize the loop after it has already been initialized, a link down condition occurs.
Tachyon sends a lrame_mgr_interrupt completion message and immediately freezes the OSM so no addi-
tional frames are sent. When the OSM error is cleared, the OSM sends the next queued entry unless the
OCQ was reset.

After the host resets the OCQ and requeues sequences, the OSM can send the sequences. One reason that
the host may decide to reset the OCQ is that once the loop goes down, the device the host was trying to

, access may have acquired a new AL_PA, or the device may have gone offline and another device may have
_::« -, : - - aquired its AL_PA. 'l‘h‘e hostwould then send data to a non-existent device, or to the wrong device. The
‘ PDISC extended link service command can be used to determine if a device has changed without changing

the operating parameters of the device. -

Drive is Hot-Plugged

If the loop is initialized and adn‘ve on the loop is hot-plugged, Tachyon perfonns the following:
i. Tachyon sends a frarne_mgr__interrupt completion message '

‘ 2. If an outbound sequence was in progress, Tachyon sends an outbound_completion message with the

3. Link Down (LD) bit set to one. If a networking (non—SCSI) inbound sequence was in progress, Tachyon
sends an inbound_mfs completion message with the Link Down (LD) bit set to one. If an active

inborurd SCSI sequnce was in progress, Tachyon does not send a completion message indicating the
Link Down condition. ’

 
xi. Tachyon sets the Link Down (ldwn) bit in the Frame Manager Status register to one.
g»

If the drive performs a Loop Initialization (LIP) to acquire an AL'_PA, Tachyon manages the link
(re)initialization (LIP, Loop initialization frames, etc.) transparently. 'I‘achyon then interrupts the host
to indicate that the link is up.

3.9.6 Opening 3 Device

‘ "~ This description assumes a Class 3 exchange between Tachyon (local node) and a remote node.

Tachyon uses full-duplex for OPNs except for open broadcast. When loop access is available, Tachyon arbi-
trates for ownership of the loop. If the host sets the Unfair Access bit in the Tachyon Header Structure,
Tachyon can arbitrate regardless of loop access availability.

After Tachyon wins arbitration, it establishes a loop circuit by sending an OPNyx Primitive Signal. For
OPNyx, ‘y’ is equal to the AL_PA value in the Tachyon Header Structure (referring to the remote node) and
'x' is equal to the AL_PA value in the flame Manager Configuration register (referring to the local node).
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.D Tachyon (Local Node) Remote Node
Loop Credit 0 >

' Available BB_Credit (ABBCr): 0
Empty Receive Buffers: 4
Frames to Transmit: 4

Loop Credit: 0-
Empty Receive Butters: 3

NYXEABBCri iAeecé

Data Frame

Data Frame

Data Frame

- Data Frame
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Figure 3.23 Remote NodeAdvertkee Zero BB_Credit at Login -

All Tachyon—based devices advertise a Loop Credit (indicated in the Tachyon Header Structure) of zero.
Loop Credit is Tachyon's begin BB_Credit. Because Tachyon's advertised Loop Credit is zero, Tachyon
sends one R_RDY for each of its empty receive buffers to enable the remote node to send data frames to
Tachyon. Tachyon has up to {our empty receive buffers and may Send up to four R_RDYs to the remote
node.

Refer to “Figure 3.23 Remote Node Advertises Zero BB_Credit at Login" on page 84. Tachyon has four
empty receive buffers and sends four R_RDYs before sending data frames to the remote node. If the remote '.
node advertises a Loop Credit of zero at Login, then it must send R_RDYs to Tachyon before it receives data
frames from Tachyon.
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‘1 a) Tachyon (Local Node) Remote Node
Loop Credit13 Loop Credit :0 ‘ . - -
Available 895mm (ABBCr): o ‘ v - . ' Empty Receive Buffers: 3‘
Empty Receive Buffers: 4
Frames to Transmit: 4

2 3:3.- - , OK to send-frames since

(Loop Credit - frames_sent) ; 0 ’ frames_sent = l

_ frames_sent = 2

trames_sent = 3

Receive R_RDYs and discard - frames_sent = 2
them until frames _sent = 0 ' ‘

frames_sent = 1

I frames_se_nt = .0

f) p This R_RDYincrementsABBCr i

 
Figure 3.2/4 Remote Node Advertises Non-Zero BB_Credit at Login

If the remote node advertises a Loop Credit greater than zero, then it guarantees that it has empty receive
buffets equal to its Login BB_Credit. Tachyon can'send data frames to the remote node equal to the remote
node's Login BB_Credit, without waiting for an R_RDY from that remote node. After Tachyon sends the
data frames. it waits for'the remote node to return that number of R_'RDYs. Tachyon discards the Login
BB_Credit worth of R_RDYs from the remote node, and does not transmit more than Login BB;Credit
frames until an R~RDY, in addition to those discarded R_RDYs, is received from the remote node.

Refer to “figure 3.24 Remote Node Advertises Non-Zero BB_Creditat Login“ on page 85. When the loop Cir?
cuit is established and the remote node advertises a Loop Credit of three, Tachyon can immediately send
three data frames to the remote node. To send additional frames, Tachyon first needs to receive three

R_RDYs from the remote node, which correspond to the three frames that Tachyon sent These frames are
discarded by Tachyon. Then the remote node sends another R_RDY so that Tachyon can send an additional
frame.
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After Tachyon sends the last frame of the last‘sequence, it transmits a ClS Primitive Signal and transitions
to the XMI'l'l‘ED CLOSE state. Optionally, if the CL bit in the Tachyon Header Structure is set and no more

g; data is immediame available to send to the remote node, Tachyon transmits a. 01.8 and transitions to the
XMl'l'l‘ED CLOSE state after each frame. .

[f the host attempts to openfla device and the OPNbecomes corrupted, itis possible for the host to receive
its own data: Tachyon sends this data'to~ its host as either a SFS or MFS. The host should alvivays check the
D~_[D to verify the frame is meant for itself. If it discovers that the D_lD is meant for another device, it
should check the S:1D to verify it did not the transmit the frame. [fit verifies that it sent the frame, then the
OPN may have been corrupted. The host should re-ser'id thetsequence.

3.9.7 Open Broadcast Replicate Support

Open Broadcast Replicate Transmission

For transmitting L_Port open broadcast replicate frames to all devices using the Open Primitive Signal -
broadcast replicate (OPNfr), the following procedure is used: '

~. ,. - 5 ~‘1‘. Set the AL_PA in the Tachyon Header Structure to OxFF.

2 Use sona. '

3. set the LCr field in the Tachyon Header Structure greater than or equal to one. '-
4

Send single frame sequences. Though not recommended, the host may send muldframe sequences. [1'
the host sends a multiframe sequence, the LCr must have enough credit to send the entire MFS. Credit

is not returned from the remote receiving the MFS replicate. Therefore, if LCr is set to less than the
number of frames that Tachyon wants to send, a BB_Credit Time-out error occurs.

, Open Broadcast heplicate Reception

The Frame Manager reads the AL_PA of the incoming frame. If the AL_PAs is set to Dxff, then the flame
Manager accepts the open broadcast frame and forwards it to the Inbound Data FIFO. Also, the Frame
Manager forwards-on the open broadcast frame on the link.

3.9.8 Open Selective Replicate (Multicast)

Tachyon does not support Open Selective Replicate (OPNyr) since this requires that the AL_PA is set to a

value other than OxFF and requires multiple OPNyr(s) per sequence. 
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3.9.9 TRANSFER (XFER) State

When Tachyon's ACK FIT-‘0 is full, Tachyonarbiu-ates unfairly and uses the TRANSFER (XFER) state. This
is the only case that Tachyon uses the XF’ER state. The XFER state allows Tachyon to perform multiple
OPN/CLS sequences in one ARB tendency.

3.9.10 _ OPENED State

In the MONITORING state, when Tachyon receives an OPN Primitive Signal addressed to its AL_PA, it tran~
sitions to the OPENED state. If Tachyon's Inbound flame FIFO ls full, Tachyon immediately sends a CIS
and transitions to the XMI’I‘I‘ED_CLOSE state without sending R_RDYs to the L_POR’I‘ that is attempting to
open Tachyon. ' .

If the Inbound Data FIFO is not full when Tachyon enters the OPENED state, Tachyon sends a number of
R_RDYs equal to the number of emptyinbound receive buffers available. If the remote node opens Tachyon
half-duplex,-’I‘achyon receives frames and only transmits Link Control frames If the remote node opens
Tachyon full-duplex, Tachyon receives frames and transmits both Link Control and data frames. Tachyon
transmits data frames only if data frames are available (at the head of the Outbound flame FIFO) for the
port that opened it. Tachyon assumes that the L_Port that established the Loop circuit will initiate the CLS.

- When Tachyon receives‘a CLS, Tachyon transitions to the RECEIVED_CLOSE state. In the
RECEIVED_CLOSE state, ’I‘achyon sends all of thegframes that are destined for the other L_Port. Tachyon
sends frames until BB_Credit is exhausted. When BB_Credit is exhausted or there are'no more frames to
send, Tachyon forwards the CLS and then transitions to the MONITORING state.

PTI 172525
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3.9.11 nosr CONTROL State ‘ ' '

The host uses the Host Control commandin the flame Manager Status register to support transmission of a
Directed Reset, LPE, and LPB.

. Directed Reset Generation
I.

The host writes the Frame Manager Primitive register with a LIP having the correct values for

characters three and four. In the Frame Manager Control register, the host sets the Primitive Sequence
bit and the Send Prim_Reg bit

The Frame Manager detects the Host Control command in the INITIALIZING, OPEN_INI’I‘, or
MONITORING state. If the Frame Manager was in the MONITORING state, the Frame Manager
arbitrates and gains ownership of the loop regardless of fairness prior to transitioning to the
HOST_CONTROL state. In the INITIALIZING or OPEN_[NI'I‘ state, the Frame Manager transitions ,
directly to the HOST_CONTROL state. In either case, the Eiame Manager clears the Host Control

command on entry, sends at least 12 occurrences of the primitive in the Frame Manager Primitive

register, clears the Send Prim_Reg bit, and sends a frame_mgr__interrupt completion message to the- host

The Frame Manager continues to send the primitive until it detects the Lil"in the Frame Manager
Primitive reg'ster. When the I-h'ame Manager detects the LIP, it sends a frame_mgi‘Jnterrupt
completion message to the host.

The host writes the Initialize command to the Frame Manager. The Fr'arne Manager exits the
HOST_CONTROL state. If the. Frame Manager receives a LIP other than the one transmitted in the
Frame Manager Primitive register, the Frame Manager sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion
message to the host and sets the Lle bit in the Frame Manager Status register. A Lle is a LIP

indicating a. loop failure; LIPCFB, ALPS) or LIP(F8,FI). When the I'h‘ame Manager receives a LIP other
than the one transmitted in the Frame Manager Primitive register, it is the host's responsibility to '
determine how long to transmit the directed reset.

LPE/LPB Generation

1.

IND

88

The host programs the Frame Manager Primitive register with the LPE/LPB to send. In the Frame

Manager Control register, the host sets the Primitive Sequence bit, sets the Send Prim_Reg bit, and
programs the Host Control command.

The flame Manager detects the Host Control command in the MONITORING, INITIALIZING, or
OPEN_INIT state. If the fiame Manager was in the MONITORING state, the Frame Manager transitions
to the ARBITRATING state and wins ownership of the loop regardless of fairness The flame Manager
enters the HOST_CONTROL state, clears the Host Control command, transmits at least 12 occurrences

of the primitive in the flame Manager Primitive register, clears the Send Prim_Reg bit and sends a
frame_mgr_intermpt completion message to the host. .

The Frame Manager continues to send the primitive until it receives the LPE/LPB'back. The Frame
Manager then sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host. If the flame Manager
receives a LIP, the Frame Manager generates an additional frame_mgr_interrupt completion message
and sets the Lle bit in the Frame Manager Status register. In this way, Tachyon notifies the host that it
has received a LIP, but Tachyon, itself, does not respond to the LIP.

The host then writes the Exit Host Control command to the Frame Manager Control register provided it
has not received a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message due to a LIP. [I the host received a

frame_mgr_interrupt completion message due to a LIP, the host writes the Initialize command The
Frame Manager detects the Exit Host Control or Initialize command and erdts the HOST_OONTROL
state.
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3.9.12 - Programming the Frame Manager OFFLINE

[f'l‘achyon is on a loop and the host programs the Offline command in the Frame Manager Control register,

.. 3 the loop may go into an unknown state because the host cannot control the exact time that Tachyon actu-ally goes OFFLINE

To'talte Tachyon OFFLINE (non-participating) on a‘loop, perform'the following:
1. In the Frame Manager Configuration register, clear the fa, pa, ha, and sa bits to zero.

2. In the Frame Manager Control register, program the Initialize command. ‘
3. In the Frame Manager Control register, program the Offline command.

,When none of the fa, pa, ha, and sa bits in the Frame Manager Configuration register are set, initialization
behaves normally, but when it completes, Tachyon is in the non-participating state. The non-participating
bit in the Frame Manager Status register is set In addition, if no errors occur during initialization and if
loop initialization succeeds, the lfsm and pfsm fields in the Frame Manager Status register are set to MONI-
TOR and OFFLINE, respectively. Ifno errors occur during initialization and if'N__Port initialization suc—
ceeds, the lfsm and pfsm fields are set to OLD_POR’I‘ and ACTIVE, respectively. '

If the host has initialized on the loop, it should not program the Offline command to Tachyon. Instead,_if it
‘ “-4.“ ' ' doe'snot wish to participate in the loop, it should relinquish its AL_PA by re-initializin'g in non-participating

mode. After non-participating mode is established, the Offline command may be programmed. The only '
exception is inintemal and external loopback mode. The host should only use these modes immediately
after a reset, or after a laser fault error occurs. '

3.9.13 Programming the Frame Manager OFFLINE if In LOOP_FAIL State I

If the Frame Manager is configured for loop and is in the LOOP FAIL state, writing the Offline command to
the flame Manager Control register does not force the Fiame Manager offline.

Workaround to Force Frame Manager Offline

Read the Frame Manager Status register. If the Loop State Machine (lsfm) is in the LOOP;FAIL state
(Ode), then perform the following steps to force the Frame'Manager into the OFFLINE state:

I. In the Frame Manager Control rep’ster, program the Host Control command to force the Frame
Manager into the HOST_CONTROL state.

 

2. In the Frame Manager Control register, program the Offline command to force the Frame Manager into
the OFFLINE state.

43.9.14 Determining the Link State .of Tachyon

Because both the Link Up (Iup) and Link Down (ldwn) bits in the Frame Manager Status register can be set
at the same time, the recommended method for determining the link's state is to test the Loop State

Machine (lfsm) and Port State Machine (pfsm) bits in the Frame Manager Status register as follows.

I. If bit 7 of the Frame Manager Status register is cleared to zero, then the link is up.

2. If the four low order bits (bits 3.. 0) are set to OxF, then Point-to-Point is active.
3. If bit 7 in “I." above is set to one or the low order bits in “2." above are not set to OxF, then the lirik is

down. -
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3.9.15 ' Fabric Operation

Port ID Values 
During normal loop operation, the host must determine if the destination N_Port is on the local loop or on .
the other side of an ~FL_Pon. To determine whether the destination NJ’ort is on the local loop, the host
compares theupper 16 bits of the destination's N_Port [D with the upper 16 bits of its own N_Port ID. if
they match, then the destination N_Port is on the local loop and the host will set the ALJ’A value in the
Tachyon Header Structure to equal the destinations N__Port [1). If the N_Port IDs do not match, then the
destination N_Port is not on the local loop, so the host clears the AL_PA value to zero. ‘

Fabric Login

When the host performs Fabric Login (FLOOD it must first set the Don’t Close Loop bit in the Frame Man-
ager Control register to one and then queue a FLOGl sequence to the OCQ. Setting the Don't Close Loop bit
causes the flame Manager not to close the loop after sending the FLOGI sequence. When the host receives
the FLOGl Response (ACC) sequence, it must check the'assigned Port identifier to determine if the Fabric
has changed the AL_FA value.~ . . . . . ' .

When performing Fabric Login, the Fabric may assign the port a different ALJ’A value than the one it
acquired during Loop Initialimtion. lfthis occurs, two ports could have the same AL_PA value. .‘ To prevent
duplicate AL_PA values, this port must Login with the Fabric without terminating the Loop Circuit. [f the
AL_PA value is changed, the port must transition to the IN'l'lALlZATlON state without terminating the Loop
Circuit (i.e., don't give the other port with the same AL_PA a. chance to establish a Loop Circuit and send
frames). ‘

' ~ if the Fabric has not changed the AL_PA value, then the host must do the following
i. In the Frame Manager Configuration register, set the fa and aq bits to one and clear the ha and sa bits tozero.

D g - 2. in the Frame Manager Control register, set the cl bit to one and clear the Don't Close Loop bit to zero.
if the Fabric has changed the AL_PA value, then the host must do the following:

i. in the Frame Manager Configuration register, set the fa and aq bits to one and clear the ha and sa bits to _
zero. . _

in the Frame Manager Configuration register, write the Fabric assigned AL_PA value to the AL_PAfield '

in the Frame Manager Control register, clear the Don't Close Loop bit to zero.
in the Frame Manager Control register, program the Initialize command. This causes the Barrie

Manager to transition to the lN'l'lALlZA’l‘ION state and start the Loop Initialimfion process.

.N

1“.“

u the host knows that no Fabri‘clsconnected to this loop, and the host wishes to act as the mac, it'should'
do the following: ' ' ‘ r -

l. in theFrame Manager Configuration register, set the rf, fa, aq, if, and 11' bits to one.
2. in the Frame Manager Control register, program the Initialize command.

Tachyon becomes Loop Master and causes all ports to re-acquire their address and login with the Fabric.
When Loop Initialization completes, other devices can perform FlDGl with this port

At the end of lN'l‘lALlZA'l'lON, the Frame Manager does not reset the Login Required (lr) bit in the Frame 1
Manager Configuration register. The host should reset the Ir bit immediately after receiving the

frame_mgr_intermpt completion message.

[I a Fabric is present and the host programs the Initialize as Fabric (if) bit in the flame Manager Configura-
tion register, loop operation will be unpredictable.
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3.9.16 Loop Operation While Impersonating 9. Fabric

Tachyon may want to initialize as 3 Fabric (impersonate 3 Fabric) if it wants to build an N_Port capable of
responding to server addresses (e.g., Name Server, Time Server, etc).

a [f 3. Fabric exists on the loop,'Tachyon should not initialize as a. Fabric. Only one Fabric (the Fabric with
the higher priority, i.e., the Fabric with the lower World Wide Narne) becomes Loop Master during Loop Ini-
tialization. if the host programs Tachyon with Initialize as Fabric and Tachyon has a lower World Wide
Name, then Tachyon becomes the Loop Master instead of the “real" Fabric. Then, during Loop Initializi-
u'on, if Tachyon sees that another Fabric is on the loop and assumes that this Fabric is a "real“ Fabric,
Tachyon gives up being Loop Master. When this occurs, no Loop Master eidsts and Loop Initialization does
not complete. .
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3. 10 TCP/UDP Hardware Assists

'the host from most or all of the following tasks:

‘ l. Checksum calculation for outbound networking data
2. Cheeksum calculation for inbound networking data

' 3. Splitting of inbound networking header and data into separate buffers in host memory

3 , Tachyon provides TOP/UDP hardware asa'sts to enhance networking performance. These assists offload

‘ 3.10.1 Checksumming

' Tachyon provides varying degrees of hardware assistance for both TCP and UDP checksumming for both
outbound and inbound sequences. For outbound sequences, Tachyon, with assistance from the host, calcu-
lates an exact checksum and inserts it at the proper place in the sequence. For inbound sequences,

.Tachyon calculates a total sum of all of the payload for non-SCSl sequences. To arrive at the true packet
checksum, the host must subtract from the total checksum any network headers that should not have been
included in the total checksum. Tachyon does not include the Tachyon Header Structure in the checksumcalculation. . ' ' ’

‘ ' 'Tachyon' does not support checksumming across I? fragments.

. 3.10.2 .Outbound ChecksumRequir-ements

Tachyon supports both header and trailer checksums. To perform a header checksum, the host must use a
j Fibre Channel feature called Random Relative Offset (RRO). Not all Fibre Channel nodes‘may support ‘

RRO, and only sequences destined for nodes who do support RRO can use header checksum assists.

7 If the remote node does not support RRO, it may support trailers. This capability is negotiated at the TCP
level. if the node does not support trailers or RRO, the host cannot take advantage of hardware checksum

_ assists and the host must calculate the checksum in software. UDP does not use trailers; therefore, com-
- plete reliance on trailers using applications such as NFS have poor performance unless RRO is used. 

‘ Tachyon allows outbound header checksum assists only on sequences-that are a multiple of four bytes in
.1 length. [n this mode the host cannot use the Pill bytes in the F_CTL field in the Tachyon Header Structure.
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Tachyon
Header Structure

Reserved A f.

SOF EOFAL_PA

R_CTL 0_ID

VC_ID S_ID

Type F__CTL

Seq_lD Seq_Cnt

' OX_l_D RX_|D

' 4; Optional r14
'7" Portion ’T’

.J

iSquo D_ID

Tot_Len

CNTL RX_IO

Cs_lns Cs__Seed

Trans_lD

Hdr_Addr

Frame Hdr_le

EDB_Addr_

Butter Address '

E m F BuLLe -

Butter Address

E HG But_Len

Butter Address

E H F But_Len

Butter Address

E H F But Len .

4. Additional 4.

'H' bit set
to one

3. Architectural Dem];

Data Buffers

 

Butter Address

E H F BtiLLen

Figure 3.25 Outbound Checksum Requirements

 
‘ Outbound Header Checksum Requirements

 ’ To use header checksum hardware assists, the host sets the Initial Relative Offset (R0) field in the Tachyon

‘ Header Structure to point to the first user data buffer. The address of the first AIL pair must point to the
beginning of the network header (NWH). If all of the NWH does not fit into one data buffer, the host may
use the address of a second AIL pair to point tothe remaining portion of the NWH. in this case, the host
must set the H bit in the first AIL pair. if all of the NWH fits in one data buffer, then the" host only uses one

' AIL pair and doesnot set H. in this case, the second AIL pair points to the first data location. The host may
not use more than two AIL pairs to point to the NWH.

. The host must also computea seed value that is placed in the ODB for this sequence. This seed value is the
checksum of any part of the Network Header that needs to be checkmmmed. When outbound header
checksumming is enabled, the Tot__Len field in the 003 must equal the sum of the optional headers and all
of the AIL pairs in the EDB, including the AIL pair with the END bit set. The END bit must be set on the last

>AILpair.

Tachyon saves the NetworkHeader AIL pair(s) and processes the data to be sent. Tachyon calculates a run-
ning checksum value as it sends the data. Tachyon inserts the calculated checksum into the network
header, resets the R0 field within the Tachyon Header Structure to zero, and sends this network header out
,as the last frame.‘

1' If the entire sequence fits within one frame, the host should not use TCP/UDP checksumming assists.
Tachyon sends the sequence correctly, but performance may suffer since the sequence is broken into two
frames.
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Outbound Trailer Checksum‘ Requirements

,— _. When the host uses trailer checksurruning, it must ensure that header frames are separated from data

3 frames to allow the remote node to split the two. To do this, the host uses the F bit in the AIL pair to
instruct Tachyon to send the datam the current AIL pair as a frame by itself and to start a new frame for the

next AIL pair. When the host sets the F bit to one in the last AIL pair that points to the NW, the host forces
Tachyon to place the entire NWHinthe first frame of the sequence and then to start a new frame for the net-
work data. 'l‘he remote node can then assume that the first frameis the header and that the data:5 in the
second frame and perform a simple split

The host should clear the CS_iNS field'in the 008 to zero even though Tachyon ignores this value during a
trailer checksum insertion. Tachyon reads down the sequence from host memory, and replaces the last two
bytes of the sequence with the trailer checksum. Tachyon'recognizes that if the Tot_i,en field is an odd
value, the last two bytes are on an odd byte boundary. In this case, Tachyon swaps the bytes of the check’
sum before the insertion to force proper alibrment of the result. The seed value supplied by the host in the
CS_Seed field of the 008 should not include the overwritten bytes or the [fill bytes.

Since Tachyon sums the entire sequence '(except for the FC header), the host must calculate a seed value
that subtracts out the checksum for any network headers that are not to bechecltsummed. The host places
this :seed value in the ODB CS_'Seed field for Tachyon- to add into the rurming sum;

 

If the host uses the Relative Offset (R0 Present bit set in F_CTL), the 120 field in the Tachyon Header Struc-

ture must be cleared to zero when using trailer checksumming.

.3. 10.3 Header/Data Splitting

Tachyon supports two different modes for header/data splitting depending upon whether the network
header arrives as the first frame or not. The following discussion assumes that the host has established
inbound buffers for Tachyon that are aligned on page boundaries.

:In Order Reception 
When the sequence reception is in order, Tachyon assumes that the first frame contains the NEW. Tachyon
places the first frame into its own buffer and starts the second frame on a new page-aligned buffer.
:Tachyon does not guarantee that the data begins at the second frame. The host determines this by scaruring
the received header to determine if the split was correct. if the split was not correct, the host must copy. the

'data to properly align it for delivery to the user.

.The Tachyon‘splitting state machines are disabled when the following conditions occur.
' l. Tachyon detects that the sequence is neither an [F packet (TYPE field is 5 = 38802-2 LIE/SNAP) nor of

the type specified in the split_type field of the Tachyon Configuration register.
-2. Tachyon detects that the sequence is 000 before the split occurs.

Out 0! Order Reception

When the sequence is transmitted using the RC method, as in header checksmnming, the NEW arrives out '
of order with the network data. When the first frame arrives with the Relative Offset (R0) non-zero,

i’l‘achyon assumes the header checksum mode is being used and places the arriving data into the page-
aligned buffers When the header arrives, its R0 is not in order. Tachyon changes modes to the 000 mode
and generates one completion for the dataportion and a separate completion for the header At this point,
Tachyon has split and page-aligned the data. The host must realize that the header completion. follows the
3data and must process it accordingly. The host must check the split and offset fieldsin the outbound com-
pletion message for the data portion of the sequence for information about the out of order split.
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3.11 Network Management Features. ‘fit

D Tachyon is designed to operate in the lntemet—standard MlB-ll enVironment it is assumed that the objects
‘~ defined by MIB—Il are to be maintained by the host driver software. However, the driver does not have visi-

bility to a small subset of MIB_-ll objects in the Interface group, and hence must periodically query Tachyon
'in order to collect theSe data. This section describes how some of the Tachyon and fiame Manager regis '
ters can be used to track MIB-ll Interface object data.

Below are the MlB-ll objects in the Interface group for which Tachyon registers may be used to collect net-
work management statistics:

m--
ifSpeed Frame Manager Status PARJD

 

 
  

   

 

Description ' These two bits can be used to detrmnine the link
speeds as follow:

m Link Speed
266 Mbaud

531 Miami

1062 Mbaud‘ ‘ '

ifOperStatus Tachyon. Status regis--Chip error and reset status.ter '

Frame Manager Status link status, int These fields describe van'ous status of the '
a register status, port state Frame Manager.

ifln

 

  

  

 

  
 

 

 

 
 

   
   

 

   

  

 
 bad—Cm (frames) discarded due to any error.

proto_err

Frame Manager Link rxd_EOFa, These values can be added together to deter-

” Error Status #2 register génjopflv mine the total number of inbound packets

Table 3.13 Network Management MIB [1 Objects 
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4. Initialization and Configuration

This section describes how to estimate the host memory requirements for Tachyon and perform the neces-
sary steps to initialize Tachyon

Also includedIn this section is a Tachyon configuration example, testing Tachyon functionality procedure
loopback mode information, and login parameters ‘

4.1 Estimate Memory Requirements

By adding together the host memory requirements and additional dynamic memory requirements, the total
host memory requirements can be estimated. Practical memory usage is between 40 Kbytes and 2 Mbytes,
depending on the application. The minimum memory configuration is approximately 33 Kbytes If 8081'Is
used, but networking is not, then the minimum memory configuration is approximately 17 Kbytes. Mini-
mum memory configurations are not reconunended, however, because memory usage for Tachyon changes

‘ dynamically depending on the number of active transactions and the number of buffers they require.

~4.1.1 Static Memory Requirements

The minimum amount of host memory required forTachyon can be estimated by adding the following- calculations.

Static memoryrequirement =

((Number of OCQ entries ‘ 32 bytes) +

(Number of HPCQ entries “ 32 bytes) +

(Number of IMQ entries ‘ 32 bytes) 4-

(Number of MFSBQ entries ‘ 32 bytes) +

(Maximum number of active MFSBQ entries ‘ MFS Buffer Length ‘ 8 bytes) +

(Number of SFSBQ entries ‘ 32 bytes) + ‘

(Maximum number of active SF‘SBQ entries ‘ SF‘S buffer length “ 8 bytes) +

(Number of 8881‘ entries " 32 bytes) 4» '

(Number of index address registers ‘ 32 bytes))
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4.1.2 Dynamic Memory Requirements

Assumptions about dynamic memory requirements.

All 000 and all HPCQ entries can be used at any time

Average data transfer lengths include the header
The HPCQ'l8 used only forerror recovery
All buffers are used for Inbound SEST Entries

The number of expected EDB A/L pairs must be multiples of four pairs
The SDB 000 Reassembly mode is used for the SEST entries

9399997."
The amount of additional dynamic memory the host must provide at any time can be estimated by adding
the following calculations.

Dynamic memory requirement =

((Maximum number (zero-based) of 000 entries ‘ average data transfer length in bytes) 4-

(Maximum number (zero-based) of HPCQ entries‘ average error recovery transfer lengthin bytes) 4»
-‘ - , -‘ ' ’ " (Maximum number of expected active inbound SESI‘ entries:‘ 64 bytes ‘ buffer length) +

1 I ' (Maximum number of expected active outbound SES'I‘ entries‘ average data transfer lengthin bytes) 4-
I (Maximum number of expected active inbound SESI‘ entries) +

((Maximum number (zero-based) of OCQ enu'ies 4» Maximum number of expected outbound SES’l‘
entries) ‘ number of expected BDB AIL pairs “ 32 bytes) 4»

‘ (Number of additional SPSBQ entries ‘ SFS buffer length) 4»

' (Number of additional Ml'SBQ entries ‘ MFS buffer length»
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4.2 Initialize Tachybn

‘3 D The following steps are required to initialize Tachyon. These steps are described”in further detailin the
subsequent sections. .

l. Program the Tachyon Configuration register. If parityIS used, this shouldbe the first register
programmed to ensure that parity functions properly.

2 Build the host-based and SCSl data structures and inform Tachyon where they are located. These
include:

a [MQ

b. 000

. HPCQ

MFSBQ

SFSBQ
SES’I‘

: 3. ‘ initialize the Frame Manager.

599-0

4.3 Program the 'TachyOn Configuration Register

Before Tachyon can start processing Fibre Channel requests, Tachyon must be configured for the correct
operating modes. The host does this by writing to the Tachyon Configuration register.

Tachyon Configuration register identifies:

l. The optional performance features that are supported by the host.
. 2. The characteristics of the link to' the Fibre Channel that TachyonIS connected. '

3. The operational functions within Tachyon to disable {or the purpose of debugging.
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4.4 “Build Data Structures

D The length of the hostvbased data structures must be a power of 2 and must be aligned on sizeof (data struc-
‘ ture) boundaries If the data structures are not built with proper values, or on proper boundaries, or with

. sufficientspace,Tachyon does not function properly. .
The host must write two parameters for each of the queues and the SEST to the proper Tachyon queue reg-
ister. These two parameters are (l) the base address of the queue and (2) the length of the queue where
length is the (zero-basesd) number of queue entries. When the SEST is defined, each entry should be
cleared to zero so Tachyon can determine when an' invalid entry is being accessed.

Tachyon requires that one entry in each of the queues is always empty. Therefore, all queues must have
minimum length' of two entries, except for the lMQ. The minimum number of entriesin the IMQ'is four.

The suggested size of the [MQIS at least twice the size of the other queues because Tachyon uses this queue
to send completion messages to the host.

if the SFSBQ or MFSBQ length is two entries, memory can be allocated for the first entry. As soon as
, . . Tachyon reads the entry, it sends a sis or mfs_buf_warn completion mewage to the host. Then, memory is

“:2; g; .—, _. allocated for the nextiqueue entry and theproducer index is updated. Tachyon prefetches the. pointers. , .
- ' Tachyon continues to use all the buffers in the first queue entry. As soon as Tachyon starts to use the last

queue entry‘s buffers, it issues a buffer warning completion message. At this time, the host should either

process the buffers of the queue'sfirst entry or allocate additional memory for the buffers of the queue's ~
first entry, and then write the producer index register. This process is repeated each time Tachyon sends a
buffer warning completion message. If this process is used, the host must be able to supply buffers to
Tachyon before ED_TOV expires.

3 . if the SF‘SBQ and MFSBQ length is more than two entries, memory usage can be reduced by not allocating

" . . memory for unused entries until the first queue entry isfilled. Then the first queue entry can be emptied
and its memory allocated for the next unused queue entry. Tachyon’s indexes can be updated until the
queues empty again, and the procedure repeated. The host must be able to supply buffers to Tachyon
before ED_TOV expires.

 Tachyon does not generate a buffer waming completion message for an empty Icondition‘until the host has '
written to the inbound buffer queue producer index at least once. This prevents an interrupt from being

generated after a reset and before initialization is complete.

For Tachyon to operate properly after reset, the host must allocate buffers to receive data from Tachyon

(for SFS, MF‘S, and SCSI frames). For each inbound buffer queue (SFSBQ and MFSBQ) entry, the host pro-
vides multiples of eight empty buffers and writes the eight buffer addresses in the entry. The host then

updates the producer index register with the index of the next empty entry (after the last prepared entry).

The two outbound command queues (OCQ and HPCQ) have producer indicies to indicate to Tachyon the
locationin the queue of a sequence that has been posted for transmission.

The iMQ'rs assumed to be fully initialized when the host writes the [MQ Producer Index Address register
. Once the host writes to this register, Tachyon owns the queue entries defined by these values and can start

:3” sending completion messages to the host to process. The host writable register for this queue is the con-
sumer index. The host uses the consumer index to return ownership of processed IMQ entries to Tachyon.

 
‘ Also, the host must allocate three 4—byte words of host. memory to Tachyon for writing host copies of the

' current values ofTachyon's producer and consumer indexes The memory addresses of these locations are
written to Tachyon'5 three index address registers (OOQ Consumer Index,HPCQ Consumer index, and IMQ
Producer index address registers). These registers should be wntten only after the queues' base, length,
and buffer length registers have been configured, because writing a queue's index address register is
Tachyon's signal to process the queue's base, length, and index registers.

PTl 172537
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The producer index registers for the SI-SBQ and the MFSBQ must be the last registers written. As soon as
these registers are written, Tachyon processes the first queue entry. At initialization, Tachyon resets this

" producer index value to zero. The inbound buffer queues (SFSBQ and MFSBQ) do not have host-based
j indexes because the completion messages indicate which buffers have been consumed However, if the

host needs these values they are availablein Tachyon's readable SFSBQ Consumer Index and MFS Con-

sumer Indexregisters- - ~-

Tachyon uses buffer length registers to indicate thelength,in bytes, of SFS, MFS, and SCSI receive buffers.
These buffer length registers determine the size of the buffer that gets assigned to each buffer entry. For
the SFS and MFS buffer length registers, the buffer size must be a power of two.

The buffer length for SCSI depends upon the SDB Buffer Address Mode bit in the Tachyon Configuration

register If the SDB Buffer Address Modeis cleared, then the buffer size must be a power of two. If this bit
is set, the buffer size must be a multiple of {our bytes.

Values for the queues and buffer registers must be chosen carefully because most values can be set only at

initialization. The only registers that can be modified after initialization are the host-owned OCQ, HPCQ,
SFSBQ, MFSBQ Producer Index registers and the [MO Consumer Index register.

 

PTI 172538
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4.5 Initialize the Frame Manager

The Frame Manager responds to a reset by initializing all of its registers to their default values. The Frame
Manager state machines are initialized to an offline state and the input data stream is directly connected to
the output data stream to act as an electrical bypass of this node.

To start Tachyon operation, the host must configure the Frame Manager. To do this, the host performs the
following:

1. Initializes Tachyon registers. .

2. Writes the following fields in the Frame Manager‘Configuration register.

a. The host sets the AL_PA value to any pre-defined value that it chooses. Valid AL_PA values are

defmed in the FC_AL Specification. lfthe host does not care about the value of its loop address or
if the host has set the N_Port bit, the host should clear this field to zero.

b. The BB_Credit field is cleared to zero after reset and should be set to one by the host for N_Port
initialization. Tachyon ignores this value for loop or loop initialization and uses a value of zero.

[fa loopback testis needed, refer to “4.8 Loopback Mode" on page 108. ' p
‘ d.‘ [f Tachyon is to participate on a connected arbitrated loop, one of the arbitrated loop address -. '

options must be selected to indicate whether the Frame Manager should try to get a p’re-defined

address or just take what it can get during loop initialization. li'no pie-defined address is needed,
the Soft Address (sa) bit should be set. lithe host wants to be non-participating on the loop, all
four of the address bits (Soft Address, Hard Address, Previously Acquired, and Fabric Acquired)
must be cleared to zero.

e. If the N_Port bit is set, the arbitrated loop parameters are not used. .If the host knows that it is
connected to a fabric, it can set the N-Port bit to keep Tachyon from attempting arbitrated loop
initialization. This prevents performance degradation. Degradation occurs by constantly
arbitraiing and opening the loop to transfer data when only two ports are present.

IP

3. Writes the unique address associated with this node to the Frame Manager World Wide Name (Hi and
Lo) registers. This mlue is only used during loop initialization. [f'the host has set the N_Port bit in the
hame Manager Configuration register, it is not necessary to write these registers. '

4. Optionally writes to the Frame Manager R’l‘_TOV/AL_TIME & ED_’I‘OV register. If the default values in
this register are not acceptable, they must'be initialized to the desired values.

The [flame Manager uses the Frame Manager KT_TOV/AL_TIME & ED_TOV register for the Receiver
'l‘ransmitter'lime Out Value (R'l‘_TOV) or Arbitrated Loop Time Out Value (AL_TlME). RTJ‘OV is used
for Point-to-Point Initialization and AL_TIME is used for Loop Initialization. RT_'I‘0V should be pro-
granuned to 100 milliseconds (ms) and AL__TIME should be programmed to 15 ms.

if the host does not know its topology before initialization, the Frame Manager RT_TOV/AL_TIME & .
ED_TOV register must be programmed for [5 ms for loop initialization. After the host determines that
no loop exists, the Rl'_TOV/AL_TIME value should be changed to 100 ms.

" " Follow these steps to use the Frame Manager RT_TOV/AL_TIME & ED_'[‘OV register.

a. The host initializes the RT_TOV/AL_TIME register to 15 ms.

b. The host instructs the flame Manager to go online. instruct the Frame Manager to go online by

_ writing the Initialize Command in the Frame Manager Control register (Set bits 2.0 to 110).

c. The host begins a timer for at least 40 ms. .

d. [f the host receives a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message before the 40 ms timer expires and

the heme Manager Status register indicates Link Up, ensure that the Frame Manager has initialized

as a loop port. The Frame Manager Status register hoop State Machine bits should not indicate
or. P . ~

D CRT PTI 172539
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e. u the host receives a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message before the 30 ms timer expires and
‘ the flame Manager Stains registerindicates Link Up, and the Frame Manager has initialized as a
:) N_Port, reinitialize Frame Manager as described in step 1'. The Loop State Machine bits in the

Frame Manager Status register should indicate OLD PORT.

. f. If the 30 ms timer expires, the host should read the Loop State Machine bits in the Frame Manager
Status register. it the the Loop State Machine bits indicate OLD PORT state, take time Manager
offline and change the R'l‘_'l‘0V/AL_TIME value to 100 ms. Also, set the N_Port bit in the Frame

Manager Configuration register and take me Fiame Manager online again. 3';
g. If the 30 ms timer expires, the host should read the Loop State Machine bits in the Frame Manager

Status register. If the Loop State Machine bits indicate [NITIALIZE, then no cable is attached and
steps ‘c' tlu'ough ‘g' should be followed again. .

5. Lastly, the host must write to the fiame Manager Control register with the Initialize command set. This
forces Tachyon to start the proper (loop or N_Pon) initialization.

When Tachyon completes initialization, it generates a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message. At that
point, the host can determine the status of the initialization by reading the Frame Manager Status reg‘ster.
If loop initialization succeeds, the lfsm, and pfsm fieldsare set to MONITOR and OFFLINE, respectively. - If
N_Pon initialization succeeds,- the lfsm and pfsm fields are set to OLD_POR’I‘ and ACTIVE, respectively.
Also, in both cases, the Link Up (lup) bit is set. . ‘

If a'Tachyon initializes as an L_Port, and another Tachyon initializes as an N_Port, the L_Port Tachyon rec-
ognizes the CBS and sets the NOS/015 Received bit in its Frame Manager Status register. Setting the NOS/
OLS Received bit indicates that a NOS and/or OLS was received after a loop circuit was established. The
L_Port Tachyon then generates a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to its host. The L_Port host can
then recognize this condition and, if no other ports exist on the loop, it should re-initialize Frame Manager
as an N-Port.

4.5.1 Determine the Link State of Tachyon

 
Because both the Link Up (lup) and Link Down (ldwn) bits in the Frame Manager Status register can be set
at the same time, the recommended method for detemiining the Iink's state is to test the Loop State
Machine (lfsm) and Port State Machine (pfsm) bits in the Frame Manager Status register as follows.

Loop

If bit 7 of the flame Manager Status register is cleared to zero, then the link is up. If bit 7 is set to one or the ,
four low order bits (3.0) are not set to OxF, then the link is down.

N_Port, Point-to—Potnt:

If the four low order bits (bits 3..0) are set to OxF, then Point-to—Point is active. If the low order bits are not
set to OXF, then the link is down '

PTI 172540
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4.6 Tachyon Configuration Example

‘ , The following table shows a sample mapping of Tachyon registers in host memory and configuration values
that could be written to the registers for operation. It also shows how memory is reserved for Tachyon's
“5?: The example does not specify either the maximum or minimum amount of memory that Tachyon could

- use. Driver writers must work within their memory constraints-and adjust the dynamic memory equation to
fit: their application's needs and requirements. -

Assumptions of the Tachyon configuration example:

1. Tachyon resides in memory mapped l/O space
2. Locations 0x0000 through 0x0 lEF are memory mapped l/O space
3. Real memory begins at address 0x0200 - p
4. The buffer length {or the SFS, MFS and SDB is 512 bytes

— . Description

' — 0x0200_ 000 Baseregister .
p . 0x0004 0x0007 OCQ Length register, containing the Example shows 8 entries

number (zero-based) of OCQ entries ' _

' Initialized to 0x0000

  
   . Comment

I— exoooo OCQ Producer Index register .
0xoooc 0x0700 OCQ Consumer Index Address register

0300 HPCQ Base register3

0 0x0007 HPCQ Length register, containing the
number (zero-based) of HPCQ entries

Example shows 8 entries

 0x0048 0x0000 HPCQ Producer index register

000

0008

0044

0x072 HPCQ Consumer Index Address regis-
her

030

0084

0000.

Initialized to 0x0000

5’E8  

 
0x000F [MQ Length register, containing the Example shows 16 entries

V number (zero-based) of lMQ entries

0x0740 ' IMQ Producer index Address register

_-mm Basem
’ 0x00C4 0x0007 MFSBQ Length register, containing the
- ‘ number (zero-based) of MFSBQ entries

‘ 0x00C8 . 0x0004 MFSBQ Producer Index register

OXOOCC 0x0000 MFSBQ Consumer index register Initialize to 0x0000

0x00D0 OXOIFF MES Buffer Length register 4 3 Default value is OXOIFF

I Table 4.1 Tachyon Configuration Example - Memory Mapped [/0 Space

Initialized to 0x0000

0

0x

X

0x0

0x

0x

Example shows 8 entries

Four active entries: 0, 1,2, and 3
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axosoo SF’SBQ Base register Aligned on a 512 byte boundary

0x0104 OXOOOP‘ SFSBQ Length register, containing the
_’ , .1 : __r f .- _ _ number (zero-baSed) of SFSBQ entn‘es

0x0108 SF‘SBQ Producer Index register Four achve entn’es: 0, l, 2 and 3

 

 
 

 
Example shows‘ 16..en_trie.s _

 
 

0x0 10c SFSBQ Consumer Index reglster Initiallzed to «mom

0x0110 OXOIF'F‘ SFS Buffer Length reglster Default value 15 OXOOIF

m. - m swamps ‘ _
0x0144 OXOOOF 3881‘ Length register contauung the Example shows 16 enmes

number (zero-based) of SEST enmes

0x0148 0x0 lF'F‘ SCSI Buffer Length register Default value is 0x0003 ‘

0x0184 to oko 190

‘ . mode of operanon {or the SEST

Flame Manager registers -

 

  

 Tachyon registers ‘  ' : All-buffers are 512 bytesmormal

  

OXOICO to OXOIEC All buffers are 512 bytes normal
{mode of operation for the SES'l‘

Table 4.1 Tachyon Conflgnrotlon Example - Memory Mapped IIO Space (Continued)
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_-_

FF0x0400 to 0x05 IMQ entries (completion messages)
0 through 15

0x0600 to OXOGFF MFSBQ entries 0 through 7 ,

0x0700 - OCQ Consumer Index register Tachyon initializes this value to. ' 0x0000 '

 

 
  

‘0x0720 ' HPCQ Consumer lndex register Tachyon initializes this value to
rOxOOOO

0x0740 ‘ IMQ Producer lndex reg‘ster Tachyon initializes this value to
, y e _ axoooo, _ -

exosoo SFSBQ entry 0, bufferO -

mo em 0. we I .

exosos 0x1400 SFSBQ entry 0, bufferz - '

0xosoc m SFSBQ entry 0, buffer 3
0x0810 0x 1000 SFSBQ entry 0, buffer 4

saws my 0. butters -

0x0818‘ OxlAOO SF‘SBQ entry 0, buffer 6

0x081C SFSBQ entry 0, buffer 7

0x0820 to 0x09»? SPSBQ entries 1 through 15,
- each having 8 buffers . .

0x0Aoo to OXOBFF‘ 0xoooo Initialize to mom

- memo to OXODFF SFSBQ entry‘o, bufferO Base address must be 32-byte
aligned

memo to 0x4BF‘F- Butters for active Sl-‘SBQ entries Must be 32-byte aligned
0x4COO to OXSCOO- Buffers for active MFSBQ entries Must be 32-byte aligned

Table 4.2 Tachyon Configuration Example - Real Memory

||r
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4.7 Testing Tachyon’s Functionality Incrementally
This section describes how the functionality of a hardware design may be checkedIn incrementalblocks
after Tachyon initialization

l. Slave Reads and Writes

3. Write a software reset to the Tachyon Control register.
b. Read the Tachyon Configuration register. it should contain 0x00000002.

c. Write any value to the Tachyon Configuration register.

d Read back and verify the value written to the Tachyon Configuration register (Note: Must keep
parity bits set properly).

e. Repeat steps“c.”and 'd." (above) for the FYam‘e Manager Configuration register and the Frame
Manager World Wide Name (Hi/Lo) register.

1‘. Write some value other than 0x00000002 to the Tachyon Configuration regster.
Write a software reset to the Tachyon Control register

Read back the Tachyon Configuration register. It should contain 0x00000002, which'is theParity. Even default.value. . .

l . i. [f it does not, check for hardware problems.

2. Tachyon DMA Reads/Writes and Interrupts:

a. Write asoftware reset to the Tachyon Control register. - ' '

b. Set up all the queues for normal operation, and write 0x0001 to the SFSBQ producer index. This .
' causes Tachyon to perform a DMA Read from the SFSBQ, a DMA Write to the IMQ, an update to the

'IMQ Producer Index, and to generate an interrupt.
Verify that an inten'uptoccurred.

Verify that the first [MQ entry contains 0x0107, whichis the sfs_buf_warning completion message.
Verify that.the lMQ producer indexm host memory contains 0x0001
if this does not work,

1) Verify the chip was. reset.

2) Verify the lMQ base address is on the correct boundary.
3) Verify the [MQ length. It should be equal to or greater than 0x0004.

4) Verify the [MQ producer index addressrs on the correct boundary andis correctly written
5) Verify the SFSBQ base addressis on the correct boundary.

6) Verify the SFSBQ length
7) Verify the.SFS producer index contains 0x0001.

8) if all of the above are correct, check for hardware problems

3. Tachyon and Intemal/Extemal Ioopback:

a. Write a software reset to the Tachyon Control register.
’ b. Set up all the queues for normal operation;

c. Follow the selftest procedure in the sample C code. Refer to “Tachyon C Code" on page xxii
d Ifthis does not work,

1) 7 Verify Tachyon was initialized properiy and the selftest C code correlates. Refer to “4." (below).
2) Look for hardware problems with DMA reads and writes.

F'QQ

Heep

4. Status Request -

a. Perform a status request on Tachyon by writing 0x00000001 to the Tachyon Control register.

b. Verify that the last frame sent out via internal loopback is contained in both the inbound and
outbound structures. .

The procedure described above in 2. also works using the MF‘SBQ in step a b. p11 172544
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4.8 Loopback Mode I l.

D To verify correct operation of Tachyon, the host may send loopback sequences. Loopback causes Tachyon
to send data to itself, either through an internal loopback path or through the PLM. In internal loopback
mode. Tachyon connects the PLM input data stream to the PLMoutput data stream. -

The host uses the Enable Internal Loopback (il) and Enable External Loopback (el) bits in the flame Man-
ager Configuration register to select the type of loopback. To use loopback mode, Tachyon must be initial-
ized completely and one of the loopme bits must be set. The loopback bits should be set only during
initialization testing, Ifthey are set during normal operation, Tachyon will take the loop down.

If the N_Port bit in the Frame Manager Configuration register is not set, then Tachyon initializes on a loop
and the AL_PA it acquires for itself must be used or Tachyon enters an indeterminate "state. If'I‘achyon ini-
tializes on aloop while in loopback mode, any data sent to an AI.__PA other than the AL_PA acquired by
Tachyon causes a bad AL_PA error.

~Because Tachyon does not support bi-directional connections, only Class 2 and Class 3 sequences may be
used in loopback mode. '

‘ 7%?” 5- - 4.8.1 Loopback-Initialization- Steps

_'I‘o place Tachyon into loopback mode and send frames, perform the following steps:

N_Port Loopback Initialization Steps

l. Initialize all Tachyon registers. . .
2. In the Frame Manager Configuration register, set the N_Port bit and either the Enable Internal

Loopback or the Enable External Loopback bit. Also set the BB_Credit to 0x01.
Write the Initialize Command (0x06) to the flame Manager Control register.

Tachyon interrupts the host with a Frame Manager interrupt to indicate the link is up.
The host sends frames.

. ~ After all loopback frames have been sent, received, and processed, take Tachyon offline by writing the

9 Offline Command (0x05) to the Frame Manager Control register. Before issuing the Offline command,
" the N_Port bit in the Frame Manager Configuration register should be cleared to zero.

Tachyon inten'upts the host to indicate the link went down.

8. Both the Enable Internal Loopback or the Enable External Loopback bits in the Frame Manager
Configuration register should be cleared to zero and the BB_Credit set to 0x01 or to the negotiated login
value,

'9. The port can now be configuredto initialize as an N_Port. If the host wants to initialize on the loop,
BB_Credit should be cleared to ion), the N_Port bit should be cleared to zero, and one of the loop
address bits (aq, ha, sa, fa) should be set. If the fa bit is set, men the aq bit must also be set If an

address bit other than the sa bit is set, then the AL_PA field in the Frame Manager Configuration
register must be valid.

995-.“
7"

The FC-AL Loopback Initialization Steps

1. Initialize all Tachyon registers.
2. In the Frame Manager Configuration register, clear the N_Port bit to zero, set either the il bit or the ‘el

bit to one, and set the sa bit.
3. Write the Initialize Command (0x06) to the Frame Manager Control register.
4. Tachyon interrupts the host and indicates the link is up. _
5. After all loopback frames have been sent, received, and processed, take Tachyon offline by writing the

Offline Command (0x05) to the Frame Manager Control register.
6. Tachyon interrupts the host to indicate the link went down.
7. Both the Enable Internal Loopback or the Enable External Loopback bits in the Frame Manager

Configuration register should be cleared to zero and the BB_Credit field reset to default values

8. The port can now be configured to uuhalize on the loopor as an N_Port PTI 172545
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‘ 4.9 - - Login Parameters ‘

’f Before the host can do any real communication on fibre Channel, it must login with the Fabric and every
other node with which it communicates. Log‘n parameters are necessary for'Tachyon to operate with the
Fabric. other systems, and other devices.

The following tables indicate the required parameters that the host must use in its Fabric or N_Port Login
sequences Optional and recommended values are indicated in parentheses. All other values are required.

Fabric Login Parameters
Expected

Hi‘éh = Rev 4.3 = 0x09 (optional)
Low ='-Rev4.2‘= 0x08

2, if.point-to-point}fabric attached -'1 or morejifioint—to-point, fabric
0, if loop attached '

~ ' 0 or more, if loop

BB Receive Data Field Size ‘ Min: 128 _

Max: 2048 (recommended)

Class 1 Service Options Stacked Connection Requests Stacked Connections (optional);
(optional); intermix;

Class 2, 3 Service Options

Intermix

Table 4.3 Fabric Login Parameters

Sequential Delivery (optional,
but recommended)

Destination N_Port: Login—N_Port Loam Parameters sent
FC-PH Version High = Rev 4.3 = 0x09 (optional) High = Rev 4.3 = 0x09 (optional)

Low =Rev4.2=0x08 Low =Rev4.2=0x08

BB_Credit ' 2, if point-to-point I l or more, if point-to-point
A 0, if loop 0 or more, if loop

Common Features Random Relative Offset (R0),

' OxOOFF
R0 by Information Category;

Class 1 Service Options Intermix for point-to—point only

Table 4.4 N_Port Loam Parameters

4.9.1 _ Fabric Login Parameters

Fabric Login Parameters
Sent

FC—PH Version
High = Rev 4.3 = 0x09 (optional)

BB_Credit . - , .

 
 

 
  

 
   

Low = Rev 4.2 = 0x08

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 
 

   
  
  

 

 
 

  
4.9.2 N_Ifort Login Parameters
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N__Port Login Parameters Sent Destination N_Port Logm
Parameters Expected

. . X_ID reassignment supported,

' optional)

Discard Error Policy

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Class 1 Initiator Control
 
   

  
 

 ACK_0 capable (optional);
ACK_N incapable; X_ID Inter-
lock not required; Discard firor
Policy Only, One Information Cat-
egory per Sequence -

Class I Recipient Control

  
 

 

asssssssssossssssss —_

' Class 1- Open Sequences per "

Exchange ‘ V

Class .2 Initiator Control ' X_ID reassignment supported;-ACK_0; ACK_N capable (all

Discard Error Policy

l or more

  
  
   
 

 
  

 

optional)
 

 ACK_0 capable (optional);
ACK_N incapable;, X_[D Interlock

not required; Discard Error Policy
Only; One Information Category
per Sequence

2m

Class 2 Concurrent Sequences I (up to 255 if SCSI transactions '-
are supported) .

Class 2 Recipient Control 

  
 
 
 

  

 

l or more 

 
Class 2 Credit

Class 2 Open Sequences per
Exchange ,

Class 3 Initiator Control

Class 3 Recipient Control Discard Error Policy Only, One Discard Error Policy
Information Category per
Sequence .

ssssssssssvsssssmss ——
Class 3 Concurrent Sequences a I (up to 255 if SCSI transactions 1 or more ‘ '

’ are supported) " '

Class 3 Open Sequences per

Exchange ' .

Table 4.4 N_Port Login Parameters (Continued)
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'5.  Registers

D 5.1 Register Overview
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Table 5.1 Tachyon Memory Map
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Tachyon Receive Frame Error Counter register

4 Frame Manager Status register

”2

5. Registers ‘ = TACHYON User's Manual

Num

, ,SEST‘Length register

 

     
 

 

Address
'0

gig gm$5

 

 

0x0144 0x00000000

SCSI Buffer Length register _ , 0x0148.

Tachyon Configuration register

Tachyon Control register *_

HW dependent

. 0x

é
.

0000’

mm

130 . ..

135

I37

I38

139 s 32’

Frame Manager Configuration register

Frame Manager Control register 3§8

asEEEEEéfi§§§§§
§

—
—

‘ 0x00000000

llill IEEHHEIHEHIIEHEEHHFrame Manager RT TOV/AL_TIME & ED TOV 147
register

Frame Manager Link Error Counters #1 register

 
 
 
 

 
Table 6.1 Tachyon Memory Map (Continued)

sisee?5298
§8

H E Ii
   

Tachyon Memory Map Notes

1. At reset, Tachyon clears all registers to zero, unless otherwise noted. Reset is defined as power-on, a
hardware reset, or a software reset. ' ‘

2. While Tachyon clears registers to zero at reset, certain registers (such as EE_Credit Zero Timer and

BB_Credit Zero Timer registers) begin counting up immediately following a reset As a result, if the
host reads a register immediately after a reset, the value may be nomzero.

3. lithe host reads an invalid or Write only (W) register, the transaction completes normally, and Tachyon 3
' returns 0x00000000. .

4. Tachyon ignores bits 31..9 of the address during register accesses

5. If the host‘writes to Read only (R) registers, the transaction completes but Tachyon does not write the
data to the register. ~ -

6. Some Tachyon registers contain bits that indicate a certain parameter is either active or inactive. For ,
most cases, i=actjve and 0=inactive, but there are exceptions. Refer to the detailed description of each
reg'ster bit for specifics. ‘
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5.2 Length Register Values

g) The following table summarizes the progranuned values for length registers.
Programmed

Length Register Name ' ‘ Length FieldValue

OCQ Length register The Number of

OCQ Queue Entries
(Must be a. power of 2)

HPCQ Length register? The Number of
' HPCQ Queue Entries

(Must be a. power of 2)

I [MQ Length register ' The Number of'
.3 :. z . l . lMQ Queue Entries

(Must be a power of 2) ‘
«x-.3,

MFSBQ Length register The Number of ‘
MFSBQ Queue Entries

(Must be a power of 2)

MFS Buffer Length register The Number of Bytes of
the MFS Receive Buffers

(Must be a power of 2)

SFSBQ Length register The Number of
SFSBQ Queue Entries

3 (Must be a power of 2)
SF3 Buffer Length register The Number of Bytes of

the SPS Receive Buffers

(Must be a power of 2)

5381‘ Length register ~ The Number of
SEST Entn'es

(Must be a power of 2)

SCSI Buffer Length register - The Number of Bytes of
000 Reassembly ’ the SCSI Receive Buffers

(Must be a power of 2)

SCSI Buffer Length reg‘ster - The Number of Bytes of
In Order Reassembly the SCSI Receive Buffers

(Must be a multiple of
4 bytes)

 
Table 6.2 Length Registers Information
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5.3 OCQ Registers-

" 3 5.3.1 OCQ Base Register
Register Addre$z 0x0000
Resét'Value: 0x00000000

BaseAddress o o o o o o' .. . w

l-‘ield Label Field Name Description - ‘I '

31..o Base Address The physical address in host memory or the start of the
OCQ.

Table 6.3 000 Base Register

  

 
 
  

.OCQtBase Register Notes .

l. The OCQ must be aligned on a sizeof(queue) boundary. For example, i! the sizeol (OCQ) equals 512
bytes, then bits 8.0 are cleared to mm. The minimum size of the OCQ is 64 bytes (bits 5..0 are cleared
to zero). - -

2. When the host writes the OCQ Base register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer indeir to zero.
Therefore, the host must not write to the OCQ Base register after initialization. ’

5.3.2 - OCQ Length Register

-: ‘ . Register Address: 0x0004
3 Reset Value: 0x00000000
 

 

 

 
  
  

 

 

  

 I arr-u '
Reserved , ‘

31 27 z; 5 = ‘19,_ ' . 1 .. ‘ t.

mm mm mm

7..0 Queue Length The number (zero-based) of OCQ entries

Table 5.4 oco Length Register _

 

 

 

  

OCQ Length Register Notes

1. The Queue Length field mustbe a power of a The minimum queue length is 2 entries, corresponding to
a programmed value of l. The maximum queue length is 256 entries, corresponding to a programmed
value of 255. '

2. When the host writes to the OCQ Length register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer index to
zero. Therefore, the host must not write to the OCQ Length register after initialization.
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5.3.3 OCQ Producer Index Register

;' Register Address: 0x0008:
:3 Reset Value: 0x00000000 '

  

  

 

  

Reserved" i": '7 ' Queue Index '
7 3' o31 27' z: 19 1 K n- ' as: Wn‘teOniy

Bit(s) Field Label FieldName Description ’

Table 5.5 OCQ Producer index Register

5 :   

OCQPrqdncer Index Register Note

13.1 r _ _ . V l. The host uses the OCQ 'Producerindex registerto inl'onnTac-hyon that there are new commands to
3- ~ process in the'OCQ. After the host uses an OCQ entry, the host writes the index of the next empty OCQ.

entry to the OCQ Producer Index register. When the host written producer index is different than the
internally maintained consumer index, Tachyon processes the new commands. '-

5.3.4 OCQ Consumer Index Address RegiSter

Register Address: 0x000C
Reset Value:‘ 0x00000000

 

 
 

Host Index Address

;.'527! 213-31921115: u‘ 7 43~o

OCQ Consumer Index Address Register Notes

  
  

  

 

l .

Field Label Field Name Description

Host index Host index The address of the host 8 copy of the OCQ consumer 5
Address Address index.

.Table 5.6 OCQ Consumer Index Address Register

   

l. The OCQ Consumer Index Address register contains the host memory address where Tachyon
maintains its consumer index.

to
This index resides in host memory to allow the host fast access to the consumer index.

3. The host index address must be aligned on a 32-byte boundary (bits 4.0 are cleared to zero).

PTI 172552 -
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5.3.5 Host’s Copy of the OCQ Consumer Index Register
-r . Register Adam} Determined by the host
3 Reset Value: Determined by the host

   
  

5 wow  
 

  
  

 Reserved - Queue Index *
7 3 I 0ill I I 27 Z! I 19 1

Bit(s) Field Label F‘leld Name Description ‘. -

Table 5.7 Host’s Copy of the OCQ consumer Index Register

  

Host‘s Cooy of thefiOCQ Consumer Index Register Notes

;_ _ . . 1. This memory location described by the OCQ Consumer Index AddreSe register contains the host'seopy
' m of Taehyon's OCQ consumer‘index.

2. Tachyon updates this index when it reads an OCQ'entry.

PTI 172553
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. 5.4 'HPCQ RegiSters

5.4.1 HPCQ‘Base Register
, Regster Address] 0x00040
Reset Value: 0x00000000

  

 
 

 

 

 

Base Address
19 l 

 
  

° ° 0.0 0 d Writeoruy
3):: 7| 5 3‘ E0

. . 2 27' " ! 23

-FieldLabel
31..0

  

  
 

 

IS I ' 11

Field Name ' Description '

Base Address The physical address in host memory of the start of the
HPCQ.

Table 6.8 HPCQ Base Register

    

‘ ‘HPCQ' Base Register Notes“

' l. The HPCQ must be aligned on a sizeoi(queue) boundary. The minimum size of the HPCQ is 64 bytes ‘
(bits 5..0‘ are cleared to zero). '

to
When the host writes to the HPCQ Base register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer index to
zero; therefore, the host must not write to this register after initialization.

5.4.2 HPCQ Length Register

Register Address: 0x0044
‘ Reset Value: 0x00000000

  
   

 

 

 
  

  

  
  

Reserved ' 2' Queue Length
31 7 | 3 0I I .= 27 l 2 Z} 1 I It) I l

7..0 Queue Length The number (zero-based) of HPCQ entries.

Table 5.9 HPCQ Length Register

Write Only5
 

  

 

HPCQ Length Register Notes

1. The Queue Length field must be a power of 2. The minimum queue length is 2 entries corresponding to
a programmed value of l. The maximum queue length is 256 entries, corresponding to a programmed
val ue of 255. .

.“4
When the host writes to the HPCQ Length register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer index
to zero; therefore, the host must not write to this register after initialization.
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5.4.3 HPCQ Producer Index Register
Register Address: 0x0048
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 
 

  
  

 
 

 

Wn'te Only I Reached" .1 Queue Index I
31 , ‘ . 7 3 O27 'z; 19 l

eeeeeeee eeeeeeee .

-_eeeeeee - eeeeeeeeeee ' ‘
7.0 The producer index value of the next empty HPCQ entry.

Table 6.10 HPCQ Producer Index Register

 

 

5 .
 

 

 

HPCQ Producer Index Register Note

L- ' The :host usesethe» HPCQ Producer index register to- indicate to Tachyon that‘there are new commands
to process in the circular queue. After the host uses an HPCQ entry, it writes the index of the next

empty entry in the queue to this register. When Tachyon notices that the host written producer index is
different from the internally maintained consumer index, Tachyon processes the new commands

_ 5;4.4 HPCQ Consumer Index Address Register

Register Address: 0x0040
Reset Valuez' 0x00000000

Host Index Address 0 0 0 0 0 Write Only
31! 2 l 27 213i i 19 l 15 ll 7 I I4 3 ' l0

Field Label Field Name

3L.0 Host index Host index
Address Address

' Table 5.11 HPCQ Consumer Index Address Register

 
 

Description

   The address of the host’s copy of the HPCQ consumerindex.

HPCQ Consumer Index Address Register Notes ,

1,. The HPCQ Consumer Index Address register contains the host memory address where Tachyonmaintains its consumer index. ‘

2. This index resides in host memory to allow the host fast access to the consumer index.

3. The host index address must be aligned on a 32-byte boundary (bits 4..0 are cleared to zero).

PTI 172555
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5.4.5 Host’s Cony of the HPCQ Consumer Index Register
Register Address: Determined by the host
Reset Value: Determined by the host

 

 

  
 

 
 

Reserved. Read Ody
 

 

 5
‘ . _ __ -. v - »_ - t ._ Queue Index ‘ '

31 27' I i 23 19 l ' ‘ e 3' 7 3 0

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name ' ‘- Description . '

 

 

 
31.1; Reserved Value is undefined.

7..0 The consumer index value of the HPCQ.

Table 6.12 Host's Copy of the HPCQ Consume: Index Register

 
 
 

 
  

Host's Copy of the HPCQ Consumer Index Register Notes

-.;1. ,—_ This memory-location described by the HPCQ Consumer index Address register contains the host's
copy of Tachyon's HPCQ consumer index.

2. Tachyon updates this index when it reads an HPCQ entry.
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’ 5.5 IMQ Registers

‘) 5.5.1 IMQ Base Register
RegisterAddress: 0k0080
Reset Value: 0x00000000

- BaseAddress 0 0 0
31! i ' 27! I I 23 l [9 15 ll ' 7 6

3i..0 Base Address The phystcal address In host memory of the start of the
IMQ.

Table 5.13 [MQ Base Register

0 ° ° ° WriteOnly3 '0

 
  
 

ilMQ Base Register Notes

ii. ‘The [MQ must be aligned on a sizeof(queue) boundary. The minimum size of the-IMO is 128 bytes (bits
6.0 are cleared to zero). .

2. When the host writes to the [MQ Base register, Tachyon clears the corresponding producer index to
zero; therefore, the host must not write to this register after initialimdon.

5.5.2 IMQ Length Register

" f . 4 Register Address: 0x0084

D ‘ Reset Valuer '0x00000000’-i

 

 

 

  

  

  
 

, _. g ‘ _ . : Queue Length Write Only -'
31» 5 s 27' 1 z; i ‘ 15 n - : =-8‘ 373. I i 3 o '

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

---Rese~e« mamm- .
-——mumbeuzmbasemormom ‘

Table 5.14 IMQ Length Register

   

_ IMQ Length Register Notw

l. The Queue Length field must be a pOWer of 2. The minimum queue length is 4 entries corresponding to
a programmed value of 3. The maximum queue length is 256 entn’es corresponding to a programmed
value of 255.

to When the host writes to the lMQ Length register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer index to

zero; therefore, the host must not write to this register after initialization. ‘
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5.5.3 IMQ Consumer Index Register
‘" Register Address: 0x0088

) Reset Value: 0x00000000

. . _ . Reserved" . Queue Index I 'WriteOiily
3n 2 s 27 ' z; a 19 l 7 3 lo

Blt(s) Field Label Field Name . Description

Reserved

7..0 Queue Index Queue Index The consumer index value of the [MO entry following
‘ ' the last entry processed by the host.

Table 6.15 IMQ Consumer Index Register

 
  

 

  
 

 

5
 

 
  

IMQ Consumer Index Register Notes

i. This register is used by the host to indicate the completion messages that have been processed by the
a host and the number of MC) entries available to Tachyon for postingnew completion messages. The

host must process cempletion messages in sequential order and return them to Tachyon in sequential
order. As Tachyon generates each intenupt, the host reads the copy of Tachyon‘s producer pointer in
host memory. This value, along with the host’s copy of its consumer index, gives the host an indication
of how many completion messages Tach'yon has posted since the last interrupt The host processes
each completion message and then writes the index of the next entry following the last one it
processed.

to
Tachyon uses a pulsed interrupt line that is asserted only once until the host writes back to the lMQ A ‘
consumer index. This is important in implementations that use latched interrupts. Always enable
interrupts before writing the [MQ consumer index. A race condition may occur if the following
algorithm is not used. 

do interrupts
(

}

enable interrupts
write IMQ consumer index

PTI 172558
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5.5.4 IMQ Producer Index Address Register

m) ' Register Address: 0xoosc..- Reset Value: 0x00000000

use: Index Address

 
Table 6.16 IMQ Producer Index Address Register

IMQ Producer In'dex Address Register Notes

‘1. The Inbound Message Queue Index Address register contains the host ,memory address where Tachyon
maintains its producer index. ‘ ' ' ' .

‘ - ' 2.’ The host index address must be aligned on a 32-byte boundary (bits 4..0 are cleared to zero).

8. This index resides in host memory to allow the host Iast MCCS to the producer index.

it

4. The host must not access this register after initialization. The host enables the IMQ by writing to the
IMQ Producer Index Address register, therefore, the host should initialize this register after the IMQ
Base and IMQ Length registers are initialized. .

5.5.5 Host’s Copy of the IMQ Producer Index

- D ‘ Register Address: Determined by the host
‘ ’ Reset Value: Determined by the host 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Reserved _

I r 19 l   

 
 

I 2’“ I Z}31: l 5 .'-'”u 5 s 7 V 3: = o

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

m—_—
7..0 Queue Index Queue Index The address of the host's copy of the producer index _

value of the IMQ. ' _

. ",‘ZI . ' Table'5.l7 Host’s COpy of the IMQ Producer Index

  
Host‘s Copy of the IMQ Producer Index Register Note

I. This memory location described by the IMQ Producer Index Address register contains the host's copy
of Tachyon‘s producer index.

2. Tachyon updates this index when it writes an IMQ entry.
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5.6 MFSBQ Registers

D 5.6.1 MFSBQ Base Register
Register Address: 0x00C0
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

  
  

 

u'a

 3H '2. 27, ' l [5 ; ll1 5 l 7:3 3x 3 :0

Blt(s) Field ‘Labe Field Name Description -

Base Address The physical address in host memory of the start of the

' - ': MFSBQ.

Table 5.18 MFSBQ Base Register

WSBQ Base Register Note-s". ,

1. The MFSBQ must be aligned on a sizeof(queue) boundary.
. 2. The minimum size for the MFSBQ is 64 bytes (bits 5.0 are cleared to zero).

3. When the host writes a value to the MFSBQ Base register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer
index to zero; therefore, the host must not write to this register after initialization.

' 5.6.2 MFSBQ Length Register

" Register Address: OXOOC4
' Reset Value: 0x00000000

-31I!" 'IZJ 19!!15111I!!871113 IO

 

    
 

. Z7! , .

Queue Length _ The number (zero-based) of MFSBQ entries

Table 6.19 MFSBQ Length Register

 
  

- MFSBQ Length Register Notes

1. The Queue Length field must be a power of 2. The minimum queue length is 2 entries, corresponding to
a programmed value of l. The maximum queue length is 256 entries, corresponding to a programmed
value of 255.

2. When the host writes to the MFSBQ length register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer index
' to zero; therefore, the host must not write to this register after initialization. -
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6.6.3 ' MFSBQ'i’rodueer Index Register

Register AddreS: 0x00C8
Reset Value: 0x00000000

  
  

  
  

 
 

  

 

 
. . Reserved‘

7 3 031 '27 - I z: 19 15

eeeeeee- eeeeeeee

eeeeevee

Write Only

I The producer index value that points to the end of the
. MFSBQ.

Table 5.20 MFSBQ Producer Index Register

MFSBQ Producer Index Register Notes

1.» .The host use; (he MFSBQ Rroducer hide): Register to peas buffeis to Techyon'for use in reassembling
incoming multiframe Sequences in host memory.

2. The host must initialize all other MFSBQ registers before it writes to this register.

5.6.4. MFSBQ Consumer index Register

Register Address: OXOOCC
.Reset Value: 0x00000000

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

31' n 7 'I 3 . go. . 27! ‘ I a s W 1

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

1.0 The MFSBQ entry that Tachyon is cun'ently using to pr
cess a MFS.

Table 5.21 MFSBQ Consumer Index Register

_ Read Only5 I
 

  

  
 

 

   

MFSBQ Consumer Index Register Note

- l. Tachyon updates this register to indicate the MFSBQ entry that it is currently using to process the

incoming multiframe sequence. -
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6.6.6 MFS Bufl’er Length-Register '

Register Address: 0x00D0
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name D_escription' Buffer Length Iii—e(zero-based) lengthin bytes of the MP8 receive buff-

Table 6.22 MFS Bnfler Length Register

  
  

MFS Buffer Length Register Notes ‘

The Buffer Length field must be a power ol‘ 2 bytes.

The minimum buffer length'is 512 bytes corresponding to a. programmed value of 511.

'ihe reset value of this register is 511.

,The maximum buffer length is 65,536 bytes, corresponding to a programmed value of 65,535. M

When the host writes to this register, Tachyon masks bits 8..0 and always sets them to one.

The host should not modify the contents of this register after initialization. ‘

FDV‘é-‘S'DNE-‘I
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5.7 SFSBQ Registers

577.1 SFSBQ Base Reg‘ster

RegisterAddress: 0x0100
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

 
 

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

31..0 Base Address The physical addressin host memory of the start of the
SFSBQ

Table 5.23 SFSBQ Base Register

  
SFSBQ Base Register Notes
1. The SFSBQ must be aligned on a sizeof(queue) boundary.

2. The minimum size of the SFSBQ is 64 bytes (bits 5..0 are cleared to zero). _

3. When the host writes to the SFSBQ Base register, Taehyon clears the corresponding consumer index to
‘ zero;therefore, the host must not write to this register after initialization.

5.7.2 . SFSBQ Length Register

Register Address: 0x0104
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

menumberaeasemmmwsm

Table 5.24 SFSBQ Length Register

 

 

  

 

 

SFSBQ Length Register Notes

I. The Queue Length field must be a power of 2. The minimum queue length is 2 entries corresponding to
a prograrruned value of l. The maximum queue length is 256 entries corresponding to a programmed
value of 255.

2. When the host writes to the SFSBQ Length register, Tachyon clears the corresponding consumer index

to zero;therefore, thehost must not write to this register after initializafion.
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5.7.3 SFSBQ Producer Index Register

Register Address: 0x0108
Reset Value: 0x00000000

. l ' » Queue Index -' -
 

   

 
  

 

   

 
  31; ; = 27' . 23 -

Blt(s) Field Label Field Name Description

7.0 _ The producer index value that points to the end of the '
SFSBQ. _

Table 6.25 SFSBQ Producer Index Register

  

SFSBQ Producer Index Register Notes

' l. 'The host uses the SFSB-QIProducerlndex register to passlbul‘l‘ers to'Tachyon for use ih‘rlzceiving
incoming single frame sequences in host memory.

2. The host must initialize all other SFSBQ registers before it writes to this register.

5.7.4 SFSBQ Consumer Index Register

Register Address: OXOIOC
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

 

Reserved i Z Queue Index ReadOnly
3’ ~ 1 27 z: 19 1'5 - ” ' 7 3 l

l l l

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

' 7..0 The SFSBQ entry Tachyon is currently using to process
SFSs. '

Table 5.26 SFSBQ Consumer Index Register

 

  
  
   

srsso Consumer Index Register Note

1. Tachyon updates this register with the index of the SF’SBQ entry that it is currently using to process the
incoming single frame sequences ‘
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5.7.5 SFS Buffer Length Register

‘ Register Address: 0x01 10

‘) Reset Value: 0x00000000

 
 

  

"Lengthlllllllllwmeomy
1211 87 3:0 _

Description

 
Field Label Field Name

3..16 Reserved _fializetozero.
fi-Buffer Length Th—e(zero-based) length in bytes of the SFS receive buff-

Table 6.27 SFS Buffer Length Register

 

SFS Buffer Length Register Notes

1. The Length field must be a power of 2 bytes

The minimum buffer lengthIS 512 bytes corresponding to a programmed value of 511
The reset value of this register18 31. . .

The maximum buffer length is 4096 bytes, corresponding to a. programmed value of 4095.

When the host writes to this register, Tachyon masks bits 8..0 and always sets them to one.P’P‘FPN
The host should not modify the contents of this register after initialization.
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5.8 'SEST Registers

3 5.8.1 SEST Base Register
Register Address: 0x0140
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

 
 

  
 

 

Base Address
l ' Z3 5s : 27 19 I I

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

- h u 2 7 4' 3 o '

3i..0 Base Address The physical address in host memory of the start of the
‘SEST. . .

' Table 6.28 SEST‘Base Register

 

 
   

, USEST :Base Register Notes.

1. The SEST must be aligned on a sizeol'(SEST) boundary. For example, if the 8381‘ is 512 bytes, then'bits
8..0 oi' the.SES'l‘ Base register are cleared to zero.

2. The minimum size for the SEST is 32 bytes (bits 4..0 are cleared to zero).

5.8.2 SEST Length Register

Register Address: 0x0144 .
Reset Value: 0x00000000 '

Reserved ,
3“ i : 27 ' 2! [9| ' 151413

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

m_SEST Length The number (zero-based) of SEST entries.
Table 5.29 SEST Length Register ' 4

 
    sesr bength7 i 1 Write Onlyor

  

 
 

   

 
 

3

   

. SEST Length Register Note

1. The SEST Length must be a power of 2. The minimum SEST Length is 1 entry, corresponding toa-
programmed value of 0. The maximum SEST Length is 65,536 entries corresponding to a programmed
value of 66,535. '

PTI 172566
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5.3.3 3091 Bufl’er Length Register

'2') ' Register Address: 0x0148

Reserved - ' Butter Length ii Wine Only
31 1615 ll 7 3 l 0

 

 

 

  
 

 

 
  

 

19

  

 

Reset Value: 0x00000000

I I I 27' 23 ‘

w m ~~ne

w-Buffer Length The (zero-based) length in bytes'ot' the SCSI receive buffers. '

Table 5.30 SCSI Buffer Length Register ~

 

 
 

 

  

SCSI Buffer Length Register Notes 4 '

l. I 'I‘he'host should not modify the contents of this register after initialimtion. _
2. [f the host'cleared bit 6_ in the Tachyon Configuration register to zero (000 Remembly) , then the

buffer size must be a power of 2, and the minimum value is 512 bytes, corresponding to a progranunedvalue of5ll. '

3. If the host sets bit 6 in the Tachyon Configuration register to one (In Order Reassembly), then the
buffer size must be a multiple of 4 bytes, so that the minimum value is 4 bytesrcorresponding to a

’ programmed value of 3.

- 4. The maximum value is 65,536'bytes, correspbnding to a programmed value of 65,535 bytes

‘ 5. When the host writes to this rep'ster, it must always set bits l..0 each to one.

rn'
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5.9 Tachyon Registers

5.9.1 Tachyon Configuration Register

Register Addressbme .
'Reset Value: 0x00000002

Illlllllra m23 I lsl us 15 14 [“10     

 
 

  

 

Field Label Field Name Description ' . .

I-TCP/UDP Assists Set to one to enable TCP/UDP hardware aSSISts.Enable

 
 
 

 
 

  

 
 

db'

   
When the host sets this bit to one, Tachyon does not -
automatically P_BSY new MFS frames while a. current

MFS is being reassembled. Instead, it passes the new
frames to the host.  

 
 

 

The host-specified fibre Channel frame type for which
to perform header/data splits. Tachyon splits by default
for type 5 (LLC/SNAP packets). The host uses this field
to specify an additional frame type. [f the host clears

initialize tozzero. _

24 Disable AUTO

4' P_BSY

' 23..16 5pm Time Split Type

this field to zero, Tachyon disables splitting for a second
, WP

e.

.-Bad SCSI Auto If the host sets this bit to one, Tachyon generates anACK for bad SCSI frames. If the host clears this bit to

zero, the host is responsible for generating the ACK.

SCSI Command
Auto ACK

 
  
  
 

   

    

  
 
  
 

 

 
 

  

 

  if the host sets this bit to one, Tachyon generates an
ACK for the SCSI command frame. if the host clears this

bitto zero, the host is neSponsible for generating theACK  
    Write Stream Size

 
 per bus tenancy. _

-wsvalue—;
00 l

0 l 4 g
10 16
l l 64

The maximum number of Read transactions to perform Z
per bus tenancy.

  

  
 
 
 

 
 

   
Read Stream Size

 
Table 6.31 Tachyon Configuration Register

-_scs’l' Enable Set to one to enable SCSI PCP hardware assists.

The maximum number of Write transactions to perform ‘5
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Description

00 l

01 ,4 .

ll 64 31

ACK Generation The host sets this bit to one to inform Tachyon, as the
Assist Enable recipient of frames, to look at the ACK generation assist

bits (bits 12 and 13) of the F_CI'L field of the fibre Chan-
nel header. These bits inform Tachyon which ACK
model to use when responding to received frames Refer
to “3.4.2 Acknowledgement of Received flames" on
page 34.

 
 

  
  
 

  
 

 
   
  
  
  
  
 

   
 

 

 
‘OOO Reassembly
Disable When the host sets this bitrto one, Tachyon does not

reassemble OOO SCSI FCP frames. This allows for more

freedom in selecting receivebuffer‘sizles. The host . , ,
' should not set this bit if the topology allows 000 deliv-

ery. . . .,

 

  
  

 

  

 
  

 

 When the host sets this bit to one, Tachyon disables
automatic ACK generation. Tachyon then passes all
received frames to the host as unknown frames via the

SFSBQ. Tachyon does not perform any automatic pro-
cessing of sequences. The host should use this for

debugging purposes only.

When the host sets this bit to one, Tachyon disables
retries of the first frame of asequence. The first BSY

that Tachyon receives will terminate the sequence.

ACK Disable

  
  

 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 

 
The host sets this bit to one to indicate that it has

detected that Tachyon is directly connected to another
N_Port lfthis bit is set to one and the OSM tries to

.-Retry Disable

establish an outgoing Class 1 connection, then the 18M

3 Point-to-Point

busies any attempts for inbound Class [connections

-_'Pan'ty Enable Set to one to enable parity checking within Tachyon.
Parity Even The host sets this bit to one for even parity and cleats it

to zero for odd parity. This bit is valid only if the host
has parity enabled. The default value for this bit is one.

Refer to “7.6.14 Parity" on page 213.

Stacked Connect The host sets this bit to one when it detects that the fab-

Requests ric supports stacked connect requests.

Table 6.31 Tachyon Configuration Register (Continued)

  
 

 
 

  
  

 
  

Tachyon Configuration Register Notes

1. The host uses the Tachyon Configuration register to initialize and configure Tachyon's operatingmodes. ’

2. The Stacked ConneCt Requests (st) and Point-to-Point (pt) bits of the Tachyon Configuration register
are the only bits that the host can modify after initial configuration -
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5.9.2 Tachyon Control Register
RegisterAddress: 0x0188
Reset Value: 0x00000000 ‘

    27

 
 

 
 

~ l 23

Blt(s) Field Label

[8  
  Software Reset The host sets this bit to one to initiate a software reset of

Tachyon. - _
1. At reset, Tachyon clears all registers to zero, unless

otherwise noted. Reset is defined as power-on, a
hardware reset, or a software reset

   

  
 
 

 ‘2. While Tachyon clears registers to zero at reset,
_ certain registers (such as EE_Credit Zero Timer and.

BB;Credit Zero Timer registers) begin coundng up
immediately following a reset As a result, if the
host reads a register immédiately alter a reset, the
value may be non‘zero. -

3. if the host reads an invalid or Write only (W)
register, the transaction completes normally, and
Tachyon renuns 0x00000000. ‘

4. Tachyon ignores bits 31.9 of the address during .
register accesses.

.5. [f the host writes‘to Read only (R) registers, the
transaction completes but Tachyon does not write
the data to the register. .

  
  
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

  
  
 

 
 

  
 

 

Initialize to zero.

The host sets this bit to one to clear Tachyon's Deferred
P_BSY flag. This allows Tachyon to ACK MFSs normally
until the next MFS collision occurs. i

  
 

 
 

Clear Deferred
P_BSY

 

 

 

SCSI Freeze 4  The host sets this bit to one to stop the processing of
XFER_RDYs for outbound exchanges and Outbound  

 

  

 
 

 
processing. _ This bit is cleared to zero for normal opera- 3-
tion. This bit affects outbound operations only. ' 

 The host sets this bit to one to clear the OCQ parame
ters. Tachyon resets the OCQ producer and consumer

indices to zero. Tachyon may not return an.
outbound_completion message for the last OCQ entry
read if the OCQ is reset.

 

   
 
 

Table 5.32 Tachyon Control Register
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The host sets this bit to one to unfreeze the OSM from
the Error state. Tachyon does not allow the OSM to

unfreeze if the Link Down bit in the Frame Manager Sta-
tus register is set to one. .

   

 
 

  
 

Error Release

Table 6.32 Tachyon Control Register (Continued)

  

The host sets this tilt to One to request Tachyon to. DMA ~
current status to the host  
 

Tachyon Control Register Notes

I. The host uses the Tachyon Control register to reset all or ponions of Tachyon as well as to request a
dump of all lntemal Tachyon status.

2. The OCQ reset does not necessarily occur the instant that the host writes to the Tachyon Control
register. Tachyon performs the reset when the channel is at an idle point to prevent hanging the
remainder of Tachyon in the middle of an operation. The Tachyon Status register has a status bit that
indicateswhether or not the reset‘procedure is still improgress. Tachyon‘should- always completezthe V .
reset procedure in less than ~30 clocks, but Tachyon updates the reset status bit for cases where the
host must guarantee the reset is complete before proceeding.

PTI 172571
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5.9.3 Tachyon Status Register
-' Register Address: 0x018C

D Reset Value: HW dependent

 

  

 

 

 

  
 
 

 

 
 

 

  
  

 
 

  

 

  
  
  
  

 
  

 

 

 

either is empty or is in the process '0! being emptied by

' Fatal Error Status Allow: the host to determine what caused ERRORJ. to
. - be asserted. ‘

Definition ‘

Tachyon has not logged an error

Frame Manager outbound data parity error
, Slave write data pan'ty error

Type signals not asserted correctly for slave
. ‘ transactions. ' '

Address parity error ,
DMA read data parity error

. .5 ca OCQ Reset Status Tachyon sets this bit to one to indicate that a reset of the. ;
' OCQ is in progress. :

the Frame Manager. [fTachyon clears this bit to zero,

SCSI F‘l‘eeze Status Tachyon sets this bit to one to indicate that the process-

4 ' Receive FIFO Tachyon sets this bit to one to indicate that the inbound '
Empty data FIFO. is empty. . ’

 
  
  

' I ~ 19 I l ' ‘

then the FIFO contains a frame that is not being moved.
Refer to “10.3.1 Blocked Outbound flame FIFO error

ing of XFER_RDYs and Outbound SES’I‘ Entries in the
SEST has stopped. This bit corresponds to bit 3 of the

rv Chip Revision Tachydn's hardware revision code. Refer to the Tachyon E
' Status register note 2 on page 136. p 1

I'-OSM Frozen

Outbound FIFO Tachyon sets this bit to one when the outbound FIFO

recovery" on page 259.

Tachyon Control register.

Table 5.33 Tachyon Status Register

 

Tachyon sets this bit to one to indicate that the OSM is in l
a F‘mzen state due to an error. Refer to “10.2 OSM

Been" on page 258.
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Tachyon Scams Register Notes

q. l. The host uses the Tachyon Status register to read error information and operational status or the
) Tachyon chip.

2. The Chip Revision field reads as follows:

Pre-Release 5V Tachyon _mJanuary, 1995
Pilot 3.3V Tachyon ' _mJuly, 1995
Pro-Production 3.3V Tachyon Revision1_mAugust, [995
Pie-Production 3.3V Tachyon Revision 2 February, 1996

Production 3.3v.Tachyon Revision 2 _mMarch, 1996 .
Table 5.34 Tachyon Chip Revisions

Bits 8..1 Release Date 
   
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

No functional differences exist between HRFC—500P and HPl’C-SOOK (Revision 001b). No functional differ-
ences are planned between the Rte-Production 3.3V Tac yon Revision 2 and the Production 3.3V Tachyon
ReVision 2 (Revision 010b). ' '

PTI 172573
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‘ 5.9.4 Tachyon Flush SEST cache Entry Register
3 .. Register Address: 0x0190

_. Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

 

  

 
  

2 i 

 
   

  
 

 

' 8881‘ Index Read/Write
15 II 7 3 I 0

n .

OX_.ID flush request from the host Set to one by the

' l I 7t 23. I 19: ..

- Field Label ‘ Field Name Descrlpno

host when it wants to update the SES'I‘ entry. Cleared to

- ‘ p ' -msesr Index The index of the SES'I‘ entry the host wants updated.

Update This bit indicates-that Tachyon is able to handle an

zero by Tachyon when the cache update is complete.

Table 5.35 Tachyon Flush SEST Cache Entry Register-
  

' Tachyon Flush SEST Ca’che Entry Register Notes

‘ - l. The host uses this register to force Tachyon to write back any internal status {or the indicated Inbound
SES’I‘ Entry and to invalidate the Inbound SES'I‘ Entry. The host performs this operation when it
detects an error with the exchange and wants to abnormally temunate it. The host should not use this
register to flush Outbound 8851‘ Entries since they are not cached on Tachyon. 'I‘o terminate an
outbound transaction abnormally, the host needs to clear only the Valid bit in the Outbound SES'I‘
Entry. r

h ' .2. If no internal status is associated with the indicated Inbound SEST Entry, then Tachyon does nothing.
) _ , 2 Therefore, the host should clear the Valid bit in the Inbound SES'I‘ Entry before writing the register to

. 4 _ prevent race conditions where Tachyon is trying to start processing an incoming transfer at the same
- time the host is trying to invalidate and flush the Inbound SEST Entry.

PTI 172574
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5.9.5 Tachyon EE_Credit 2e“) Timer Register

Register Address: 0x0194
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 
 

, - El'LCredlt kro'l‘imer .5. . _ -
19 15 - ll ' Readomy

1.

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

28. 0 E‘E_Credit Zero EE_Credit Zero The amount of time 'l‘achyon has waited to transmit, but
Timer Timer could not, because it had no BE_Credit.

Table 5.36 Tachyon EE_Credlt Zero Timer Register

  
 

  
  

 
  

Tachyon EE;Credit Zero Timer Register Note .

:"1. This register provides a' timer that‘nlns whenever the EELCredit foraseduence goes to zero. This
indicates to the host the time that Tachyon is congested due to lack of EE_Credit. The timer is clocked

by a lOus pulse which can result in the timer rolling over approximately every two minutes in a heavy
congestion environment. lithe host uses this timer, the host should read the timer frequently enough to
detect rolling over.

5.9.6 Tachyon BB_Credit Zero Timer Register
Register‘Address: 0x0198
Reset Value: 0x00000000

Reserved BB_Credlt Zero Timer
3 ' . 27l !24 z; i I 19 l - 15 l 11 7 3 I l 0

Field Name Description ‘

 

  

Read Only  

 
 

 

1

Field Label

31.24 Reserved Value is undefined.

23..0 BB_Credlt Zero BB_Credit Zero The amount of time Tachyon has waited to transmit, but
Timer Timer could not, because it had no BB_Credit~

Table 5.37 Tachyon BB__Credlt Zero Timer Register

  

  
   

Tachyon BB_Credlt Zero 'l‘imer'Register Note

I. This register provides a timer that runs whenever the BB_Credit goes to zero. This indicates to the host
the time that Tachyon is congested due to lack of credit. The timer is clocked by a lOus pulse which

can result in the timer rolling over approximately every two minutes in a heavy congestion ‘

environment [1' the host uses this timer, the host should read the timer frequently enough to detect
rolling over. -

PTI 172575
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,- 5.9.7 Tachyon Receive Frame Error Counter Register ‘ I
Register Address. 0x019C
Reset Value: 0x00000000

r. P-BSY
31: i l 21 - --I- '23 -‘ '

Bit(s) Field Label '3

31.16 11st P_BsYssent

m_—
Table 6.38 Tachyon Receive Frame Error Counter Register

 
 

 

  

 

  
 

 

 The number of frames received whose response was ‘a
P_BSY. Reading this register resets this counter to zero.

 
 

Tachyoh Receive Frame Error Counter Register Note

:12: ‘ , e ,. ‘l.. , This register aUOWS the host to monitor the numberof busies' (P_BSYs) transmitted by Tachyon

PTI 172576
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' 5.10 Frame Manager Registers

3 5.10.1 Frame Manager Configuration Register
Register Address: OXOICO
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

 

  
25 .0

Description . .

arbitrating on the loop and the address that it recognizes
in an OPN primitive signal. The host sets the AL_PA to
an initial value. Tachyon sets this address after acquir-
ing an AL_PA on the loop. ' 21

  

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

The amount of BB;Credit, as determined from login
parameters.~ Valid only if Tachyon is an N_Port.m-BB-Credit

.--
Enable Internal Enable Tachyon's internal loopback path. '
L00pback ' ' - .

Enable External Assert the PLM loopback signal (EWRAP) to loopback I
Loopback data at the PLM.

W... .e...

Timer Disable Disable the ED_TOV timer. For debugging purposes
only. ‘

Loop Initialization Indicates whether the AL_PA field was previously
Fabric Acquired assigned by a fabric. If Tachyon does not acquire the

 
 

 

Force Tachyon to start initialization as a non-loop
N_Port This bit should be cleared before issuing the
Offline command .(Fiame Manager Control register).

  
 

  

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 Address AL_PA the host wrote into the AL_PA field, then

Tachyon clears this bit to zero.  
  
  

 

 
 
 

Indicates whether the AL_PA field was previously
assigned by Loop Initialization. Tachyon sets this bit to
one after acduiring an AL_PA on the loop. Refer to

Frame Manager Configuration register note 3 on page14 L

 

 
 

Loop Initialization
Previously
Acquired Address

  
 

 
  

 
 

  

 
 

Loop Initialization
Hard (Preferred)
Address

Indicates whether the host set the AL_PA field from

switches or another fixed address method. Tachyon
clears this bit to zero after acquiring an AL_PA on the
loop. ‘
 

Table 6.39 Frame Manager Configuration Register
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u
_ provided, so Tachyon must par-

ticipate in self-assignment during Loop Initialization.
- After acquiring an AL_PA.on the loop, Tachyon clearsthis bit to zero.

Initialize to zero. ' .

Respond to Fabric Recognize the fabric AL_PA value of zero in addition to
Address the assigned AL_PA The host should not set this bit to

one if a fabric exists on the loop.

Initialize as Fabric This bit causes the Frame Manager to use a D_lD and
S_lD of zero when generating LISM frames on FC—AL
The host should not set this'bit to one if a fabric eio'sts
on the loop.

. This bit indicates that Tachyon should assert-the Fabric
Login bit in LIFA, LlPA, LIHA, and LISA frames. This bit
is valid only when the host also sets the Initialize as Fab-

  
Table 6.39 Frame Manager Configuration Register (Continuedl.

Frame Manager Configuration Notes

1. The host should only modify the Frame Manager Configuration register while the Fiame Manageris in
the OFFLINE state (except for BB_Credit, refer to Note 2. below). For a Fabric as an L_Port, other
flame Manager Configuration register bits may change. Refer to “3.9.15 Fabric Operation” on page 90.

2. The BB_Credit field (bits 23.16) and the Fabric Acquired Address bit (fa, bit 10) are the only fields/bits -
which can be modified while the Frame Manager is online. -

 

3. While online as an N_Port, if the BB-Credit field is changed, the host should issue the Link Reset
command (in the Frame Manger Control register) to synchronize the BB_Credit with the remote node.

4. If BB_Credit is not initialized to a non-zero value. then Tachyon never issues a BB_Credit warning in
N_Port mode. The BB_Credit default is zero.

5. [f the host sets the Fabric Acquired Address (fa, bit 10) to one, then the host must also set the
Previously Acquired Address (an, bit 9) to one or an en’or condition may occur. '

6 Setting more than one of the following bits Is illegal: Preyiously Acquired Address (aq, bit 9), Hard
Address (ha, bit 8), and Soft Address (53., bit 7) . Tachyon does not check for this situation. Therefore,
setting more than one address bit produces unpredictable results. The host must set one of these bits ‘

(fa, aq, ha, and sa) for proper loop participation; otherwise, Tachyon cannot acquire an ALTPA
7.‘ If the host wants non-participating mode on the loop, the host should clear bits 7.. 10 to zero.

, '~‘ , . PTI 172578
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5.10.2 Frame Manager Control Register

Register Address: 0x0lC4

3 Reset Value: 0x00000000

 
   

. . , ' 3 Reserved? '

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name

I Send Primitive
Register

4 Don't Close Loop
Request

  
5 ~11" 

‘7- 

 
 

  
”Ea cm“ WriteOnly6 a 2 0

Description

Initialize to zero.

This bit has a meaning only in the Host Control state

when a one is written to the Send Primitive Register (sp)
bit. One occurrence of the primitive in the Primitive

Register field of the Frame Manager Primitive register is
sent when this bit contains a one. At‘ least [2 occur-
rences of the primitive are sent when this bit contains azero. ' '

 

 
 

  
 

 
  

  
  

 
 

This bit has a meaning only in the Host Control state. it
has no meaning when cleared to zero. When a one is
written to this bit, it directs the Loop State Machine to
send the primitive in the Primitive Register field of the
Frame Manager Primitive register. The number of times
the primitive is sent is controlled by the Primitive ‘
Sequence (sq) bit This bit is automatically cleared to
zero after the primitive(s)_have been sent. Writing a one
to this bit while primitives are being sent has no effect

This bit forces the Loop State Machine to remain open
after sending a sequence.

When this bit is set to one, the loop is not closed until the

Close Loop Request (cl) bit in the Frame Manager Con-
trol register is set to one. The Close Loop Request bit

. overrides the effect of the Loop Close (cl) bit in the
Tachyon Header Structure for the current outbound

sequence, preventing CLOSE after any frame in the
sequence. _ -

When Tachyon closes the loop, it does not automatically
clear the Don’t Close Loop Request (dc) bit to zero.

This bit forces the Loop State Machine to send a. loop
CLS. Tachyon does not transmit the CLS until it has sent
all of the frame data from the outbound FIFO. After

Tachyon closes the loop, it automatically clears this bit
to zero.

  
  
 

  
  
  

   

  

   
  
   

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 Command Port State Machine operations:

‘ Field ‘ Command Description
Value: :Name

Table 6.40 Frame Manager Control Register
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| Directs the Loop State Machine tb
transition to the Host Control state.

Directs the loop State Machine to
exit the Host Control state. .

Forces the Port State Machine to
the LRI state where LR is transmit-
ted. -

Forces the Frame Manager to go
offline and stay offline. This Is the
power up state. Refer to '3.9. 12
Programming the flame Manager

' OFFLINE' on page 89.

Forces the flame Manager to start
Initialization Refer to the Frame

Manager Control register note Ibelow.

Enablm the Port State Machine to
transition out. of the Link Failure
state. '

 
Table 5.40 Frame Manager Control Register (Continued)

Mame Manager-Control Register Note

- D t I. If the host programs the Initialize Command when the link is up in N_port mode, Tachyon ignores the
"""i command. If the host programs the Initialize Command when the link is up in I._port mode, Tachyon

performs Loop Initialization. '

PTI 172580
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5.10.3 Frame Manager Status Register

Register Address: 0x01C8
Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

 
 

 

   Read Only27I

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

ms... com» the .08....m...

30-1100p This bitis set to one when Tachyon detects an internal
_-

 
 

  
 

  
  

  
farming a hardware reset.
 

The port could not successfully complete Loop [nitiallm— . _
tion and is not participatingin the loop.

N

9°ElliI'_§
N‘3

data parity error. The host clears this error only by per-

Parallel ID  
 

These two bits reflectthe external PARJD bits received
by the Frame Manager. Bit 28 is PAR_ID[ [I and bit _27 is
PAR_ID[0]. Refer to “7.3 Physical Link Module (PLM)
Interface" on page 200. 4

 
  

 
 
 
 

  

  

 

   
 

  .— Q  

  

Out of Syn— The port has lost synchronimtion with the incoming data
chronization stream

These conditions generate a completion message and an

Reserved Value is undefined.

ARB, OPEN, OPENED, XMIT ClS, or RX CLS for longer

[.le ' ' . ' '

failure, either LlP(F‘8, ALPS) or LIP(F8, F7).

Laser Fault The PLM has detected a laser fault. The host must reset
the PLM with EWRAP.

_ Loss of Signal The port is not receiving a signal from the remote node. I
lnten-upt Status Interrupt Status interrupt Status comprises the following sub-fields.

interrupt to the host The host clears these conditions
by reading this register.

nos/ols NOS/018 Tachyon received a NOS or01.8..Received

The Loop State Machine'Is in one of the following states. '

than ED_TOV.

LIPf has been received A Lle l8 3 LIP indicating a loop

Bad AL_PA This bit indicates that an OPN primitive signal was sent
to an AL_PA which did not respond.

Table‘fiAl Frame Manager Status Register

HIEEH-HIH8
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  The primitive'in the Primitive Register field of the Piame

Manager Primitive register was received whilein theHost Control state.- ‘  
 

The primitivein the Primitive Register field of the Frame
Manager Primitive register has been transmitted (12
times if the sq bit of the Frame Manager Control reg’ster
is set to one.)

  

   

 
 
 Loop Initialization detected a new fabric. The N_Port

must perform fabric login.

 This bit indicates that one of the following conditions
has been detected: Loss of Sync for greater than

ED_TOV, Loss of Signal, Laser Fault, or Elastic StoreError.

 
  
  

  
 

This bit indicates a BB_Credit of zero for EDTOV error =. condition. "

  
 
 

Elastic Store This bit indicates an error condition caused by an Elastic
Error ' Store over-write or under—read. This indicates a serious 2

timing difference between the receive and transmit
clocks. 5...:

  
  
 
 

 

This bit indicates that the link has gone into the ACTIVE E
state or that the link has transitioned from

O_I_PROTOCOL to MONITORING on the loop. Ifboth .
this bit and the ldwn bit are asserted, the 100p has reini- 5tiaiized or a link reset has occurred.

  ..5“m.:-"=--s-“”~..u:
 

 veer-,4“.nA-¢"""‘' f' .” .‘ . ..
 

 
  

 
 

This bit indicates that the link has gone inactive or that

Loop Initialization has been reinitialized. The OSM .1
freezes when the link goes down and needs to be unfro- f.

zen when the linkis back up Tachyon does not unfreeze
the OSM if this bitis set to one.

Port State comprises the following sub-fields:

7..4 lfsm Loop State The fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop State Machine.
Machine Refer to the FC-AL for state definitions

355—Definition
0000 MONITORING INI'I'IALIZING ‘

, ARBITRATING 1001 0_IINIT FINISH
‘ ARBITRATION WON 1010 OJ PROTOCOL

OPEN 1011 OJ LIP RECEIVED
OPENED ' 1100 HOST CONTROL
XMI'I'I‘ED CLOSE 1101 LOOP FAIL
RECEIVED CLOSE lill OLD PORT

()1 ll TRANSFER .

3. .o _ortState N_Port State Machine. Refer to the PGPH for state- Machine definti'ons.
Table 5.41 Frame Manager Status Register (Continued)
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Blt(s) Field Label Description .

——EE§
‘ 0110

. , 0.111.,
'1001‘
10l0
llll

 
 

  

  
  

LR2
LR3
’LFl
LF2
ACTIVE

 

Table 5.41. Frame Manager Status Register (Continued)
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5.10.4 ' Frame Manager RT_TOV/AL_TIME &'ED.TOV Register
" Register Address: 0xmcc

) Reset Value: OXOOIOOIFT)

' 25242! 19

Law Wm

24. 16 RT_1‘0VIAL_T[ME R'l‘_'l‘OV/AL_’l‘lME The host uses this register to program both the Receiver
Transmitter 'fime Out Value (RT_TOV) and the Arbi-
trated Loop Time Out (AL_TIME) value The host should

program this value to 100 milliseconds (ms) for RT,TOV
and 15 ms for AL_TIME. The default is 15 ms [1' the host

does not know the topology prior to initialization, this
value must be programmed to '15 'ms for‘boop initializa-
tion and reprogrammed to 100 ms if it is determined that

’ no loop exists.

Table 5.42 Frame Manager RT;TOV/AL_TIME and ED_TOV Register

 

 
  

   

  

   

  
 

 
  

 

 
 

 The Error Detect 'lime Out Value (ED_'l‘OV) in milliseconds. The defaultis 500 ms

heme Manager RT_TOV/AL_TIMLE & ED_'1‘0V Register Note

3‘ _‘ l. The host should only modify the Frame Manager R'l‘_TOV/AL_TIME & ED_’I‘OV register while the

~95) ‘ ' Frame Manager is in the OFFLINE State.

PTI 172584
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5.10.5 Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #1 Register
Register Address: exoroo

, Reset Value: 0x00000000

Loss of Signal Count Bod Rx Char Count' Loss of Sync Count '
31I l 27 24 Z! 19 16 ~15 ' ‘ ll ' 8

Blt(s) Field Label Field Name

, 3.1..2A Loss of Signal Loss of Signal
Count Count

23.16 Bad Rx Char Count Bad Received
Character Count

Read Only
' Link mi cam ‘

7 I 3 0

Description

indicates the number of times the flame Manager
detected a. low to high transition on the Ink_unuse sig-nal.

 

 

    

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 Indicates the number of times the 83/108 decode

detected an invalid 10-bit code. PC—PH denotes this .

value as “invalid Transmi$ion Word during frame recep-
tion." This field may be non-zero after initialization.
After initialization, the host should read this value to

determine the correct starfing value for this error count.

Loss of Sync Count Loss of Sync Count indicates the number of times the loss of sync is greater
. than R'l‘_'l‘OV.

. 70 Link Fail Count Link Fail Count Indicates the number of times the flame Manager ~V
detected a N08 or other initialization protocol failure
that caused a transition to the Link Failure state.

Table 5.43 Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters‘51 Register

   

     

" ) Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #1 Register Note
1. This register contains four error counters that Tachyon increments each time the associated error

occurs When these counters reach the maximum count (0x11), they rollover to 0x00 and continue
counting The host should poll these error counters every second or so. Since these errors should be

infrequent, each counter is only 8 bits in length. The host must maintain longer counters if needed. A
read of this register resets the counters to zero.

PTI 172585
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6.10.6 Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 Register
_ ‘ . Register Address: OXOID4

‘3 Reset Value: 0x00000000

' Received EQFa‘ . . ‘ Generated EOFs - -' ‘ Bad CRC Count' , ’Protocol‘Error'Count Read On]
3l' l l- 27 524 z} I [9| I 516 [5 ll 8 7 ’. | 3 0 Y

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description . '

31-24 Recewed 30F? Received EOF‘a The number of frames containing an EOFa delimiter that
. _. ‘ Tachyon has reached. ‘ .

23.. 16 Generated EOFa Generated EOFa The number of problem frames that Tachyon has
received that caused the flame Manager to attach an
EOF‘a delimiter. Frames that Tachyon discarded due to

other statistic. .

15.8 Bud 0110 Count Bad CRC Count The number of bad CRC frames that Tachyon has _
. - . received

, 7.;0 Protocol Error . Protocol Error The number of protocol errors that the Frame Manager
Count Count has detected. . _

'intemal FIFO overflow are not included in this or any

Table 6.44 Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 Register

   
 

   

  

  
  

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

  

Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 Register Note

1. This register contains four error counters that Tachyon increments each time the associated error '
occurs. . When these counters reach the maximum count (0x10, they rollover to 0x00 and continue
counting The host should poll these error counters every second or so. Since these errors should be

infrequent, each counter is only 8 bits in length. The host must maintain longer counters if needed.
When the host reads this register, Tachyon resets the counters to zero.
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5.10.7 Frame Manager world Wide Name Hl Register
Register Address: OXOIEO
Reset Value: 0x00000000

oRead/Write

3|0 WWN in Word W_orldWide Name The most significant four bytes of the WWN
High Word

Table 5.46 Frame Manager World Wide Name in Register

 

 
 

 
  

Frame Manager World Wide Name Hi Register Note

1. The host uses this register to indicate the high order 4 bytes of the 8-byte unique World Wide Naine
-. . (WWN) that Tachyon shoulduse duringinitialization. :Note that Tachyondoes not specify whichtype

of WW to use. It simply copies all 8 bytes from the registers to the loop initialization frames. The host

should only modify the flame Manager World Wide Name Hi register while Frame Manager.is in theOffline state. »

5.10.8 Frame Manager World Wide'Name Lo Register

Register Address“. 0x01E4
Reset Value: 0x00000000

ORead/Write

Field Label Field Name Description

’ 31. .0 WWN Lo Word World Wide Name The least significant four bytes of the WWN
Low Word

Table 5.46 Frame Manager World Wide Name Lo Register

 

   

Frame Manager World Wide Name Lo Register Note

1. The host uses this register to indicate the low order 4 bytes of the 8-byte unique World Wide Name
(WWN) that Tachyon should use during initialization. Note that Tachyon does not specify which type
of WN to use. It simply copies all 8 bytes from the registers to the loop initialization frames. The host
should only modify the Frame Manager World Wide Name Lo register while Frame Manager is in the
Offline state.

PTI 172587
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5.10.9 Frame Manager Received AL_PA Register I I l
Register Address: OXOIEB

3 Reset Value: 0x00000000

 

 
 

   
 

t Reserved ,

3 I 23' 19 I l !

Blt(s) Field Label Field Name

Bad AL PA Bad Al._PA The AL_PA of an OPN primitive signal that was sent and
t returned without being aceepted by the remote node.

7..o 'Lle AL_PA The AL_PA of the most recent LIPf. '

Table 5.47 Frame Manager-Received AL_PA Register

l 2'“

Frame Menage: Received AL_PA Register Note

1. This register contains the 8-bit Al._PA whichlwas received on the last Lle or as a bad AL_PA_ The ILIPf '
AL_PA is only valid when the lipi' bit is set in the flame Manager Status register. The Bad AL_PA is only
valid when the ba bit is set in the Frame Manager Status register.

5.10.10 Frame Manager Primitive Register

Register Address: OXOIEC
Reset Value: 0x00000000

Reserved Primitive Register
3] ! 2 ' Q42} I :- lQI l ‘ 15 I ll! 7' x' 3 IO

27

Bit(s) Field Label Field Name

Table 5.48 Frame Manager Primitive Register

 

  

 
 

  
  
  

Frame Manager Primitive Register Note

1. The host writes to this register to tell Tachyon the lower 24 bits for the Primitive it should transmit in
the host control state. Refer to “FC-AL' and “FC- PH" specifications for a list of ordered sets.
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6. Data Structures

3
6.1 Boundary Alignment

The following table summarizes the boundary alignment of host data structures.

Host Data Structures

_eeeeeeeaeee

_

eeeeeeeeee

_eeeeeweee

' eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

SDB - ooo Reassembly ,_ ._

SDB - In Order Reassembly power of 2 bytes, equal to or greater than the SDB
length .'

SCSI Buffer Length - OOO Reassembly sizeof(buffer)

SCSI Buffer Length - In Order Reassembly

Table 6.1 Host Data Structure Boundary Alignment

 Boundary Alignment

  sizeof(OCQ) I

  
  

    
   

  
 

 

 

 

 

  
  

  gl
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6.2 ‘ Circular Queues

3 6.2.1 009!

    

  
  
 

 

oco Entry (003) : Enuyo

—-
'Z‘OCQ Entry (008)

—-

n000 Entry (008) ' _ Each entry is a32—byte ODB (Outbound Descriptor" . Block).

Entryl

Entry n-l 

   
  

‘ Table 6.2 ocQ

  
 

 

 

  
 

 

6.2.2 HPCQ .

flPCQEntryUfl’DB) . _ - Enuyl

am

 Entry Name Description _ .

HPCQ Entry (HPDB) Each min is a BIZ-byte HPDB (High Priority Descriptor
Block).

Table 6.3 8ch

  

6.2.3 IMQ

.

m,

m IMQ Entry (Completion Message) ' Each entry is a 32-byte Completion Message.

Table 6.4 [MQ PTI 172590

 

  
  
  

  
  

 
Entry 2

Entry 3

Entry n-l
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6.2.4 SFSBQ

srssq Entry

a - _- ' ' VSFSBQEntry ‘ ‘

SFSBQ Entry

ISFSBQ Entry ‘1 Each entry 15 23me long and contams the addresses
Table 6.5 SFSBQ

 Entry 0

  Entry!

 
 
 

 

 Entry'n—l

  
of eight SFS buffers 1n host memory   

‘ ‘ Each entry is 32—bytes long and contains the addresses

3 of eight MFS buffei's in host memory.
 

Table 6.6 MFSBQ

PTI 172591
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6.3 Host-Based Data Structures

  
7 6.3.1 Tachyon Header Structure

‘ . n 1 7:. Wordo
qLCr

Elan
2-1” WomZ
  

ll
  

 
   

7 l

 

 
  

   

  

  

Optional Portion
31! I : 27 s‘

Wordn-l. .

Z! 2 19 15 11 l 7 l 3 I 0

Optional Portion
3H 27 I Z! I ' [9 15 ll | 1 I 3 ' I 0

menu.) Field Label Field Name Description
‘u--Resewe«

Initial Start of
Flame

I The host programs the SOF value for the first
frame. Tachyon then modifies the SO? viaue on

Table 6.7 Tachyon Header Structure

 

 
 
 

  

  
all subsequent frames, using the values:
SOFcl=3 SOFH=5 SOFnl=_9

8032 = 6 SOFhZ = 10

8053 = 7 50m; = 11

If an invalid SOF is sent, a SOFf is substituted
for it. '

PTI 172592
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Bit(s) Field Label

27.24 I
23.16 ALIA.

 

  
  
  
  

 
 
 

 
  
 

 

  
Initial End of

The host programs the EOF‘ value for the firstFrame
frame. Tachyon then modifies the EOF value

.for subsequent flames as necessiary, using thevalues:

EOF‘dt =1 EOF‘a = 4 BOl-‘n = 5 EUR = 6
If an invalid EOF' is sent, an EOF‘a is substituted

for it. When sending single frame sequences,
the host should program the EOF‘ value to

BOP‘n. Tachyon automatically updates the
value'to EOF‘L ’ . ' '1

 

 

  
  

 

 Address of the destination loop device. This

value should be cleared to zero if the remote
node is on the far side of a fabric (the DJD
value indicates the fabric address of the remote

rnode). ~An ALIA-is required only forloop oper- '
afion. [f'l‘achyon is not on a loop, this field is
ignored.  

  
 

  
 

 

 

 
   

For debugging purposes or when the host gener-
ates the CRC for the frame. Should be limited to

High Priority frame use only, 

 

Disable CRC

'Loop Close

u!

"-Loop credit

On a loop, the unfair access rules'allow earliest '

transmission of a sequence of frames. Required 2
only for loop operation. if Tachyon is not on a '
loop, this bit is ignored

 

  
When this bit is set to one, it indicates that
Tachyon closes the loop after each frame is

sent, unless frames destined for the same j
AL_PA are still in the Data or ACK FIFOs. After _

these frames are sent, Tachyon closes the loop. :
Required only for loop operation, If Tachyon is 2
not on a loop, this bit is ignored : ‘

  

  
   

  
  

  
 

  

 The BB_Credit given tothe host'to‘ use during
login to send a sequence. Required only for loop T
operation. lf'l‘achyon is not on a loop, this field
is ignored. '

I'

W , = Timestamp Valid This flag indicates whether the Timest (bits
7..0) contain valid data. 3

7..0 Tlmestamp ’ Timestarnp This field contains the timestamp used to deter-
mine when a frame is older than ED_'I‘OV.

R_CTL These five fields are the Fibre Channel Header ‘;

-u_m_ :
Table 6.7 Tachyon Header Structure (Continued)

values to use for all frames of this sequence.
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Field Name

vein)

 

  

  
 

 
 
 

  " Btt(s) Field Label Description

 
 
  
  

  
 
  

  

 3 VC_[D Note that the D_ID value of the Header should

match the D_ID value of the Outbound

é” Descriptor Block.

 
 
 

The Header field used on all frames except the
last, which Tachyon modifies to values given in
the ODB. For non~word multiple outbound
SES'I‘ transfers, the fill bits in the F‘_C’I‘L field

are set- automatically.

Sequence ID Used for all frames of this sequence. This value “
should match the Sequence ID in the ODB.

Initial DF_C'I'L Tachyon modifies this field to zero on subse- -
quent frames. .

Initial Sequence Tachyon send the first frame with this value and

Count then increments the value for each subsequent '
frame of the sequence. Tachyon passes the final
Sequence (Count back to the host in a comple;
don message.

The 0X_ID for this exchange. Selected by the
host initiating the exchange and assigned in the
first frame of an exchange. Refer to “ Choosing
X_ID Values" on page 160.

§

 

 
u

  

 

 

 

   
  

   

 
 
 

 The RXJD for this exchange. Selected by the
host responding to the exchange. The initiating
host must set this value to OXFFFFin the first

frame of the exchange. The responder host's
selected RXJD is returned in the ACK frame

sent in response to the last data frame of a
sequence. Refer to " Choosing X_[D Values" on

page 160...: .

 

Various optional fibre Channel Headers and} a
small data payload may be placed in the same
buffer as the Fibre Channel Header. The

optional headers (OHDRS) and small data pay-
load must be less than or equal to Tachyon's
PrarnedLen value. Tachyon only sends the
ODHRs and a small data payload on the first
frame of the sequence.

  
 

  
  
   
 

Table 6.7 Tachyon Header Structure (Continued)
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Tachyon Header Structure Notes

1. All normal outbound and inbound frames use the above format for the Tachyon Header Structure. The

D Tachyon Header Structure is a copy of the Fibre Channel Header which resides in host memory.
2. For a normal outbound sequence, Tachyon reads the 32 bytes of the PC Header and stores them

internally for use in creating Tachyon Header Structures for subsequent frames Tachyon then updates
several fields during the course of sending the sequence.

a Tachyon clears the DF_C'l‘L field to zero on all frames except the first frame.

b. Tachyon sets the E_C bit of the F'_CI‘L field to one on the last frame of the sequence if the host set
the E_C bit to one in the ODB. This does not occur if the host has set the CONT_SEQ bit in the
ODB to one.

c. Tachyon sets the fill bits of the F_CTL field of the last frame to the values in the ODB. (Tachyon
does not do this if the host has set the CONT_SEQ bit in the 008 to one.)

- d. Tachyon sets the 808 bit of the F_C'l‘[. field to one on a single frame sequence or on the last frame

. of the multiframe sequence. Tachyon does not do this if the host has set the CON'I‘_SEQ bit in the
ODB to one.

. - e. Tachyon sets EOFt on_the last frame of a Class 3 sequence. Tachyon does not dothisiifthe host has; _
-='-';“‘ . _ "‘ ' “' ' ‘set the'CO'N'LSEQ'bit’ in the 'ODB to one. ' -

. f. . Tachyon sets SOFxn on all frames of the sequence except-the first frame.

3. All fields in the Tachyon Header Structure and the ODB that have the same name must have the samevalues. ' ' ’

PTI 172595
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Choosing x_u)' Values

‘ ‘ The initiator host ofhthe exchange must assign an OX_ID in the Tachyon Header Structure. As an initiator,
D Tachyon uses the OXJD as an index into the 8381‘ for a SCSI transaction. The target host must assign an

RX_ID in the Tachyon Header Structure As a target, Tachyon uses the RXJD as an index into the 3881‘ for
SCSI transactions. Thehost initiator or target must use the following, format when choosing X_lD values.

 
  

 

  
 

  

 
 

I5 Non-SCSI Bit ' The host sets this bit to one if the X-ID being chosen is
for a nonSCSl assisted transaction. For a SCSI-assisted

transaction, this bit is cleared to zero.

Inbound Bit For a SCSI-assisted transaction, this bit is used to verify '
that the sequence in progress corresponds to the direc—

who.XJD

  
 

 
 
 

 
tuna-”u.~x—...,....

 
 

  

   

tion‘pro'grammed‘in the corresponding ‘SES'I‘ entry. For
an Inbound 8881‘ Entry, this bit is set to one. For an Out-
bound 5381‘ entry, this bit is cleared to zero. For a non-
SCSI-assisted transaction '(bit 15, above, is set to one),
this bit is ignored. ’ ‘

  
  

The exchange ID selected for this exchange. For SCSI,
this value must be me index of die 8851‘ Entry for the
SCSI transaction. The initiator host must assign an
OX_ID. Tachyon uses the OX_ID as an index into the

SEST. The target host must assign a RX_ID. Tachyon ,
uses the RXJD as'ah index into the SES'I‘.

  
  
Table 8.8 Choosing XJD Values
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6.3.2 ' Outbound Descriptor Block (003)

Word 0

I Word 1

Word 2

Word 3

Word 4

Word 5

Word 6

b. r . ' 27 EDBAddress word7

aBlt(s) Field Label Field Name Description
fer. This value should match the SEQJD value
in the Tachyon Header Structure.

|..1.0 Total Sequence The length in bytes of the data to send. This

1 ' Length length does not include me length of the
‘ - Tachyon Header Slmcture, but does include any

' optional headers. Use the ["111 bytes in the Con-
; ' 5 mal field of the ODB to determine the Total

‘ - Sequence Length: Total Sequence Length = Fill
‘ , bytes 4» exact length The Total Sequence

Length must be equal to or greater than [Header
Length32 bytes] and must be aligned on a 4-

' byte boundary. ‘ :

I ‘ Control Various chip control bits for this sequence are
contained in this field, as follows. ‘

 
   

  Total Sequence
Length

  

  
    

 
  

 
  
  

  

   
    
  

31. 30 Class The FC class of service to use.

l = Class 1

Q 2 = Class 2
3 = Class 3

l 0 = Undefined 
Table 6.9 Outbound Descriptor Block
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Field Name Description ‘

Sequence Inter- Set to one when Tachyon is to wait for an ACK
lock after transmitting the first frame of a sequence

before proceeding with the rest of thesequence
This bitis used to enable retries of the first

frame of the sequence and to provide the XJD
Interlock Protocol.

SOFcl Start Class 1 Set to one to create a Class 1 connection with

Connection the beg'nning of this sequence. The Tachyon
Header Structure, as described in this ODB, is
sent as the connect request.

End Connec. Set to one to terminate the connection at the

tion end of this sequence

Completion Set to one if the host does not want the Out-

‘ Message Dis- bound Sequence: Manager to generate a comple-
tion message for this sequence.

  
  

 

   
 

 

 
  
  
 
 
 

  

  
 
  

  
  

 

 

 

  
  

 

 

  

 

 
 

 
 
  

Completion
Message Inter-
rupt Disable

Set to one if the host does not want an interrupt
when the completion message is posted back to
the host.

 Use the ACK_0 model for transmitting the
sequence. Send all frames without waiting for
individual frame ACKs, but wait for a final ACK
for the entire sequence. Note that a sequence
timeout occurs if the ACK_0 bit and the
CONT,SEQ bit are both set.

 The F_CTL till byte field set in the last frame of
the sequence. The value of this field indicates
how many pad bytes (0, l, 2, or 3) are to be

inserted to make the frame length a. multiple of
four bytes.

 

  

  
  

occurs if the CONT_SEQ bit and the ACK_0 blt
are both set

The EE_Credit, given to the host during login, to

use to send the sequence. The maximum

u_-_

I CONT_SEQ Set to one when the end of sequence. is not to be
" EE_Credit is 15.

The responder exchange ID to use for this
sequence. .

indicated in the last frame. A sequence timeout '

Table 6.9 Outbound Descriptor Block (Continued)
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aBit(s) Field Label
31 c

6. Data Structures

Description

Checksum Enable Set this bit to enable hardware assisted check-
summing. Checksum Enableis enabled only if
TCP/UDP assists are also enabled, i. e. ,blt 31in
the Tachyon configuration register is set to one.

-
UDP Checksum Set this bit to enable UDP Checksum UDP

Checksum can only be enabled if TCP/UDP

assists are also enabled, l.e. , bit 31'in the
Tachyon Configmation'register is set

 

   
  
  

  
  

 
 

 
  Trailer Checksum Enable Trailers where the Checksum overwrites

the last two bytes of data DMAed from the host.
The checksum does not include the value of the

last two bytes before ovenvriting, nor does it
include any fill bytes. . Trailer Checksum can- ~ ' '
only be enabled ifTCP/UDP assists are also

enabled, le bit 31 in the Tachyon Configura-
tion reg‘sterIs set.

 

  
  
   

  
  

  
 

Checksum Insert
  Checksum insert

Cheeksum seed

4 31-0 Transaction in

_Setthis bit if the header contains the entire“sequence
5 IHeader Address Header Address
-__
29 Frame Boundary Set this bit when the host wants an E0? delim—

iter sent after the data pointed to by the
Tachyon Header Structure All. pair.

Table 6.9 Outbound Descriptor Block (Continued)

The Relative Offset location within the
sequence where the Checksum value is to be '
placed. The Relative Offset location must be on
a tvvo byte boundary. Checksum Insert is used
only if TCP/UDP assists are enabled. Note that '

this field is ignored if doing trailer Checksum-
ming,

 

   

 
 

 
 

 
  The value the Checksum accumulator is to start ‘

with when calculating sequence checksums '
The Checksum Seed is only used if TCP/UDP
assists are enabled.

 

 

  This value is used by the driver to match com-
pletions to requests. Tachyon returns this value
unmodified on completions.

 
  

  
 

The address in host memory of the Tachyon .
Header Structure and Optional Headers, if they "
exist The address must be aligned on a 4—-byte
boundary.

  

 
 

ii3.
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The maximum payload length per frame. Refer
to the login parameters on p.109. The Receive
DataField Size log‘m paranienter defines the

minimum value of this field as 128 bytes. Since
Tachyon only supports an outbound flame pay-
load of 2048 bytes, including any optional head—
ers, the maximum value of this fieldis 2048

bytes. The length must be aligned on a 4~byte
boundary

Length

Header Buffer This Header Buffer Lengthis set to the Tachyon
Length _ Header Structure (whichis 32 bytes) + the

. optional portion (this includes optional headers

and data payload). The HdrJen must be less a,
than or eiiual to [32 bytes+ Maximum Frame

Length] or to 2080 bytes, whicheveris less For
SOFcl, the Header Length must not exceed the
(Class 2 Login Receive Data field size + 32
bytes) or 2080 bytes, whichever is less. Refer to

the login parameters on p. 109. The length must
be aligned on a 4-byte boundary.

EDB Address Extended Descrip4 The address of the EDB that contains the ‘
tor Block Address addresses of the data buffers to be sent. The

EDB Address must be 32—byte aligned.

' 3) Table 6.9 Outbound Descriptor Block (Continued)

 
 

WARNING For Tachyon to operate properly, do not-set the Frame Boundary Bit (1“,
Word 6, bit 29) if the entiresequence is contained in the Header Buffer gAIL '
 

003' Notes

l. The ODBis a 32—byte structure that defines the Tachyon Header Structure, optional headers, checksum
information, pointers to the data, etc.

2 - All fieldsin the Tachyon Header Structure and the ODB that have the same name must have the same :values .
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6..3.3 Extended Descriptor Block (EDB)

 
  

 

Even Word

‘ EvenWord
‘15 i ' ill 7 ' 3 ' l0

 

Description

The address of a buffer in host memory aligned
on a 4 byte boundary

This bit IS set in the last A/L pair of the EDB

This bit is set in the first A/L pair when a second
AIL pair is used to point to additional network

header information. The Header Bit should only
be set if the Checksum Enable bit in the 008 is

set This bit is not used if the entire network
header is pointed to by one AA. pair.

 

 
 

'BufferLength 4 , o o Odd‘l/Vord
! ' H l l 7 | 3 [ED

   
  
 
 
 

 
This bit is set when the host Wants an EOF

delimter sent after the block pointed to by the
current A/L pair.

Initialize to zero.

The number of valid bytes-in the buffer. The ‘

Buffer Length must be a multiple of 4 bytes.

Table 6.10 Extended Descriptor Block (EDB)
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EDB News ' ' .

1. The EDB defines the data payload of a PC sequence.

2. The BBB must be 32-byte aligned.

. 3. Each entry within the EDB consists of an Address/Lengthpair (8 bytes). V ,

U Each AIprair describes a buffer in host memory that contains data that is to be transmitted
A/L pairs in the EDB are always fetched in blocks of 4 pairs (32 byte5).

4

5.

6. The EDB contains as many AIL pairs as necessary to completely define the sequence.
7

if the nurnber of A/L pairs in the EDB is not a multiple of 4,,then the memory locations between the last
A/L pair and the next 32 byte boundary is fetched and must be readable.

8. There is no facility for extending the length of the EDB to another area in memory, therefore the
complete BDB must reside in a physically contiguous space.

9. if Tachyon has determined that the remaining data to be sent ('l‘ot_l.en) is less than or equal to
. , Frarne_l.en, any subsequent A/L pairs with the Frame Boundary (1") bit set are ignored. This does not

:3. .. n 2 . , . apply if outbound header checksumming is enabled. " -”= ' " ‘ '

10. ll" outbound header checksumming is enabled, the Tot_ben field inthe ODB must equal the sum of the
optional headers and all of the ML pairs in the BBB, including the last AIL pair which must have the
END bit set . ' -

ii. The BBB must be allocated in 32-byte chunks regardless of whether all the entries are used. The buffer:
length (Buf_Len) may range from 0x0004 to OxFF'FC. Because only word transfers are allowed, the
largest practical buffer length is 32 Kbytes (0x8000 Kbytes) for each A/L pair, if the host wishes to keep
data aligned on power of 2 byte boundaries This is not a requirement. .
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6.3.4 High Priority Frame Structure

:3

 
Table 6.11 High Priority Frame Structure

High Priority Frame Structure Notes

1. The descriptions of the fields for the High Priority Frame Structure are identical to the descriptions of
fields in the Tachyon Header Structure.

2. Unlike the Tachyon Header Structure for the normal outbound sequence, Tachyon does not overwrite
the High Priority Frame Structure with any information from the ODB. Therefore, it is important that ‘
the host ensures that all fields in a High Priority Frame Structure are accurate.

3. For data frames that Tachyon does not automatically ACK, the host must generate the ACK. The host
must use theTV and timestaan values in the data frames that were received from Tachyon. The host
must provide the same timestamp to allow the outbound timestaan verifier to prevent a response from
being sent after ED_TOV since the data frame was received.

4. The Frame-Len field in the HPDB includes the .32 bytes of the header, the data (plus fill bytes, if any),
and the BOP word. Units are in bytes. The length must be word—aligned (bits l..0 = 0)..

5. For Class 3, the EOF field should be set to EOFt.
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6.3.5 High Priority Descriptor Block (HPDB)

- a . , Word 0

3| ‘ '. Word I

an : 27 26 24 23: c 1 ' 0rd 2

. . :. Word3

' Word 4

Word 5

 
Word 6

 

  
 

 

Word?11 ' 7 3 0

31.27 Unused Initialize to zero. ' -

sage Interrupt Dis- an interrupt when the completion is posted

Completion Mes Set this blt to one when the host does not want

-able . back to the host.

sage Disable the OSM to generate a completion mesage for

this sequence. .

31..o Transaction ID This identifier ls used by the dn'ver'to match
completions to requests. Tachyon retums this

'31..0 Header Address Header Address

  

I [5

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

  

 
  

 

 
 

 Completion Mes- Set this bit to one when the host does not want

 

25

‘ ..0

 

 

  
  

  

  value unmodified on completions.

 The address in host memory of the Fibre Chan-

nel frame to send. This address must by aligned

on a 4-byte' boundary.

Table 6.12 High Priority Descriptor Block

3|..16
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m Blt(s) Field Label

 

Description

The length in bytes of the Fibre Channel frame
to send. The maximum value of this fieldIS 2084

bytes This includes the Tachyon HeaderStrut:-
ture (32 bytes) + the payload, any optional head-
ers, and any fill bytes from the F_CPL field of

the Tachyon Header Structure (up to 2048
bytes) + the EOF' (4 bytes). The length must be
aligned on a 4~byte boundary

Table 6.12 High Priority Descriptor Block (Continued)

Field Name

Frame Length    

    

 

 
  

  
 

 

  
HPDB Notes

1. Since frames leaving the High Prion‘ty Message Channel are managed differently from normal outbound
2 frames, the amount of information which needsto beincludedIn an 008for a high priority frame15
only a subset of a normal ODB.

2.- Although the structure ofthe 008 for either type of message is the same, the host may elect not to fill.
in ODB fields which are unused for the High Priority Messsage Channel.
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6.3.6 Inbound Read Status Frame Structure
For debugging purposes, the host can set the Status Request bitm the Tachyon Control register to one to
request that Tachyon dump its internal state into an SFS buffer. When Tachyon detects that this bit13 set, it
temporarily suspends all other operations while sending the status information to the host. Tachyon DMAs
the contents of various registersm the outbound and inbound paths to the host and then sends a.
read_status completion message and interrupt to the host.

 

Word 0

Word 1

Word 2

Word 3
z

' Word 4

seq_ID - or_CTL semcm' We,”
21 :24 231 I16 [5| _

ox_u) RX1:1) ‘ WordG ''16 15

Word 7' '

Word 8

Word 9

Word 10

 Open R._ Word 11I _ l

:16 [5| 11

Word 13
 

Word 14

Word 15

Word 16

Word [7

 
Word 18

Checksum Insert Word 19
. ‘ Zia : .

Transaction ID Word 20
19! - 1 l5.

Header Address Word 2|

 
191
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Word 22

EDB Address w
IS! 11 ”dz;

R CTL D [D_ — W

 VC_[D x SJD

. . . . , . F—m . Word 27‘ 5 z I I9 I l 15 . ' . 7

~ I — Word28

Word 29

WOfdz30

Word31

Length Pre Cale ' Word'32. 15 .

.' Word-33

  
 

 

3

n

l

 
first Edition

 
   

 

Elia-edit.
I5 I9

Field Name '

Word‘3411 9 1 3 . 0!

Description

iz; I .5;

Field LabelBit(s)

31.28 Start of Frame The SOF value in the last Tachyon Header
Structure received

27.24 End of Frame The EOF value in the last Tachyon Header
Structure received. f

.. AL_PA F‘C-Al. Physical The AL_PA value in the last Tachyon‘ Header

Address . Structure received.

Disable CRC A copy of the Disable CRC bit from the last .
Tachyon Header Structure received. -

Unfair Access A copy of the UnfairAccess bit from the last
‘ Tachyon Header Structure received *

Loop Close A copy of the Loop Close bit from the last _
Tachyon Header Structure received. . _

LCr Loop Credit A copy of this value from the last Tachyon . I

Header Structure received. '_

_-_
Table 6.13 Inbound Read Status Frame

0:

 
 
 

 

l5

.— Q

[2.10
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m- ...,.. W
W Timestamp Valid A copy of this bit from the last Tachyon Header

. . ~ _ , ._ ' Structure received. . . . p

' 7..0 Tlmestamp‘ Tirnestamp ' A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure received.

31-24 R_CTL R_CTL - ?_ A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
'1 Header Structure received.

‘ .. ' Destination [D A copy of this value from the last Tachyon 5'
Header Structure received. "

:- VC_ID .VC_ID A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
‘ Header Structure received. ,_ ‘

Source ID A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
- - . Header Structure receivedf : ‘ V ' ‘

Type Type , A copy of this value from the last Tachyon ' I
' . . Header Structure received. _

F_CTL F_CI'L - ‘ A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure received. ‘

SEQJD - Sequence ID A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure received. ,

_CTL DF_CTL A copy of this value from the last Tachyon ‘
Header Structure received. ;

SBQ_CNT Sequence Count A copy of this value Erom the last Tachyon
Header Structure received. '

3i..16 ox_u) ' Acopy of this value from the 1m Tachyon
' Header Structure received. :

l5..0 RXJD ' A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
. . Header Structure received. .=

7 8 LG Relative Offset A copy of this value from the last Tachyon

- __ . . Header Structure received. 5

3 L. 16 Checbum ' Checksum A copy of the IP checksum for the last frame A

' received. :. '

[50 Split A copy of the header/data split offset for the last
' frame received. ,

31.24 Open SEQJD Open SEQJD The value from the current MP‘S inbound

‘ sequence. ‘- ‘ .. i

23.0 Open SJD Open SJD The value from the current MFS inbound ‘ f-
sequence or, if a Class l connection is open, the -

. ID of the remote node. . .:

This field comprises the following subfields.

Table 6.13 Inbound Read Status Frame (Continued)
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m eeeeee- We
31 ib_c l»_0p Inbound Indicates that an inbound Class 1 connection is

Class 1 Open open

30 ib_mfs_op Inbound ME‘S ' ,lndicatesthait aninbound MFS reassembly is in
. ' Open ' progress. ‘

29 ob_c l__op Outbound indicates that an outbound Class 1 connection
Class 1 Open is open. _

n_ff_rcvd Networking Indicates that the fust frame of an MFS was
first Frame received. . ‘
Received ' I

   
 
   
 

 

 
   

 Indicates that the last frame of an MFS was
received. 
 
  
 

 
 

Initialize toezero.

 
 

_ The-value from the current MES Inbound -
sequence or, if a Class 1 connection is open; the
ID of the local node. '

_ ‘ _CTL The value from the current MP‘S inbound - '

e sequence. A .

open F_CTL Open F_CTL The value from the current MFS inbound e =
_ - - sequence. . =-

Status Completion Status The value from the current MFS inbound :

‘ sequence. e.

Expected Expected The sequence count expected in the next frame. 3
SEQ_CNT SEQ_CNT ;'

13 3 l.. 16 Frames Received Number of Frames The number of frames received in the open MFS
' 1 Received sequence.

homes Expected Number of Frames The number of frames expected in the open
Expected MFS sequence.

  
 

 
 

  
   
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

SCSI OXJD The currently active OX ID

mThe value of this field from the current 008.

Table 6.13 Inbound Read Status Frame (Continued)
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Expected R0 The Relative Offset expected in the next frame.

Stored OXJD Set this bit if the SCSI OXJD stored in the [SM 2‘
Invalid . is invalid. '

m_eeeeeee

The value of this field from the current ODB.
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Description

The number of bytes left to send in the sequence
after Tachyon requests the next AIL Total

Length is decremented by the value of the next -
AIL that is reducst'ed by Tachyon.

cm

- ‘

mm m

 

 

 
  

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

n-Header Address Header;A.ddress The value of this field from the current-ODB.

27..16 Frame Length Frame Length The value of this field from the current ODB.

Header Length Header Length The value of thisfield from the current ODB. .

EDB' Address EDB Address ' The address of the next AIL pair within the cur-
" rent EDB that will be requested by Tachyon.

Note that this address may never be fetched if

the End Bit was set in a, previous A/L pair with;
- ing this EDB. '

31.28 Start'oi Frame (A copy of this value from the last Tachyon 3
. p Header Structure sent

27.24 End r Frame A copy of this value from the last Tachyon "
Header Structure sent. 1

[5

H .

l3 '

11.10

  

       

  

la

-
L) .—

' w
on

 

 

 

24

)3 16 AL_PA Arbitrated Loop A copy of this value from the last Tachyon :
. Physical Address Header Structure sent

Disable CRC A copy of this bit from the last Tachyon Header 4‘

Structure sent. :

Unfair Access A copy of this bit from the last Tachyon Header :

Structure sent. 3.

Close Loop A copy of this bit from the last Tachyon Header
' Structure sent -

' ‘ Loop Credit A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure sent.

Timestamp Valid A copy of this bit from the last Tachyon Header

Structure sent. ‘ f

Table 6.13 inbound Read Status Frame (Continued) _

EOF

I’

TV
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' a Blt(s) Field Label e Field Name Description

' .i 7,,0 Timestamp Timestarnp A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
.9 . ‘ Header Structure sent.

23.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 

 
 
 

A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure sent 

 
 

 
 A copy of this value from the last Tachyon

Header Structure sent
 
 

 

 

 

. .O Ii
A copy of this value from the l

Header Structure sent  
 

ast Tachyon
  
 

 
 
  

 

 A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure sent ‘

 A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure sent. '

23.0 l-‘_C'I'L F_Cl‘L A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
" - Header Structure‘sent.

' 3i..24 SEQ_ID a A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
. Header Suucture sent

23.16 DF_C1'L DF‘_C'l‘L . A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
Header Structure sent.

SEQ_CNT SEQ_CNT ' A copy of this value from the last Tachyon
' ‘ Header Structure sent a

31.16 0X_lD ‘ OXJD A copy or this value from the last Tachyon '
5. Header Structure sent. a

l5..0 RXJD RXJD A copy of this value from the last Tachyon i
Header Structure sent.

30 3 LG A copy of this value from the last Tachyon ,
' Header Structure sent _

31..0 Address Pre Gale The address of the next data to fetch. '

Length Pre Calc The length of the next data to fetch.

33 Cheeksum Accu— Checksum Accu- A snapshot of the current checksum accumula-
mulator mulator tor value. - i

31.0 EE_Credit A snapshot of the current EE_Credit value. '

Table 6.13 Inbound Read Status Frame (Continued)
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6.4 Completion Messages

. 3 6.4.1 Inbound Message Queue Entry (Completion Message)

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

— Word 0

Word 1

Entry Information Word 219: ’

Word 3

Entry Information Word 4i9: ’ 15!

Word 5

. Entry Information Word 6[9: I

Entry Information Word 7  = 27 ; . 23: z . 19 la - ll 7 3 | 0

'm Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description _

  
Interrupt Desired Set to one when an interrupt is generated for the

completion message.

7..0 Interrupt Type Interrupt Type Indicates the completion message type. Refer
to the “Completion Message Types" table on the
following page. i

3 [.0 Entry Information Entry Information Additional information depending on the type of
4 , completion message. : :L

Table 6.14 Inbound Message. Queue Entry

  
  
 
  

  

Inbound Message Queue Entry Note

I. Even though completion messages vary in length from one to six words, they are always written to the _
host with WRITE8 transactions. Refer to “7.6.2 TSI Transaction Types" on page 207. Pad Words are
added to the end'of all completion messages so that their length is 8 words (or 32 bytes). The values of
these Pad Words are undefined.
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 _-m

'—

inbound busnedjrame - .

inbound unknownjramej .‘

Z

a? a

6.42 - Completion MesSage Types
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6.4.3 Outbound Completion Message

  
EE_Credit Count

 
 

 

Ward 3

 
 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

- ‘ ‘3 "Bad Word
23 19 ' 15

 

- Z l l

Interrupt Desnred Set to one when the host requests that an inter-

rupt be generated for this completion message.

Interrupt Type outbound_completion = 0x00 . .

31. 0 Transaction 1]) Transaction ID Copytoi' the TRANSJD in the ODB or Outbound
. 'SESTV Entry for this sequence.

--Completion Status This field comprises the following subfields.
Cl Class 1 Error The Class 1 connection experienced an error

' during sequence transmission. Class 1 errors
occur with these combinations of conditions:

1.

 
 
 
  

 
 

 
31

   

  

   
 

SOF‘cl is set to one and the outbound Cl

connection is already opened.  

 2. SOFcl is cleared to zero and the outbound

Cl connection is closed.  
 3. Tachyon is transmitting a frame or waiting

for ACKs and the outbound connection is

opened and Tachyon receives an EOFUI‘I.

 

  
 4. Tachyon receives an EOFDT that does not

match the current sequence. This causes
the outbound connection to be closed.

 

 
Table 6.16 Outbound Completion Message
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-- Bit(s) Field Label -Description '

I' 5. Tachyon receives an EOF'UI‘ or EOFD’I‘I
before the sequence was completely trans-

30

mitted and the outbound connection is
opened.

29 A Abort

Requested

.- ACK Timeout

I ‘0 

 
 

  
  
  Tachyon receives an ACK_EOF‘DT before

the sequence was transmitted and Tachyon
has sent an SOFcl.  

 7. Tachyon is transmitting a frame or waiting
for ACKs and it receives a RJT_EOFD’[‘ that
matched the current sequence, and the Cl
and R bits are both set to one.

 
  

  
 8. Tachyon is transmitting a frame or waiting

for ACKs and it receives an _ . . . f
‘ACK_'AB’I‘_EOFDT that matched the cur-
rent sequence, and the Cl and A bits are

‘ both set to one. '

 

  
  
 

 This bit indicates that the link went down dur-

ing the tmnsrmssr’'on of a sequence. if the Link .
Down (LD) bit is set to one, then the link is

down and the connection is closed, even though.
the Class Connection Open (CO) bit may also be ' '
set to one. ‘ '

  
  
  

 The remote node requests that this sequence be ‘
aborted. An'ACK with the abort bits' set was
received. '

   
  

 
  
 Set to one when a current sequence has ‘ -
exceeded the ED_'I‘OV timeout for the retuml of g. 'the ACKs. -  

  
  

27 '1‘ Frame Timeout Set to one when the current sequence has

exceeded the ED_TOV timeout for the tmnsmis- 3
sion of an outbound frame. Also set to one '

when an outbound frame was sent to a bad
AL_PA.

Rejected A reject frame was received for the current '-

" 5 sequence. _ ‘

X ~ Retries if a BSY is received for the first frame of the

sequence and the Sequence Interlock (Lek) bit
or SOFcl bit is set in the ODB, then the X bit is

set to one if Tachyon transmitted the frame 16 .
times or the Retry Disable bit is set to one in the
ODB. 4

Host Program— Hardware detected an invalid programming ‘_

ming Error combination in the ODB or EDB, for-example: '

l 6.16 0 tbound Com letion Mess e Continued)
“be “ p a“ ( PTI 172615
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Blt(s) Field Label Field name

Class 1 Con-

nection O_pen

 

 

  

  
  

  
 

  
  

 

  
  

  

  

  
 
 

 The Header Length is zero.

2. The CONT_SEQ and E_'_C bitsin the ODB
are both set to one.

3. The End Bit (E)in the ODB is set to one and

Total Sequence Length is greater than the
Header Length minus 32.

4. The Buffer Length is zero.

5. ' The sum of the Buffer Lengths in the EDB is
less than the Total Sequence Length in the

. ODB.

This is a copy of the internal connection state.

it indicates. that the Class l connection is still
open if the Link Down (LD) bitIS set, then the I

linkis down and the connection'is closed even
though this 00 bit may be set.

RX_[D The RXJDlS assigned by the remote node for

this exchange. If this is not the first sequence of

the exchange, the RXJD should be the same-
one sent to Tachyon in the ODB. The RXJD

31.16 EE_Credlt Count EE__Credit Count The EE_Credit remaining at the completion of
the sequence. If an error occurred, this value
may be less than the starting value. The differ-

' ence is the number of frames or ACKs lost.

[5.1) SEQ_CNT SEQ_CNT _ The sequence count of the last frame transmit-
ted -.

I wwmem i

value is invalid if the Link Down (LD), Frame

Table 8.16 Outbound Completion Message (Continued)

  
 
 

 
Timeout (01'), or Host Programming Error (HE) ‘
bits are set.
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6.4,4‘ Outbound High Prion-it? Completion Message

Word 0

Word!

Word 2

Word 3 
 

Word 4

Word 5

 Word 6

 ‘IWonn' Ix
31: - 21'» 'I-zzs ! s u 7 i 3 no 

  
 

 
  

   

Interrupt Type out_hi_pri_completion = 0x01 '

31. 0 Transaction ID A copy or the TRANSJD in the HPDB

Interrupt Desired Set to one when the host has requested that an ,
interrupt be generated for this completion mes-'

‘ sage. '

Pad Word Pad values are undefined.

Table 6.17 Outbound High Priority Completion Message
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6.4.5 I Inbound MFS and Inbound 000 Completion Messages

Interrupt Me Word 0‘ l 3 I 1 u 0

‘ 3 2i 0

Word 2Transfer Length
[5

Word 3

Word 4

Word 5

Word 6

 

  
 

 

   
 

. Word?
"' . x 23: I '19 7 I l 3 ! '0 .

n i

31‘: 2! . . l . 1-.

Interrupt Gener- For inbound_mfsgcompletion messages, this bit
ated is set to one to indicate that an interruptwas

generated. For inbound_ooo:'_complen'on mes-

sagesflihis bit is cleared to zero. . ’

31..16 Queue index . ‘ Circular Queue
Index tained the last buffer address that was used for

this sequence or fragment. '

‘ Queue Entry Offset Which of the eight addresses within the MF'SBQ
enuy that was used for. the lastbuffer of this

_ ' ' sequence or fragment.

Transfer Length Total Transfer The total length, in bytes, of the data transferred
' Length to the host in this contiguous segment

Completion Status This field comprises the following subtields.

Cl , Class 1 Error The Class 1 connection experienced an error
while a sequence was being received.

LD Link Down The link went down while asequence was being
. received.

Table 6.18 Inbound MFS and Inbound 000 Completion Message

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

  inbound_mfs_completion
inbound_ooo_completjon

 

  
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

The index value of the MFSBQ Entry that con-
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Field Label Field Name Description

Abort The remote node is requesting that this .
Requested sequence be aborted An AB'l‘S was received.

T ‘ Timeout ‘ Current sequence has exceeded the ED_TOV
timeout.

DA Deferred ACK The final ACK for this-MFS has not been sent.
The host must use the‘infor'mau‘ in the PC '

, - header and the F‘_CTL field of this completion
message for generating the final ACK which

' must be sent via the HPCQ. .

“I .

 
 

 

 

  
 

  

  

 
 

SEQ_CNT The expected sequence count of the next frame.

_ 31.24 _ R;QTL , . R_CTL . The value‘from the last frame header of this _'
' . , sequence. , '

F_C . F_CI'L , ' The value from the last frame header of this
. sequence. . _ ‘

31..16 [P Checksum An approximate checksum of the entire

load into the next buffer. Refer to “3.10.3

sequence. This value must be corrected by the
host to remove the network header checksum.

First Buffer Length

Header/Data Splitfing”'on page 94.

Table 6.18 Inbound MFS and Inbound 000 Completion Message (Continued)

 
  
 

 
 

 

 
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

  
  

The length, in bytes, of valid data in the first

buffer. The first buffer usually contains just the
PC header and is not filled. lfTCP/UDP assists

are enabled and the first frame of the sequence
has a R0 of zero and the Wpe field in the FC _
header is 5, for [58802—2 LLC/SNAP, or matches I
the type specified in the Split Type field of the

Tachyon Configuration register, then Tachyon
places the entire first frame into the first buffer.
[1' the R0 is non-zero, or the TCP/UDP assists

are disabled, or the type does not match, then -_
Tachyon places only the Tachyon Header Struc-

ture into the first buffer and places the data pay-
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.2 Table 6.19 Inbound SFS, Unknown Frame, Inbound Busted I-‘rame, Read Status, Inbound SCSI

 

6.4.6 Inbound srs, Unknown Frame, Inbound Busied Frame, Read Status,
Inbound SCSI Command, Bad SCSI Frame, and Inbound SCSI Status

Completion Messages

Word 0' I

Word I

Transfer Length
: ISI

Pad Word

Word 2

Word 23

Word 4

Word 5

 
 

 

  
  
 

 

Word 6

 
Word? i

‘. ‘ ' 27 I ' t

" Blt(s) Field Label Field Name

Interrupt Gener- Set to one for all the completion messages indi-
ated cated in the Interrupt Type field (below), except

for the inbound_busied_frame completion mes-

sages. The I bit is cleared to zero if the interrupt
type is an inbound_busied_frame completion
message.

I 
  

 
 
  

   

  
  

   

  ~7..0 Interrupt Type  The type of Interrupt as follows:

inbound_sfs_completjon = 0x04

inbound_unknown_frame_i = 0x06

inbound_busied_frame = 0x06

read_stams ‘ = 0x08

inbound_scsi_command = 0x01)

bad_scsi_frame ' a = 0x03

  

 
  

  
  

 

 

inb_scsi_status_completion = OXOF

The index of the SFSBQ entry that contained
the last buffer address that was used for this

sequence or fragment.

Offset Queue Entry Offset Which of the eight addresses within the SFSBQ .
4 entry that was used for the last buffer of this

, sequence.

Circular Queue
Index   

 

 
  

' Command, Bad SCSI Frame, and Inbound SCSI Status Completion Messages

 first. Bdilinn
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m-W
2 31 Transfer Length Total Transfer The total length, in bytes, of the data transferred

Length to the host

..0

ww- ' hams-"mamm-

Table 6.19 Inbound SFS, Unknown Frame. Inbound Busted Frame, Read Status, Inbound SCSI
Command, Bad SCSI Frame, and Inbound SCSI Status Completion Messages (Continued)
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6.4.7 Inhound SCSI Data Completion Message

 
 
 
 

  

 
 

 
 

Y) - . Interrupt Type Word 0=..- ' ‘ ‘ ' 7 l I l 3 ‘ ! 0

‘ A . ‘ Reserved ~ _ r. r ,‘ ... . Rx_[D . v ~ Word 1
3 3 I 27! Z? ' 19 i 11 l' 5 7 3 0

Pad Words Word 2
31] i 27 Z} l9 15 I 11; l 7 l ' 3 ! 0

Pad Words Word 3

~Word 4

Word 5

Word 6

": Pad Words ' IZWo‘rd-‘I‘

 
 

 
Blt(s)  

9 a 15 . I

-m FieldLabel Field Name Description - ”.2";

l

lntermpt Desired Set to one for the completion message 1nd1cated
in the Interrupt Type field.

31 16

Interrupt Type lnterrupt Type inbound_scsi_data_compleu‘on = 0x00 .

l5..0 RXJD The responder exchange [D for the received

‘ sequence. ’

mm Pwmm

Table 6.20 Inbound SCSI Data Completion Message

3” . l 23 2 l

 
 
  

PTI 172622
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6.4.8 Inbound 'Cl Timeout, Buffer warnings, and Frame Mmmget Interrupt
Completion Messages 4

Word 0

Word 1

Word 2

Word 3

Word 4

Word 5

 

  
   

 
 

 

Word}; .

 
 
 

  

 

  
Pad Word .~ .

a 27L ! as": a 19' _ 15 u , 1 ‘ 3‘ ' o _'

Interrupt Gener- Set to one for all the completion messages indi- _~
ated cated in the Interrupt Type field. ‘ ‘

Interrupt Type Interrupt Type The type of interrupt as follows:

inbound_Cl_timeout = 0x05

3fs_buf_warn = 0x07

mfs_buf_wam = 0x08

imq_buf_wam = 40x09

frame_mgr_mterrupt = 0x0A

7 0

Table 6.21 Inbound‘Cl Timeout, Buffer Warnings, and Frame Manager Interrupt Completion
Messages

. _Worcl‘73H ' *
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m

6.5 SCSI Data Structures

6.5.1 . SEST
'

-_

 

 
  

  

 

 
Entry 0

Entry I

Entry n-l
 

  SEST Entry Each entry contains an Inbound or Outbound SEST
Entry. Each entryIS 32 bytes long.

Table 6.22 SEST

APTI 172624
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V 6.5.2 Inbound SEST Entry

Word 0

ward 1

Word 2

Word 3

Word 4

Word 5

.Word 6

0HW0rd-7

 
  

 

  
  
  
  
  

  
   

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

SCSI Exchange

State Table Entry
(STE) Valid

Set to one by the host if this entry, whichis -

indexed by the 5881‘ entry is active. Refer to I
“3.8.4 invalidating and Reusing Inbound SEST
Entries" on page 65. This bit is cleared by
Tachyon when:

l. The Status sequence is received at the end
of the exchange.

2. An Abort sequence (AB’I'S) frame is
received for this SEST entry.

3. The host writes to the Tachyon Hush SEST
Cache Entry register.

 

 

 
 This bit indicates the direction of the‘ exchange

corresponding to the SEST entry. Set to one for

-SCSiDirection
an Inbound SEST entry.

W...

23.0 Byte Offset Byte Offset The offset, in bytes, within the first buffer
address at which to place data Used to displace
the Relative Offset Must beVa multiple of four

bytes. Must be cleared to zero if the 000 Reas—
sembly Disable bit is set to one. ' '

I.l.0 Byte Count Byte Count The number of bytes received. This field mustbe initialized to zero.

Table 6.23 Inbound SEST Entry
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a Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description
2 3i..16 Number of Number of The number of frames received. This count is

Received Frames ReceivedP‘rames maintained by Tachyon Initialize to zero.

. 15.0 Number of ' Number of The number of frarhes expected, calculated by "
Expected Frames Expected Frames the difference of the last frame and first frame.

Maintained by Tachyon Initialize to zero.

230 Last F_C'l'L Last F_CTI. The F'CI'L value of the last frame. Maintained
by Tachyon

-_—SDB Address The address of the SCSI Descriptor Block
3i..0 Scratch Pad Scratch Pad May be used by the driver as a scratch pad for

an 32-bit value, for example, the Transaction ID.

Expected R0

on a 4-byte boundary. Used for In Order Reas-
sembly mode only.

This field remains untouched by Tachyon dur-n
ing‘the course of the exchange. This value is not

copied into the completion message.

Buffer Index Buffer Index The index in the SDB which points to the buffer
'. where frame data can be placed. Used for In

data received on boundaries other than

Order Reassembly mode only.

Buffer Offset Buffer Offset The location in the buffer where frame data can

sizeof(SCSI' Buffer Length).

begin to be placed. Used for In Order Reassem~

Table 6.23 Inbound sasr Entry (Continued)

 

    

  
  

 
 

  
 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 
   

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

The expected relative offset of the next frame.
Must be a multiple of four bytes and be aligned

Expected Relative
Offset

     
   

bly mode only. This-can be used to align the

Inbound SES'I‘ Entry Notes

1. When the host creates an inbound 8881‘ entry, words I—3, and 7 must be cleared to zero before starting
the exchange.

The STE Valid (V) bit should not be set to one in the Inbound SESI‘ Enuy until all associated structures
have been built.

:3, All fields in the Inbound SEST Bntzy must be cleared to zero at initialization.

4. The Expected Relative Offset (Exp_RO) field is only used by targets that have to break up the data
transfer phase into more than one sequence. Because the targets send out the F‘CP_XFER_RDYS‘
requesting the data with the RO included, they can program the Exp__R0 field before sending the
FCP_XFER_RDY to the initiator.

1x;

PTI 172626
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6.5.3 Outbound SEST Entry

  
 
  

 

, .— D_[D WordO
. '.l9 I I5| I I ll I =- 7! : 3 I0

_ ._ ~ Reserved . CNTL ~ v. . . , . . . . - .. w 10rd

Total Sequence Length Word 2
I I ll 7 I 3 I0

WordB

Word-1

WordS
Zli ' 2 19 [5|

2; - ; [9| . 16' 15 ,

- , . 1303- Address ‘Word‘7

“3.8.3 lnvalidating and Re-Using Outbound

SEST Entries" on page 64. 
 

 

 

 
   

 Initialize to zero. 3 . 9 ,
 

  
 

This bit indicates the direction of the exchange
corresponding to the SESI‘ entry. Cleared to

--_
.29 SCSI Direction

zero for an Outbound SESI‘ entry. 

“Tachyon writes this field with the S_lD retumedin the F'CP_XFER_RDY frame from the target
device. Used in subsequent data transfers.

Maximum Frame

Length

 

 

  
 

The maximum size, in bytes, of the frames that

the sequence is segmented into as provided by
the login parameters.

m—we
Control This field comprises the following Tachyon con—

trol bits for this sequence.

3 = Class 3

CNTL -

Cl Class I I F‘C class of service to use:

' 0 = Undefined

l = Class I

Table 6.24 Outbound sesr Entry

 
   
  

 

 
 

 
  

  
  

2=Classz

PTI 172627
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[92

 

    

m... M...

Sequence [nter— Set to zero {or SCSl.

lock .

~ Stan Class l ' - Set to one when the host want to send SCSI data
Connection on a Class 1 connection. '

Must be set if the SOFcl bit is set, otherwise this
bit should be cleared to zero.

 

 
 
 

 
 

E ii2.

 

 
 
  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

  
Completion
Message Dis- ‘
able

Set to one when the host does not want the OSM
to generate a completion message for this
sequence. This bit should normally be set

 
 

 
 

Completion
Message Inter-
rupt Disable

Set to one when the host does not want an inter-
rupt when the completion message is posted
back to it after data is sent.

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Use the ACK_0 model for transmitting the
sequence. ‘Send all frames without waiting for
individual frame ACKs, but wait for an ACK for
the entire sequence: '

3. o EE_Credit EE_Credit The EE_Credit, given during host login, to use
to send the sequence.

Total Sequence Total Sequence The host initially fills in thistfield with the ‘
Length Length length, in bytes, of the data to be sent. Tachyon

then overwrites this field with the length -
returned in the FCP_XFER_RDY frame from the.

31.16 Link

who RXJD .

target device.

31.0

3 LO Header Address _ Header Address

 

 

 
  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

This field is used by Tachyon to maintain a

linked list of outbound SCSI oepralions. This
field must be set to OXFFFF by the host when

building the STE.   
 

 

Tachyon fills in this field with the RX_ID ‘
returned in the FCP_XFER_RDY frame from the
target device. This value is used in the subse-
quent data transfer.  

 
 

 This value is used by the driver to match out-

bound completions to requests. It is retumed by
Tachyon unmodified on completions, if gener-
ated. '

 
 

 

  
 The host address of the Tachyon Header Struc—
ture and Optional Headers, if they exist. Must
be aligned on a 4-byte boundary.

  
  

 
 

Table 6.24 Outbound SEST Entry (Continued)
PTI 172628
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Bit(s) Field Label Field Name Description

[5.0 Header Length Header Buffer The length, in bytes, of the EC frame header. '
' ' Length The length must be at least 32 bytex

eon Address EDB Address The address of the E08. It must be 324nm
aligned.

Table 6.24 Outbound SEST Enu'y (Continued)
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65.4 SDB, In Order Reassembly

 
  
 

  
 

  

  

Buffer Address Word 0

Buffer Address Word 1.

WordZ

0000000000‘0000-00000000.00'0000000 Wordn—l
vslzznta l [sf-11: 71:35I : . Z) : I 9 I :

w W... Wm
0.. 3i..0 Buffer Address ‘ Buffer Address The address to a designated SCSI buffer. Must
n-Z . be a multipleof {our bytes. .

31-1 The last SDB entry is the End Delirniter. Bits
31..l must be cleared to zeros . '

End of SDB This bit signals the end of the SDB {or In Order.
. Reassembly. . '

Table 6.26 SDB, In Order Reassembly

 
   

SDB, In Order Reassembly Notes

l. When the 000 Reassembly Disable bit in the Tachyon Configuration register is set to one, then

inbound SCSI frames are received in order.
to

In the In Order Reassembly mode, the SDB may be any length. The. host sets the entry following the last
valid address (End Delimiter) to signal the end of the SDB. When the host sets the End of SDB (Es) bit
to one and Tachyon attempts to write past the last valid buffer, Tachyon sets the SDB Error bit in the ’
Inbound 5881‘ Entry and continues accepting data. Any data that is received after the last buffer has
been filled will start overwriting the first word of the first buffer.

3. The SDB must be aligned on a power of 2 boundary equal to or greater than the SDB length

4. The SDB length is the number of entries multiplied by 4 bytes. The length must always be between 4
and 64k bytes.

The buffer addresses must be on a word-aligned boundary.

6. The Buffer Length does not have to be a power of 2.
.9.

PTI 172630
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6.5.5 SDB, OOO Reassembly

Buffer Address
Word 0

Word I

Word 2

.Bufl’er Address
Word 63

rut—I am
Buffer Address The address to a designated SCSI data buffer.

Table 6.26 SDB. 000 Reassembly

 
  
SDB, 000 Reassembly Notes '

I. When the 000 Reassembly Disable bit of the Tachyon Configuration register is cleared to zero, then
inbound frames may be received out of order. ' I

to For 000 Reassembly, the SDB contains 64 address entries to_ completely define the sequence.

3. Typically, inbound SCSI transactions are in the 8K byte to 16K byte range and only require two to four ,
entries in the SDB. However it is recommended that all 64 entries in the SDB be filled in. Unused

locations in the SDB should be set to point to a safe area of host memory. If a frame arrives with an
invalid relative offset (R0) value due to an error, then the incoming data is written harrnlessly to the
safe location. If the unused locations within the 808 are not filled in (perhaps to conserve host

memory) then random host memory locations may be written to by incoming data with a invalid R0
value.

4. The 508 must be aligned on a 256—byte boundary.

The buffer addresses in the SDB must begin on a memory address boundary that is multiple of the
receive buffer length. To start the logically contiguous data buffer on an arbitrary word boundary, the
host may define a buffer offset within the 3551' Entry that tells Tachyon to start filling in data at a
location offset from the first word of the first buffer. The maximum length for an inbound SCSI

sequence is (64 ‘ the buffer length). Therefore, if an inbound SCSI sequence of maximum length is
received and the Buffer Offset in the SES'I‘ entry is non-zero, then the $08 buffer ends at ((64 ‘ the

buffer length)- the Buffer Offset) and the remaining data wraps to the first 808 buffer.

Gr

6. If an overwrite occurs past the 64th buffer on a SES'I‘ out of order operation, Tachyon wraps around
and overwrites the n—64th buffer, thatrs, a write to the 65th buffer overwrites the first buffer, a write to
the (56th buffer overwrites the second buffer, and so on. This feature may be useful for a SEST entry

that uses the Byte Offset (B_Offset) field. If the transfer is greater than (64 “ SCSI Buffer Length -
B_Offset) but less than (64 “ SCSI Buffer Length) then the extra data is written to the first buffer
without corrupting it. This wrap around feature prevents Tadhyon from Writing to some undetermined
place in host memory if an overwrite occurs.

PTI 172631
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Tachyon Signal DeSCriptions

Tachyon Logic Symbol

Backplane

1 I h

=

-

Backplane
Interface

TAD [31..01

PARITY ‘

‘ AVCS_L

TYPE [2..0]

READY_L

' PREFETCH_L

RETRY_L

ERROR_L

INT_L

RESET_L

TBR__L [1..0]

TBG_L

SCLK

Scan Test
Interface

To:

Tho

TCK

TRST

TMS

PLM
Interface

PAHJD [1..0]

RX [1 9.01

RBC

COM_DEf

L_UNUSE

LCKREEL

EWRAP

FAULT

TX [19..0]

TBC

TXCLK_SEL 
Figure 7.1 Tachyon Logic Symbol
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7.2 Tachyon Pin-but

m Pad Label m Pad Label

  

 
I--I__

 

  
  

 
 
 

—m IE”. -
—EI-—___IEIIEE
MEIER

lM
M

[5&-
IE-

 
  
 

  
 

 
1 _

Elm-.— 202

“—0)- ‘.II!- . '
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- Tachyon Pinon: Notes

(a) For most applications, Vdd and Vdd2 internal power straps may be connected on the printed circuit
board (PCB). Refer to “Al PCB Layout Suggestions" on page 313

(h) Pm has internal pull--up and may be left unconnected (solder pad only) or pulled up to Vdd (3.6 V) with
a 4. 7kQ resistor.

WARNING Do not pull up reserved pins to a voltage greater than Vdd (3.6V)
W

(c) . Pin has internal pull~down and may be left unconnected (solder pad only) or connected to Vss.
(d) Pin must be left unconnected

(e) For most applications, Vss and V552 may be connected on the PCB Refer to “Al PCB LayoutSuggestions" on page 313.

PTI 172634
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7.3 Physical Link Module (PLM) Interface

Various 0 TXI l9..0] Transmit Data . 10-bit or 20-bit transmit data bus to the PLM
For 10-bit PLMs only the TX|9.0| outputs are
used. The PARJD bit determines whether a
10-bit or 20-bit PLM should be used.

  

 
  
  

  
 

  
  

  

Transmit Byte Clock‘ 53.125 MHz or 26.5625 MHz clock (i 0.01% aver-
age tolerance) supplied by the oscillator. Note
that for-the TBC:

l) at 26 MHZ; a maximum 40/60 duty cycle is
allowed;

'2.) at 53 MHz. only a maximum 45/55 duty cycleis allowed.
 

 10-bit or 20bit receive data bus from the PLM.

F‘or 10-bit PLMs, only the RXIQ..0]_outputs are ‘ ‘
used. The PARJD bit determines whether a

lO-bit or 20-bit PLM should be used. '

  
  
 

 

RXI 19.01 Receive Data-2 

The receive byte clock signal is derived from the

incoming data stream. The clock frequency is
53.125 MHz for 1063 Mbaud and lOebit 531

Mbaud PLMs, and 26.5625 MHz for 10—bit 266
Mbaud PLMs (i 0.01%). 20~bit 531 Mbaud PLMs
are not supported. Note that for RBC: -
l) at 26 MHz, a maximum 40/60 duty cycle is
allowed;

2) at 53 MHz, only a maximum 45/55 duty cycle '
is allowed.

Receive Byte Clock

  
  
 

  
  
  
 

  
  

 
 
 

  
  
  

   
  

Electrical Wrap Enable When asserted high by a host Write to the

Frame Manaager Configuration register, this sig-
nal tells the PLM to loopback the serialized
transmit data to the receive deserializer. This

signal is also used as a reset to internal logic on
the PLM in response to a laser fault signal to

perform recovery. An external loopback hood
is not required for EWRAP.

   
  

  
 

 LCKREFJ. . Lock to Reference When asserted low, this signal provides the
mechanism for directing the receive clock gen-
eration circuits to obtain frequency lock on a

multiple of the Transmit Byte Clock (TBC).
Also, when asserted low, this signal causes the
PLM to lock its PLL to the TBC.

 

Table 7.2 Physical Link Module (PLM) interface
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When asserted high by the PLM, this signal indi-
cates when a K285 control character containing
a comma of, positive disparity (Refer to the “FC-
PH") is detected on the link data stream at the-

same time as the data is_-presented on the
Receive Data lines.

L_UNUSE Link Unusable . When asserted high, this signal indicates that
the link is unusable for data transfer, that is.
light is no longer being received.

FAULT When asserted high, this signal indicates that a
fault has been detected on the module, for

. example, an improper power level has occurred
on the laser. ' '

TXCLK‘SEL Transmit Clock Select Indicates which clock frequency the external .
clock multiplexing hardware should supply.
This signal is derived from the PARJD lines.

' TXCLK;SEL Clock Frequency
53.1250 MHz

. 26.5625 MHZ

PARJDI l| Parallel [D These two bits are asserted by the PLM to indi- :
PARJDIOI cate the link rate and assumed interface width

of the PLM. They are interpreted by Tachyon as -
follows.

PAR-IDIL-OI“-
265.625 MHz

53l.25 MHz

[062.5 MHz

Table 7.2 Physical Link Module (PLM) Interface (Continued)

 
 

N'ote . Tachyon supports GLMs that conform to the FCSl-30l-Revision 1.0
GLM family. 
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7.4 PLL External Connections

 
 
 

 When asserted low, this signal is the reset
signal for the PLL. During normal operation
this pin should be left unconnected. Thi

pin has an internal pull-up. ‘

 
  

 
  

 
  

  
 

This pin has an internal pull—up. Refer to
"LSl’s LCBSOOK Design Manual, [994, sec-
tions 3.24 and 3.6.3 ([00 Test)" for usage.

 (IDDQ) Test Enable
 

  

   PLL Test Data Input

 
PLL_TEST_DATA This pin controls the system clock when

PLL.TEST_MODE is asserted high This
pin has an internal pull-up. ‘  

  
 
 

  
  

When asserted high, the PLL's VCO output
is bypassed, and PLL_T,EST_DATA'drives
the system clock. This pin has an internal
pulldown.

PLL_TEST_MODE PLL Test Mode Select

  
  

  
 

PLL External RC Net-
work This pin is used for'external RC circuitry of

the PLL' This pin should be connected to a

2000 596 resistor, lnF 5% capacitor, and the
PLLAGND pin in series. Refer to “8.6 Exter. ‘

nal PLLComponents” on page 252.

  
  
  

 
 

   This pin is used for external RC circuitry of -
the PLL This pin should be connected to a ,
lnF 5% capacitor, 200!) 5% resistor, and the -
LP2 pin in series. Refer to “8.6 External PLL f, .
Components" on page 252. ‘

57 PLLAGND PLL Analog Ground

  
 
 
  

 

 

 

 This pin should be connected to a Vdd

source via ferrite bead with capacitor to

Vss. For additional details and alternative .
methods of connecting this pin, refer to "A.l
PCB Layout Suggestions” on page 313. ‘

  
 
 

 

   

 

This pin should be connected to a Vss

source. Refer to “Al PCB Layout Sugges-
tions" on page 313. 4 
 

Table 7.3 PLL External Connections
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7.5 JTAG 31149.1 Scan Test Interface

This pin has aninternal pulldown; Referto L8!
or “LSl’s LCBSOOK Design Manual, 1994, p. 13-
82” for details.

  
 
   

   

 
 

 
 

 

  

   

Boundary Scan ,
(JI‘AG) Cells' IDDQ ' ‘
Test Enable

  
 
 
 

Transitions the Test Access Port (TAP) state

machine to the next state on the rising edge of
this signal. [1' not used, leave unconnected or

‘ pull up with a'4.7kQ resistor to Vdd.

Test Clock

 
 

 

 

 
  
 

 

 

 
  
  
  

 124 TMS Test Mode Select This signal determines the next state of the TAP
state machine. [1' not used, leave unconnected

or pull up with a 4.7142 resistor to Vdd.

. [nteranl Scan Chain
Enable

TEST_MODE Test Enable

When asserted low, the TAP controller and RAM
BIST- are reset. If not used, leave unconnected
or pull up with a 4.7kf2 resistor to Vdd.

 
  
 

Used to scan data serially into the boundary reg-

ister cells. If not used, leaveunconnected or
pull up with a 4.7m resistor to Vdd. 

 

  
 

Used to scan data serially from the boundary
register cells. If not used, leave unconnected or

pull up with a 4.7162 resistor to Vdd. 

  
  

  
  

This pin has an internal pulldown. Assert this
pin high when performing internal scan chain
tests. ‘

  

  When asserted high, this control signal (Ii-states
all pins on the Tachyon package, with the
exception of “reserved” pins I32, 133, 134. and
141. [f not used, connect Vss through a 4.7162
resistor.

Table 7.4 JTAG Scan Test Interface
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m

7.5.1 JTAG Instmcfions

. . ,__n_
extest

ample

cl_amp 001w ‘00111

Table 7.5 JTAG Instructions

  
  

  
For information on the use of J’I'AG Boundaxy Scan. refer to the “IEEE 1149.1 Boundary Scan specification”.

PTI 172639
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7.6 Tachyon System Interface .(TSI‘)

 This section describes the Tachyon System Interface for the Tachyon fibre Channel chip. Included in this
discussion is a description of the signals as well as a description of the protocol used across this interface.

7. 6. l TSI Signal List

 
 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

 
Asset‘te'dby a transaction responder when a
transaction is complete. Refer to “7.6.8 Driving
Bi-Directional Signals" on page ill I. More infor—
mation about READYJ. is available in “7.6

Tachyon System Interface (1‘80” and “7.7 TSI
Functional Waveforms".

 

 

  

  
  
 

  

 

Various {/0 TADI31..O| Multiplexed Address/ Address. is driven by the transaction master dur- ‘
1 Data - ing the address phase. The master drives only

word addresses, so'only bits TADlSl..2| contain
useful information; however, pan'ty must be
generated for TADl3l..0|. During the data

. . . cycles(s), data is driven by the device being read
. , or by the device mastering a write.

{/0 PARl’l‘Y Pan‘ty information This bi-direcu'onal signal carries parity informa- I
, tion for address and data on the T81. Parity is

- - optional, and is defined by the Pan'ty Even (bit
. , l) and Parity Enable (bit 2) bits in the Tachyo

Configuration regster. -

ll l/O AVCS_L Address Valid Chip ' This signal is driven by the master of a transac-
Select tion during the address phase:

{/0 TYPEIZI Transaction Types Asserted low by the master of a transaction.
TYPEH] TYPE indicates the size and direction of the
TYPEM transaction. Refer to “7.6.2 'l‘SI Transaction

Types” on page 207.

READY_L Dexice Ready

' I RETRY _L Read Retry
38 O PREFETCH_L Prefetch Request

may be active during retry. Refer to “7.6. 10

‘ _ Read Transactions" on page 211.

:3“ (ERRORJ, . Error Out ‘Asserted low by Tachyon to indicate a bus par-
ity error, protocol error, or intemal parity error.

:35 O lNT _L Interrupt Asserted low by Tachyon to signal that a mes-
sage has been posted to the host.

Table 7.6 TS! Signal List '

Asserted by the host to terminate a read request
if the read data cannot be made available to

Tachyon.

 
  

   

 
 

  Asserted low by Tachyon to signal that the
next sequential data will be read. This signal
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IRESET_L Synchronous Reset Asserted low by the host to perform a hard resetofTachyon. RESE’l‘_L must be held low for a

minimum of 10.clock periods. All configuration .

TBR_L[ ll
'I‘BR_L(0|

 

   
  
 

  

  

  
 
 

 

inforniatiOn is lost on reset

  
 

Bus Requests One busrequest signal is asserted when
Tachyon needs to master a transaction.

TBR_L|1| indicates a read using the prefetched
channel. TBR_L[0| is used {or writes and non-
pret'etched reads. If only one bus request signal
is desired, these two active low signals should

be ANDed together, external to the chip. Refer
' .- -~ tog"7.6.¢l7 Arbitration" on page 216.

, 29 T80 _L . Bus Grant Asserted low by the host to Signal acceptance of
. Bus Request

SCLK System Clock 24-40 MHz system clock used to drive the back-
} plane side of Tachyon. '

Table 7.6 TSI Signal List (Continued)
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7.6.2 TSI Transaction Types

The transaction type is encoded onto the TYPEIZ.Ol signals during the address phase. The master of a
transaction asserts AVCS_L along with the TYPE I | and TAD [ | busses to indicate that an address cycie'IS in

progress TSI transaction types are notedin the following table

Transaction Type Transaction Name

Double~word read READZ

Four-word read READ4

 

Singleword wnte WRI’i‘El

wm

more We —
Table 7.7 TSi Transaction Types

 
All transactions must be aligned to their size. For example, the three least significant word address bits for
an 8 word transaction (TADI4..2| ) must all be zero. The two least significant bits (TADILDI ) are never
used, and it is recommended they are cleared to zero for future compatibility.

in transactions where the host is master of the transaction and Tachyon is the responder, only single word '

Read and VWri te transaction types are allowed. Tachyon asserts ERROR_L in response to any other‘size
transaction. 
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7.6.3 Data Structure Transaction Size

'3 Data Structure Transaction Size
The following table shows the size of transactions that Tachyon uses when accessing hOSt-based and scs[
data structures. ~ . . . -, . ,

-—_

Table 7.8 Host Data Structure Transaction Size

 

  
  
  
  

  
 

 

 
 

 

  

7.6.4 TSI Transaction Protocol

TSI provides a basic transaction protocol which uses two major operations: Wn‘te transactions and Read
transactions. Every transaction has a master (which performs either a Write or a Read) and a. respOnder. if
the host is the master of a transaction, Tachyon is the responderin that transaction. Similarly, if Tachyon is.
the master of a transaction, then the host is the responder in that transaction.

 

The master of a transaction drives an address and transaction‘type onto the TAD l I and TYPE I I busses,

respectively, while asserting AVCS_L to indicate the start of the transaction. if Tachyon masters a transac-
tion. the host, as the responder, uses READYTL as its acknowledgment signal. Similarly, if the host masters
the transaction, Tachyon. as the responder, uses READY_L as its acknowledgment signal. Transaction pro:
incol. including timing and details of use of acknowledgment signals, is described in the following sections.

When Tachyon is the responder, only transactions of one word are allowed Transaction sizes of other than
one word, when Tachyon is theresponder, causes Tachyon to assert ERROR_L

PTI 172643
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7.6.5 Streaming

‘> . When Tachyon obtains masterShip of TS! and has more than one transaction to perform. Tachyon may
extend its bus tenancy and perform several TSl transactions (up to the maximum programmed limit) before
releasing mastership. This is known as “streaming”.

Streaming Rules

1. The maximum number of transactions that may occur during a stream is programmable. The Write
Stream Size and Read Stream Size fields in the Tachyon Configuration register indicate the maximum
number of Write or Read transactions to perform per bus tenancy. This maximum number can be
different for Wn'tes and Reads '

2. Streaming occurs in‘only one direction, i.e., a Write and a Read transaction never occurs during thesame stream.‘

3. Streaming may occur with different transaction sizes, e.g, a Read of 8 words and a Read of at words can
occur during the same stream.

‘l u ."‘
Streaming does not cross non-contiguous address locations, i.e., Tachyon releases ownership of the bus
whenever the next address to be accessed is not sizeof (last_t:ransaction) past the addressof the lasttransaction. '

5. Streaming does not cross A/L pairs.

6, Tachyon does not stream across frames.

- 1- Tachyon Terminates TSI Bus Tenancy When:

' ' l. Tachyon determines that it does not have more data to transfer (e.g., an end of frame occurs, end of
‘ 3 ' sequence data occurs, Tachyon encounters an error, etc).

t\:
[n the current tenancy, 'l‘achyon completes the number of transactions in the programmed maximum
stream size in the Tachyon Configuration register.

~ 3. The host asserts RETRY_L during a Read transaction;

 

' l. Tachyon becomes 32-byte aligned and additional Read transactions are queued Specifically, when
Tachyon transfers from a NON-READB transaction to a READS transaction, bus tenancy ends and a
new stream starts in a new tenancy. Tachyon must start a new stream to start asserting PREFETCH_L,

‘if appropriate.

' 1 5. The lntemal Outbound Frame FIFO is full.

PTl 172644
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, 7.6.6 - Data Extend Using PREFETCILL

Tachyon uses the PREFEI‘CILL to notify the host that Tachyon will request the next sequentially
addressed block of data on the next TBR_L|1| bus tenancy. This enables the host to read the data for the
next memory address into its cache in order to minimize the read access delay on TSI.

Data Pretetch Rules '

l. Tachyon only asserts PREFETCH_L if'l‘achyon will read the next 32-byte block.

2. Tachyon only asserts PREFETCH_L {or READ8 (word) transactions.

..'3 Tachyon may assert PREFE’I‘CHJ. for all or part' of the bus tenancy, which can contain one or more
transactions. ' ’

4. Tachyon initially asserts PREFETCH_L with TBR_L| 1].
SJ!

PREFEI‘CH_L is valid during the address cycle of each transaction. The host must sample it during the
address cycle to determine whetherfor not the Tachyon reads the next sequential block of 8 words.

97-.
.PREF‘E’I‘CHL does not guarantee that Tachyon requests the data immediately. PREFETCH_L only
“indicates that the next transattion from the TBR’;L[ ll'channel is a READB from the next sequential '
address. Tachyon may begin a new bus tenancy using TBR_L[0| at any time and perform any number of
non-prefetched reads on that channel, independent of the pretet'ching‘ activity present on 'I‘BR_L| ii.

I. ‘Prefetching can wrap across bus tenancies, e.g., ifTachyon assertsPREFETCHJ during the final phase
or a streamed transaction, then Tachyon reads the prefetched data the next timeit requests the bus
using TBR;L[1|.

8. During a bus tenancy, if Tachyon deasserts PREFETCH_L in an address cycle, then Tachyon does not
assert the signal again during that particular bus tenancy. Tachyon begins a new bus tenancy for ea'c
contiguous block of data' ‘

7.6.7 Address Cycle

For the address cycle, the bus master asserts the following signals:

l. The address of the transaction on TAD [31..Ol

2. The calculated value of parity on the PARITY line (parity can be even, odd, or disabled)
:3. The type of transaction on TYPE [2..0|

1. AVCS_L to indicate the validity of the address

Tachyon ignores TAD [31..9l in an address cycle when it is the responder. However, if parity isenabled,
Tachyon checks parity for these bits, so TAD [31.9] should be driven to known values with valid PARI'I‘Y.

The host must drive the TYPE[ I signal in the Address cycle of a host mastered transaction and may con-
tinue to drive'it throughout the transaction. The host must release all TYPE [2..0] signals before granting
TSlrto Tachyon. '

PTI 172645
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7.6.8 Driving Bi-Directiorial Signals

_. " Either the host or Tachyon can assert the AVCS_L and READYJ. signals. The signals are both asserted low

3 for just one cycle at a time. To operate one of these signals properly and guarantee timing margins, the hostor Tachyon must drive the signal high for one cycle after it has been driven low. In the following cycle, it

, _ must be released (tn-stated).' This is illustrated in all the timing diagrams provided in the. examples in this
5 chapter. - ' ‘ ' ‘ i ' i . ' ‘

7.6.9 Write Transactions

A TSl Write transaction consists of an address cycle followed immediately by l, 2, 4, or 8 data cycles. [1’ the

' host masters the Write transaction, Tachyon asserts READYJ. to acknowledge the transaction. .If Tachyon
masters the Write transaction, the host asserts READY) to acknowledge the transaction . The responder

may assert READYJ. as soon as the cycle after the address cycle, or as late as after the last data cycle.

There is no timeout on TSl, so if Tachyon is the master, Tachyon waits to receive a READYJ. or for a hard
reset to occur. No other transactions are able to occur.

The Write transaction is not complete until the last data cycle or the acknowledgment cycle occurs, which’
ever occurs later. The master must stop driving TAD and PARITY the cycle after the last data cycle.

If Tachyon masters a Write transaction, it requests the bus using the TBR_L[0] line.

Only singleword Write transactions are allowed when’Tachyon is the responder.

7.6.10 Read Transactions

A TSI Read transaction consists of an address cycle, a turn cycle, zero or more Wait cycles, the data (l, 2, 4,

or 8 data cycles), and a recovery cycle. In the tum cycle, the master stops driving its TADI I, PARITY, and

TYPEl ] lines. After the turn cycle, the responder may‘drive data on the TADI | lines and PARI’I‘Y.
READY_L must be asserted along with the first data cycle.

 Only single word Read transactions are allowed when Tachyon is the responder.

For multiple word Read transactions, the remaining data must be transferred on consecutive bus cycles
until all data is returned. if the responder is not ready to retum Read data in the cycle after the turn cycle, it

delays the assertion of READY_L, thereby inserting wait cycles on the bus until data is available. [1' many
wait cycles are needed before the responder is ready to’retum the read data, the interface is locked during

, this time.

If the Read data cannot currently be made available to Tachyon, the host may assert RE’I‘RY_L for one

cycle. instead of asserting READYJ. On the cycle after the host asserts RETRY_L, Tachyon releases

TBRJ. , waits for TBG_L to be deasserted for one cycle, and then reasserts TBR_L to re~arbitrate for the
bus. ‘ - ‘

ll Tachyon asserts the PREFETCH_L signal concurrently with the TBR_L[1| signal and the host then
decides to retry the read transaction using the RETRY_L signal, then the PREFE’I‘CH_L signal will remain
asserted even after Tachyon has given up the bus.

RETRYJ. Rules

1. The host may assert RETRYJ. only during DMA read operations.

2. RETRY_L and READY,L are mutually exclusive, i.e., the host may only assert one of the signals per
Read transaction. ‘

3. The host asserts RETRY_L only prior to the data cycle, which is signaled by the responder asserting _
READY_L. Once the data cycles have started, the host may not assert RETRYJ. on that transaction.

. '. - ' ‘ ,,, ,'—_ ,__________._.
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7.6.11 TSI Transaction Window

A TSl transaction window starts when the master asserts AVCS_L For a Read transaction, the transaction
window ends one cycle after the last data cycle, i.e., the recovery cycle is the end of the transaction win-
dow. For a Write transaction, the transaction window ends the cycle after the responder asserts READYJ.
or the cycle after the last data cycle, whicheveris later. If the host wanta to perform back-to-back Writes, it
may do so without an‘idle‘cycle to separate‘the transactions For example, the transaction window for the
first transaction ends in the last data cycle or in the cycle in which the responder asserts READY_L, which-ever is later.

 

7.6.12 TSI Transaction Ordering

Whenever more than one DMA channel is available between the host and a host bus adapter board, the pos-
sibility of an out of order transaction exists. For example, one block of data may am've at the adapter board
before an earlier requested block if the delays for the two channels are different.

Since Tachyon provides two DMA channels (via the two bus request lines), the following rules ensure that
TSI transaction ordering is maintained.

Maintaining TSI Transaction Ordering

i. The order in which Tachyon initiates transactions is not altered if the host asserts RE'I‘RY_L' Thus, if
the host aborts a‘Read operation by asserting_RE'l‘RY_L, Tachyon immediately re-arbitrates for the bus
in order to complete the aborted Read operation. No other Tachyon-mastered transactions, particularly
other reads, occur until the original Readoperation is completed.

to
_ Tachyon never asserts more than one bus request signal at a time. The two bus request lines.

TBR_L[ [:0] are mutually exclusive, i.e. the two are never asserted at the same time in an attempt to
master two concurrent transactions.

3. Write transactions 'only occur on bus tenancies initiated with the 'I‘BRJJOI (nonoprefetch) signal,
therefore Write transaction ordering is preserved, -' 

Because Tachyon only initiates one Read and Write operation at a time, overall transaction ordering ismaintained.

7.6. 13 Endian-ness

Big Endian

Tachyon is big endian. On the address/data bus ('I‘ADl l) and in all registers, bit 3i is the most significant bit
and bit 0 is the least significant bit.

Little Endian

Refer to “A2 implementing Tachyon with Little Endian System" on page 319.
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7.6.‘1‘4 Parity

invalid transaction size is used on a host-mastered Read or Write. The host must detennine what caused the-) Tacliyon asserts the Error Out signal (ERROR_L) if a parity error is detected (if parity is enabled), or if an
error. log the error if necessary, and reset Tachyon to clear the error condition.

Parity is enabled or disabled via the-Tachyon Configuration register. if enabled, Tabhyo'n checks parity for
both address and data. For a DMA Read that is mastered by Tachyon. if Tachyon detects a parity error. it
asserts the ERROR_L signal two cycles alter the cycle with bad parity. For a DlO Write transaction, if

Tachyon detects a parity error, it asserts the ERROR_L signal one cycle after the cycle'with bad parity for
both address and data For a BIG Read transaction, if Tachyon detects a parity error it asserts the

ERROR _L signal one cycle after the cycle with bad parity for address only. Refer to “7. 6. 15 Error Handling"
on page-J H.

Due to the delayed nature of data parity errors, assertion of ERRORTL may overlap subsequent transac- ,
tions. After Tachyon asserts BRROR_L, the host should read the Tachyon Status register to determine the
cause of the error. The host must reset Tachyon to clear the error condition and deassert ERROR_L'. ' -

EVEN parity is the total number of 'ones on the address/data bus ('1‘AD [31 .0!) and the parity bit (PARITY)

.--; ~ equals an eren number. For example, if thereis an odd number of ones on TAD [31. .0], PARITYlS driven
. high for EVEN parity.

ODD parity is the total number of ones on the address/data bus ('l‘ADl3'l..0]) and. the parity bit (PARI'I‘Y)
equals an odd number. For example, if there is an odd number of ones on TAD [31..0], PARI'I‘Y is driven low
for ODD parity.

Tachyon generates and drives the parity bit when it drives address or data information on TSL If a'l‘achyon-.
driien transaction has a parity error, the host is responsible for resetting Tachyon to clear the error During

cycles where data or address are not valid (as defined by AVCS_L, READY_L, and T81 timing rules), parity
is not talid.

PTl 172648
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7.6.15 Error Handling

D Assertion of ERROR_L
Assuming that parity is enabled,Tachyon asserts ERROR_L for error conditions which occur in different
TSl b'us cycles .

1. Address parity error to Tachyon: ASerted in the next cycle.

‘ 2. TYPE signal not equal to binary 000 or [00 during Address cycle to Tachyon: Assened in the next cycle.

3. Write data parity error to Tachyon: Asserted in the next cycle.

l. DMA Read data parity error. Asserted in the second cycle after the cycle with error.

5. lnternal parity error. Asserted in any cycle on TSl.

Tachyon asserts ERROR_ L and sets the appropriate bits in the Fatal Enor Status field of the Tachyon Sta~

tus re9ster. If another error occurs, the Fatal Error Status field does not change and the new error is not
logged. To determine the cause of the error, the host should read the Tachyon Status register.

Once Tachyon asserts ERROR_L, it will keep ERROR_L asserted until the host resets Tachyon by asserting
RESET_L or by writing 0x8000 0000 to the Tachyon Control re9'ster.

For any address parity error, TYPE error, or write data parity error for a transaction to Tachyon, Tachyon .
does not return READY_L ERROR_L is the only indication of Tachyon's responsel

Tachyon Mastership Under ERROR_L

While Tachyon asserts ERROR_L, Tachyon cannot master any more DMA transactions. Tachyon completes
the current transaction, then terminates its bus tenancy, no matter what streaming or'prefetch state it is in.

2 If Tachyonis arbitrating for the bus' when it asserts ERROR_L, Tachyon continues arbitrating, but it
; releases 'l‘BR_L as soon as itsees TBG _L asserted, and it does not proceed with the bus transaction

Tachyon Fibre Channel Operation Under ERROR_L

When Tachyon asserts ERROR_L, the OSM freezes. An outbound frame in progress on the link at the time
of ERROR_L assertion finishes transmitting, but no more frames follow. The link state machine is still

active so Tachyon still responds to some Fibre Channel link and loop primitive sequences, like OLS or NOS

The host has limited ability to manage the situation since many Tachyon functions are disabled by the error

Tachyon Response Under ERROR_L

When Tachyon asserts ERROR_L, Tachyon enters a state where it can no longer master transactions on the
T81 Eien though Tachyon can no longer master transactions on the TSl, all registers can be accessed.
Tachyon does attempt to respond to slave accesses to status registers, which contain information about
what type of error occurred. The slave accesses may fail if it experiences a fatal error.

lfTachyon asserts ERROR_L due to a host-mastered address parity error or host-mastered Write data parity
error Tachyon does not assert READY_L for that transaction.

lfTachyonis already asserting ERROR_L, and a host-mastered Write occurs, Tachyon does not accept data
and asserts READY_L if no address or data parity errors exist. The only exception to this conditionis the

Tachyon Control register where the host can perform a soft reset. The Tachyon Control register accepts the
data and asserts READY_‘L if no address or data parity error occurs.

lf'l‘achyon is already asserting ERROR_L, and a host-mastered Read occurs, Tachyon asserts READY_L and
returns data if no address parity error exists -

PTl 172649
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When Tachyon is'asserting ERROR_L, the host must‘provide a timeout of at lent 20 clocks from its asser:
tion of AVCS_L lf Tachyon does not assert READYJ. within this time, the transaction had a parity error.

12:) The host may begin a new transaction.
Host Error Handling for DMA Reads

The host is responsible for detecting pan'ty errors in addressesfor D‘MA Reads initiated by Tachyo'n. When
the host detects these errors, it has four response options:

I. The host does not respond to Tachyon. It just leaves the bus locked up. Tachyon waits for a response
and‘does not issue any further transactions. The hc'Jst asserts RESETJ. to reset Tachyon.

l\'.
The host retums READY_L and data, but does not grant mastership to Tachyon. Tachyon has no
indication that there was a problem. Tachyon only knows that the transaction completed. If Tachyon is
streaming, Tachyon continues streaming. and does not relinquish the bus. The master should continue

responding until the stream is exhausted. Then the master can prevent another Tachyon tenancy by
withholding TBG_L. If streaming is disabled, then Tachyon terminates its tenancy after the current
transaction. However, Tachyon could’send incorrect data on the Fibre Channel since the host received
an incorrect memory address.

3. The host returns READY_L with data containing incorrect parity. Tachyon is forced to assert ERRORJ.
. and stop mastering on the bus. -

‘ l. The host‘assens RETRY_L. which forces Tachyon to relinquish the bus immediately. The host should
not grant mastership Ito Tachyon afterwards. ' ‘

Host Error Handling 0: DMA Writes

The host must check and handle parity errors on DMA addresses and data for‘DMA Writes initiated by .
‘ Tachyon. The host has only two possible responses for these Write transactions, because Write transac-

tions do not have RETRY_L support and the host does not return any data, as for DMA reads:

‘ l. The host does not respond to Tachyon. it just leaves the bus locked up. Tachyon waits for a response
-' and does not issue any further transactions. The host asserts RBSET_L to reset Tachyon.

N.
The host returns READYJ. and data, but does not grant mastership to Tachyon. Tachyon has no
indication that there was a problem. Tachyon only knows that the transaction completed. If Tachyon is
streaming, Tachyon continues streaming, and does not relinquish the bus. The master should continue

responding until the stream is exhausted. Then the master can prevent another Tachyon tenancy by

withholding TBG_L lfstreaming is disabled. then Tachyon terminates its tenancy after the currenttmnsacrron.
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.' 7.6.126 Reset I i I

“ The RESET_L signal performs a synchronous reset of Tachyon. The host asserts RESE’l‘_L for at least [0
SCLK cycles to ensure proper operation. Tachyon starts in an arbitrary state and RESETJ. should be
asserted while power is being applied. This forces Tachyon into a known state.

l-‘ollowing a‘reSet, Tachyon is in an IDLE State: The power-on value'of all‘Tachyon internal registers is - -
defined in “5.1 Register Overview" on page lll.

7.6. 17 Arbitration

Since only two devices are present on-TSl, arbitration is not that complex. lf'l‘achyon requires control of
TSl, Tachyon asserts one of the request (TBR_L[ I) lines. TBR_L[0| indicates reads and writes using the
non~prefetched channel. TBR_L[ 1] indicates reads using the prefetch channel. except for the following
situations: , ,

l. At the beginning of a block of prefetched data 'l‘BR_L[ 1] is used, even though no data has been
prefetched yet. - '

2. At the end ofa prefetched block within a Sequence the next A/L pair is read via the prefetch channel,
even though the actual A/L pair data is not prefetched. The prefetching channel must be able to process
these cases, in addition to the normal prefetched cases.

The two TBR_L signals are mutually exclusive, i.e., the two signals are never asserted simultaneously. Each
TBR_L signal is guaranteed to be tie-asserted for at least one clock cycle prior to other’TBR_L signal being.

’ asserted. ‘ 4

., . Regardless of the type of request signal (TBR_L(0| or TBR_L[1], the host asserts the grant line (TBG_L) to
‘ grant the bus to 'l‘achyon. The host must assert TBG_L for a minimum of one clock cycle. Afterwards,

TBG_L may be de-asserted at any time without effect. To avoid latency, the host can de—assert the grant
line as soon as possible. .

After the host asserts TBG_L, Tachyon begins a transaction one cycle later. Tachyon begins the tranaction
by asserting AVCS‘L and starting the address cycle.

After Tachyon begins the transaction, it holds 'l‘BR_L[ | asserted until at least the later of:

l. The last data cycle of the transaction ‘ ‘ ,
2. The cycle after READYJ. or RETRY,L is asserted. The host can assert its READYJ. at the conclusion

of the transfer (on the, cycle following the last data cycle) as a continuation that the transfer is complete
or to avoid latency, the host may elect to assert READY_L sooner.

Tachyon keeps the TBR_L signal asserted until it relinquishes its bus tenancy following its last transaction.

Tachyon stops drivingall lines by the cycle when Tachyon tie-asserts the TBR_L| I signal. ‘

OnCe the host tie-asserts TBG_L; it must not re-assert until after both of the TBR_L[ I signals are deasserted
and after Tachyon asserts one of them again.
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7.6.18 Interrupts

- - , When Tachyon places an entry into the MO, Tachyon generates an interrupt to notify the host, except for
._- the following conditions:

L The host requests Tachyon not to generate an interrupt for an outbound completion message.

‘ 2. A previous entry in the [MQ has not yet been consumed by the host. [n this case, Tachyon does not
generate another inten'upt until the [MQ Consumer index is updated by the host

When Tachyon generates an interrupt, the interrupt signal, lNT_L, is asserted for one TSl clock‘cycle. .
lN'l‘_L is then de-zuserted and remains tie-asserted until Tachyon generates the next inten‘upt.

Interrupts may not be generated when Tachyon is the owner of ’l‘Sl, i.e., lN’I‘_L is always de-asserted when
. either TBRJ. signal is asserted.

When software services interrupts, maintain the following order: ‘

Software receives intemipt.

Software reads [MQ entry(ies). ,

Software reenables the hardware inten'upts (e. g. resets a latch which detects Tachyon interrupts).
Software updates [MQ Consumer Index, which re-enables interrupts within Tachyon.

é-Si'l‘ér-
WAR ING ' lf Step 4 is performed before Step 3 above, a race condition occurs and

a subsequent interrupt may be missed.

if the host software decides not to consume all [MQ entries before updating the [MQ Consumer index,
Tac hyon immediately issues another interrupt to ensure that messages are not left on the [MQ. The. normal
mode of operation is to read all entries on the [MQ before updating the [MQ Consumer Index.
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7.6.19 Host Interface Design Notes

.) Arbitration
1. Host transactions may begin one delay cycle after Tachyon deasserts ’I‘BR_L[ |. .

2. Tachyon may deassert TBR;L| [for as little as one cycle, then reLarbitrate if 'l‘BfLL is de—assened. '

:3. if the host asserts TBG_L when Tachyon is asserting TBR_L[ l, Tachyon starts a transaction. Give a
grant no sooner than one cycle before the host is finished with its transaction (for reads, at the start of
the recovery cycle; for writes, in the last data cycle or the cycle after READY_L is asserted. whichever is
later).

' ‘ 4. ‘Do not anticipate the number of cycles from TBG_L that Tachyon asserts_AVGS_L; wait for it.

.5» Do not anticipate the number of cycles after READYJ. that Tachyon de~assens TBR_L[ I.

6. Tachyon bus tenancy can span up to 64 transactions. individual applications can limit this number by
programmable configuration. ' ' ‘ "

Host-Mastered Transactions

1. Do not anticipate the number of cycles Tachyon takes to assert READY_[..

2 Tachyon checks parity on all 32 TADI | signals during address cycles. ‘

3. The responder may assert READY_L the cycle after Address for Writes.

4 A host-mastered transaction with address or TYPE error does not complete with READYJ.

Tachyon-Maste'red Reads

l. Check PREFETCl-LL in the Address cycle (optional).

Note the short time between streamed Reads. 2. .

:3. The host may aSsert RETRY_L only during Reads. This forces Tachyon to terminate its tenancy.

l. Tachyon reads a prefetched address during the next transaction that it asserts TBR_L] ll.

Tachyon-Mastered Writes

1. Responder may assert READYJ. before the last data cycle.

3. Note the short time between streamed Writes.

3. There is no mechanism to stop a Write stream, unless the host asserts RESETJ. Withholding
READYJ. only suspends the Write stream. ,

PTI 172653
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7.7 ' TSI Functional Waveforms

D TSI Functional Wavefoi-m Signal Notes
- De-assertion of the TBR_L.| | signal by Tachyon at the end of a transactionIS determined by which inter-

nal Tachyo'n modulers accessingthe bus and the current state of streaming.
~ The re-assertion delay ofTBR_L [ l depends on the state of TBGJ. when TBR‘LI | is de~asserted and

other transactions that are queued in Tachyon.

" Transactions can start (assertion of AVCS_L) no sooner than one clock cycle after the devassertion of
the TBG _L signal.

. When the host or Tachyon drives either AVCS_L or. READY_L; it asserts (driving low) the signal for one
clock cycle, actively de-asserts (driving high) the signal for one cycle, and then tri—states the signal.

- Tire host interface must not attempt to drive either AVCS‘L or READY_L when Tachyon is driving these
signals either high or low.

. . To meet timing parameters. it is recommended thatthe host actively de-assert AVCS_L and READY_L.
.11.; . after timing them. . All waveforms in this document show the host behaving'in this manner.

TSI Functional Waveform Graphic Notes

- Aid-stated (high-impedance) signal is indicated by a dashed line between high and low.

 

- An undefined signal, e.g._, wait states, is indicated by ashaded area.

 

- j o .-\ parity signal is indicated by a white boxed area.
 

- :\ valid lms value is indicated in boxed areas.

(:>

 

Note The following TSl waveform examples depict realistic possibilities for
Tachyon Revision 2., however, the waveform examples do not reflect

the exact timing of every possible transaction, nor for every possible
version of Tachyon.

Note The following 'l‘Sl functional waveform examples are meant to show

functionality and are not intended to show any timing information. For

liming infonnatirm, refer to “7.8TSI Timing Requirements" on page 2.44.
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7.7.1 Slave Reads and Writes

‘ D In [ht5e examples of Slave Reads and Wntes the host asserts three host-mmtered, or slave, transactions, a» slave WRITEl a slave READl and an illegal slave READd, shownin the following three figures.

During slave Write or Read transactions only single word transactions are allowed. If the host requestsa
Sla\e transaction of Other than one word Tachyon asserts ERROFLL ‘

READY_L---Z
.............. ,

 
D Figure 7.2 Slave WRITEI

This is a slave WRlTEl transaction, indicated by TYPE [2..0] = 0x04. The host initiates the transaction by

strobing AVCS_L and driving the TYPE [2.0], TAD [31.0], and PARlTY signals. The following clock cycle is
the data cycle (DATA-O), with no wait states possible. Tachyon then ends the transaction by userting

' RE.-\DY_L as an acknowledgment.

The delay from the saxnpling of AVCS_L to the assertion of READY_L for a Wn'te depends on whichregister

is being written and the Fibre Channel speed selected. For Writes of non-flame Manager registers the
«lelayis the clock cycles [f thefastest TSl clock (40 MHz) and the slowest fibre Channel speed (266
.VlBaud)‘IS selected then the delay'lS between five and eight clock cycles

Design should depend on the host waiting for the assertion of READY_L, rather than waiting for ag'specilic
number of clock cycles to occur. This ensures compatibility with future revisions of Tachyon.

PTI 172655
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TYPEIZ..O]__-: - — — —

1-aiciks

pAmw-i—éi—4—"I—+——§-———~+——§——§——~
  

Figure 7.3 Slave READ]

This is a Slave READ! transaction, indicated by TYPE |2..0| = 0x00. Following the assertion of AVCS_L on
any Read transaction, the next clock cycle is defined as a “turn" cycle, A turn cycle gives a finite period of
time {or the initiator of the transaction to stop driving the address on TAD l3l..0| before the responder '

. begins dn'ving data on TAD [31..0l. After the turn cycle, Tachyon generates wait states before the data cycle
”3.; (DATA-O) begins.

.) The delay from the sampling of AVCS_L to the assertion of 'READYJ. for a Read depends on which register -
is being read and the Fibre Channel speed selected. For Reads oi' non-flame Manager registers, the delay
is one clock cycle. For Frame Manager registers, the delay is between one and eight clock cycles. if the
fastest TSl clock (40 MHz) and the slowest Fibre Channel speed (266 MBaud) is selected, then the delay is
between one and eight clock cycles. '

W

Note - Parity is only depicted in these first two waveform examples, but may
be used for all DMA transactions.

W‘
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7—"

«anon; ............ ...........

RESETJ.

TBR_LM

 
Figure 7.4 RESET-L of an Illegal Slave READ4

This third slave transaction demonstrates the effect of performing a slave transaction of other than one

word. The host initiates an illegal,slave READ4 (four words) transaction causing Tachyon to assert
ERROR_L ' 
The host resets Tachyon by asserting RESET-L RESET_L must remain asserted for a minimum of ten

‘(tlock cycles. When the host resets Tachyon, asserted signals are released before the end of the RESB’I‘_L
. assertion. In this case, the asserted signals, ERROR_L, TBR_L [0], and TADI3L.0 l are released.

TBR_L [0| is completely independent of the slave transaction. However, if it is asserted prior to an illegal
slave transaction. it remains asserted while ERROR_L is asserted, until the reset of Tachyon occurs.

ttttt
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7.7. 2 DMA Writes

In this example 0f :1 DMA Write Tachyon has 28 bytes ofdata to write to host memory Tachyon writes this

I) data with aseries of three transactions; a WRITB4 a WRITEZ and a WRlTEl, shown'in the following threefigures.

mm-—i——:———§——i-—--——-———s———————_

*A0t3101-—-—~-—----mmm ———- 
Figure 7.5 DMA Write. WRITE4 Transaction

This a WRITEJ transaction indicated by TYPE [2.0] = 0x06.
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.TYPE[2..0]—:'_-§T'_-_—:—__i'__§_‘%-—i_—E ,

m...o, -:———é——--——%——i———é—'—-%——4--

TBR-L (01 

TBFLLm<.9é:é?fi?f¥fié‘.i..~...g.i ........... ........ ........... i 
Figure 7.6 DMA Write, WRITEZ Transaction

“)- - ’ This is WRITEZ transaction indicated by TYPE [2.0] = 0x05.
Since TBG_L is already deasserted when TBR_L[0| is die-asserted, Tachyon can assert TBR_L [0] again
without waiting.

PTI 172659
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TYPEIam -§---§—----—§—“.“:-¥§-—§-—-§-—§-—-§--—f-

mom-.01“? ‘“ “3— “ ‘-—“§“——§“‘§--‘§“““—‘§““‘“E——‘“§'

.READU “—“”“—“‘—

ram; [01

menmedb-assenéqx a 5‘ s i é 
Figure 7.7 DMA Write, WRITE! Transaction

[n this example, [he de‘assenion of TBG_L is delayed and Tachyon cannot arbitrate for the next bus ten-
ancy (assert TBR_L[0|) until TBG_L is deassened. 
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7.7.3 DMA Write screaming"

When streaming, i.e.. performing multiple transactions per bus tenancy, a new transaction cannot begin
until two clock cycles after the last data cycle has finished and READY_L has been asserted.

In this example of 3 DMA Write Stream, Tachyon has 28 bytes of data to write to host memory. Tachyon
writesthis data withta series of three write transactions; a WRITEd,-a‘WRl’l‘E2,and a WRITEl shown in the
following two figures. '

”pm-.0,_;__;_..+t_;__-_;_.._.;.-_;__;.__;__

TADI3L01 —§ 7 -— —T+ — —§— — mam—«Em-

TBR_L [0]
1"

T8R_L{1) (die-asserted) V '5 i i i E i i
 

Figure 7.8 DMA Write Stream, WRITE4 Transaction

[n the figure above, READYJ. is asserted during the data cycles of the first transaction (WRI’I‘E4), there-

fore, the second transaction (WRI’I‘EZ) can begin two cycles after the last data cycle of the first transaction. .
Refer to “figure 7.9 DMA Write Stream, WRITEZ and WRITE! Transactions” on page 227. '
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Figure 7.9 DMA Write Stream, WRITEZ and WRITE! Transactions

This figure shows the second (WRITEZ) and third (WRITE!) transactions of the DMA Write Stream.

The third transaction cannot occur two cycles after the last data cycle of the second transaction because it
must wait until the hest asserts READY_L

 
After the host asserts READY_L. Tachyon ends the bus tenancy by deasserting TB R_L[0|.
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7.7.4 DMA Reads

3 In this example, two of the {our DMA read transactions. a. READZ and a READ4, ar9 shown in the followingtwo figures.

..., ........

'READY_L _—:.

Tan—L (-0] (asserted) ...........-.... ........... i....'......

TBR_L [1] (dB-assertéd) i § § 3 i z .5 i 
Figure 7.10 DMA Reads. READ4 Transaction

The bus requeét signal (TBR_L[0| in this example) is de-asserted just before the last data cycle. -

lf streaming is enabled, the de—assertion of TBR_L may occurjust before the last data cycle or up to four
cycles after that. e

PTI 172663
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Figure 7.11 DMA Reads, READZ Transaction

The above figure shows a READZ transaction indicated by TYPE [2..0I = 0x01.
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7.7.5 DMA Read Prefetching

‘1 . in this example. the basic behavior of prefetch-indication is depicted in the following two transactions,

:) READ8 at ADDR~l and READS at ADDR—2. shown in the following two figures.
In this example, streaming is not enabled.

READY_L

——————————/§5 f : : : : /—————-4::.3 i /—-E- 5-
T5R_L[0]‘(flfij§_susfinedl 3 3 3 3 3 ’ ' ' ; 2”i ........... ............;.' .......... s .......... -

PREFETCHJIE. ..

 
Figure 7.12 DMA Read Prefetching. READS at ADDR-l

The READS at address ADDR-l is the first transaction of a block of 64 bytes that is read from contiguous

locations. As the bus is requested for this transaction, PREFETClLL is also asserted, indicating that the
next Read on this channel is sequential to the current 32 bytes. A large number of wait states are needed,
due to the latency of the host memory, in this example.

As the host interface retrieves the Read data for the first transaction memory, it may want to act upon the
prel'etch-indication that is given during the first transaction and valid during the address cycle. it the host
wants to act upon the prefetch-indication, it should retrieve and buffer the next 32 bytes sequential to the
first transaction's data, since it is guaranteed that Tac hyon requests this data on the next TBRJ. [ll bus ten-
ancy.

, PTI 172665
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TYPE[2..0] —f~—§——:—“-:——43—‘—§*-§‘4’+~—3—-

ertsmol>—-———————-.mp-
READY_L

  
 

 
 

 '(de-asserted) : : . : : :............l..,.....,.....Ll...i......,........................,..............4....................,..............l.. ................. PREFETCH_L

Figure 7.13 DMA Read Prefetching, READ8 at ADDR-Z 
When the second transaction has started, the host interface has already successfully prefetched the next
block of 32 bytes. so the data cycles for the second transaction may start as soon as one cycle after the
address cycle. as shown above. A turn cycle is always required immediately following the address cycle in

'any Read transaction.

In this example, ADDR-Z = ADDR—l + 32 hytes.
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7.7.6 . DMA Read Channels

When outbound data (headers and E035) are DMAed from host memory, Tachyon always requests the host
bus using the prefetch read channel, TBR_L[ ll. For all other data that is read from host memory, such as
0085 or inbound buffer blocks, Tachyon requests the host bus using the non-prefetch read channel,
173111401. - - ' ‘ ' " ' ’

This example shows the interaction between the two different read channels, TBR_L[0| and TBR_L[ ll,
using the following transactions: .

l. A READB at address ADDR-l using the prefetch channel

2. A non-contiguous READS at address ADDR—X using a n'on-preletch channel

.3. A final READS at address ADDR-2 using the prefetch channel, where ADDR-Z = ADDR-l + 32 bytes

These transactions are shown in the following three figures.

AV05_L—'————

TYPE[2.D] ————--———

TBR_L I0! (de'asssflfid) _. s ..........é............2............s............3 ......... = ' ' ‘ ‘..5.......‘...5 ........... ' ........... : .......... ;

PeEFETCHtt;

 
, Figure 7.14 DMA Read Channels, READS at ADDR-l

This is a READ8 transaction at ADDR— l, using the prefetch channel, ’l‘BR_L [llf

As in the previous example, prefetching is indicated during the first transaction, so the next transaction on
the TBR_L[ ll channel (the READB at ADDR-Z) is a Read to an address sequential to the current read data

PTI 172667
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Avcs_L-'f-—--'+-- . - :

TYPE[2..0] --——-—-—————-——-—-————----

mm; i———i——§—-—-§——-—--»“"—"§-- —'— 
' ) ' Figure 7.15 DMA Read Channels. READs at ADDR-X3:14

The second transaction (3 READS at ADDR-X) is non-sequential to the first and is i'ead using the non-
prefetched channel, TBR_L{0|.
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.TYPE[2..0] —§-——-§——§———§——--f————‘:—-§——-¢/-é———Z:——

TAO[31- .0] ____________-__turnDATA-8 DATA-9E“——

TBR_L [0] («la-asserted)...... ...... , ........... ;. ...........;............,............;.....' ...... q ........... .' ........... ;...........; ........... ; .......... 
Figure 7.11; DMA Read Channels, READS at ADDR-Z

'Like the first READS transaction, the third READ8 transaction uses the prefetch read channel, TBR_L[ ll.

Because this transaction was prefetch-indicated during the first transaction, the data was buffered on the
host interface and is readily available when requested. Also, because this was the last of the 64-byte blolck

' to read, PREFETCH_L is not asserted during the address cycle of the third transaction.

~ In this example, ADDR.2 = ADDR-l + 32 bytes.
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7.7.7 ' Streamed Block Reads

In this example. Tachyon reads a block of 96 bytes from host memory. Tachyon reads this block in three 32-
byte transactions; READ8 at ADDR—l, READ8 at ADDR-Z, and READS 2: ADD R-3 shown in the following
three figures. .

Tachyon'haS'béén configured to allow at leaf {our Read tranSactionS‘per bus tenancy, and Lherefbre,’ can
stream the first block of data, i.e., Tachyon can read all 96 bytes in one bus tenancy.

AVCS—L .T?..T T..2

"PER-~01-i‘-—i——-—:——-——‘:———E—»i ' ‘

‘ “Wt-01 -?--%'-~+'——-—‘w‘i

PREFETCH_l__; ..

 
Figure 7.i7 Streamed Block Read. READS at ADDR-l

Address ADDR- l- incurs a large number of wait states due to latency of the host memory.
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TYPEIZ-Ol —§--:—---——3---i---§--¥/§---§--§-—

mow. -§——é-- :M-JUEEL—é— 3m

- ~ Tau(or...§(99:e5..s.s?9¢)...... é.......- ..... ............. .......i ......... i
  

........... -. ........... ;............;............;............; ........... ,..........: ........... t ........... ;.

TéR_L [1] Kasserted

z 2 s a z 2 i , . E i s i s '
Ewe-asserted) ‘ 2 E E E E E i E E

........................~........

PREFETCHTM g

 
Figure 7.18 Streamed Block Read. READS at ADDR-Z and ADDR-J 

«Since PREFETCHJ. is sampled during the address phase of the first transaction (ADDR-l), the data associ-
ated with address ADDR-Z can be prefetched and ADDR-Z does not incur many wait states while the read
data returns.

‘The data associated with address ADDR—3 can also be prefetched, since PREFETCH_L is sampled during

_the address phase of the first transaction (ADDR- l). ADDR-3 does not incur many wait states while the read
data returns. However, since the ADDR—3 transaction represents the last data in this block, PREFE'I'CHJ.
is tie-asserted prior to the address phase of the third transaction."
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. —: . . i TBR_L[0] :1de-asserted) 
Figure 7.19 Streamed Block Read. READS at ADDR-J and ADDR-X

 
On the iast data cycle of the third transaction (ADDR-3) Tachyon ends the bus tenancy by de~asserting
TBR_L[ l].

Tachyon always begins a new bus tenancy when starting on a new block of data as shown here starting ataddress ADDR-X.

' ADDR-x does not equal ADDR-3 + 32 bytes.
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7.7.8 Préfetching Across Back-To-Back Read Streams

ilar to the previous example. The Back-toBack Stream is depicted in the following transactions, READ8 at3 In this example, Tachyon reads a block of data from memory with streaming on and prefetching active.‘sim—
.-\DDR-l. READS at ADDR-‘Z, READS at ADDR-3. shown in the following three figures.

{ REACH -————-—”'

,._____,s: : i—:
TBR_L(01.(d9“:“§e"éd) ..... E........... 5 =

..................................................

PREFETCHJLS' ..

 
Figure 7.20 Prefetching Across Back-to-Back Read Stream, ADDR-l

 Address ADDR-l incurs a large number of wait states due to latency of the host memory.
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mate01 —§——§—--—e-i-——E——§——//;_;__;__.;__§-

TA0l31-01'4—— ---—"E‘W_——5-¥-—§———é

READY_L — —' — .

TBREL [0] g(de~asserted).

ran_L[1|

PREFETCH_L§ i i .5 5 i '3 -

 
Figure 7.21 Prefetchlng Across Back-to—Back Read Stream, Anon-2

Since PREFETCH_LIS sampled before the address phase of the first transaction, the data associated with

address ADDR-2 can be prefetched, therefore ADDR-2 does notincur many wait states while the read datareturns

In this example, tenancy is not lost and Tachyon knows that “has more sequential Reads to follow, so it
gives a prefetch-indication with ADDR—Z, even though it is going to lose tenancy.

PREFE'I‘CH_L and TBR_L|1| are de-assened just before the last data cycle of the ADDR-Z transaction.
Then, Tachyon immediately requests the bus again. ADDR-3'Is the next sequential address, the subject of
the prefetch—indicatlon of the second transaction.
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TBR_L»(0] ' §(de-asse'ned)

TBR_L [1]

PREFETCH L (asserted) I ‘—.—-——.—-——-———-————-—-——'l ’L———_—-—-—————h—-

 
Figure 7.22 Prefelching Across Back-to-Back Read Stream. ADDR-3

The data associated with address ADDR-3 can be retumediquickly because of its prefetch-indication in
ADDR—Z. Since the ADDR-3 transaction is the continuation of sequential accesses, PREFETCH_L is
asserted {or this transaction.
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7.7.9 Retried ReadTransaction ‘

D - In this example. Tachyon retn‘es a READ8 transaction. This is shown in the following two figures.

 
Figure 7.23 Retried Bead Transaction. READS at ADDRoI Attempted

When Tachyon requests the bus and attempts to perform a Read transaction at address ADDR—l, the host
determines that it does not want to service the Read transaction at this time. As such, the host asserts
RETRY_L, which instructs Tachyon to terminate both the transaction and the bus tenancy. Tachyon de-
asserts the bus request line, but then immediately re-asserts it to retry the Read transaction.

The second transaction is a slave Write, (WRITEI) to Tachyon, which, in this example, may have been dead-
locked with the first transaction, which forces the retry. '

Note . lf'l‘achyon asserts the PREFETCPLL signal concurrently with the

'i‘BR_L[ 1] signal and the host then decides to retry the. read transaction
using the RETRY_L signal, then the PREFETCHJ. signal will remain

asserted even after Tachyon has given up the bus.

PTI 172676
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TYPE‘2°"':——:—";a“"i-—§"-§--“-3-——:?——H?———5
_Tachyon

Ioa—-—;———;-—;——;——-'"'"1)mdb-

READY_L -—' — —:

* - ~ ‘ TBFLL [01

-tBR_L [1] 
Figure 7.24 Retried Read Transaction, READ8 at ADDR-l Retried 

When the host grants Tachyon the bus again, Tachyon immediately attempts the Retn'ed Read transaction at
the same address ADDR-1.No other Tachyonmastered transaction may occur until the Retn‘ed Read trans-

aetion is completed.

' PTI 172677
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7.7.10 Interrupt Signal

TYPEIZ..0] -§--§——.—4§--—§--§-4§—-~€—-§-—-§-L-§-

mp1..o, .3 — —;— — "——§-——§———i——-i——éf———§——-§-

READY_L “'

T.BR_L [0]

TBR_L[1] 
Figure 7.25 Interrupt Signal

This figure shows Tachyon generating an interrupt by asserting the [NT_L signal for one clock cycle. The

iNT_L cannot be asserted if TBR_L [0| or TBRJ. [II is assened.

PTI 172678
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7.8 TSI Timing Requirements

> 7.8.1 TSI Input Signal Timing Requirements

TSl Input Signals 
 
 

  
 

  
  
 

  

 
 
 
  

 Minimum Setup Time
to the Rising Edge

Of SCLK

“3)

—_-n
—“-—
--_”
——-——
_“-_
“n“
-“_-n
_n—-—

The minimum setup time (t3) applies from the signal being valid to the rising edge of SCLK. The minimum

hold time (th) applies from the rising edge of SCLK to the signal becoming invalid. There is no hold require—
ment at the rising edge of SCLK in which a signal is undriven.

Minimum Hold Time with

repect to the Rising Edge -
of SCLK 

 

Table 7.9 TSI-Input Signal Timing Requirements
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7.8.2 TSI Output Signal Timing lteqiiirements

TS! Output Signals 
Figure 7:27 TS! Output Signal Timing

 

 
 
 

 

Maximum Delay 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Minimum Delay

from the from the
Rising Edge of SCLK Rising Edge of SCLK ”m“

0d) (tn)

READY_L

AVCS_L 125

 

 
 
  

“

TAD [31.0| [3.0

Table 7.10 TS] Output Signal Timing Requirements

 

All delays are from the rising SCLK edge to the signal being valid or undn'ven. Uni—directional signals '1e

PREFETCH_L ERROR_L, and TBR_L[ I, are never undriven. AVCS_L and READY_L are always driven low
then driven high then undriven.

Conditions for Minimum Delays

1. Loading capacitance = O p?
2. Best-case chip process

Conditions for Maximum Delays

l. Loading capacitance = 50 pF

2. Worst—case chip process PTI 172680
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7.9 GLM Signal Information

3 7.9. l GLM Transmit Signals

TX Outputs 
 

  
 

below) _ - ' (min / max) (min / max)

-———-
n—“m-n"
n__—n
n—mn
mum

Table 7.11 GLM Transmit Signal Information

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
GLM Transmit Signal Information Table‘Notes

~ 1. Tachyon meets GLM specifications; therefore a 10 pF‘ output loading is assumed.

2. ' Table information assumes'that transmit signals meet the conditions stated in the “Adapter Board
Layout Requirements" section. Refer to “Al PCB Layout Suggestions" on page 313.

PTI 172681
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7.9.2 ' 'GLM Receive Signals

RX Inputs 
Figure 1.29 GLM Receive Signol Information

Duty Cycle of RBC 40 /-60 45 /55
 
 

 

  

  
 

 

GLM Hold from Falling Edge RBC “
Fall Time of RBC from 2.0 v to 1.5 v n

Table 7.12 GLM Receive Signal Information

 

  
 

96 of frequency 

GLM Receive Signal Information Table Notes

1. Table information assumes that receive signals meet the conditions stated in the “Adapter Board Layout

Requirements" section. Refer to “Al PCB Layout Suggestions" on page 313.

PTI 172682
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8. Electrical Descriptions

8.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings

 

 
 

  
 

  
  

 

  

(Refer to the Warning below) . . ‘

’i‘np ‘ o C

on page 321.) . ;:. -
+ 100

Mm

Ambient Operating Temperature +50 (0 m/s airflow)

(Refer to “A.3 Limited Airflow Applications" f70 (1.5 m/s airflow)

Storage Temperature 1 ‘

Table 8.1 Absolute Maximum Electrical Ratings

WARNING The Abs'olute Minimum/Maximum Supply Voltage (Vdd) specification
should not be used as a limit for normal device operation. Sustained

operation exceeding the limits of the Recommended Supply Voltage
(Refer to “Table 8.2 Recommended Operating Conditions" on page 249.)

could result in permanent device damage or impaired device reliability. .

 

 

8.2 Recommended Operating Conditions

TSl Clock Frequency. SCLK u  
 

 

 
 

 
 

Rise/Fall Time, SCLK (Refer to Note 2 below)- .

m Maximum Jitter of SCLK - m

RBC Pall Time

Table 8.2 Recommended Operating Conditions

0

Reconunended Operating Conditions Notes

I. For Duty Cycle for T80 and RBC:

:4. at 20‘ MHz. '4 maximum 40/60 Duty Cycle is allowed PT] 172633
b. at 53 MHz, 21 maximum 45/55 Duty Cycle is allowed ‘

The Rise/Fall Time of SCLK should be kept under 3.5 us. A Rise/Fall Time at 2.5 us or lower is preferred
to minimize insertion delays and phase error.

l\'.
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—_-mnrm

Supply Current Vdd SCLK = 33 MHz A

'I‘BC = 53 MHz IIIIVdd = 3.6V

Tam, = 50° c

»— I."
“ Input Current V-In = Vss or Vdd

u-_—II“
u Input Current I IDD_TEST (pin 55)
fl Input Current 'I‘CK (pin 122)':‘.-_, ;_‘ I _“m

. in _
 

  

 
  

8.3 Electrical Parameters

RBC = 53 MHz

Input Low Voltage all inputs Vss V
41.5

“ Input Current _ - ' TMS (pin [24) Vin = Vss or Vdd .m-

Input Current SCAN_EN (pm 136) v - Vss or Vdd 115u

Output High Voltage 2.4 Vdd

I__—ll
_—u—III
_-I

Table 8.3 Electrical Parameters
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8.4 Pull-Up Values

3 . The following table lists the 'l‘Sl signals that require pull-up resistors. All signals listed here must be pulled
up to Vdd. A recommended resistor value is listed. Tolerances for these resistors are all 10%. unless statedotherwise. ‘ ' ‘ '

'I‘SI Signal Name Pnll~Up_Value (Q) '

“0131.0; '

PARI’I‘Y

AVCS_L

TYPEIZ..0|

READY-1L

RETRYJ.

PREFETCH_L

BR_ROR_L -

' lNT_L

' TBR_L|L.0[

 
Teble 8.4 Pull-up Values . '

f). 8.5 Pull-Down Value
The following test pin must be pulled down to ground Via a pulldown resistor.

TEST_MODB 4.7K  
Table 8.5 Test Mode Pin

PTI 172685
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8.6 l' External PLL Components

PLLAGND (Must not be connlec‘ed
' to the V55 ground plane
on the PCB) 

.-V
~(1‘

Figure 8.1 External PLL Components

PTI 172686
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9. Mechanical Descriptions '

3 9.1 General Information

Package Type}: '

  
 

 

 

208 Metal Quad Flat Pack (MQUAD) -

—_
Airflow Requirements 15 metals/second

Table 9.1 Mechaliical Information

9.2 Thermal Specifications

Conditions for Thermal Specifications:

. I. No heat sink ‘

' ' 2. Power dissipation = 3.5 Watts
3. ' Tj(max) =' 110°C

—
_mm 2.0 3.0 metemmnd
_--—nn
—mm-m
—nn

Table 9.2 Thermal Specifications
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9.3 Dimensions

L (3 Places)

_llllllllllllIlllllllllllllll,.,...:
Section Al,
Refer to

figure 8.2|IlllllllIllllllllllllllllllljjjlifllilllilii
ll.ll!Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll“lilllllll’lllllll

“__omfi

 {__---c

 
Figure 9.1 Side View and Top View

  
 

  
  

 

Millimeters' = 0

“__— Maximum  

 
A 1.213

n_—“
1213

_-
——_—
__—_
——“-m_ 0.020
__—
_-

E

F

G

H

0.035 x 45°

" ~\’ute that the controlling dimensions for this -art are metric. '

 

 
 

'l'YP .

TYP

 
 

  

Table 9.3 Side View and Top View Dimensions
PTI 172688
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Figure 9.2 Section A! View '

Minimum

 
Table 9.4 Section Al Dimensions

PTI 172689
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10.’ Error Information ' I I

D 10.1 Fatal Errors

Tachyon-detects live dift‘erent types of errors

1. TSl address pan‘ty error

'I‘Sl DMA Read data parity erroriv.

TSl Slave Wn‘te data parity error

TSl Invalid slave transaction type9'5“.”
Tachyon internal data path panty error (also indicated by the Transmit Parity Error bit'in the Frame
Manager Status register)

For the above five errors the following actions occur:
. _l, Tachyon asserts the ERRORL signal on T8! The ERROR_L signal remains asserted until the host

performs a hard reset of Tachyon (the host asserts RESET_L).
9'4

Tachyon no longer arbitrates for TSl. The only TSI transactions which may occur after an enor occurs
are slave reads and writes to Tachyon5 internal registers. All these errors are fatal to Tachyon

' operation.

3. Tachyon updates the Fatal Error Status in its Tachyon Status register to indicate to the host the error
that caused Tachyon to assert the ERRO R_L signal. ”Tachyon asserts ERROR_L and another of the
five error conditions occurs, Tachyon ignores the subsequent error condition. Once the host detects

that Tachyon asserted ERROR_L, the host should perform any actions necessary on the current
outstanding V0. The host should perform slave reads to Tachyon to determine the cause of the error '

and then log the condition. Finally the host should perform a hardware reset of Tachyon (the host

) asserts RESE’I‘_L).

PTl 172690
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10.2 OSM Freeze

3 10.2.1 OSM Freeze States
The OSM freezes (stops processing 0085) for the following reasons:

l. The link goes down anytime after it comes up initially.

‘ 2. Tachyon sets the Bad AL_PA (ba) bit in the Frame Manager Status register, indicating that an outbound
frame was sent to a bad AL_PA. .

3.1‘achyon sets any of the following bitsIn the outbound _completion message. Class l error (Cl), Link
Down (LD). Abort Requested (A), ACK Timeout (AT) Frame Timeout(OT), Rejected (R) Retries
Exceeded (X) Host Programming Error (HE)

Tachyon may send acompletion message in each of the cases listed above. Refer to “10.2.2 OSM Recovery
Using OCQ Reset" on page 258.

10.2.2 o‘sM Recovery Using OCQ Reset

- After the OSM is frozen (but before the host unfreezes the it), the host may remove and/or re-order entries ,
on the OCQ. There may be prefetched ODB entries inside Tachyon waiting to be processed. To remove

' these prefetched ODBs_. the OCQ must be reset to its initial empty state by setting the OCQ Reset (or) bit'in
the Tachyon Control register. -

To unfreeze the OSM, the host sets the Error Release bit'in the Tachyon Control register. The OSM will now
continue normal operation of the OCQ.

. ‘ 10.2.3 OSM Freeze Notes ‘

= 3 l. Tachyon can retrieve an OCQ entry and buffer it for the OSM even if the OSM is in the frozen state.
2. [fan outbound Class l connection is opened and Tachyon receives an unexpected frame with EOth,

the OSM closes the connection, sets the Class 1 Error bit (in the outbound_completion message), and
freezes. [f the host sends Class '2. or Class 3 Multiframe Sequences (MFSs) while this Class 1 connection

is opened. then these MESS are aborted if the Class 1 connection closes due to an unexpected frame
with [30th

PTI 172691
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10.3 Error Recovery Procedures

) 10.3.1 Blocked Outbound Frame FIFO error recovery
[f the host determines that it needs to send‘a high priority frarne for error recovery, purposes while the OSM
is frozen, it should first determine the status of the Outbound Frame FIFO. The Outbound Frame FIFO bit
of the Tachyon Status register indicates whether or not the Outbound Frame FIFO is blocked. The Out-
bound Frame FIFO is blocked when a frame is in the Outbound Frame FIFO and the Frame Manager is
unable to pull outthe frame. Since frames going out the High Priority Channel must also go through the
Outbound Frame FIFO, sending an error recovery frame in this case is ineffective.

To clear the blocked Outbound Frame FIFO, use the following error recovery process ‘

’ i. For N_Ports, the host instructs the Frame Manager, via the Frame Manager Control register, to send a
Link Reset. After the fiame Manager sends a Link Reset, the [SM and OSM reset both Inbound and
Outbound FIFOs, thus clearing out the blocked condition. For FC-AL, a Link Reset cannot be send; the
host instructs FYame Manager to send an initialize command.

2. When the host sees that the FlFOs are clear, it may send any needed error recovery frames via the High
Priority Channel. - . '

10.3.2 ABTS Protocol

Generic description of the processing required to perform the Abort Sequence (AB’l‘S) protocol.

 Sequence Initiator . Sequence Recipient

  Send ABTS frame via the High Priority channel. Receive AB’I‘S via the SFS channel.

Send ACK for ABTS.

 
 Wait for ACK via SFS completion.  
  Wait for Basic Accept frame. Send BA_ACC to initiator via OCQ.

 Perform host sequence cleanup as required. Perform host sequence cleanup is required.  
Table 10.1 ABTS Protocol

10.3.3 Class 1 Connection Recovery Procedure

The host uses the Class 1 connection recovery procedure to check if the state of the Class 1 connection is

correct for possible subsequent sequences that are processed by Tachyon. The state of the Class 1 connec-

tion may be determined by issuing a "Status Request" command to the Tachyon Control register. '

If an inbound Class 1 connection is open after an inbound sequence error or a inbound_c l_timeout comple-
tion is received indicating an idle inbound connection, the host may either send a request to the remote
node via the High Priority channel to close the Class 1 connection, or issue the Link Reset command to the
Frame Manager Control register to close the Class 1 connection. '

PTI 172692
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The following pseudo-code describes the outbound Class I connection recovery procedure:
R. Check the state of Class 1 connection.

:) If {Class 1 connection is up)(
V'fl

(the host has no more Class 1 sequences in the OCQ to send)Ali-
reset OCQ (set OCQ Reset bit in the Tachyon Control register)
post a RMC sequence to terminate connection or perform LinkReset

repost the sequences left on queue by error after the RMC orLink Reset

else (if Class 1 connection is down)
i

if (host 'had more than one’ Class 1 sequence in queue)
( .

. reset OCQ (set OCQ Reset bit in the Tachyon Control mgister)
modify next sequence to establish the class 1 connection

repost the sequences left on queue by error

\I

Unfreeze OSM (set Error Release bit in Tachyon Control register)

lt may be diffith to determine the exact state of the Class 1 connecuon if the connection is left open
between sequences and an error occurs. The state of the connection may be determined via the “Status

Request" command in‘the Tachyon Control register or the host may force the connection closed by per-
forming a link reset via the Frame Manager Control regster.

D 10.3.4 Sequence Recovery Procedure
The host uses the sequence recovery-procedure to prevent sequences from being transmitted out of order
when the upper layer protocol cannot support receiving them this way. When the host is given an indication

that an error occurred in sending a sequence, the host must check if there are other sequences of this type.
If there are sequences that shouldn't be sent yet, the host must remove them from the OCQ.

10.3.5 Link Down Recovery Procedure

When a link down is detected (by reading the Frame Manager Status register), the host must determine if

any steps are required to restore the link. Under most conditions, the link retums to the link up state on its
own. However, if the Link Failure bit is set or the Port State Machine is in either the LFl or LF2 states, the

host must issue the Clear LF command to the Frame Manager Control register.

10.3.6 Link Down and Login Recovery

Tachyon informs the host when the link is up and when it is down. Unfortunately, the FC_PH standard indi-
(:ates that some link down conditions (such as receiving an OLS primative sequence) cause an explicit

logout The FYame Manager does provide some indications that the host must re-login to the fabric and/or
remote ports via the Frame Manager Status register’s Lle, Fabric Login Required, Link Failure and Port
State Machine bits. Unfortunately, not all link down conditions that may have caused an explicit logout
(such as receiving an OLS) may be indicated. Therefore, the host should always verify that it is still logged
in with the fabric and/or remote ports before proceeding with normal operation after a link down condition.

M‘I I '-.I l- I .
. V , . (1..
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10.3.7 Link Failure Management

within Frame Manager. flame Manager sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host to
indicate that the hest should read the Frame Manager Status register. After the host reads the Ptame Man-
ager Status register to determine the cause of the fmne_mgr_intermpt completion message, the blt(s)' that
caused the interrupt are'cleared. Ifthe condition persists, the Frame Manager may again set the bit(s) in the
Frame Manager Status register, causing another frame_mgr_interrupt completion message. Should the fail:
ure condition persist for a long period of time, many completion messages could be sent to the host~ To me

' vent the constant interruptions, the host should write the Offline Command to the Frame Manager Control
register. This stops the Frame Manager from sending frame_mgr_intermpt completion messages to the

- host The host should then periodically read the Frame Manager Status register to see if the failure condi-
tion has been corrected. Once the condition is corrected, the host should write the Initialize Command to
the flame Manager Control register.

H-) A link failure condition occurs When a Laser Fault, Out of Syncronizau'on or Loss of Signal condition occurs

10.3.8 OSM Recovery

Refer to “10.2.2 OSM Recovery Using OCQ Reset” on page 258.
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10.4 Error COndi'tion'TabIes

The following Error Condition tables show error conditions that can occur in the various error configura- 4
tions that Tachyon supports. Detailed descriptions of error conditions are located in the section that fol-
lows the tables.

10.4.1 How to use the Error Condition Tables

1. Locate the error condition label in the top row of one of the error condition tables.

2. Locate the type of configuration in the leftmost column.

3. Scroll down the error condition column to the type of configuration selected; The intersection of the
error condition and the type of configuration refers to an error number (Exx). Refer to the error
number and its associated page number for a detailed description of the error condition.

Example

If Tachyon is the Initiator operating in a Class 2 Point—to-Point configuration and a time-out occurs due to a
Lost ACK:

l. Locate the error condition label (“Lost ACK") inthe top row of one ofthe error condition tables. “Lost
ACK" is found in the first error condition table, “Table 10.2 Tachyon Fabric/Pt-PL Configuration Error
Conditions I - 6", page 263.

ix; Locate the type of configuration in the leftmost column. In this case, Tachyon is a “Non-SCSI Initiator
in a Class 2 Point-to-Point Configuration.” '

3. Scrolling down the “Lost ACK' column to the “Non-SCSI Initiator Class 2 Point-to-Point Configuration,“
check the error condition number. The error condition number in this example is ELI. Refer to the
detailed description in E 1.1, page 276.

PTI 172695
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Error Conditions I

H . ~ 2., N9 : j . - .3;‘No" 4. ACK with 15;Acx with 6. ACK with '
I. Lost. ACK EE_Credlt BB_Credlt Abort blag history bl: history bit

. for Tx forTx = 01,19,11 = o :1

Fabflc/Pt-to-Pt Err 8! Pg It Err 1! Pg If Err :1ng # Err”. Pglt Err 1!! Pg # Err 8: Pg u
Non-SCSI

' ' Initiator '

W“s :

——-- 'nu—
——

. n---- —
u—u- “
----- -

 

 
  

Configurations '2  

 

  
 

  
  

 
 

  Class 1 not supported for Command Sequence

—m 277 -
222 '27s, 21—4 :277 _*

—-21.2 '276 - -n

DamPhase

——- - -
--21-2 276 - -
-—- -

Classlnotsupported for Status Sequence I -- -‘ ‘- —u--m276 “9
——-- ----

Table 10.2 Tachyon Fabric I Pt-tht Configuration Error Conditions 1 - 6

  
A N

   

  

 
 

 

Uw8 3’!
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Error Conditions

 
 
 

Configurations 7. ACKJ on - -
out frame; ll. 12' '
expecting - . Unexpected Unexpected
an ACK 0 ACK 120th  

Fabric/Pt-to-Pt Err 5; :Pg # Err #1 Pg It Err 8! Pg H Err # Pg 0 Err #i Pg 3. Err #i Pg 11I; 7 l i, I :

Non-SCSI

Initiator

131.3 2279 122.1 1282.:

121.7 1 8' -—--
—_ n-32.1 i282

-—121121281 m—
_—21.123231 m32-1 5282 :
—_ 32-1 i282

SCSI

Initiator

Cmd Phase

Class 1 is not supported for Command Sequence

131.6 :278 131.10% 280 ELS 2"

 
  

IV ~)

31.121281

131.121281-  
 

   

  
132.1 ‘2112 132.1 i282

132.1 '282 132.1 :282

E1.11!280 132.1 3282.;1322 E282

EL11§280 132.1 5282 132.1 gzsz
132.1 3282 122.1 1282

 
——

1:1. to: 280

1:1. 10% 280

_—

Data Phase

_nE 1. 12' 281
——31.125228!
——

Class I is not supported for Status Sequence

—_—Euzizsl m32-1 i282
——_ 122.1 2282

Table 10.3 Tachyon Fabric / Pt-co-Pt Configuration Error Conditions 7 - 1.2

131.8 1279

131.3 §279

 

 132.1 @282 132.3 3283

m12.1 €282
132.1 1282 132.1 €282

131123231

  

PTI 172697
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Error Conditions

 

  

  
  
 

  
Configurations . I8“ - - V.

Unexpected 15. EOFa ”- ““k
EOFt Down 

‘ n I .

Fabric/Pt-to‘Pt- Err!!! Pg# 3113! Pg# Err-85 Pgll Errkg Pg” Err“ Pgit Err»! P39E I ' - | x

Non-SCSI '
Initiator

82-4 i283

82A @283

32.531283

82-5 i283

32-5 3283

SCSI 3'3

Initiator

Cmd Phase

—Class I is not supported for Command Sequence
82-8 1—84 82.101285

82.8 1284

82.6 @283 82.10

5

  

 
 
 

  
82.6.2813 E29 285 32.10i285

82.8 5284 82.9 785 82.10‘285

82.8 i284 82.9 85 82.10 2852

82.7 5284 829 285

82.8 $284 82.9 2285

82.8 $284 82.9 285 82.10 285

82.11; 285 82.14: 287

82.12' 286 82.152 288

~82.12i 286 82.15% 288

‘ l
I .‘

 
82.11 285‘ 82 143 287

. 2 82 151 288

286 82.15; >88

(’3 N .— 5‘3!

 
 

 
 

II
I

582.12‘ 286 82.15§ 288 :=

285 82. 14; 287 -285

82.121286 8215 288 A

82.4 i283

82.8 ,284 82.9 285 82.10 285

. 82.125286 82.151288 .'

22.4 5283

82.8 5284 829 ;285 82.10 285

Responder

Dara. Phase

82.7 284 82.9 )8 8210 285 82.13I287 8216 289 g
82.5 5283 82.8 :284 82.9 285

J
  

£32.12 286 821512288

82.13 287 _.
82.13 287—m32.8 5284

Class 1 is not supported {Or Status Sequence ;
E2.8 3284 285 1-22.13 287 -*
82.8 :284 82.9 $285 285 82.13 287

Table 10.4 Tachyon Fabric / Pt-toJ’t Configuration Error Conditions 13 - 18
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 Error Conditions

Configurations _ . 21. we 23..sorc1 24.50F1,n1
l9. ABTS 20. ABTX Received 22. LCR with With

. connection connection
I " E ‘ = I I

92.231292 €2.26l293. 123.2 22.94.- 3294

'1. .

   
 

Non-SCSI

Initiator

Class I

Class 2

f Class 3

Responder

Class I

, Class 2

- ' Class 3

SCSI

Initiator

Cmd Phase

- Class 1 (Class I is not supported [or Command Sequence

Class 2 £2. 17$ 289 [32.20% 290 82.26i 298 {33.1 1 294

1-22-2612” 133.1 I 294

'1.

€217,239 €2.23i292 €2.26I293 33.1 294 123.2 :294

1-32.26l293 33.11294
!.

122.171 289

E217i289 €2.26i293 133.1 .294

Data Phase

32.191290

82.20; 290
132.20. 290

B220§ 290

1:2. 17? 289

1:2. 173 289

122.17i 2894

 
132.21% 291

E2.21‘:291.'

1-32.21; 291

E218i 290

132.13; 290
1:2. [8| 2.90

132241292 13226293 831 1294 93.21294
1:2.26l293 1:31 294

EZ.26I293 133.1 294 

 
  

 
32.20% 290

E220§ 290

1:220! 290
 
 19222291 132251293 13226 293 133.1 2294 133.2 1294

12219290 $2.22; 291 um

Class 1 is not supported for Status Sequence

€2.26 293‘" M
293

Table 10.6 Tachyon Fabric / Pt-to-Pt Configuration Error Conditions 19 ~ 24
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Fabric / Pt-to-Pt

Non-SCSI
Initiator

SCSI

Initiator

Cmd Phase

Class 1 is not supported for Command Sequence

83.3 295

“-
nu

Responder

Data thxe

83-3 ass

—-_-_
, —-_-_‘

Clm l is not supported for Status Sequence :2:

~

, ' Table 10.6 Tachyon'Fabric [Pt-tOJ’t Configuration Error Conditions 25_- 30
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 ' Error Conditions

Configurations . 32.91 . 33 ' - ' 35. ’ ' . '
' 3 l. Rx Connection ' 34. Frame ' 36. Second

Timeout Activity Tia—102m“ too long Expiration MFS
Timeout o 8 ion Header :

Fabric / Pt-to-Pt Err Bi Pg B Err B! Pg 3 Err 8' Pg fl
Non~SCSl

Initiator

   
 
 

—_
—_
__

84:2 ;297 34.4 298

Class2 —-—'E4-4 '298
—-——34.4 .298

SCSI

initiator

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
  84.5 3298 E4-.6 32987?

84.5 $298 E4.6 $298

34.5 $298 [-34.6 ‘298

  
  

Class I is not supported for Command Sequence

 
    

Qg _.

x’2 1/.

CE«is”a.2:33
54.5 5298 "

34.5 5298

84.5 E298

ELM. I 298

—— 34.4 '298
_-EM .293

Class I is not supported l’or‘Status Seqmience

——-E4 47-
n— .

298. 34.5 5298

298 $4.5 529824.3 !297 34.4

Table 10.7 Tachyon Fabric I Pt-to-Pt'Configm-ation Error Conditions 31 ~ 36
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37.c2,c:3~ 38.000' . . ._ 41.‘1‘-"ramé‘- 42.1-‘mne
MFS on Cl Reassembly Reassembly from unlog-
connection . ged in node exchangeI l

Fabric/Pt-to-Pt Err 11% Pg& Err :1ng a an»! Pg 9 Errfi! Pgfi Err 9.12“ Err 9i Pg 4~ 1 3 :
Non-SCSI

Initiator

_E4.9 l 299 134.13 301' 34.15 302
E48 1 299 “£34.10 299 134.13 301 134.15" 302

_E48 299 124.10 299 134.13! 301 134.151 302
'scs1

Initiator

Cmd'Phase

Class 1 is not supported for Command Sequence

Responder

Data Phase

 

 Configurations     
 

  
  

   
 

  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

  
3 Class! —E4M§300 3412-3410302 24.155302 E4J7i302 ;
—n134115300 34.12-34.14 302 1:4.15I302 34.175302 ;

Class3 34.112300 134.12 300

Ciass l is not supported for Status Sequence

84.14302 134.15 302 134.17%302 ._.'
1241413415 302 84.171302 3‘

Table 10.8 Tachyon Fabric / Pt-to-Pt Configuration Error Conditions,37 - 42

302 134.15 ‘302 84.171302 .
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Configurations . , A 46. OB
‘ 44. SCSI, 45. SCSI timestamp43. SCSI

U ’ xfr_rdy OXJD expiration 47' Host 48. ElasticLP ~ Program-
Timeout queued at direction (frame In . 8 Store Error

, exch term bit wrong OB FIFO mmg rror
_ ‘- too long)

’Fabric ch-to-Pt Err 1:; Pg 3 Err 3; Pg 0 EH 1:: Pg 3- any! Pg 1: Err «in; .2:

Non-SCSI

Initiator .

—_———_55-6 5304
- Classz “—n—_35-6 $304
-__——n85-6 :304
._

_35.6 ' f 304
35.5 304

  

 
  

 
 

 
 

—
—
— E5.6 ; 304

Initiator

Cmd Phase

Class 1 is not supported for Command Sequence

__--——E56 9:04
--——--85-6 £304

Data PhaSe

35.2 :303 —_—85-67304
——_-n_856 i304
_————-—res-6 ‘304

Responder

' Data Phase

_—

_-—85-3 330-4 35.6 :304
_Emisos — . 5-- 85.6;304

Table 10.9 Tachyon Fabric / Pt-toJ’t Configuration Error Conditions 43 - 48
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Error Conditions

Configurations ' t T 49‘ . I 50. Ln'ser - 5|. Out. of; 62. Loss of
- ransmlt Fault S S 8!Parity ' ync 181‘    

 
  
 

 Non-SCSI‘

Initiator

—es.7 £305 .ess i305 ——-_
aw E305 “m——

_es.v 2305 "mn—

--
-

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
35-8 3305 -_-
—-—-—
35.8 @305 -_-

 
SCSI

Initiator

Cmd- Phwe

Class I is not supported for Command Sequence

35.7 3305 35.8 5305 35.9 306

35.7 i305 35.9 3306 —n

_35.7 £305 806 35.101306

 

  

   

 

 35.7 $305 [25.8 305 35.9 £306 3510;306

35.7 3305 35.8 9305 35.9 '306 35.10l306
Responder

Data Phase .

306

35.9 .306

Class I is not supported {or Status Sequence

35.8 5305 35.9 i305 3510 306

555.8 E305 Es~10|306

Table 10.10 Tachyon Fabric / Pc-to-Pt Configuration Error Conditions 49 - 52
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Error Conditions

Configurations  
  

1. No“ . -. 4. [ML ‘- -
1 . 2. Link 8. Any failure due 6. [.leBB_Credlt

for 1'): Down SOFxl to no receivedresponse .  

 E-rsg PgB Err8§1>g6 Err»; Pg» Enlil’gfl En»; Pgll En»? P'gn
Non-SCSI

huuaun

Class l '

' Class 2

Class 3

Responder

Class 1 is not supported on Loop .

E61 3307 ‘1 E62 ;:307 E64 3307 E65 i308 E66 §308 E67 3309

E61 i307 E621307 _E655308 E66 T308 E67 309

Class‘l Class 1 is not supported on Loop ‘

' ClassZ E61§307 E62 E307 E64 :307 E65 308 E66 :308 E67 3309

Class3 E61§307 E62‘i307 E64 i307 E65 .308 E66 5308 E67309

 
 SCSI

. Initiator —Cmd Phése

Classl
 

 Class 2. E61 5307 E62 i307 E64 £307 E65 ‘308 E66 :308 E67 '309

E61 5307 E62 €307 E64 E30? E65 @808 E66 :308 E67 E309Class :3

' Dam Phase

Class 1 Class 1 is not supported on Loop

Classz E61 2307 E62 2307 E64 1307 E65 l:308 E66 ;308 E67 3309

Class3 E61 3307 E62 @307 E64 3307 E65 i308 E66 3308 E67 ‘1309

Reslxmder

Data Phase

Class I Class 1 is not supported on Loop

.ClassZ E61£§307 E63 E30? E64 2307 E65 i308 E66 308 E67 i309

10168-53“. E612307 E63 $307 E641307 E65 308 E66 308 E67ii‘309-
Status Phase

Class! is not supported on Loop;j Class 1*.

ClassZ E61 5307 E63 £307 E64 E307 E65 i308 E66 308 E67 1309

E61 13307 E63 i307 E64 2307 E65 '308 E66 308 E67 i309Class 3

Table [0.11 Tachyon Loop Configuration Error Conditions 1 - 6
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Error Conditions

 
 

 
 

 
 

Configurations ‘ -. 8. Lost- 9. Failed to ' ‘ “ - -. ' 12. o’PN'7. 0n Loop, . =
Non-Partici- AL_PA acqulre 10. State [1. OPN/ returned,

pating during desired Timeout CLS _ missing
re-lnit AL_PA : node ,

Non—SCSI ‘

-
Class I is not supported on loop _

‘

136113310 E612l3u

- ' Class 1 Class 1 is notSupported on Loop .

E67 ’809

SCSI

Initiator

Cmd Phase

Class I is not supported on Loop I

66.11 310 86.12% 3n

56.8 3:309 [36.115 310 [26.123311

Class 1 is not supported on Loop ‘ ‘

86-11131!)
86-“ 310

Responder

Data Phase

' Class 1 Class I is not supported on Loop V ' I

——-|-36~7 1309 BS-lllm

Class I is not supported on Loop '

f Classz 86.8 ‘309 E6.7 309 as.“ 310

Table 10.12 Tachyon Loop Configuration Error Conditions 7 - 12
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Error Conditions

13'. Nos!
LOS is

Class 1 is not supported on Loop

___“
86.1mm! _—

Class 1 is not supported on Loop ,

'___—
___-

SCSI

Initiator

Cmd Phase

_Ewim _
’ 86-1353“ _

 Configurations '

  
  

  
  
  

 
 
  
 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
  

  

  

86.13%.3ll
  

  
  
  

 

—Efi-l3%811 ___-n—
efi-‘Iuésu ___——

Class I is not supported on Loop

Table [0.13 Tachyon Loop Configuration Error Condition 13
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10.5 Descriptions of Error Conditions

3 -' The following sub-sections (referenced from the Error Condition Tables in the preceding section) describe
‘ the various error conditions. V

Each descriptionincludes the following;
- The cause or reason for the error notification ,

Tachyon and the host recovery steps to return Tachyon to a normal operating state

Any additional recovery information for the host. to prevent other errors or protocol violations from
occurring due to the error being described

The host must perform all exchange management functions for any sequence" with errors. This manage
ment process is outside the scope of Tachyon operation, and is not discussed in this user's manual.

PTI 172708
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10.5.1’ ErrOr COnditions ELI—ELIZ ‘

V) EHI. ID I, ”C“ MEEC n
.. Tachyon runs a timer for sequences that it transmits. Tachyon sets the ACK Time Out bitin the

' - Outbound_completionmessage if the final ACK for the sequence is not returned within ED__TOV of sending
the final frame of the sequence. Tachyon sets the ACK Time Out bit if a frame for the sequence is delayed
because of a lack of EE _Credit for longer than ED TOV

Tachyon Operation

0 Send an outbound _completion message to the host with the ACK Time Out bit set to one, the Class 1

Connection Open bit set to one or cleared to zero as appropriate, and Tachyon's remaining EE_Credit
count.

' fieeze OSM.

' ., - Send any subsequent ACKs receixed for the sequence to the host as describedin error note “E2. 1 Uner

.. pected \C.K

Host Recovery

- Perform Abort Sequence (ABTS)/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery as
needed.

0 Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register. I

W

Tachyon has a timer that monitors when BB_Credit is zero while in N_Port ACTIVE state. The Credit Error
bit in the Frame Manager Status register indicates that Tachyon is connected to ,a fabric (or an N_pon) and
the fabric (or the N_port) has not returned BB_Credit within ED_TOV. Refer to “E6.l No BB Credit for
Transmit on FC—AL" on page 307. Also, refer to “ES-5.4 Timeout Due to Outbound Transmission Delay" on
page 304.

 

Tachyon Operation

If Tachyon has zero BB_Credit for ED_TOV while in the. N_Port ACTIVE state, Tachyon:

- Sets the Credit Error bit in the Frame Manager Status register.

- .Sends a frame_mgr_interrupt_ completion message to the host.
. Continues to set the Credit Error bit in the flame Manager Status register every ED_TOV until

BB_(.‘redit is replenished.

Host Recovery

- Read the Frame Manager Status register to determine the cause of the Frame Manager interrupt.

- Perfomt a link reset by writing the Link Reset command to the Frame Manager Control register.

4- After Tachyon completes Link Reset, perform Link Resetrecovery. Refer to “E2. ll Link Down With
Class I Connection" on page 285, “E2. 12 Link Down During 0855 '2 or 3 Sequences" on page 286, and

“E2. I3 Link Down Dun'ng SCSI Inbound Processing" on page 287.

PTI 172709
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. ‘ . I I ’ : 0

__ Tachyon supports ACK with abort bits: 01. if an ACK[5 received with [0 or ll Tachyon manages it as if it
3 was set to 01.J

Tachyon checks the ACK frame against the current sequence being sent by OSM if the ACK does not
.. match Tachyon behaves as described”in error note "E2 1 Unexpected ACK". if the ACK does match,

Tachyon perfomts the processes as definedin the Tachyon Operation section below.

Tachyon Operation

Upon receipt of the first ACK with abort, Tachyon:

o Stops sending frames. '

0 Sends an outboundcompletion message to the host with the Abort Requested bit set, the Class 1 Con-

nection Open bit set or cleared as appropriate and Tachyon'5 remaining EB_Credit count.
- F‘reezes OSM.

- Sends any subsequent ACKs received for the sequence to the host describedm error note “2. l Unex-
. peCted ACK"

Host Recovery:

- Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery‘as needed.

0 Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

An ACK with the history bit =. 0 is a normal in order ACK and is treated under normal processing. '

.5 t ' t : ec 
An ACK with history bit = 1 indicates that at least one frame was received out of order on a remote node.-
Tachyon does not distinguish between in order ACKs or 000 ACKS. These ACKs are treated under normal

processing

Tachyon uses a method of simply counting the number of frames transmitted and the number of ACKs

received, and when they match, credit is balanced.

PTI 172710,
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This condition is allowed only on error reporting. [f a bad frame15 received by the remote node it should
immediately ACK with the abort bits set to stop transmission of frames.

Tachyon checks the ACK frame against the current sequence being sent by OSM. If the ACK does not
IiIatch Tachyon behaIes as describedIn error note “E2. 1 Unexpected ACK“. [1' the ACK does match.
Tachyon performs the processes as defined'In the Tachyon Operation section below.

Tachyon Operation

- If no abort bits are set in the ACK_l. Tachyon behaves as described in error note “82.! Unexpected
MACK" " .

. lf abort bits are set in the ACK_ 1 Tachyon behaves as describedIn error note ".813 Receipt of ACKWith Abort Bits'.

Host Recovery:

Referto E13 Receipt ofACK With Abort Bits: 0t, [0, or ll" on page 277 and “E2. 1 Unexpected ACK on
page 282.

El - B . [E E II E B l1

Tachyon does not distinguish between P_RJT and F_RJ’I‘.

Tachyon checks the RIP frame against the current sequence being sent by OSM. [f the RJ’f‘ doesn't match;
Tachyon behaves as described in error note "521 Unexpected ACK". [f the RJT does match, Tachyon per-

_ forms the processes as defined in the Tachyon Operation section below.

Tachyon Operation

0 Stop sending frames.

0 Send the RJT frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message so that the host
«an detennine the cause of the reject.

- Send an outbound_c0mpletion message to the host with the Rejected bit set, the Class 1 Connection
Open bit setto one or cleared to zero as appropriate, and Tachyon‘s remaining EE_Credit count.

. - Freeze the OSM.

- Send any subsequent ACKs received for the sequence to the' host aas described in error note “82.1

Unexpected ACK".

Host Recovery

. ‘. The host should examine the rejected frames to detemIine the‘cause of the reject and determine the
state of the sequence and the Class 1 connection. If no reject was received with EOFt, the sequence is

indeterminate. If a reject was received with EOF‘t, the sequence is already terminated.

- Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery as needed.

- Return Tachyon to nonnal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.
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W

, V) ' Tachyon does not distinguish between P_BSY and F‘_BSY.
Tachyon can handle BSYs for the first frame of the sequence differently than the other BSYs,-depending on
the programming of the Sequence interlock bit in the ODB or_ SOFcl. '

Tachyon checks the BSY frame against the current sequence being sent by the OSM. If the BSY does not
match. Tachyon behaves as described in error note “82.1 Unexpected ACK". if the BSY does match.
Tachyon performs the processes as defined in the Tachyon Operation section below.

Tachyon Operation

c if the BSY is received for the first frame of a sequence, and the Sequence Interlock-bit is set to one or
the frame was an SOF‘c 1, Tachyon re~sends the first frame of the sequence up to 16 times.

- if the BSY is for frames other than the first frame or the Sequence Interlock bit is not set to one,
Tachyon sends the BSY to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message. EE_Credit
is not updated for BSYs sent to host. ‘

- ‘ if a BSY is received, and the Retry Disable bit is set to one in the Tachyon Configuration register,
’l‘achyon terminates the sequence without resending the frame, and behaves as in error note “EL9 BSY
Retries Exceeded". , _ ‘

Host Recovery .

- If the host wants to re-transmit the busied frame, it can re-create the busied frame by copying the frame
header and data to a single buffer and transmitting it via the HPCQ. If the frame retransmission is suc-
cessful, Tachyon receives the ACK and the sequence completes normally.

t if the host does not want to re-transmit, it simply waits for a timeout. Refer to “ELI Timeout Due to
Lost ACK or No EE_Credit" on page 276,

 
131W

Tachyon retn'es sending the first frame of an XJD interlock sequence or SOFcl frame up to [6 times. If the
[6th try is busied, an error condition is flagged.

Tachyon Operation

0 Send an outbound_completion message to the host with the Retries Exceeded bit set and the Class 1
Connection bit set or cleared as appropriate.

0 FYeeze the OSM..

Host Recovery

Note that the sequence was not established in this case and therefore the host does not need to perform the
;\B'l‘S/exchange error recovery protocol.

- Perform Sequence Recovery processing and connection recovery as needed.

- Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the ErrorRelease bit in the Tachyon Control register.

, PTI 172712
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0 " l l ' l S o l a

D Tachyon does not distinguish between P_RJ'l‘ and F‘_RJT‘.
' Tacliyon checks the RJT frame against the current sequence being sent by the OSM If the RJT does not

match. Tachyon behaves as describedin error note ,“E2. 1 Unexpected ACK". if the RJ'l‘ does match,
Tachyon performs the processes as definedin the TachyOn Operation section below.

Tachyon Operation

0 Stop sending frames.

- Send the RJT frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message so that the host
uan (letennine the cause of the reject.

- Sends an outbound _completion message to the host with the Rejected bit set the Class 1 Connection

Open bit set to one or cleared to zero as appropriate Tachyon'5 remaining EB_Credit count and the
Trans [D of the Outbound SEST Entry that was being processed when the error occurred

0 Freeze the OSM

0‘ ' Send any subsequent ACKs receited for the sequence to the host as descnbedin error note “E2 1 Unex»
pected ACK”.

Host Recovery

0 The host should examine the rejected frames to determine the cause of the reject and to determine the
state of the sequence and the Class 1 connection. [I no reject was received with EOPt, the sequence is
indeterminate. if a reject was received with EOFt, the Sequence is already terminated.

0 Perform AB'l‘S/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery as needed. The host
should also clear the STE Valid bit in theOutbound SEST entry.

0 Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

 
W

T3“liyon retries sending the first frame of an X [D interlock sequence or SOFcl frame up to 16 times. If the
l'illl try is liiisied an error conditionis flagged.

Tachyon Operation

0 Send an outbound _completion message to the host with the Retries Exceeded bit set and the 'l‘rans_lD
of the outbound SEST entry that was being processed when the error occurred.

. Home the OSM.

Host Recovery

The stquencc was not established, however the exchange was established by the CMD sequence therefore
lllt.‘ exchange mi'ist be terminated

0 l'lur host must tennintate the SCSI exchange and perform connection recovery as needed.

- Return Tachyon to nonnal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control‘register.

PTI 17271 3
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‘ ' ' .

'. The fabric can reject (RJT) or busy (BSY) an ACK frame. Tachyon sends theses frames to the host as
D ' inbound un known‘frames. The host is expected to simply discard them and have the remote node time out.

Tachyon Operation

. Send the EFT or BSY frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message.

Host Recovery

- 0 The host should discard the frame.

~ No recovery is reduired at Tachyon's level.

PTI 172714
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10.5.2 _'Er‘mr Conditions E2.1-E2.26

.-\n unexpected ACK is any Link Control frame‘ . _(ACK. BSY or RJ'_l‘)that does not match the current outbound
sequence 'being sent by the OSM. ' ‘ '

Tachyon Operation

. Tachyon sends an unexpected ACK, BSY, or RIP to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame comple—
tion message. '

Host Recovery

' The host must check the Link Control frame against any possible abnormally terminated sequences it is
tracking in exchange status blocks. ‘

o No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

9 0 l

The only time an EOth is expected is with the final ACK for the current outbound Class 1 sequence. If, a
frame with an EOth is received while an outbound Class 1 connection is open and the EOth is not
received on the final ACK for the sequence. the Class 1 connection is closed and an error condition is ‘
flagged. ‘

Tachyon Operation ‘

- if the frame is an Link Control frame that does not match the cu‘rrent outbound sequence, in addition to
the following, Tachyon behaves as described in error note “E2.l Unexpected ACK“.

~ Terminate the outbound connection.

0 if any outbound sequence is in progress (regardless of class), Tachyon terminates the sequence, sends

an outbound_completion message to the host with the Class 1 Error bit set, the Class 1 Connection
. 'pen bit cleared and the remaining EE_Credit count.

. Freeze the OSM.

Host Reébvery

- - Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery as needed. -

0 Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

PTI 172715
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E} 2.3 [Jnexmgteg EOEgtl [lining Class | Inbound gggnnggg'gn

If a frame with an EOth is received while an inbound Class I connection is open, the Class I connection is
3 closed and an error condition is flagged.

Tachyon Operation .

. lf the frame is a Link Control frame that does not match the current outbound sequence, in addition to
the following, Tachyon behaves as described in error note “EZJ Unexpected ACK".

- lf an inbound MP8 is in progress, it is terminated and an inbound_mgr_completion message is sent to
the host with the Class 1 Error bit set.

s The. inbound Class 1 connection is closed.

Host Recovery

- The host must check the Link Control frame against any possible abnormally terminated sequences it is
tracking in exchange status blocks.

'0 .\'o recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

' . .

An ACK with an EOF‘t indicates that at least one ACK frame was received out of order by Tachyon. Tachyon
ignores the BOP! delimiter on ACKs.

Tachyon counts the number of frames transmitted and the number of AC Ks received, and when they match,
credit is balanced.

E9 5 l'nflxnflctcd ESIEI "nun“ Becgnil'nn

Tachyon ignores the EOF‘t delimiter on Class I and 2 data frames. An EOF‘t on a Class 3 data frame is con-

sidered normal operation. 
 9 . .

if a frame with an EOthi is received while an outbound Class 1 connection is open, the Class 1 connection
is closed and an error condition is flagged.

Tachyon Operation

0 Send the frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message.
0 Terminate the outbound connection.

- If any outbound sequence is in progress (regardless of class), Tachyon tenninates the sequence, sends
an iunbound_completion' message to the host with the Class 1 Error bit set, the Class 1 Connection
l )pt-n hit cleared and the remaining EE_Credit count.

. . lucrmnent‘the Generated EOFa error count in the Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 regis—
n-r.

0 ‘ r‘reezi' (ht-05M.

Host Recovery

- l ‘crfonn AB’l‘S/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery as needed.

0 Return Tmthyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bitjn the Tachyon Control register.

first Edition ' - ' 283
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1

. [fa frame with an EOthi'is received while an inbound Class 1 connectionl3 open, the Class1 connectionrs
' 3 closed and an error condition'is flagged

- Tachyon Operation

0 Send the frame to the host with an inbound__unknown_frame completion message.

0 if an inbound MFS is in progress, it is terminated and an inbound;n1fs_completion message is sent to
the host with the Class 1 Error bit set.

- Increment the Generated EOFa error count in the Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 regis-ter. '

0 The inbound Class 1 connection is closed.

Host Recovery

0 No recovery is required at Tachyon’s level.

BMW

Since the frame is invalid, it does not affect any inbound Class 2 or 3 sequence processing. The exception is
if an SOFcl is sent to establish an outbound Class 1 connection, and an ACK with EOqu‘ is received in

response, Tachyon sends an outbound_completion message to the host with the Class 1 Error status bit set'
and freezes the outbound channel.

Tachyon Operation

- Send the frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message.

. Increments the Generated EOFa error count in the Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 regis-
ter. 

0 if an SOFcl frame was sent to establish an outbound Class 1 connection, Tachyon terminates the
sequence, sends an outbound_completion message to the host with the Class 1 Error bit set and the
Class 1 Connection Open bit cleared, and finally freezes the OSM.

Host Recovery

- If an outbound Class 1 sequence was aborted, perform sequence recovery processing.
- If. an outbound Class 1 sequence was aborted, retum Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error

Release bit'in the Tachyon Control register.

PTI 172717
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52.9.3911

y) Since the frame is to be aborted, it does not affect any sequence processing and is simply discarded.
Tachyon Operation

3 Discard the frame.

- increment the Received EOFa error count in the Fiame Manager Link Error Status Counters I12 register.
Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

EOIDEQVE -

Since the frame is invalid, it does not affect any sequence processing and is simply discarded.

Tachyon Operation

-- Discard the frame.

0 Increment the Generated EOPa error count in the Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 regis—ter. - ' ' ' I

Host Recovery

. _ Norecovery is required at Tachyon's level.

EZIII'ID Bl'lCl ll: i

A Link Down condition causes the [SM and the OSM to complete the processing of any pending frames and
then to flush all F'lFOs Any Class 1 connection is closed

 Tachyon Operation

0 The Frame Manager detects the Link Down condition and sets the Link Down bit'in the Frame Manager
Status register and sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.

f If an inbound MFS was in progress. Tachyon terminates the sequence and sends an
inhound_mfs _completion message to the host with the Link Down error bit set.

- if an outbound sequence was in progress, Tachyon terminates the sequence and sends an
mitbound_cunipletion message to the host with the link Down error bit set.

I, 0 All internal FlP‘Os are flushed.

' The Class I connection is closed.

- Transmit BB_Creditis re—initialized to the value programmed by the hostin the flame Manager Config-
"ration register.

0 Freeze the OSM. .

PT! 1 72718
Host Recovery

- Read the Frame Manager Status register to determine the cause of the Frame Manager interrupt.

. Verify that the link is up by examining the Frame Manager Status register's Loop and/or Port Machine

states. if the link is not up, wait for another frame_mfs_inten'upt completion message.

' Perform ARTS/exchange error recovery processing, connection recovery and login recovery as needed.

' . Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon control register.

W.- I I I " - I. I ~ I ‘
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W

A Link Down condition causes the [SM and OSM to complete the processing of any pending frames and thento flush all F'lFOs.

While the fibre Channel standard'states that a Class 2 or 3 sequence is not necessarily affected by a link
reset, it does require that BB_Credit be reset to LOGlN values. To do this requires Tachyon to flush buffers,
which causes timeouts due to lost frames. To alleviate extra on-chip error handling, Tachyon terminates
any sequence in both the outbound and inbound direction.

. Tachyon Operation

0 The Flame Manager detects the LR and sets the Link Down bit in the flame Manager Status register
and sends a l‘rame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.

- [I an inbound MFS was in progress, Tachyon terminates the sequence and sends an
inbound_mfs_compleljon message to the host with the Link Down error bit set

. if an outbound sequence was in progress, Tachyon terminates the sequence and sends an
outbound_completion message to'the host with the Link Down error bit set.

0 All internal F'lF‘Os are flushed.

0 ' Transmit BB_Credit[5 re-initialized to the value programmed by the host in the Frame Manager Config-
uration register.

0 Freeze the OSM.

Host Recovery

Tachyon's management of sequences was abnor'rnally terminated by the Unit Down, but from Fibre Chan'-
nel‘s standpoint, any active Class 2 or 3 sequences have not been terminated and will require the ABTS pro-
toc‘ol to be executed.

' Read the Frame Manager Status register to detemiine the cause of the Raine Manager interrupt

- Verify that the link15 up by examining the Frame ManagerStatus regster’5 Loop and/or Port Machine
states. l.f the link'is not up, wait for another frame_mfs_interrupt completion message.

0 Perform AB’l‘S/exchange error recovery processing and login recovery as needed.

- Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

'PTI 172719
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~ A Link Down condition causes Tachyon's [SM and OSM to complete the processing of any pending frames
3 and then to flush all F lFOs.

A Link Down'has no affect on the operation of the inbound SCSl management, with the exception that the
Link-Down flushes the inbound FlFO;-which may'contain SCSI frames. These mines are lost; which causes V
a ULP timeout to occur. Also, if the data transfer was occurring on‘a Class -l connection, the connection is
lost and the sequence is abnormally terminated. Tachyon does not send a completion message to the host
for the SCSl sequence and the ULP timeout will detect the error. ‘

Tachyon Operation

- Tachyon behaves as described in error note “E2. ll Link Down With Class 1 Connection" if a Class 1

connection open and as described in error note “E2. 12 Link Down During Class 2 or 3 Sequences" if no
Class 1 connection open. ‘

Host Recovery

- ' Refer to “E2. ll Link Down With Class 1 Connection" on page 285 and “E2. 12 Link Down During Class 2
or 3 Sequences" on page 286. - . - '

EZIII'IE" LBW!” 1C .

The Link Failure condition differs from the Link Down in severity. Link Failure is indicated when the Frame
Manager sets the Link Failure bit in the Frame Manager Status reg‘ster.

Refer to “E58 Laser Fault” on page 305, “E59 Out of Sync“ on page 306, and “E5. 10 Loss of Signal" on page
306. .

. ) ' Tachyon Operation‘~\ .-

0 The Frame Manager detects the Link Fail condition and sets the Link Down bit in the Frame Manager
Status register and sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host

v lf an inbound MFS was in progress, Tachyon terminates the sequence and sends an

‘ inbound_mfs_completion message to the host with the Link Down error bit set.

0 If an outbound sequence was in progress, Tachyon terminates the sequence and sends an
outbound _completion message to the host with the Link Down error bit set

- All internal FlFOs are flushed.

o The Class ‘1 connection is closed.

. Transmit BB_Credit in the Frame Manager Configuration register is cleared to zero.

- Freeze the OSM.

PTl 172720
Host Recovery

- Read the Frame Manager Status register to determine the cause of the Frame Manager interrupt.

0 Verify that the link is up by examining the Frame Manager Status r'egister's Loop and/or Port Machine

states. If the link is not up, wait for another frame_mfs_intermpt completion message.

° Set the BB_Credit in the Frame Manager Configuation register to one and perform login recovery as
needed. '

- Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery as needed.

° Return Tachyon to nonnal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

H. V M
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The Link Failure condition differs from the Link Down in severity. Link Failure is indicated when the Frame
Manager sets the Link Failure bit in the flame Manager Status register.

Refer to “85.8 Laser Fault'? on page 305, “85.9 Out of Sync" on page 306. and “E5. 10 Loss of Signal" on page

Tachyon Operation

- The Frame Managerdetects the Link Fail condition and sets the Link Down bit in the Frame Manager

Status register and sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.

° . If an inbound MFS was in progress, Tachyon terminates the sequence and sends an

inbound_rnfs~completion message to the host with the Link Down error bit set.

. if an outbound sequence was in progress,Tachyontem1inates the sequence and sends an

outbound_completion’ message to the host with the Link Down error bit set.
- 0 All internal FIFOS are flushed.

- Transmit BB_Credit in the Frame Manager Configuration register is cleared to zero.

- Freezethe OSM. .

: Host Recovery

Tachyon's-management of sequences was abnormally terminated by the Link Failure, but from Fibre Chan-
nel‘s standpoint, any active Class 2 or 3 sequences may have not been terminated and will require the AB'l‘S’
protocol to be executed.

- Read the Frame Manager Status register to determine the cause of the flame Manager interrupt.

. Verify that the link is up by examining the Frame Manager Status register’s Loop and/or Port Machine
states. If the link is not up, wait for another frame_mfs_interrupt completion message.

- Set the BB_Credit in the Frame Manager Conflguan‘on reg’ster to one and perform login recovery as
needed.

0 Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing as needed.

- Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

PTl 172721
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_. _ The Link Failure condition‘differs from the Link Down in severity. Link Failure is indicated when the Frame
: Manager sets the Link Failure bit in the Frame Manager Status register.

Refer to “85.8 Laser Fault" on page 305, “85.9 Out of Sync" on page 306,.and "ES. lO-Loss of Signal; on page
306. ' .

A Link Failure has no effect on the operation of the inbound SCSl management, with the exception that the
Link Down flushes the inbound FIFO, which may contain SCSI frames. These frames are lost, which causes
a ULP timeout to occur. Also, if the data transfer was occurring on a Class l connection, the connection is
lost and the sequence is abnormally terminated. Tachyon does not send a completion message for the SCSl
sequence and the ULP timeout will detect the error '

Tachyon Operation

- Tachyon behaves as described in error note ”€2.14 Link Failure With Class 1 Connection" if a Class 1
connection open and as described in error note “£2. 15 Link Failure During Class 2 or 3 Sequences" if
no Class 1 connection open.

Host Recovery

0 Refer to “E2. [.4 Link Failure With Class 1 Connection” on page 287 and “E2. [5'Link Failure During Class
2 or 3 Sequences" on page 288. ' '

The host cannot stop the OSM from‘processing data Because of this, if the remote node is trying to abort
the sequence, then the host must wait until it receives an outbound_completion message from Tachyon. At
that time, the host can perform the ABTS protocol. Any ABTS frames received by Tachyon do not affect the
state of outbound sequences. i.e., ABTS frames received for an outbound sequence do not stop the
sequence from being sent. ' 
Tachyon Operation

0 Send the ABTS frame to the host with an inbound_SFS_completion message.
- Tachyon ACKs the ABTS frame.

Host Recovery

0 No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

- Perfonn‘AB'l‘S/exchange error recovery processing as needed.

PTI 172722
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ELLWWMM

An ABTS frame immediately terminates an inbound non—SCSI sequence.

Tachyon Operation

0 if an inbound MF‘S is in progress, the sequence reassembly is terminated and an
inbound_MFS_completion message is sent to the host with the Abort Requested bit set.

. Send the ABTS frame to the host with an inbound_SFS_completion message.

0 Tachyon.ACKs the ABTS frame. .

Host Recovery

' No recovery is required at Tachyon‘s level.

- Perform AB’l‘S/exchange error recovery processing as needed.

”I“: ‘ ‘ , Written

4 An AB'l‘S frame immediately terminates a SCSI sequence.

Tachyon Operation

0 Tachyon terminates SCSI exchange management on the affected exchange and clears the STE _Va_li_d bit
to zero in the SESl‘ entry.

- Send the ABTS frame to the host 'with a bad_SCSl_frame_completion message.

. Tachyon ACKs the AB'I‘S frame only if the Bad SCSI Auto ACK bit is set in the Tachyon Configuration
register. -

 Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

- Perform ARTS/exchange error recovery processing as needed.

322“”:me i ”1' S I "i

The AB'I‘X is not the method of exchange termination preferred by the Fibre Channel profile. An AB'I‘S with
the last sequence of exchange bit set is the preferred method. The AB’l‘S/LS method lets Tachyon detect the

end of the sequence and exchange.

The host cannot stop the OSM from processing data. Because of this, if the remote noders twing to abort
the sequence, then the host must wait until it receives an outbound_completion message from Tachyon. At
that time the host can perform the AB’I‘X protocol.

Tachyon Operation

. Send the ABTX frame to the host with an inbound_SFS_completion message.

0 Tachyon ACKs the ABTX frame.

Host Recovery

- No recovew is required at Tachyon's level.

0 Perform ARTS/exchange error recovery processing as” needed. PTI 172723
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3 The AB’l‘X is not the method of exchange termination preferred by the Fibre Channel profile. An ABTS withthe last sequence of exchange bit set is the preferred method. The ABTS/LS method lets Tachyon detect the
end of the sequence and exchange.

~Tachyon provides no’mechanism for the host to prematurely—tenninate a non—SCSI sequence reassembly. I
The sequence must timeout or complete. The non-SCSI exchange management is done exclusively by thehost.

Tachyon Operation

0 Send the ABTX frame to the host with an inbound_SFS-completion message.
- Tachyon ACKs the ABTX frame.

Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon's level. _

° Perform ARTS/exchange error recovery prbcessing as needed.

WWW-

The ABTX is not the method of exchange termination preferred by the Fibre Channel profile. An ABTS with
the last sequence of exchange bit set is the preferred method. The ABTS/LS method lets Tachyon detect the
end of the sequence and exchange.

The ABTX payload indicates which OX_lD is to be terminated. This payload is not interpreted by Tachyon.
This frame is processed by Tachyon as an SF3 and passed to the host. The host must process the frame and
then start the exchange abort process.

TachyonOperation . 
-‘ Send the ABTX frame to the host with an inbound_SFS_completion message.

- Tachyon ACKs the ABTX frame.

- Upon detection of the write to the Tachyon Flush SEST Cache Entry register, if the SEST entry exists in.
Tachyon's cache, it will write back the cached 8831‘ entry with the STE Valid bit cleared.

0 Send any subsequent frames received for the sequence to the host with a bad_scsi_frame completion
message.

Host Recovery

0 No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

' The host 'gets the OX_lD out of the ABTX frame and clears the STE Valid bit in the SEST entry for this '
OXlD and then writes the OK”) to the Tachyon Flush SEST Cache Entry register.

0 Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing as needed.

PTI 172724
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... 1 The RMC frame has the E_C bit set. Setting this bit immediately terminates the outbound connection and

3 any iii-process outbound sequences. -
“ Tachy‘on Operation ,

- Sends the RMC frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message. The RMC
frame is not acknowledged. - '

Host Recovery

0 Perform a link reset by writing the Link Reset command to Frame Manager Control register.

- After Tachyon completes Link Reset, perform Link Reset recovery. Refer to “522.11 Link Down With

Class 1 Connection" on page 285, “32. 12 Link Down Dun'ng Class 2 or 3 Sequences" on page 286, and
“E2. [3 Link Down During SCSI Inbound Processing" on page 287 ‘

. Retum Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bitin the Tachyon Control register.

‘ The RMC Eramehas the E_C bit set and the ACK sent has an 130th delimiter. This imniediately terminates
the inbound connection and any in-process Inbound sequence.‘

Tachyon Operation '

0 Transmits an ACK for the RMC frame with an [20th delimiter.

o If an inbound MFS is in progress,it is terminated and an inbound_mfs_compleu'on message. is sent to
the host with the Class 1 Error bit set.

‘ > 0 The inbound Class 1 connection is closed:
' ' Sends the RMC frame to the host with an inbound_sfs_completion message.

c

Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon's leveL

.-' Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing as needed.

PTI 172725
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The RMC frame has the E_C bit set and the ACK sent has

the inbound connection and any in-process inbound sequence

 l0. Error Information 
 

Tachyon Operation

0 if the Bad SCSl Auto ACK bit is set in the Tachyon Conli
frame with an [30th delimitter.

0 If an inbound MFS is in progress, it is terminated and an inbound
the host with the Class 1 Error bit set.

0 ‘ The inbound Class 1 connection is closed.

_mfs_completion message is sent to

- lf the OX_lD of the frame is valid, the STE Valid bit is cleared and the 5851‘ entry is updated.
0 Send the RMC frame to the host with an inbound_bad_scsi completion message

Host Recovery

4" Perform AB’l‘S/exchange error recovery processing as needed.

' The host should perform the following steps if the Bad SCSI Auto ACK bit is clear in the Tachyon Configm‘a:tion register:

0 Perform a link reset by wn’ting the Link Reset command to Frame Manager Control register.
0 After Tachyon completes Link Reset, perform Link Reset recovery. Refer to ”E2.“ Link Down .With

Class 1 Connection" on page 285, “E2. 12 Link Down During Class 2 or 3 Sequences" on page 286, and
“E2. 13 Link Down Dun'ng SCSI lnbound Processing" on page 287.

0 Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

52m

LCR is not directly supported by Tachyon and the PCSl profiles do not allow its use. Tachyon does not ACKan LCR frame.

Tachyon Operation

0 Send LCR frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message.

Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

P” 172726
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10.5.3 Error Conditions E3.1~E3.10

13W

Receiving a frame with an SOFcl delimiter while a Class 1 connection is open is an error condition.

Tachyon Operation

t, Send frame to the host with a inbound_unknown_frame completion message (the framers not acknowl-
edge).

Host Recovery

~ No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.. However, the host should perform a Link Reset because the
state of the connectionis in question.

- Perform a link reset by writing the Link Reset conunand to the Frame Manager Control register.

2. . _____ 0 After Tachyon completes the Link Reset, perform Link Reset recovery. -Refer to “E2.ll'L1nk Down With

' Class 1 Connection" on page 285, “E2. 12 Link Down During Class 2 or 3 Sequences” on page 286, and
“E2 13 Link Down Curing SCSI Inbound Processing" on page 287

Class 1 data frames (SOF‘il and SOFn 1) received during an inbound Class 1 connection ('l‘achyon is the
Class 1 connection recipient) is normal operation, unless the frame does not match the S_lD and D_lD of
the current connection.

Receiving a Class 1 data frame while there is an outbound Class 1 connection ('l‘achyon is the Class 1 con-
nection initiator) indicates that bidirectional Class! communication is occurring Tachyon does not sup-
port bi-directionai Class 1 connections, and this is a Tachyon error condition. The remote node may be
trying to perform bi-directionai Class 1 communication, is confused about the state of the connection or is
performing some sort of error recovery. The host may need to perform a LinkReset to clean up the connec-
tion.

Tachyon Operation

~ Send frame to the host with a inbound_unknown_frame completion message (the frame is not acknowl~

edged). ‘

Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

In the case where the received frames are error recovery frames, the host must respond appropriately if

the received frames are truly out of context, the hostis expected to perform a Link Reset because the state
of the connection is in question.

PTI 172727
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. 3 This is an error case regardless of any other Tachyon operation.
Tachyon Operation

'0 Send the frame to the host with a inbound_un known_frame completion message (the frame is not
acknowledged).

Host Recovery

0 ‘ No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

The host is expected to send a P_RJT for the frame via the High Priority Channel.

The B_C bit is only valid if received in a Class 1 data frame. The E_C hit is ignored in frames of other
.1 . Classes. Receiving a Class 1 data frame with the E_C bit set while an outbound Class 1 connection is open is- an error condition.

Tachyon performs as described in error note “E32 SOFii or SOF‘nl as Class 1 Connection Initiator".

53-1, IE m'iEC Cl, 1: i8 ..

Unexpected inbound frames are those that do not match the S_lD of the Class 1 connection initiator or"

those that are non«data frames meant to prematurely terminate the connection. These include RMC, NOP,
BA_'ACC. or BA_RJT.

Tachyon Operation

. if the S_lD does not match the S_lD of the Class 1 connection initiator. 
.. Send the frame to the host with an inbound_unknown_frame completion message.

u The frame is not acknowledged and the connection is unaffected.

- if the S_lD matches the S_lD of the Class 1 connection initiator.

In If a multiframe sequence reassembly operation is in progress, it is terminated and an
inbound;mfs_completion message is sent to the host with the Class 1 Error bit set.

.. [f the frame is a SFS, it is sent to the host with an inbound_sfs_compleu'on message.
0 ACK the frame with an EOth and remove the inbound connection.

Host Recovery

No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

As a connection initiator, the host must never establish a bi-directional connection. Tachyon does not sup-
pnn Class 1 bi-directional connections.

PTl 172728
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A bi-directional connect request is treated by Tachyon as a normal unidirectional connect request. The dif.
ferenceis that the host could use the connection to send data back, but thisis not supported by Tachyon
and it is expected that the host will not try to take advantage of the connection Tachyon does not process
Class 1OCQ commands while the inbound Class 1 connection exists, so only the High Priority Channel
could be used to send frames against the connection

Wind

kn NOP frame is treated as a normal single frame data sequence.

WWW

NOP, ABTS, and HMO are discussedin separate explanitory notes Any other BIS frames (BA_ACC,
B-\_RJ’I‘ etc) are single frame data sequences and are processed as such.

EalDE lII‘lS . E R I!

All ELS frames are single frame data sequences and are processed as such.

PTI 172729
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10.5.4 Error Conditions E4.l-E4.l7

 EIIB . I‘

Receiver timeouts do not affect'nutbound'sequence management. I 5 .

Tachyon Operation

0 The multiframe sequence reassembly operation is terminated.

' An inbound_mfs_completion message is sent to the host with the Time Out bit set.

Host Recovery

0 No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

Cass t
 

The Class 1 inactiw‘ty timer monitors whenian inbound Class 1 connection is open (Tachyon is the Class [I
etinnection recipient) but no sequences are being received. When the Clws 1 connection is open and no
sequences have been received for ED_’I‘OV time, Tachyon sends an inbound_C Ltimeout completion mes— '
sage to the host to inform it of the idle Class [connection The timeout does not' affect the state of the con-
nection. The completion message is simply a warning and only occurs once.

Tachyon Operation

' Send an inbound_Cl_timeout_completion message to the host.

Host Recovery

 - It is not considered a \iolation of the FCSI profiles to leave a connection open without transferring data '

for an ED_TOV time. The host may respond to the inbound_Cl_h‘meout completion message by per-
fnmiing a Link Reset. The Link Reset would (abnormally) terminate the connection and enable Class 1
connections to other nodes.

. .\'o recovery is required at Tachyon‘s level.

if? . HAW

An inbound BB_Credit Violation may occur if the lnbound Data FIFO overflows. [f a credit violation results
in a FIFO overflow, the FIFO simply discards the frame that caused the overflow and no notification is
given to the host. The problem is that it may not be possible to store the address of the offender, therefore
notifying the host is minimally useful.

Tachyon Operation '

- lfa frame istreceived that does not fit into the lnbound Data FIFO, it is discarded.

- There is no indication sent to the host that this has occurred.

7; Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon’s level.

[’11 172730
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D , The maximum receive frame length is 2076 (2048 payload plus F‘C header). This value is hard-coded in the[flame Manager and checked as frames arrive. The host must login with the, 2048 byte maximum payload

specified. When a node sends a longer frame, it is a protocol violation.

A Tachyon .Operation

- if a frame is received that is too long, it is discarded.

o lncrement the Generated EOF‘a error count in the Frame Manager Link Error Status Counters #2 regis-
ter.

0 . There is no indication sent to the host that this has occurred.

Host Recovery

0 No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

WWW

Tachyon has no way to validate the security or timer fields of the header, so any frame received with this
header is passed to the host to be processed. No ACK or other response frame is sent

Tachyon Operation

0 Send the frame to the host with a inbound_unlmown_frame completion message (the frame is not
acknowledged).

Host Recovery

0 The host should send a response frame via the High Priority Channel.

3 . No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.
Wins

Tachyon has resources to perform only one multiframe sequence reassembly at a time.

Tachyon Operation

if the Disable P_BSY bit18 set in the Tachyon Configuration register, refer to “3.75 Multiframe Sequence,
Deferred P_BSY Mode" on page 60.

[I the Disable P_BSY bit is not set in the Tachyon Configuration register, or if the incoming frame is an
SOFc 1, Tachyon: ’ -

- Automatically sends a P_BSY response to the frame

- Discards the frame with no notification to the host

- Increments the P_BSYs Sent counter in the Tachyon Receive Frame Error Counter Register.
Host Recovery

if the Disable P_BSY bit is set in the Tachyon Configuration register, refer to “3.7.5 Multiframe Sequence,
Deferred P~BSY Mode" on page 60.

[f the Disable P_BSY bit is not set in the Tachyon Configuration register

0 No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.
PTI 172731
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WWWMnmnm

This is a normal operation.

8 C . 9 S e" ass ct‘ ' .

Tachyon can perform only one sequence reassembly at a time. Since an established Class 1 connection
implies that a sequence can arrive at any time, Tachyon must set aside its reassembly resource to handle a
Class 1 multiframe sequence. Therefore, any Class 2 or 3 mutlifrarne seqeunce frames that are received dur-
ing an inbound Class 1 connection. are handled as described in explanitory note “4.6 Name Received forSecond MFS“.

00 t ass ' i -

Reception of an 000 Class 1 frame is an error. This indicates that a frame has been lost in the fabric and
will never be delivered. ‘.

Tachyon Operation

0‘ Assemble the sequence as described in “3.7.4 Multiframe Sequence, Out ofOrder (O00) Reception" on
' page 59. ‘

. Send the ACK for the received frame and all subsequent frames received for the sequence to the
sequence initiator with the abort bit set. Note that the last data frame of the sequence may have the
'B_C bit set. but Tachyon does not close the connection to allow for error recovery. This means
Tachyon continuesrto send ACKs with EOE! until an AB’I‘S is received, which is acknowledged with anEOF‘dt. - . _

Host Recovery

The multiframe sequence terminates when either an ABTS frame is received or a timeout occurs due to thelost frame.

 0 No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

Tachyon cannot handle the reassembly of sequences whose frames arrive of out of order. instead, it places
the frames in host memory and provides the host with enough information to reassemble the sequence. This
is described in “3.7.4 Multiframe Sequence, Out ofOrder (000) Reception“ on page 59.

Tachyon Operation _

0 Assemble the frames for the sequence as described in “Multiframe Sequence, Out of Order (000)
Reception".

- Set the historyvbit in the ACK. This bit is set in any ACK sent for subsequent frames received for the

sequence. until all the frames are received. The last ACK sent for the sequence has the history bit
cleared.

Host Recovery

Nu hnst recovery is required, but the host must scan the various completions to allow it to reassemble the
sequence segments.

0 Nu recovery is required at Tachyon‘s level.

PTl 172732
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EAWW

. ' .- if SCSI assists are enabled and the 000 Reassembly Disable bit is not set in the Tachyon Configuration reg-
; ister. Tachyon reassembles out of order SCSI frames without host assistance.

Tachyon Operation '

. Automatically places the frame payload in host memory where it belongs.

. Set the history bit in the ACK. This bit is set in any ACK sent for subsequent frames received for the

sequence until all the frames are received. The last ACK sent for the sequence has the history bit(leared '

Host Recovery

0 No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

If SCSI assists are enabled and the 000 Reassembly Disable bit is set in the Tachyon Configuration register,
and a frame'is received out of order, it is assumed that an error has occurred.

Tachyon Operation

0 Send frame to the host with a bad_scsi_frame completion message.
v If the Bad Scsi Auto ACK bit is set in the Tachyon Configuration register, an ACK is sent with the history

bit set ‘
- The STE Valid bitin the 5831‘ entry for this exchangeIS cleared and the 8381‘ entry is updated.

Host Recovery 
- No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.
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HAW

": Tachyon sends an inbound_unknown_frame completion message to the host when it receives a frame that
‘ it cannot interpret

, lnbOund_unl<nown_frame completion messages are sent to the host when the. following conditions occur.
I.

If the ACK Disable bit in the Tachyon Configuration register is set.

2. [f a frame with an EOthi (invalid delimiter) is received.

3. If the SOF‘ type of the frame is not recognized.

‘ 4. lf‘the link-control frame is not recognized (i.e., R_C'I‘L [7:4] = link control, R_CTL [320] >: 0111, or
DF_C’I‘L [6] is set'to EXP_SBC_HDR, or the R_CI‘L field is not DEV_DATA, VIDEO_DATA,
BSC_LN K_SERVICE, or XTD_LNK_SERVICE, or LlNK_CNTL)

5' [f a Class 1 data frame is received, and no inbound Class 1 connection is open.

, 6. [f the S_ID or D_lD of a Class 1 frame does not match those of the node the Class 1 connection is
established with.

7. If a Class 1 data frame is received and an outbound Class 1 connection is open.

8. If an SOFclis receivediand a Class 1 connection is already open.

9. If an SOFclis received and Tachyon is in loop mode.

10' [f a LNK_CNTL frame with incorrect Sequence Context (FCTL I22!) is received.

' if. [if a BSY is received for an outbound sequence which is not a BSY for the first frame of the sequence.

[2. if a RJT for an outbound frame is received.

13. If an ACK with [30th is received which does not match the outbound sequence, arrives when OSM is in

an unexpected state, or an inbound Class 1 connection is open (with no MFS reassembly in progress).

D I Tachyon Operation
Send the frame to the host with a inbound_unknown‘frame completion message (the frame is not

acknowledged). '

Host Recovery

The host should interpret the frame's contents and respond with the appropriate response frame Via the
High Priority Channel.

in general, when Tachyon receives an unknown frame, Tachyon does not enter an error state, and .
therefore does not need error recovery. A notable exception is when Tachyon receives an unknown

. frame that contains an EOP‘dt or EOthi terminator which forces the termination of an open Class 1
. connection. The host may need to perform a Link Reset or the connection recovery procedure.

No recovery is required at'l‘achyon's level.

PTI 172734
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3 SCSI frames are those frames that have the Non-SCSI Bit clear in the OX_ID (Refer to “Choosing X_ID Val-ues” on page 145.). A bad_scsi_frame completion message is sent to the host when a SCSI data frame is
received and any of the following conditions are true:

‘ I. The OX_ID is outside the valid range of the sesr.

2. The 5351‘ entry indicated by the OX_ID has the STE Valid bit clear. (This may occur if the exchange
was terminated before Tachyon receives all of the frames of the exchange)

9;
The Inbound Bit of the OX_ID does not match the SCSI Direction bit in the SES'I‘ entiy.

Tachyon Operation

0 Send the frame to the host with a bad_scsi_frame completion message.

- 4 lithe Bad Scsi Auto ACK bit is set in the Tachyon Configuration register, an ACK will be sent with the
history bit set.

Host Recot'ery

No recovery is required at Tachyon's level. ‘

' l' -

Tachyon does not keep login parameters. Therefore, Tachyon does not discriminate between frames from
logged in nodes and other nodes. Frames and sequences from a node that hasn’t logged in are treated as

‘ though the node did log in.

Tachyon does not keep exchange information for non-SCSI exchanges. Therefore, Tachyon does not vali-
date frames or sequences based on exchange state.

 

WWW

Tachynn uses the SCSI Exchange State Table to track SCSI exchanges. If a frame for an invalid‘exchange is
received, it is passed to the host for processing. Refer to “E4. 14 Bad SCSI Frame Received" on page 302.

PTI 172735
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10.5.5 Error Conditions E5.l-E5.10

When the host experiences a ULP timeout for SCSI. the host must ensure that Tachyon'[S no longer
processing frames for that exchange. Thisis accomplished by performing the following:
1. Clear the STE Valid bitin the SES’I‘ enuy

2. Read the Tachyon Flush SES’l‘ Cache Entzy register‘and ensure the Update bit is clear.

I). Write the OX_ID and set the Update bitin the Tachyon Flush SES’I‘ Cache Entry register, forcing
Tachyon to discard any internal status for the exchange.

J

Read the Tachyon Flush SEST Cache Entry register and ensure the Update bitIScleared (indicating the
operation is complete) before using the SEST entry,.

Tachyon Operation

Upon receipt of the Flush OX_[D operation:

' lf Tachyon has the SEST entry cached on the chip, it writes back stored status and clears the STE Valid
.bitin the SEST- entry. ‘

' If Tachyon does not have the SEST entry'stored internally, no action is taken on the SEST entry.
0 Tachyon clears the Update bit in the Tachyon Flush SES'l‘ Cache Entry register. '

Host Recovery

- Before writing the Plush SEST Cache Entry register, the host must clear the STE valid bit in the SEST
entry and ensure the Update bit in the Hush SEST Cache Entry register is clear.

. No Host recovery of Tachyon is required after the Plush OXl_D
- The host should poll the Update bitinwthefiushSES’I‘ Cache Entry register to be sure the operation has

been completed before usingthe SES’I‘ entry

 

When Tachyon gets behind in processing outbound FCP_XF'ER_RDYS, it queues them in host memory using
the SEST. if the exchange is terminated prematurely, the PCP_XFER_RDY request cannot be removed from
the queue by the host. The host must invalidate the exchange by "clearing the STE Valid bit in the SES‘I‘
entry. When Tachyon processes the FCP_XF'ER_RDY, it sees the STE Valid bit is clear and does not pro-
cess the FCP_XFER_RDY.

Tachyon Operation

. Read the SEST entry for the queued FCP_XFER_RDY and notes the cleared STE Valid bit. Program the
OSM with an invalid transfer request

0 The 05M aborts the transfer request and sends an outbound_completion_message to the host with the

Host Programming Error bit set and the Trans_lD of the SES'I‘ entry that was being processed.
' Freeze the OSM.

' PTl 172736

Host Recovery

e Return Tachyon to nonnal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.
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g g . When a SCSI frame is received by Tachyon, the Direction Bit in the SEST is checked against the “I“ bit of the

3 frames OX_1D to be sure the direction (inbound or outbound) matches (Refer to “Choosing X_[D Values
on page 145.).11’ a match does not occur Tachyon manages it like an invalid SEST entry. Refer to “E4. 14

Bad SCSI Frame Received" on page 302. ~

5' e it etc tho 5 ss‘o ea

Tachyon keeps track of the time between when a frame is DMA‘d from host memory to when it is actually
transmitted on the link. [i this time exceeds ED_TOV, a timer within Tachyon expires. Tachyon sends an

outbound_completion message to the host with the Frame Time-Out bit set The Frame Time Out bit indi-
cates that more frames were supposed to be sent but the current sequence exceeded'the ED_'I‘OV time for
the transmission of the frame.

Tachyon Operation

- Send an outbound _completion message to the host with the Frame Time Out bit set
- Freeze the OSM.

Host Recovery

-‘ Perform ABTS/exchange error recovery processing and connection recovery as needed.

- Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

E' .. H E l E

The Host Programming Error bit in the outbound_completion message indicates that Tachyon was given
conflicting parameters within an outbound request. This situation should only occur as described in error
note “E52 SCSI Outbound: Data Descriptor Queued in Host When Exchange Abnormally Terminated". If it

occurs under any other condition, the host should examine the ODB and EDB it sent to Tachyon to deter-
mine where the conflict is.

 
.wfi

E'EEI 'S E

The Elastic Store Error bit in the Frame Manager Status register indicates that Tachyon has experienced an -

m'crflow or undemnw in its inbound Data FIFO. This'condition occurs if the remote or local clock fre-

quency is out of tolerance as specified by the fibre Channel Specification or if a remote node is defective
and is continually transmitting data (since primitive sequences are required to keep the elastic store cen-
tered). This error requires that hardware must be replaced on the remote node or the local node.

Tachyon Operation

~ No recovery needed.

Host Recovery

~ Replace the had hardware.

PTl 172737
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The Transmit Parity Error in the Frame Manager Status registerIs a fatal error. Itindicates that the transmit
data path has experienced an internal corruption ThisIS not a recoverable error and Tachyon halts data

transfer operation to prevent the transmission of bad data.
 

Tachyon Operation

- Tachyon asserts the ERROR_L signal on the T81 bus.

- Tachyon halts DMA operation. but responds to slave accesses of its status registers to inform the host
of what has happened.

Host Recovery

' The host must either assert the RESET_I_. signal to Tachyon or issue a Software Reset command to the
Tachyon Control register. '

- Re‘initialize Tachyon.

BMW

The Laser Fault bit in the Frame Manager Status register indicates that the PLM has experienced a failure
with its laser operation This bit is a qualifier to further define the cause of a Link Failure. Refer to “E2. 14

Link Failure With Class I Connection” on page 287, “E12 15 Link Failure Dun'ng Class 2 or 3 Sequences" on
page 2.88, and “E2. [6 Link Failure During SCSI inbound Operations" on page 289.

Tachyon Operation 4

.. 0 Sets the Laser Fault and Link Failure bits in the Frame Manager Status register

-;> o Sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.
Host Recovery

o The host sets the Enable External Loopback bit in the Frame Manager Control register to turn on the

E_WRAP signal for at least 5 ms to force the PLM to execute its laser circuitry reset. This may or may

nut clear the laser fault. if it does, then normal operation can resume, if not, the interface must be

replaced.
~ After the host clears the Enable themal Loopback bitin the Frame Manager Control register, it may

take up to 10.3 seconds (according to the GLM specification) for the Laser Fault condition to clear.

0 The host may want to perform Link Failure Management.

0 lf'l'achyon is an N_Port, the host must write a Clear LF command to the Frame Manager Control regis-
ter to enable Tachyon to recover from, the failure when the Laser Fault condition has been cleared.

PT! 1 72738
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The Out of Synchronization error bit indicates that Tachyon cannot acquire symbol lock with the incoming
data stream for greater than R’l‘_TOV time. Loss of synchronization can be due to a degraded input signal or
a loss of the signal for a time shorter than that required to trigger the loss of signal condition. This bit is a

' . qualifier to furtherdel'ine the cause of a Link Failure. Refer to “E2. [4 Link Failure With Class I Connec-
(ion. on page 287. 122.15 Link Failure During Class 2 or 3 Sequences" on page 288, and “£2. 16 Link Failure
During SCSI Inbound Operations" on page 289.

Tachyon Operation

- Set the Out of Synchronization and Link Failure bits in the flame Manager Status register.

- Send a frame_mgr_intemipt completion message to the host.

- Tachyon attempts to re-establishsynchronization without host intervention.

Host Recovery

' The host may ,want to perfon'n Link (Failure Management.
..,..

0 ll Tachyon is an N_Port, the host'mus't write a Clear LF command to the Frame Manager Control regis-
ter to enable Tachyon to recover from the failure when synchronization has been re-established. If
Tachyon is an 'L_Port, the host waits for Tachyon to re-establish synchronization and waits for the link
to come up. '

W

The Loss of Signal bit in the Frame Manager Status register indicates that the input signal has been lost for
an extended period of time. This bit is a qualifier to further define the cause of a Link Failure. Refer to
”[32. H Link Failure With Class 1 Connection" on page 287, "EZ. 15 Link Failure During Class '2. or3

Sequences" on page 388, and “E12. 16 Link Failure During SCSI Inbound Operations” on page 289,

 
Tachyon Operation

- Set the Loss of Signal and Link Failure bits in the flame Manager Status register.

0 Send a frame _mgr_intemipt completion'message to the’ host.

Host Recovery

- The host may want to perform Link Failure Management.

- If Tachyon is an N _Pon, the host must Write a Clear LF command to the Frame Manager Control regis-
ter to enable Tachyon- to recover from the failure when the input signal has been restored.

PTI 172739
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10.5.6" Error Conditions E6.l-E6.l3

The Credit Error and Loop bits in the Frame Manager Status register indicates that Tachyon is connected to
. a remote node on the loop and is attempting to send a frame and-has not been able to acquire BB_Credit ‘

within ED_TOV.

Tachyon Operation

If the timer expires while waiting to transmit a frame, Tachyon:

- Sets the Credit Error bit in.the Frame Manager Status register.

- Sends a frame_mgr_intemrpt completion message to the host.

Tachyon operation from the reinitialization is described in error note “E6.6 Loop reinitialization".

Host Recovery

- Read the Frame Manager Status register. The host can either wait for the frame to be sent or re-initial-
iz'e the the loop in an attempt to clear the problem. ‘

- Write the Initialize command to the Frame Manager Control register to reinitialize the loop. This clears
a terminal congestion problem and allows forward progress.

If the host reinitializes the loop, the sequence transmission aborts and requires its own recovery.

Host recovery from the reinitialization is described in error note “E65 Loop reinitialization".

The Link Down error bit indicates that the sequence was abnormally terminated because the Frame Man~
ager experienced a link failure, a link reset ora loop reinitialization. Refer to “E2. 12 Link Down During
Class '2 or 3 Sequences" on page 286 and “E2. 15 Link Failure During Class 2 or 3 Sequences” on page 288.

“31.”! D i SCSIII if! . ELI-SI

A link down has no affect on the operation of the inbound SCSI management, with the exception that it

flushes the inbound FIFO that could contain SCSI frames. These frames are lost, which in turn causes a
ULP timeout to occur. Refer to “EZ. I3 Link Down During SCSI Inbound Processing" on page 287 and “E2. 16

Link Failure During SCSI Inbound Operations" on page 289.

Tachyon does not support Class 1 operation on an arbitrated loop. .

Tachyon Operation

- Send the frame to the host with an inboundgunknownjrame completion message.

Host Recovery

- No recovery is required at Tachyon's level.

~ The host should send a RJT response frame via the High Priority Channel.

PTI 172740 .
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" - :3 Once the host has programmed Tachyon to go online, it verifies that a failure condition (loss of signal, loss
2 of sync or laser fault) does not exist prior to attemting to initialize. Once the receiver is up Tachyon enters

the Initialize state and attempts to connect to a. loop . lt waits for a LIP in the initialize state {or twice

R’l‘_TQ_V._ If a LIP is not received, Tachyon enters Old Port state. and attempts to initialize as' an N Port.

Tachyon Operation

lf no meaningful order set is received for either loop or an FC link once initialization is started. Tachyon:

0 Sets the Link Failure bit in the Frame Manager Status register.

'- Sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.

Host. Recovery

- Read the Frame Manager Status register. The Frame Manager Status indicates link failure. ‘

g. : , ,._ , . Write the.Clear LF command to the Frame Manager Control register to allow Tachyon toresume initial~
ization. ' ‘

E551 B'i'lil

Each time the loop re-initializes, Tachyon‘s loop address could change. The host must check that thishas

‘ not happened. The following operation assumes that Loop Initialization successfully completed once. ‘

Tachyon Operation

.- When the loop has reinitialized, the Link Down bit in the Frame Manager Status register is set

- . Send a traine_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.

. When initialization is complete, the Link Up bit in the Frame Manager Status register is set. , 
- Send a frame _mgr__internxpt completion message to the host (unless the host has not read the Frame

Manager Status since the previous frame_rngr_interrupt completion message was sent).

Host Recovery

‘- Read the Frame Manager Status register, note that the link is down and wait for it to come back up.

0 ll the link is not up, wait for the. second completion message, read the Frame Manager Status register,
and note that the link is up. ’

-~ Read the Hame Manager Configuration register and check that the AL_PA is still the same.

'- l’erform login recovery and sequence recover as needed.

PTl 172741
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. i _ When a loop node experiences a failure, it restarts initialization. To do this it sends out a LIP ordered set
. with the address portion of the LIP set to its AL_PA. This can be used by other nodes to determine where
‘9 the failure is taking place.

Tachyon Operation

- When the LIP Failure is received, the Lle and Link Down bits in the Frame Manager Status register are
set. ,

~ Sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.

~ The AL_PA from the LIP Failure is copied to the flame Manager AL_PA Received register.

Host Recovery

- Read the flame Manager Status register, note that the link is down and that a Lin was received.
- if the host wishes to monitor who is experiencing problems, it reads the Frame Manager AL_PA

Received register. With this AL_PA information, the host may find the location of the fault. Note that if
a valid AL_PA has not be acquired by the device sourcing the LIP Failure, a OXF'I is read.

0 ' At this point the host either waits until the loop comes back up, or it tries to do other loop recovery
based on the Lin information. '

When a loop initializes with more than [28 nodes, some of the nodes are not allowed to acquire an address.
These nodes go non- participating As each reinitialization occurs, they will again attempt to become partic-
ipating. '

Tachyon Operation 
0 Once initialization is complete the Non-Participating and Link Up bits in the Frame Manager Status reg-ister. are set

‘ 0 Sends a'frame_mgr_internipt completion message to the host.

Host Recovery

- Read the flame Manager Status register, note that the link is up but that the node is not participating.
The hoSt cannot send or receive data on this loop. There is no recovery from this condition, other than
waiting for another node to drop out of the loop which frees up an AL_PA

When the loop reinitializes, it is possible that a fabric has been reassigning addresses andhas taken the

address that was assigned to this node. When this happens, the node reinitializes and acquires a new
address. The host must check whether its address has changed. if the new address is acceptable, normal
operation continues. if the host cannot tolerate its address changing, it may go nonparticipating. it does
this by clearing all the address mode bits in the Frame Manager Configuration register and forcing another
loop initialization by writing an initialize Command to the Frame Manager Control register.

PTl 1 72742
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When Tachyon exceeds ED_TOV while in one of the following states: ARB, OPEN, OPENED, XMI’I‘ CLS, or
_ RX CLS, Tachyon sends a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host

' Tachyon Operation

. When Tachyon enters one of the following loop states: ARB, OPEN, OPENED, XMIT CLS, or RX CLS, it
starts a timer.

. When ED_TOV time expires, Tachyon sets the Loop State Timeout bit in the Frame Manager Status reg-
ister. ' '

. Send a frame_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host.

' Tachyon clears and re-stans the timer. It will continue to set the Loop State 'l‘imeout bit in the Frame
Manager Status register every ED_TOV as long as the loop stays in the state that started the timer.

Host Recovery

if”? . 0' Read the Frame Manager Status register to recognize that the Loop State Timeout bit has been'set

. 0 At this point, the host may wait for another event to occur, or the host may re-initialize the loop if it
~.,-. - thinks the loop is in a bad state.

W51:

Once Tachyon has won access to the loop, it sends an OPN to the remote node. If the remote node ,

responds to the OPN with an immediate CLS, it is signaling that it cannot accept the frame at this time.
Tachyon releases the loop and then attempts to reacquire it and OPN again. This cycle is repeated indefi-
nitely or until a timeout occurs that causes the frame to be discarded. The host is unaware that this cycling
IS occumng.
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~ . When Tachyon sends an OPNt‘r (open broadcast replicate), a return is expected. However, if ‘Tachyon) sends an OPny that is returned, then the addressed node no longer exists on the loop.

Tachyon Operation

. The OSM freezes. Copy the AL_PA to the Frame Manager ReceiVed AL_PA register.
0 Set the Bad ALPA bit in the Frame Manager Status reg'ster.

0 Send a fmme_mgr_interrupt completion message to the host

- - If LCr equals zero, the frame remainsih the Outbound flame FlFO while the OSM is frozen. While the
‘ frame is in the Outbound Frame FIFO, the host cannot send frames via the High Priority Channel. The

OSM unfreezes when the host sets the Error Release bit. Once the OSM unfreezes, discard the frame.

‘ lf LCr is greater than zero, then the frame was already transmitted. When the Frame Manager receives
the frame that it transnutte'd (since the destination AL_PA does not eidst on the loop), discard this
frame. No inbound completion message is generated for this received frame.

- if an outbound sequence is in progress, send an outbound_compledon message with the Frame Time
‘ >Out bit set to one. . ' . '

Host Recovery

0 Read the Frame Manager Status register and note that a Bad AL_PA was detected.

° Read the Frame Manager ALgPA Received Rgister to obtain the bad AL_PA and log it as no longer beingvalid.

- Return Tachyon to normal operation by setting the Error Release bit in the Tachyon Control register.

[f a Tachyon initializes as an L_Port, and another Tachyoninitialim as an N_Port, the [._Pon Tachyon rec-
ognizes the OLSs and sets the NOS/OLS Received bit in its‘Fiame Manager Status register. Setting the NOS/
OLS Received bit indicates that a NOS and/or OLS was received after a loop circuit was established. The
L_Pon Tachyon then generates a frame_mgr_intemipt completion message to its host. The L_Port host can
recognize this condition and, if no otherports exist on the loop, it should re—initiaiize the Frame Manager asan N_Port

4, PTI 172744
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' The following PCB layers are suggested: .

Appendix A Application Notes

Appendix A. Application Notes

A.1 PCB Layout Suggestions

Tachyon Application Note #01
Revision 5.0

May I3, 1996

Introduction

This application note provides suggestions on the physical layout of a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) contain-
ing Tachyon and a Gigabit Link Module (GLM).

PCB Layers and Signals

'

 

 
  

 —_

 
 

 

—“

Table A.l.l Layer Descriptions

 

 
  

Signal Routing

- The Signals from Tachyon to the GLM should be routed on Layers l and 6.

0 All transmit signals (i.e. TBC, TX [20..0l) should be routed on Layer 1. All receive signals (i.e. RBC, RX

[20..0I) should be routed on Layer 6. Trace widths of these signals should be 6 mils with an 8 mil gap

between them. Routing this way reduces the'risk of crosstalk between transmit and receive.

'1 The Tachyon System Interface ('I‘SI) side of Tachyon may be routed on all signal layers. Trace widths :
should be 8 mils with a gap ol'8 mils

- There is only a single plane for ground (Layer 2). All the Tachyon Vss signals connect to this plane,
including the PLLVss signal. ‘

PTI 172745
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Adapter Board Requirements

3 Delay Specifications
l. The maximum delay of the tracesIS 78.74 ps/cm (200 ps/tn)_
3. The minimum delay of the traces is 55.12 ps/cm(140 ps/m)

Receive Trace Specifications

l. RBC trace maximum length = [shortest RX trace + 3.81 cm]
2. RBC trace minimum length = [longest RX trace - 1.2.7 cml

Transmit Trace Specifications

1. TX trace maximum length = 8.26 cm (3.25 in)
TX trace minimum length: 3. 81 cm‘(l.50 in) ‘

:l. On all TX outputs. specifically TX [19. .,0| LCKREF_L, and EWRAP, Tachyon requires a minimum
r.apacitance of 10 pF‘ (GLM specification assumes a 10 pF loadis present on Tachyon) and a maximum
capacitance of '25 pF.

l9

 

Clock Generator Trace Specifications
l

2
Clock Generator trace to Tachyon < [Clock' Generator trace to GLM + 7.62 cm)
Clock Generator Rise Time = ".8 ns -

SCLK Routing to Tachyon and to the GLM

SCLK should be routed on Layer 1 with an 8 mil trace width. This trace must be as short as possible and
have Tachyon as its only load. The trace should have guard traces along it.

Tachyon‘s GLM interface receives its transmit clock from an on—board oscillator. The output of this oscilla-
. tor has two loads, Tachyon's TBC pin and the GLM interlace's TBC pin. Thus the oscillator output must be
split with one route through a 10 fl resistor going to Tachyon, and the other route through another 10 Q
resistor going to the GLM pin. The route length to Tachyon and to the GLM transceivers should be equal.
Also. the 100 resistors should be near the oscillator output These traces should be on Layer 1 and have
guard traces along their length.

 

The. I!) Q resistor may have to be increased or reduced depending on signal quality at the load.

Length2

Length, = Length2

Oscillator

Figure A. [.1 SCLK Routing to Tachyon and to the GLM
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Calculation of Pull-up Resistor on the TriStated [/0 of Tachyon

Calculation for maximum pull—up resistor that can be used on the tri-stated W of Tachyon:

Other Device 
Figure A.l.2 PulloUp Resfutor on the Tri-Stated [/0 of Tachyon

Val ues:'

[oz for Tachyon = 10 uA
[oz for Other Device = 10 uA

‘ Vdd minimum low = 3.00 V

Vih minimum = 2.00 V

Using the values above, the maximum value of R when the line is tri—stated to‘ keep Vih at the minimum
level is: ' . -

R = (3 — 2)Volts / 20 uA = 50 kn (this includes resistor tolerance)

GLM Signal Strappings Requirements

0 TX _'Sl must be tied low with a maximum resistor value of 1 k!)

0 EN_CDE’I‘ must be tied high with a maximum resistor value of lkfl '

GLM Placement Recommendation

For optimal results, place Tachyon on the opposite side of the printed circuit board and behind the GLM
Samtec connector. This GLM and Tachyon locality optimizes trace length and routing.
 

 

 

Bulkhead

 
 

GLM Samtec Connector

Figure AJJ GLM and Tachyon Locality for Trace Length and Routing Optimization

first Edition ‘ p11 172747
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Power Connections

3 A cominuous ground plane (Vss) should be provided for the entire PCB. The power plane (Vdd_Other)x should be split into different regions to reduce noise andIncrease isolation between Tachyon and other
components. Three methods are suggested:

L' Ferrite Beads Method

This was the original recommendation for power connections and is adequate for existing designs.

VddTAC is the region for Tachyon power. This region receives its power through a ferrite bead from
Vdd_0ther and requires decoupling capacitors. All of the Tachyon Vdd and Vdd2 pins connect directly
to VddTAC, with the exception of PLLVdd, which connects to VddTAC through another ferrite bead. A

0.01 IIf decoupling capacitor should be placed near the PLLVdd pin to provide decoupling to the ground
plane The ferrite beads should have aminimum saturation current of 2 Amps A 25 mil trace (mini-
mum, 100 mil preferred) should be used to connect PLLVdd through the ferrite bead to VddTAC.
Tachyon Vss and PLLVss are both connected to the PCB ground plane

Vdd_Other VddTAC
' “Vdd/Vddz

Ferrite

PLLVdd 
x) ’ . ' Figure 4 Ferrite Beads Method

The VddTAC plane resides under the Tachyon part as follows:

Ferrite Bead
Connects
Power Planes

\ "I'II'IiIiIiIiIIIiIiIiIIIiIiIiIiIIIiIIIimIIIIIIiIiIiIiIiIIIIIIIInIIIIIIIIIIIiIIIIIiIIIiIIIiIiIIIIIIIIIuIII
Vdd_0thet / \ VddTAC 

Figure A.l.5 Power Plane Regions

Power (Vdd and VddZ) should be routed with a 100 mil trace width through fuses or femte beads prior to

1 connecting into the plane through was. Multiple vias are needed to meet current requirements for bringing
power unto the plane.

PTl '172748
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2. PLL Ferrite Bead Alternative Method

D This is the current reconunendau‘on due to its optimal noise immunity to Tachyon‘s internal PLL cir-- - ~cuitry.

I Vdd/Vddz

PLLVdd 
Figure A.l.6 PLL Ferrite Bead Alternative Method

. 3. Multiple Ferrite Beads for Maximum Isolation Method

T'hits'is reconunended for systems that measure a large amount of noise on their circuits when using
method 2 (PLL Ferrite Bead Alternative Method). '

Tachyon has beendesigned with multiple internal power planes with separate input pins to isolate the ,
output buffer/drivers, central core functions, and PLL oscillator. These power inputs are referenced as

Vdd, VddZ, and PLLVdd. In a typical situation, Vdd and Vdd2 are connected at the board level, with
additional filtering for PLLVdd. Some applications may require additional isolation and improved noise
immunity between Vdd and Vdd2. This altemau've may be obtained by using multiple ferrite beads con-

necting each of the power regions (Vdd, VddZ, PLLVdd) to Vdd_0thers and additional decoupling
capacitors {or each region

.‘ ) Separate low-inductance power regions for both Vdd and Vdd2 need to be provided on the PCB under
a the Tachyon package, separated from each other with multiple layers. The preferred arrangement is to

have the Vdd and Vdd2 power regions on opposite sides of the PCB ground plane. Because PLLVdd is a
single input into Tachyon, only a short, low-inductance trace needs to be provided from the ferrite bead
to the PLLVdd pin. Decoupling capacitors for all three power regions should be located close to the
Tachyon power input pins.

Vdd_0ther
VddTAC

VddTACZ

PLLVdd 
Figure A.l.7 Multiple Ferrite Beads for Maximum Isolation Method
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A.2 Implementing Tachyon with Little Endian System

3 Tachyon Application Note #02
Revision 3.0

. May 13.1996

To use Tachyon with a little endian system, implement the following steps:

Step 1:

Connect

Tachyon's TAD pin 31 to bit 31 of the little endian system
Tachyon‘s TAD pin 80 to bit 30 of the little endian system

Tachyon's TAD pin 0 to bit 0 of the little endian system

For a 32-bit word, bit 3‘liis the most significant bit and bit 0 is the least significant bit

Big Endian‘:

Most Significant Byte ' Least Significant Byte
:31 ~ ‘ ‘ o

am

Little Endian: . '

h D Most Significant Byte ' Least Significant Byte
:31 0

By connecting Tachyon's‘TAD 31 to Little Endian‘s bit 31, the most significant byte of the Tachyon bus
gets lied to the most significant byte of the Little Endian bus and the least sigtificant byte of the
Tachyon bus gets tied to the least significant byte of the Little Endian bus in a 32-bit transfer. Tying

these buses together allows Tachyon to place any address that it wants to access on the correct byte
lane (MSB to MSB, etc.). This causes a byte swap on all bytewide transfers. 32-bit transfers are not
swapped.

PTI 172750
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Step 2:

lruplement a Hardware swap ofall data for DMA transfers. This should only be done on DMA transfers
where Tachyon masters the bus and either reads or writes data to host memory.

Slave reads and writes should not be swapped and addresses should not be swapped.
All data transferred seriallylS transferred byte by byte. Therefore, data going out on the linklS trans-
ferred byte-wide. For byte-wide transfers, the data was byteswappedIn Step I and must be swappedback.

Slave accesess are not byte-wide transfers and a byte swap is not needed. Slave accesses are 32-bit
transfers and the byte lanes match.

DMA transfers may be byte-wide (data to be sent out on the link) or 32-bit (Tachyon control structure)
transfers. However, the type of DMA transfer is indistinguishable and therefore all DMA transfers must
be considered byte—wide. For byte-wide transfers, the data was byte~swapped in Step 1 and must be

swapped back.

Step 3:

Host software must do a byte swap on all of Tachyon's DMA'd control structures. Anything Tachyon
DMA's to or from the host must be swapped'in software so Tachyon interprets it correctly. Data thatis

sent out on the link does not have to be swapped'in software.

In Step 2, DMA link data and control structures transfers were byte-swapped. Either all the link data or
all the control stmctures need to be swapped in software. Because there are fewer control structures
than link data, it is more efficient to swap all the control structures rather than all of the data To
ensure that Tachyon can interpret its DMAed control structures properly, all the control structures

riiust be swapped in software. ' '

Step 4:

Since Slave reads and writes are not swapped by the Hardware swap (refer to 'Step 2:' above), the infor-
mation written to Tachyon in Slave reads and writes does not have to be software swapped to be inter-
preted correctly by Tachyon.

Refer to Step 2 explanation on why Slave reads and writes do not need to be swapped.

Step 5:

Swapping is defined as follows:

Byte 0 is swapped with Byte 3

Byte l is' swapped with Byte 2

This example attempts to explain the reasons the changes are necessary for Tachyon to be used with a
Little Bndian System.

There are three different types of data which move across the backplane both to and from Tachyon:

l. Slave reads and writes / 32-bit wide transfer
2. Link data (data that is sent over the link) / byte-wide transfer
'3. Tachyon control structures l32-bit wide transfer

PT! 172751
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A.3 Limited Airflow Applications

Tachyon Application Note #03
Revision 3.0

1May.13. 1996

When using Tachyon1n applications where airflow'IS less than 1.5 meters/sec, careful attention must be
given to ensure that Tachyon juncu'on temperatures remain below 110° C. [IJunction temperatures exceed
100° C then the functional lifetime of the device may be reduced an'd/or potential data loss may result

Junction Temperature Calculation

T,

Tjunction

Tam bient.

Pmaidmum,

9};

Junction = Tambient * ( Pmaximum ‘ 9ja.)

The calculated junction temperature in ° C.

The ambient air temperature around device in ° C. .

The maximum power dissipation of device in Watts. For Tachyon this is 3.5 Watts.

= The package thennal resistance in 9 C/Watt.

Package Thermal Resistance

.The package thermal resistance, with respect to ambient air temperature, is highly dependent upon the air
flow. The following table shows how the thermal resistance of the Tachyon package changes with respect
to airflow The table includes values with and without a heat sink attached.

208 MQuad 1 208 MQuad w/ Heat Sink

Table A.3.l Package Thermal Resistance for 208 MQuad

Example Heat Sink:

Thennaloy PIN 184558

Black Anodize Aluminum Omnidirectional Post Type
Dimensions: width 18 mm, length 21 mm, height 10 mm
Posts:42@ 1.2mmx l.2mmx8mm

Approximate Effective Surface Area- 1990 mm sq.

The heat sink mentioned above is for reference only and is not available from Hewlett-Packard Company.

Hist Edition ‘
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A.4 Performance Suggestions

Appendix A. Application Notes

Tachyon Application Note #04
Revision 3.0

May 13, 1996 .

Tachyon'5 performance, i. e., its ability to move data to and from the host,can be improved by following the
suggestions below.

I.
Set Write and Read stream size fieldsin the Tachyon Configuration register to the highest value allowed
by the application‘in which Tachyonis being used.

Always place data and headers on memory boundaries of either the read stream size value or data size,
whichever is smaller. For example, program a Read Stream Size of four into the Tachyon Configuration
register by writing 0x01 to the rs bits. The header lengthis 32 bytes and the EDB length is 2048 bytes
The header may be word aligned but for performance reasons place iton a 32 byte boundary. It the
header size increases above 32 bytes place it on a sizeof() boundary, up to the streaming size. Since
Tachyon holds‘the bus for only 128 bytesof data at aread stream of four, no increase in performanceis
obtained by placing the BBB. pointers on boundaries greater than 128 bytes.

Choose values for the MFS Buffer Length SFS Buffer length, and SCSI Buffer Length registers that
allow the data to be stored'm the fewest buffers possible. The buffers should be at least as big as the
Write Stream Size.
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Examples

-) With an airflow of 1.5 meters/sec and an ambient air temperature of70‘° C, the junction temperature is «tal-rulated:

Tiunwlm. ; 70° C + t 3.5 s 11.5 ) = [19.2550

If the 2uuhient air temperature is greater than 70 ° C ()r airflow is less than 1.5 meters/sec then a heat sink
may he needed The dimensions and surface area of the heat sink can be tailored to the specific application
requirements. -

.~\n example of an application which requires special attention is where airflow is 0 meters/sec. There are
two solutions to this problem:

I. Put an upper limit on the mnhient air temperature: 110 ° C : Tmnbim’ + (3.5 “ 15 ), soln'ng for T
yit‘ldsr Tmlmm, = [10 ° C - (3.5 ‘ l5) = 57.5” C.

ambient

3. Reduce eja by using a heat sink which prow’des the required thermal resistance: 110 ° C = 70 ° C - (‘ {3.5
"‘ 9;”). suiting for 8.1“ yields: ej“ = (110° - 70° ) / 3.5 = 8.5“ C per Watt.
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- A.5 ‘ SCSI Command Forwarding,

D Tachyon Application Note #05" Revision 2.0

May 18, 1996

The SCSI Command Forwarding feature allows a. controller to receive a SCSI command from a remote node

and then forward it to one of its [/0 devices. Tachyon can support this feature.

SCSI Command Forwarding can be used in an application where many [/0 devices are controlled by a com-
mon controller. When Tachyon sends a command to a controller, the controller may forward the command
to the appropriate device. Tachyon can then communicate directly with that device without needing the
controller as an intermediary.

Initiator Read with Forwarding Controller Example

When Tachyon sends a F‘CP_CMND to the controller, the controller may determine that the command is for
a specific device and may decide to forward the FCPC_MD to that device; The device returns the '

FCP_DATA and PCP_RSP directly back to Tachyon, bypassing the controller.

Initiator Write with Forwarding Controller Example

When Tachyon sends a FCP_CMND to the controller, the controller may determine that the command is for'

a specific device and may decide to forWard the F0?_CMD to that device. The device sends a '

FCP_XFER_RDY directly back to Tachyon indicating that itis ready to receive the data. Tachyon uses the
S__ID of that device to send the FCP_DATA and FCP_RSP directly to that device, bypassing the controller.
 

 

. 5 Note - ' SCSI Command Forwarding cannot be used on a Loop topology.
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Appendix B. Host Driver Notes

Tachyon Configuration register: if parity is not properly configured before Tachyon drives signals on
the address/data bus (TADI31..0|), such as during a slave read, a parity error may result

if the host has parity enabled, then the driver should properly configure pan'ty within Tachyon via the

if the host must invalidate a SCSI Read Transaction, it must fust clear the STE Valid bit in the SEST
entry and then issue the Plush OX_lD command. Both steps must be done to guarantee that the entry is
invalidated, since Tachyon may have the OX_lD cached internally.

.F‘or Class 1 operation, Tachyon only supports unidirectional connections. Transfer of initiative with
data returning on the same connection is not allowed. The only exception is with error recovery
sequences._ For error recovery sequences, initiative must transfer in order to execute recovery
procedures.

Tachyon does not support streamed sequences.

Do not change the unidirectional, bit to bi-directional at any time during a Class 1 connection.

if Tachyon is connected point-to-point, Tachyon requires intennix support from the fabric or theremote node. '

Send Networking and SCSI Link Level prdtoCols on non-SCSi-Assisted OX_IDS only to prevent them.
from being interpreted as requiring FCP hardware assists. »

For a nomSCSl-assisted transaction, set bit 15 in the OX_ID field in the Tachyon Header Structure. For
SCSI-assisted transaction, clear bit 15 to zero.

Tachyon passes all unrecognized link control frames, eg, LCR, RJTs, unprocessed BSYs, unrecognized
AC Ks, to the host without generating AC Ks.

Tachyon accepts and acknowledges received frames, regardlessof the D__[D. The host must check the
D _lD to determine which service or alias was the destination of the frame. '

Tachyon accepts and acknowledges F04 device data, video data, basic link services, and extended link
senices frames. Tachyon manages all other frames as unknown frames and passes them to the host
without generating ACKs.

Tachyon writes a Relative Offset (R0) value into every transmitted frame except High Priority frames.
The host must set the F_CTL bit, which indicates whether or not the destination should pay attention to

the R0 value. _ . ., _ , ’

If an error occurs on Class l sequences, the OSM suspends transmission of the current sequence and
waits for error recovery. The host must reset the OCQ, unfreeze the OSM, and reestablish the queue

' entries if any Class l sequences in the queue expect an established connection. The host must‘modify
the header of the first sequence on the queue to' force it to reestablish the connection. it must do this
be fore releasing the OSM’ lock.

All addresses given to Tachyon must be word-aligned and all lengths must be a multiple of 4 bytes.
Sequences that require odd lengths must set the fill bytes field in the 008 to account for extra pads
bytes. The total length must be rounded up to the next 4-byte boundary to account for the odd bytes.

[n the 008, the Hdr_Len field is 32 bytes or more.

Zero length buffers are not allowed in the BBB entries.

The Tachyon header length programmed in the ODB must be less than or equal to the frame length.
Tachyon does not divide or segment the Tachyon header AIL

PTI 172756
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[9.

29

it is recommended that the High Priority Channel only be used for error recovery or sending Link
Control frames. It should not be used to establish or to destroy Class 1 connections. If a Class 1
connection must be closed abnormally, the host should not send a frame via the HPCQ with an [30th
to close the connection. To close the Class 1 connection the host should issue a link reset with to the

flame Manager. The High Priority Channel can be used for Class 3 small payloads for N_Ports. Refer to
“3.6.8 small Data Payload Transmit Processes on page 47.

The OCQ, HPCQ, and SCSI Exchange Manager can each send sequence information to the OSM (Refer
to ‘figure 3.1 Tachyon lntemal Block Diagram" on page 17.) if the OSM receives information from
these three sources simultaneously, it prioritizes the information. The OSM transmits the HPCQ
sequence infomation first, it then arbitrates fairly between the OCQ and SCSI Exchange Manager, and

sends the associated network or SCSI information. However if a Class 1 connectionIs already opened,
the OSM only accepts network ODBs.

When Tachyon is not in a point-to-point configuration and logs into a remote node that only supports
one sequence, e. g.. a remote node using Tachyon, the Sequence Interlock bit in the ODB should be set.
Setting the Sequence interlock bit enables Tachyon to re-send frames when the remote node‘s inbound

channel is busy. ThisIs especially applicableIn a homogeneous network. Refer to “3.7.5 Multiframe
Sequence Deferred P _BSY Mode on page 60.

. 'When a write (outbound) requires more than one FCP_XFER_RDY for SCSI. the host must process all
FCP_XF‘ER_RDYs thatrare not processed by the card. The host must guarantee that the SEQ_[D it uses
is different from the onethat-Tachyon uses for the first sequence.

Tachyon does not have a timer to monitor how long it takes the host to transmit data on a Class 1 0:"
loop connection. It is up to the host to monitor itself not to send more data than is allowed by the FCSl
Profile time limit.

At the start of a new exchange, the host should queue only the first sequence and wait for the

completion message. In the completion message, a RXJD that was assigned by the remote node for
use in subsequent sequences is returned.

. The host must set the BB_Credit parameter in the N_Port LOGIN frames to zero when connected to a

loop to prevent over-running the inbound FIFO.

' . Tachyon does not have access to login parameters and therefore cannot validate frame data associated
\\ith login parameters.

‘ ‘. The host should process completion messages quicklyIn order to replenish the lMQ and avoid blocking
the inbound path.

'. The host should process all completion messages in-the [MQ before writing consumer index entries to
Tachyon. if the host writes a consumer index during message processing, Tachyon generates

additional interrupts because the message queue does not appear empty.

"Class 1 services are not supported on loop.

III order to' send the Fabric Login frame when not connected to an arbitrated loop, the driver must set
the fabric BB_Credit parameterIn the flame Manager Configuration register to one. '

' . lf a'l‘achyon initializes as an erort and another Tachyon initializes as an N_Port, the L_Port Tachyon
recognizes the OLSs and sets the NOS/OLS Received bit”In its Frame Manager Status register. Setting
the NOS/0L5 Received bit indicates that a NOS' and/or OLS was received after a loop circuit was

established. The L_Port Tachyon then generates a frame_mgr_intemrpt completion message to its
host. The L_Por1 host can recognize this condition and, if no other ports exist on the loop, it should re-
initialize the Prame Manager as an N_Port.
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31. The driver must manage sequence IDs across all aliases

'.-- 32. The host should not attempt to do a Flush OXJD command for SCSI Write Transactions since TachyonD does not cache write entries on the chip.

problem. During the query, if another errOr occurs, the host may hang. 'I‘o avbid hanging, the host '
should implement a time out during the query.

:33. When an ERROR_L is asserted by Tachyon, the host queries Tachyon's registers to determine the .

34. For an outbound transaction, if an ACK-retum~timeout occurs (ED_TOV expires), and more ACKs are
i received for the same transaction, the following may occur.

a. An .--\C K timeout may occur but the ACK could arrive before the outbound _completion is
generated. In this case, the completion may indicate a balanced credit and the timeout error.

_ b. The host could possibly receive acompleu'on for the unexpected ACK before it receives the

~.- . completion for the ACK timeout. There is no guarantee of ordering of these two completions.

35. If the Disable AUTO P_BSY bit in the Tachyon Configuration register is set and the host initiates a link
. reset, the host should set the Clear Deferred P_BSY bit after successfully achieving link reset and

, emptyingthe Deferred P_BSY Queue. Refer to “3.7.5 Multiframe Sequence, Deferred P_BSY Mode” on.
page 60. '

36. If an outbound Class 1 connection is opened and an unexpected frame with E0th is received, the OSM
closes the connection, sets the Class I Error bit in the outbou'nd_completion message, and freezes. If

. the host sendsa Clm 2 or Class 3 sequence while this Class 1 connection is opened, the sequence is
. aborted if the Class I connectioncloses due to an unexpected frame with [30th '

x.(nu-i..__..-...,

37. Reset the OCQ using the OCQ Reset bit in the'Tachyon Control register only when the OSM is frozen.

38. An OCQ or HPCQ entry can be retrieved by Tachyon and buffered for the OSM even if the OSM is in the
frozen state. ‘ ‘ . ' '

39. When the host receives an SOF‘cl marked as a bad SCSI frame and the Bad SCSI Auto ACK bit in the

Tachyon Configuration register is cleared to zero (which disables the ACKs), the host must initiate a
link reset. Do not send an ACK to open the connection. ‘ 

40. 'I‘achyon does not guarantee the FC-PH maximum inter-frame delay (of ED_TOV) requirement for all
frames of sequences sent using multiple ODBs. Tachyon adheres to the FC-PH Standard and
guarantees to send all frames of an ODB within ED_TOV amount of delay between frames of the

sequence. However, if the Continue Sequence bit in the ODB is set, Tachyon does not guarantee that
the first frame sent from the subsequent ODB is transmitted before ED_TOV is exceeded.

ll. If the Continue Sequence bit (Word Z/bit 20 in ODB)-and A'CKJ) blt (Word 2/bit 24 in ODB) are both set,
a sequence timeout occurs. A sequence timeout occurs because the expected ACK can not be received
in the last frame if the Continue Sequence bit has been set.

42. With an Out of Order Fabric using‘Class 3 PCP-Initiator assists, Tachyon may receive a Status frame
before the data sequence completes. In this case, Tachyon prematurely notifies the host that the data

sequence has completed even though the data sequence is incomplete. The remaining frames of the
data sequence are sent to the SFSBQ as inbound bad SCSI frames. The host should continue to wait for

the remaining frames until RA_'I‘OV expires.

If Tachyon receives these “missing” frames before RA_'I‘OV (indicated by the Byte Count value in the

Inbound 3851‘ Entry plus the newly arrived frames equaling the expected number of bytes of the
. . sequence), the frames may he reassembled with the rest of the data sequence. If Tachyon does not

j} receive all the frames by RA_TOV (or the host does not want to manually reassemble the sequence), the
‘I ' host should start upper level error recovery.
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W.

l3. lfTachyon receives an ACK with the Abort Requested bit set or a RJT during an active outbound

44.

lb.

sequence, Tachyon immediately terminates the sequence. freezes its OSM, and sends an

outbound_completion message to the host indicating the error. Tachyon does not wait for BB_Credit to
balance, as stated in the Tachyon User's Manual.

if a Link Down occurs during the transmissionof an outbound sequence before asuccessful
outboundcompletion message is sent to the host, the outbound_co‘mpletion message will indicate a
Link Down (LD) even though the previous sequence may have been transferred successfully. For
example, if all ACKs were received for a sequence, but then the link goes down before the
outbound_completion message is sent, the outbound_completion message will indicate a Link Down.
When this situation occurs, the host cannot determine from the completion message whether the

sequence was transferred successfully. The host must determine through Exchange Management if the
' sequence Was transferred successfully. The host may choose to re-send the sequence.

15. lf'l‘achyon runs out of SFS, MFS, or [MQ buffers, it will not initialize from link down until the buffers
are replenished. in loop mode. this situation would keep the loop down.

01in multiframe sequences can'be sent when the SOPcl and E_C bits are both set to one.
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Appendix C. , Building Data Structures

01 Tachyon Header Structure

Building the Tachyon Header Structure

The host should provide all-the information to build the Tachyon Header Structure. The algorithm for build—
ing the Tachyon Header Structure can be simplified by always filling in the ALIA field. Tachyon ignores
this AL_PA field if it is not on a loop.

Algorithm for Building the Tachyon Header Structure

1. Set the SOF‘ and EOF‘ bits based upon the class type. For almost all sequences, diese should be SOP-12,
” SOFIB, or SOFCl, and EOFN. ‘ ‘

.59 Write the AL_P.A regardless of whether Tachyon is on the loop. This step is not required, but itis
helpful in'case it is decided later that 'l‘aChyon will be on a loop..451ll

_ .. 3'.- ll 'limestamps are being used,-then a Tachyon Header Structure containing a valid Timestamp should
;; ' have been received.- A- copy of that Timestarnp shouldbe used to send the frame. The ’l‘imestamp is

‘ ' used to prevent the frame from being sent if more than ED_TOV time has elapsed since it was received.

Write the R_C'l‘L and the D_[D (the D_lD‘must match the D_ID field in the ODB).

Write the S_[D. ‘ ' .

Write the F‘_CTL and Type fields (F_CTL should not have the Enngequence bit set to one).

Set the SEQ_CNT to zero.

n'n

saw
‘l

8'. Select and write a unique Sequence [D for this exchange.

.0. Write the RX_lD and OX_lD.

[0. Write the R0 and DF'_CTL

 

Assumptions for Building the Tachyon Header Structure

I. This algorithm is only applicable to normal l/O's processed by the OCQ.

2. Class 1 sequences always are multiframe sequences and are terminated at the end of a sequence,
therefore SOPcl (0x3) can always be written to the Tachyon Header Structure's SOP field.-

PTI 1 72760
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0.2 ACKs

. :) Algorithm for Building ACKs
Under normal conditions Tachyon generates ACKs. Under certain error Conditions the driver must

generate them. Use the following steps as a guide to build ACKs from Tachyon Header Structures [or
received frames

1. Swap the D_lD and SJD fields.

2. Change the R_CTL field to indicate an ACK frame.

23. [n the P_CTL field of the Tachyon Header Structure

a. Invert the Exchange Context (bit 23) and Sequence Context (bit 22) bits.
l . Clear the Sequence Retransmitted bit (bit 9) to zero.

c. Clearjthe Abon Sequence Condition bits (bits 5.4) to zero.

.. 4 (l. For Class I, set the Unidirectional Transmission bit (bit 8) to one.

_ ' . I e. . For Class 1 or Class 2, Set the EOF‘ field as appropriate.

.4
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03 ODB '

3 Building the ODB
Each ODBcontains aJ‘ransaction Identifier (Tr-ansJD), which is used to match completion messages to.
reQuests. Tachybn returns this value on outbound completion messages. It is suggested that the TransJD
be set to the ODB's entry number in the OCQ or a pointer to a driver managed structure. This enables
matching completion messages to OCQ entries easier. It also enables error recovery'and memory manage-ment to be easier. ‘ ‘

, Because the Hl’CQ and the OCQ have their-own interrupts, their Trans_le do not have to be unique. How
ever. if SCSI assists are used, the SES’I‘ uses the Outbound Message Channel to send‘its payload. This
means that a SES'l‘ outbound completion and an OCQ outbound completion are indistinguishable from one
another if they have the same 'I‘ranSJD.

Algorithm for Building the ODB.

1. Select the next free OCQ entry.

to
Build the Tachyon Header Structure.
Build the BBB.

Write the nu bits (if any) along with the other control bits to the CNTL field or the ODB.

Write the SEQJD from the Tachyon Header Structure into the ODB. ,

Write the D_lD from the Tachyon Header Structure into the ODB.

Write the RXJD from the Tachyon Header Structure into the ODB.

Write the 'l‘rans_lD field.

‘ Write the Header Address Pointer (Hdr_Addr) into the ODB.

_ D [0. Write the EDB's address (EDB_Addr) into the ODB.
. I I]. Write the Total sequence Length ('l‘ot_Len) into the ODB.

[2. Write the Header Buffer Length (Hdr_Lcn) into the ODB.

[3. Write the Maximum Frame Length (Frame_Len) from the Login parameters into the ODB. Use the
Fiber Channel default parameters if performainglogin. .~

@WNQQ‘FW
l4. Write the other fields as required.
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0.4 EDB

3 Algorithm for Building the BBB.
‘ l. Detemunethe number of BBB AIL paitsrequired , p

.. Allocate memory for the BBB AIL~ pairs in multiples of four pairs (32 bytes).
:3. Write the first Buf_Addr with the data's address. '

:l. Write the data length into the Buf_Len field.

:3. if this is the last A/l; pair, set the End Bit (E).

Ii. If it is not the last A/L pair, write the start of the next butter into the next AIL pair.-

.. Repeat steps 4. through 6. until all the data is described by the NL pairs

‘3. Write the Header Bit (H),and the Frame Boundary Bit (P), if required.

1;: t - ' r :Assumptionsfor building the BBB

1. (Data is contiguous for each A/L pair.

2.11m data must be a multiple of four' bytes, except for the last A/L'pair. If the last AIL pair is not a
multiple of four bytes, use pad bytes to fill the data to a 4-byte boundary. ’
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0.5 High Priority Frame Structure

- ) Algorithm for Building the High Priority Frame Structure
’ Refer to ‘ Algorithm for Building the HPDB" on page‘336.
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C. 6 HPDBs

Algorithm for Building the HPDB

Building the HPDB includesbuilding the High PriorityFrame Structiire ('HPF‘S). The algorithm for. this
' process follows.

1. Select the next free HPCQ entry. This is the HPDB.

2. Allocate contiguous memory for the HPFS. This includes 32 bytes for the Tachyon Header Structure, 21
maximum of 2048 bytes for the payload, and 4 bytes for the EOF word at the end of the structure. The

payload includes the data and all optional headers. The data must be a multiple 0H bytesIn length. F‘ill
bytes are used to pad out data to multiples of 4 bytes.

3. Build the Tachyon Header Structure fields'In the HPFS.

-l. Write the EOF field to the last 4 bytes of the HPF‘S.

Write the Loop Close (CL) bit of the HPF‘S, ifdesired.

6. 1'Write thefTransJD;

Write the Header Address Pointer (H_dr_Addr) to the HPDB.

'U‘

K)

‘8. Write the FrameLength (Frame_Len) to the HPDB. Thisis the amount of memory allocated for the- ‘ HPFSIn 2. above

9. Write the Completion Message Disable (C) and Completion Message lnterrupt Disable (D bits of the
HPDB. if required .
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0.7 SEST‘VEntries

' . D ‘ Algorithm for Building the Inbound SEST Entry
I.

2.

pl

Acquire an empty SEST entry.

Build the SDB and write its location to the SEST entry'5 SCSI Inbound Descriptor Block Address
(SDB_Addr) field.

If In Order Remembly mode is being used, write the R0 to the SES’I‘ entry's Exp_RO field, otherwise
clear this field to zero.

Write the Buffer Offset (Offset) if required. This field must be cleared to zero if In Order Reassembly18
used

Assert the STE Valid (V) bit and the SCSI Direction (D) bit.

Algorithm for Building an Outbound SEST Entry ‘

Building an Outbound SES'I‘ EntryIS similar to building an ODB However, some of the fields are in 'a differ-
ent location and others have a different function The main rules for building an Outbound SEST Entry are
that the OX_IDin the Tachyon Header Structure must be set to the SES’l‘ entry’s indexin the SEST and the

' S'I‘E Valid (V) hit must be the last bit set All fields in the SES'I‘ entry must beset to zero at initialization.

I.

ix;-

5“!”

 

l).

S."

ti.

Acquire an empty SEST entry.

Build the Tachyon Header Structure and write its location to the Outbound SES’I‘ Entry's Header
Address Pointer (Hdr_Addr) field. ‘

Build the EDB and write its location to the Outbound SES’E Entry’s EDB_addr.

Write the SEQ_ID from the Tachyon Header Structure to the Outbound SEST Entry.

Write the D_[D from the Tachyon Header Structure to the Outbound SES’I‘ Entry.

Write the RX_ID from the Tachyon Header Structure to the SEST Entry.

Write the TransJD. 4

Write the remainder of the fields in the Outbound 8851‘ Entry.

-.~\ssert the STE Valid (V) bit.

Outbound SES'I‘ entries need their STE Valid (V) bit cleared to prevent the OSM from sending the SCSI data
if a F‘CP_XF‘ER_RDY arrives after an outbound SCSI transaction is aborted.
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0.8 SDB

Algorithm for Building the SDB, In Order Reassembly

:l. Calculate: how many-buffers of SCSI Buffer Length are required to hold‘the incoming‘data.

2. Allocate memory for the SCSI buffers in multiples of SCSI Buffer Length and write the addresses of the
SCSI buffers to the 808's Buffer Address (Buf_Addr) fields.

3. Set the End of SDB (Es) bit of the End Delimiter field to one. All other bits of the End Delimiter fieldshould be cleared to zero.

Algorithm for Building the SDB, 000 Reassemby

1. Calculate how: many buffers of SCSI Buffer Length are required to hold the incoming data.

2. Allocate exactly 256 bytes of memory for the SDB, 256-byte aligned.

'33. Allocate memory for the SCSI buffers in multiples of SCSI Buffer Length and write the addresses ofthe
SCSI buffers to the SDB's Buffer Address (BuI_Addr) fields.

-I. Forany unused buffers, write the address of a safe lbcation in memory to the BuI_Addr fields.

5. r The End Delimiter is ignored, so do nOt set the End of SDB (Es) bit in the SDB.
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Appendix D. 8B/IOB Encoding/Decoding

internal 8~bit data bytes are transmitted over the Fibre Channel link as 10-bit encoded characters. Data is
encbded primarily to, impr'ove'transmission quality by maintaining a DC balance, which is'a balance'of is
and Us on the link. Encoding also allows for sufficient transitions in the serial bit stream to make clock
recovery possible at the receiver, provides unique control characters, and enables error checking at the
character level by detecting invalid encoded transmission characters. The 88/108 encode/decode method
used by Fibre Channel is patented by lBM. '

Encoding and decoding are performed by the F01 Encode/Decode layer. Encoding works by dividing each
internal 8-bit data byte into a5—bit sub-block comprising the low-order live bits and a 3-bit sub-block com-
prising the high-order three bits. For example, an 8-bit byte whose bits are labeled in F‘C-l notation as A
(for the low-order hit) through H

T 6 5 4 3 2. l 0

‘H‘G F‘ E D ~C B A
is subdivided into two sub-bloc ks.

' ' 7 .6 5‘ 4 3 2.1 o

'H G P B D C B A

The sub-blocks are swapped-and their bit order is reversed. Then, by looking up the 8-bit byte in a FC-l
encbding table an additional'bit is added to each subblock, creating the encoded 10—bit transmission char-
acter whose bits are labeled a through j. The transmission character consists of a 6-bit suboblock and a 4-bit
sub-block. . , .

0123-1 567

ABCDE Fou 
a b c d e i. f g h j

Bit a is the first bit transmitted onto the link. Bits are transmitted serially.

Decoding is the converse of encoding.

Using 10 bits for transmission characters supplies 1024 unique bit patients rather than the limited 256 com-

biuations for &bit Characters. [024 bit patterns allow two encodings for each internal character plus addi—
tional bit patterns for special control characters. 444 of the 1024 possible 10-bit patterns are used by Fibre
Channel. The values used provide the best transition density by limiting the run of consecutive is and Os on
the link. The remaining 580 combinations are invalid and result in code violations if they occur.

88/108 encoded characters can contain three types of bit patterns, six bits set to ,l and {our bits set to 0, six
bits set to 0 and four bits set to 1, or five bits set to l and five bits set to 0. The relative number of ls to Os is

va1|ed disparity. Sub-blocks containing more is than Os have positive disparity. Sub—blocks containing
more 05 than is have negative disparity. Disparity is neutral when the number of Is and Os are equal. Dis—
parity is independently determined for each 6-bit and 4-bit sub-block. Disparity at the end of each 10-bit
character is the disparity at the end of its 4-bit sub-block. 122 of the 256 byte-wide data characters have

both a positive disparity encoding and a negative disparity encoding '72 characters are neutral with one
encoding. The remaining 62 characters are neutral with two encodings. Disparity starts out negative when
the link comes up. '
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Running disparity is the cumulative disparity of all previous characters! Running disparity alternates after
__ each positive or negative disparity character, but does not change after neutral disparity characters. Run-

?) ‘ ‘ ning disparity is used to detennine the encoding and decoding ofcharacters. To maintain the DC balance if.4 the ninning disparity is positive, a negative disparity encoding is used for the next character. [I the runnihg
disparity is negative, a positive disparity encoding is used for the next character. Running disparity is never

'. neutral. A neutral disparitycharacterdoes not change the running disparity, for example, if the running dis-
parity is positive, it remains positive at the end of the neutral disparity character. ’

A disparity error occurs if the running disparity is positive and a positive disparity character is received, or
the nmning disparity is negative and a negative disparity character is received. Disparity errors may not be
detected on the character in error. Neutral disparity characters following the error delay its detection.

SB/lOB encoding uses a special notation of the form Zxx‘y to identify characters. Each of the 256. bit pat-
terns possible in a byte is assigned a symbol. For example, 021.1 is the symbol for a byte containing the
hexadecimal value 35. which has the bit pattern 00110101. The symbol’s Z digit is a control variable that
identifies the character type. The letter D, as the Z digit, designates a “valid data byte.“ Fibre Channel con-

trol characters are special symbols and are designated using a K. The data symbol's XX digits are the deci-
mal value of the bytes 5-bit sub-block, which in the example is decimal 21 for binary 10101. The data

symbol's y digit is the decimal value ,of thebyte's 13-bit sub-block, which in the exampleis decimal l for
binary 001. '

Twelve special‘control symbols are defined by the 88/108 encoding scheme, but only one, the K285, is used
by Fibre Channel. The K285 character contains a “comma," which is unique in that its encoding consists of
either two Os followed by five ls (binary 0011111) or two ls followed by live Os (binary 1100000). No other
character contains these bit patterns. These special patterns allow the comma to be used for byte synchro-‘
nization. '

[0-bit encoded characters are never transmitted individually. They always are part of a 40-bit transmission
word. Transmission words are either data words or ordered sets. Data words contain data symbols exclu-

sively and transmit encoded data. Ordered sets are groups of four characters, consisting of a K285 as the
first symbol followed by three data symbols. The second symbol is usually a 021.4 or 021.5. The third and
fourth symbols normally are repeated for error checking. For example, the SOP Connect Class 1 (SOFcl)
ordered set consists of the symbols K285, 021.5, 023.0, and 023.0. Ordered sets are used for frame delimit-
ers. primitive signals. and primitive sequences.

 
Frame delimiter ordered sets consist of SOFs and EOF‘s, which identify frame boundaries. BOP ordered

sets have two encodings but always force a negative mnning disparity. As a result, nrnning disparity
between transmitted frames is always negative. SOFs require a negative running disparity.

Primitive signal orderedsets consist of IDLE, Receiver Ready (R__RDY), and the Arbitrated Loop primitive
signals Arbitrate (ARB), Open (OPN), Close (CLS), and Mark (MRK). Primitive signals till the gaps between
transmitted fnames in order to maintain proper link transmission characteristics during periods of inactiv-
it y. Transmitters must send at least six primitive signals between frames lDLEs may be inserted or deleted
singly by switches, repeaters, 6r test tools for clock elasticity purposes betWeen adjacent nodes. A receiver
expects at least two lDLEs between frames. IDLE and R_ROY primitivesignals maintain negative disparity
on the link.

Primitive sequence ordered sets are used‘for communication at a level more primitive than frames. They
are used for link initialization and error recovery. Primitive sequence ordered sets include Offline (OLS),
l.ink-_Reset (LR). Loop Initialization (LIP), Not_Operational (NOS), and Link_Reset_Response (LRR). A
minimum of three occurrences of a primitive sequence must be received before it has a meaning.

For more information. refer to “PC-PH Revision 4.3+, Chapter F0 1 88/108 Transmission Code. p. 63 - 71.”
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